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Abstract

This study presents a reinterpretation and revisioning
of the myth of Psyche. Using an interdisc ipl inary approach

that. combines current feminist and educalionaL theories as

well as concepts from the fields of literature, psychology

and cultural anthropology, the myth is decoded as a metaphor

not on.Ly to express female experience in a patriarchal
context but aÌso to provide a rnodel- of affirmation for aII
aspects of female Iife: biological, enotional, intellectual-
and spiritual.

Beginning with a review of education theory to expl-ore

the circumstances around learning in the present social-

contextf the research conLinues by employing several

different strategies. The first introduces the nyth of
Narcissus as a means of illustrating how gender influences

the metaphors of sight and hearing whj_ch are integral to any

understanding of Psyche's initial situation. The second is
to scrutinize the oldest extant version of the myth, Lucius

Apuleius's narrative of Eros and psyche, in the light of
existing interpretations and with a feninist rereading of
the goddess Aphrodite. Next, the myth is surveyed as an

ancient model of what Belenky et al. calf ,'women,s ways of
knowing" to shovü that it also encodes a vüay of knowing that
is as intellectual-ly avail-able to articulation as is our

present western tradition, The fourth approach reexamines

the myth as it represents two narrative structures: the Eros
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plot and the Psyche plot. tr'rom the anal-ysis of the psyche

plot evolves an investigation int,o what Mary O,Brien calls
f e¡nale reproductive consciousness as a way of providing

another paradigim to deenphasize our current accent on the

subject/object dichotomy, Then, a6 a way of testing the

hypotheses presented, 6ome tvrentieth-century autobiographiee

by wornen are exanined for the variety of \^rays in which they

reprinÈ this ancient pattern.

In place of a formal conclusion, the study ends with a

retel-ling of the Psyche myth as a uray of providing a modern

and feminist signature to an ancient narrative pattern. This

is f ol-J-owed by an Afterword which suggests a new t,ern

important for the philosophy encoded in the myth,
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Forev¡ord

The origins of this project lie within the study I
completed for a rnaster's thesis in Art Education.l That

study involved an examination of the Iearning experience of
practicing women artists in the Mentor Program of Manitoba

Artists for Women's Art (now Mentoring Artists for Women,s

Art, Inc.), Inspiring at l-east as many questions as it
answered, it also brought with it a belief that underlying

hromen's life experiences Iies a coherent, integrated, viable
and richly rewarding pattern of being that is as fully
accessibLe to intell-ectual- articulation as any other. For

me, however illusive or nebulous that pattern rnight be, it
was somehow tied to the ancient image of the spiral. I^ihat

fol-lows here is my own journey to secure that pattern, those

folk whom I encountered along the way and the ideas that
contributed to th j-s unwinding.
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Even the best attempts at explanat.ion are
on.Ly more or l-ess successful- translations
into another metaphor, ( Tndeed, language itself
is only a metaphor, ) The nost we can do is
to dream the nyth onwards and give it a rnodern
dress. And v¡hatever explanation or interpretation
does to it, we do to our own souls as well, with
corresponding results for our own welJ--being.

C. c. Jung ( 1951)

We are, I amf you are
by cowardice or courage
the one who find our way
back to this scene
carrying a knife, a camera
a book of myths
in which
our name6 do not appear.

Adrienne Rich (1973)



I nt roduct, ion

Ours is a culture that is frequently defined in
shorthand as pat.rÍarchal-, revolving around and servant t,o

the (netaphorical) Fathers. Feminist anaJ-yses have critiqued
patriarchal society by investigating the concomitant

suppression and absence of a wornan-centered view of

reality.l Much of feminist criticism, in turn, is directed

to$tards the foundations of the Western intellectual
tradition itself. fn Western, Euro-centric and

s cientif ical ly-oriented thinking, human society and the

natural worfd are seen as rnutually exclusive units that are

defined in terns of opposition and aggressiveness. Many

feminists especialJ-y see society as impoverÍshed by the

intellectual- construction of poJ-arities, dichotomies and

gender.2

Character traits have been linked directly to gender

in ways that conpound rn/hat has been excluded from the

material- of that intellectual tradition. The definition of

maLe in terms of certain psychological traíts l_eaves them

with logic, reaaon, and aggressiveness. The masculine nalure

of co¡nrnerce, law and justice, science and technology means

prestige and tradition. Definitions of femaLe being are

criticized for their association with the feminine; those

qualities are deemed undesirable in men. The conflation of
the feminine wíth f emal-e biology has meant that r^romen are

regarded as emotional, passive and intuitive. Furthermore,

femal-eness is metaphorically associated with nature, the
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flesh, procreation and physical pleasure.3 Fron the

conjunction of feminine qualities with reproductive

responsibility in childbirth comes the view that women are

by nature rnaternal, compassionate, empathetic, (over) Ioving

and hence, moraJ- Iy weak.

Because our Western and Euro-centric tradition
privileges men's ideas and percêptions, it is their ideas

about women and their apprehensions of wornen that have,

until recentJ.y, been given precedence within the public

dornain. As women, we .l-earn about ourselves through what men

have thought and written about us.4 Thus, formal education

ie expressly problenatic because it takes place within a

system set up to refÌect male experience. Because as \^romen

we live a differently gendered social and cultural
experience, ít may readiJ-y be argued that \nromen face

particu.Iar and specific problems within a mal-e designed

education system,5 Obviously, in a system that is based on

male experience, exclusivity and a hierarchy of values,

hromen's place is doubly difficult.

In addition, the arrangement given these different
values is teJ-eological- and trans.Lates readily into a power

structure that is equally gender based. Those values

associated with the female and feninine are seen as existing
to service the higher values of the mal-e and masculine.

Reflected lhroughout Western culture, this adversariaf

system continues to define the self only in male terms and
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human experience by male experience, and through its
pervasj-veness, this equation influences aJ-L aspects of

social l-ife and culture, nen a6 v/eII as r^romen. Identity and

selfhood, the sel-f as human, as singu.lar changeless Subject,

is regarded aa male/ Man. The Other, of necessity and

automaticafly, becomes object, f ernale, Woman.

Because education was historically and traditionally
the exclusive right of rnen, its structure and methodology

were designed to fit and reflect male experience. In an

examination of curricufum and íts social context entitled
Transforming KnotAlledge, Elizabeth Kamarck Minnick challenges

the conceptuaf errors that underfie this dominant

intel-Iectual tradition, These errors she defines as a faulty
universal- i z ation that conf l-ates hurnan into man, and a

circular reasoning that justifies and defines what is
appropriate for intelleclual consideration. Based on these

two errorsf she sees two more. The first is an emphasis on

the products of thought rather than its processes and

consequences, and the second is that this partiaJ_ knowledge

excludes aII that can be defined as other or different. As

she observes about this knowledge: "ft makes the part the

whole, and thal whofe is parÈial to the interests of those

thus defined at the defining, controlling center" (148).

These faults are so deeply embedded within the meaning

system that they have become nearly invisible.
Unquestionably, too much has been left out in the
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construction of our male-defined universe. Nowhere is this
more obvious than in the research into human development.

Carol- Gil-l-igan's -f, a Difterent Vojce introduces an ethic of

care and re spons ibility- -regarded as female--to balance

Lawrence Kohlberg's work about (male) ethical devefopment, a

development seen as based in a paradigm of competing rights.
Discussing the work of WiIIiam J, Perry and his examination

of intellectual and ethical- development, she comnents on the

absence of any recognition of the problerns and failures that
arise out of excessive detachment and unsatisfactory and

inadequate attachnent, GiIIigan describes these as

difficulties that arise out of an over-emphasis on

separation and a specifically male anxiety about connection.

As she sees it, both men and wonen move toward contextuaf

conplexity in their devel-opnent, but they do so out of

differing ethics.

About formal J-earning itself, t.he authors of Women's

\lays of Knowing note that the r^romen they interviewed

regarded learning as gleaned through the lessons ,'in

rel-ationships with friends and teachers, life crises, and

conmunity involvements" (4). Further, the authors recognize

that "Iittle attention has been given to modes of learning,

knowing, and valuing that may be specific to, or at Least

common in, women" (6), Whether this is because of the

general culturaJ- perception of the nature of the f emal-e

mind/psyche as emotional, intuitive and irrational or the
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more universal- nale dominance in a culture which privileges
maÌe experience and masculine values, the effects are the

same--the absence of a female presence in the lradition of

what is termed intell-ectual development and a devaluation of

what is defined as the feminine:

The mental processes that are involved in considering
the abstract and the impersonal have been J_abelled
thinking and are attributed primarily to men, while
those that deaf with the personal and interpersonal
faII under the rubric of "emotions " and are largely
relegated to women. (7)

This description couples either/or dichotomous thinking and

its corresponding teleologicaf vaLuation to the detriment of

v¡omen's int,ellectual Life.
Just as the authors of Ways provide a pattern for the

process of women's learning that evolves from silence and

passivity to an integrated and s e ff- constructed knowledge,

Sara Ruddick's "Materna1 Thinking" evol-ves intellectual
theory out of maternal practice and Adrienne Rich,s

Motherhood as Experience and Institution distinguishes

between the institution and the experience of motherhood.

AII have contributed significantly to a creation of

viewpoint that compels the development and articul-alion of a

more personaL and body-centered assessment of female

experíence, Similarly, in Representations of Motherhood,

literary analysts/ psychologists, anthropo logists , artists
and activists continue the revaluation of motherhood to

recLaim what has previousJ-y been unspoken.6

Whereas Ways of Knouling proposes a frame and the
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perspective through which contemporary women acquire

knowJ.edge of the world, and others J-ike Ruddick and Rich

suggest more experiential ly- centered directions for this
kj-nd of approach, what remains missing is the sense of a

transhistorical pattern, an awareness that women have always

had access to important- - indeed fundamental - -ways of knowing

J-ife and life experience. One such ancient pattern can be

found in the nyth of Psyche and Eros.7 Although the tale
has been interpreted to support a patriarchal imperative, a

careful reading of its various conponents suggests how these

nore current perspectives may indeed be modern versions of

femafe experience and Iearning patterns that are at lea6t as

old as ApuJ.eius's time (the second century C,E,), and if we

consider the original folk sources of the ta1e, possibly far
ol-der.

In this myth, Psyche is a princess whose beauty brings

her in conf l-ict with the goddess Aphrodite, Psyche is aÌso

interpreted as representing the female soul wedded to Eros,

the god of love. Because he visits her only in the dark of

night, she is curious about his appearance and conLrives to

see him by lamplight. When she succeeds, he leaves her. The

four central tasks in the myth portray Psyche,s struggles

for reconnection with her husband. Her success at those

tasks brings a reconciliation wj-th Eros and her ascendence

to Olympus,

To read this ancient Ílythic representation of f ernale
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desíre for affective (re)connection in conjunction vríth

twentieth-century research on ways of knowing--cognitively
based connection--ís to discover ner/r ways of considering the

complexitíes and nuances that are inherent in any philosophy

about f emal-e Iife experience in the emotional and

intel-lectual- real-ms, That Psyche is pregnant throughout her

tasks adds an undeniably female biologicat basis to complete

the experiential- orientation of t.his myth.

Alongside the central place occupied by the myth of

Psyche, two other myths contribute worthwhile perspectives

on female being and knowing, ontology and epistemolog.y. One

is the Narcissus and Echo myth which not onfy focuses on the

dangers accornpanying self love but al-so foregrounds the

roles of sight and hearing in relationship to the overafl
narrative of visíon. The second myth is that of persephone

and Demeter, which addresses the connections between mother

and daughter and between human and the natural or

agricultural- environment.

The seasonal change that underlies this mythic ¡nother-

daughter story iLlustrates the meaning of ', trans f orrning,,

that I am intending to imply through ny use of the term in
the title of my study. The transformation of psyche implies
an explicit desire to shift traditional interpretations both

of the mythic Psyche as a female figure and of the psyche as

a Iearning site. Moreover, my title proposes thaL

transformation is an accurate descriptor of the process of
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how we know. Thus, my concern is rvith change in all the

relatíonships of Psyche: to the world, to learning, to vrork

and to Love,

Transformation has been defined as: "To alter or change

in nature, properties, appearance/or form" (Oxford EngTish

Dictionary).7 The ,{ebst er's New WorTd Dictionary further
clarifies the meêning of transformation by introducing its
synonyms and their different nuances. Whereas transformation

"implies a change either in external forrn or in inner

nature, in function, " metamorphoses "suggests a startling
change produced as if by magic, " transfigure "implies a

change in outward appearance" on1y, and transmute ',suggests

a change in basic nature that seens almost miraculous. ,' My

use of transformation, then, emphasizes the continuous,

incrementaf and integrated nature of kno\^¡tedge rather than

either a magical change or a superficial alteration of

appearance,

My rea6on for subtitling this study a "philosophy,,

likewise derives from the dictionary definition of the \^/ord

itself: "The love, study or pursuit of wisdom or of

knowledge of things and their cau6es/ whether theoretical or

practica.I ." The pursuit of wísdom in the case of my project

is necessarily interdi s c iplinary , Although for the rnost

part, the range involves literary criticism, education

theory and women's studies, the multiple questions that
arise in the process of my investigation also require far-
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reaching excursions into other fiel-ds such as biology,
psychology, sociology and cult.ura1 anthropology.

A transformed, revalued and reexamined f ernale J_ife

experience, presupposes a willingness to entertain a number

of premises: 1) that biological life, in the body and on the

earth, is a centraf fact of human existence, and one which

grounds us ín metaphor¡ 2) that female behaviour in body,

mind and spirit has its own and inherent philosophical truth
ênd that its free expression will change how we define what

it is to be human; 3) that the fuII range of human

attributes (those characteristics labefled rnasculine or

feminine) is avaifable to al-f individuats regardless of
gender; 4) that the characteristics Labelled ,,feminine', are

fundamentaL to human l-ife but have been inadequately and

negativel-y defined and valued; 5) that in al-I of these

revaluations Lies thê potential for a redefinítion of human

society; 6) that this willingness to revisualize the ful1
range of human experience is not simply a reversal of
dominance and therefore does not place men in the

subordinate, dominated position that wo¡nen have so long

suffered.

Although to say it seems superfluous and contradictory,
female Iife and feminine values have their logic. Therefore,

if the Western intell-ectual- tradition is, indeed, only a

construct which expresses a bias toward ¡naIe l-ife experience

and mascu.line vision--one based on opposites, conflict and
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dichotomíes - -then to r./a1k away from male defined experience

Ëoward the Other, the female/feminine, is to rnove toward

life viewed as interconnection and relationship, Taking such

a step/ we draw tor,¡ard a concept of conmunity in which side

by side replaces face to face confrontation and polar

opposites are joined by the recognition and emergence of the

continuum between,

By way of structuring such a phiJ-osophical inquiry into
female life experience, f will begin in chapter one with an

exploration of the context and background from which the

issues in this study have arisen. Expanding the scope and

conplexity of this investigation into adul-t and non-

traditional learníng experiences is essential as a way of

reorienting the problems beyond the present educational

system itself, Chapter tv/o presents an analysis of the

metaphors of vision and hearing. As a way of highlighting
the gender specific implications of these rnetaphors, they

are examined within the context of the story of Narcissus

and Echo. Chapter three introduces Psyche and the goddesg

Aphrodite r^rho al-so figures promínently in the tale. A

reexamination of the tasks the goddess sets Psyche requires

a revaluation of what Aphrodite as goddess represents.

Chapter four interprets the myth of Psyche and Eros as a

story of transformation within this realm governed by

Aphrodite,

Chapter five returns to epistemological natters by way
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of a close scrutiny of the implications of psyche,s tasks in
the context of i¡/hat we presently know about women, s

learning. Here my analysis also includes a consideration of
the nore ancient mythic and shananic associations of

Iearning and emphasizes the ages-old patterns in the life
experiences of women, Chapter six reexarnines the tasks once

more for what they reveal about gendered preferences for
narrative form and how Psyche's journey is structured in
terms of female life and spirituality. In chapter seven,

female reproductive consciousness provides an avenue out of
the subject-object dichotomy which so influences our present

Western and Euro-centric outfook. This consciousness brings

a way of justifying context as an important and integral
factor in any modef for problem solving.

If any hypothesis about female experience is to be seen

as valid, then its nain eLements must be reveal-ed as

embedded in the real experiences of many women who live
differing Iives and life experiences. The most readily
accessibl-e source for such a validation can be found in
women's own life writings, specifically in published

autobiographies , Therefore, an entire section- -chapt.er

eight--is devoted to testing hypotheses and surveying some

of the ways whereby twentieth-cenÈury women articulate the

central- themes and issues disclosed in the psyche story and

how variations of the Lheoretical patterns are enbedded

within the lifeprints of contenporary J-ives.
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FinaIIy, though I do hope to suggest that a coherent

philosophy of female being does exist, the concepts integral-

to such a view will appear throughout the course of this
analysis, instead of in a formal concl-usion. What I offer in
place of such an ending is a retel-ling of Psyche's story in
chapter nine. This is followed by an Afterword in which I
suggest a new-old term as a means of recLaiming a forgotten

êspect of our own traditíon--but one hel-d secure and

protected by an ancient and enduring Eastern goddess.
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Chapter One

Contexts and Circumstances

The search for a means of articulating and illustrating
a view of learning which is whole, organic and ful1y
expressive of a total life experience ties together both

educationaf and feninist theory. Whereas a concern \^¡ith the

oneness of things is in direct conflíct with the separate

pieces and the discrete discourses of the Western

intel-l-ectual tradition, the domestic image of quilting
suggests how an integration can be achieved. Because issues

of gender permeate the different "traditional" disciplines,
feminist research especiaLly necessitates an

interdi s cipl inary approach thât sews pieces excerpted from

different knowJ-edge fiel-ds to make ner^r connections and to
enphasize the previously overlooked. Along with a sense of

being artists, artisans and agents who rnake the patterns,

the traditional practices of sewing and weaving bring an

appropriate woman-centred image from outside these sane

(mal-e) disciplines and a consciousness of a different
nethodology for redirecting the inquiry and rearticulating
the issues.

Up to a point, the quilt serves as an apt metaphor for
constructing an interdis cipJ. inary woman-centered knowledge:

a quilt is pieced togeLher from unconnected bits and

requires the inposition of an external design to acquire a

whol-eness not integral to t.he content. The inadequacy of the
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metaphor, however, resides in the very cJ-everness of its
construction,1 A quitt remains an object. It does not put us

into the learning experience or represent change in the

quiJ-ter or transformation of the psyche; it represents a

transformation of object. Likewise, although the image of
the needÌe weaving through the three layers of cloth
suggests the integration of past history and separate

intellectual discourses, it does not represent the quiJ-ter,s

personaJ. story. The quilt represents a separate learningi it
is no more representative of the setf than are the separate

pieces from which it is constructed.

A quilt cannot represenL s e lf-ref erential female

learning and life experience as much as it presenls the age-

oÌd female necessity of constructing the practical (and

beautiful) out of the already worn out, of t,ransforning the

threadbare and useless into the creative and useful_. The

weaving needle, too, implies a place centeredness, a

stationary quality that does not carry us, but is carried.
CIearly, whereas both sewing and \nreaving are portable

skills, they do not move the self out from an intellectuaL
understanding based in isolation, separation and solitary
existence. Part of the process of expforation then wiff
center on a search for new netaphors to ill-ustrate a more

connected learning.
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The Dvnamics of Metaphor

Because ny investigation hinges on metaphors and on how

they have been interpreted, an understanding of the dynamics

of metaphor is essential. Metaphors have consequences; they
expand our understanding even as they impose linits to the

significance of comparisons. In their theoreticaL
examination of the uses of metaphor in everyday life, George

Lakoff and Mark Johnson remind us that metaphors are not

rnereJ.y the vehicles of "poetic inagination"; they are

fundamental to the ways we think and act in our daiJ_y lives
(3). Metaphors are central to perception because they make

up rnuch of our conceptual structure: ',We understand

experience metaphorically when ure use a gestalt. from one

domain of experience to structure experience in another

domain" (230),

This ability to transpose experience intef lectual-l-y

from one form to another gives metaphor importance as a vray

of deriving meaning from sense experience, perception,

i-anguage and action, Again, according to Lakoff and Johnson,

metaphor is basic to our way of structuring ,'imaginative

rationality" and permits us to understand ,,one kind of
experience in terms of another.', They go on to state: ,'New

metaphors are capable of creating new understandíngs and,

therefore, new real-ities" (235), Furthermore, the

information conveyed through metaphoric depictions is
selective because metaphor allows us to focus on one aspect
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of a comparison while excluding others that may be equally

pertinent to understanding. They note the value of paying

particular attenlion to the "entailments, " the necessary

consequences, of metaphoric comparisons in order to disclose

the features whích direct and contain understanding,

Extending a carefuL attention to the entailments of

comparisons conveys information about experience that brings

significant new meanings.

In addition, Lakoff and Johnson describe two polarized

systems of metaphoric understanding, subjective and

objective, and indicate their inadequacies. As they see it,

"What the myths of objectivisn and subjectivism both miss is
the way we understand the world through our interactions

with it" (194). Suggesting a third or experiencialist myth,

they synthesize objectivist interest in truthful, factual

knowledge of the external wor1d, fairness and inpartiality

with an internal and personally meaningfuJ- subjective

concern for individua.L experience, feeling and intuitive
insight; to the6e two conponents, they then add context: the

"perspectíve of man Isíc] as part of his environment, not

separate from it,... From the experiencialist perspective,

truth depends on understanding, which emerges from

functioning in the worl-d" (229-30 ). Experiencialist nyt.h

accepts that "meaning is al-ways meaning to a person" (228),
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MetaÐhoîs of Voice and Siqht

Y'lonen's Ways of Knowing identifies the netaphor of
voice as an especially powerful one for women and applicabJ.e

to many aspects of women.s experience- -even as it is used to
distinguish that experience from men,s.

The tendency for women to ground their epistemotogical
prenises in metaphors suggesting speaking and lisÈening
is at odds with the visual metaphors (such as equating
knowJ.edge with illumination, knowing with seeing, and
truth with light) that scientists and philosophers most
often use to express their sense of mind,

The authors go on to emphasize that the metaphors of vision
and voice ¡nay also be linked to different types of social
behaviour:

Visual metaphors, euch as ,'the mind'6 eye,,' suggest a
camera passively recording a statíc reality and promote
the ilfusion that disengagement and objectífication are
central- to the construction of knowledge. VisuaI
metaphors encourêge standing at a distance ,.. rernovíng
... subject and object from a sphere of possible
intercourse. UnIike the eye, the ear operates by
registering nearby subtle change, Un1ike the eyè, the
ear requires closeness between subject and object.
Un1ike seeing, speaking and listening suggest dialogue
and interaction.

They also note the way that our cuÌtural preference for the

visual leads to a paradoxical approvat of its lossl

"philosophers and scientists who use visual metaphors Lo

connote 'mind' val-ue the impairment of that sense', (18).

Irrays i1ì.uminates i,lhat has been obscured even from the nind, s

imaginings: how jntentjonal bLindness limits very obviously

"what one can 'see' with the mind,s eye,' (19),

Behínd the privileging of sight lies a distrust of atl
sensory perception, including vision, Lhe preferred
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metaphor. In this context/ one of the most interesting
facets of my own earlier study was the observation that even

women r,'¡ith an obvious visual orientatíon- -that is, who were

practicing visuaL artists--were as inclined to use a

metaphor of voice and hearing to describe their experience

of sel-f and mind as Belenky, et al-. found in their study of

women who r^¡ere presumably not as specifically or

vocationally oriented to sight. Indeed, that these artists
rel-ied on the hearing metaphor even as they described their
love of visuaL creaÈivity seems now to suggest. t.he

possibility of women's affirmation of all sense experience

rather than of any impairment, Moreover, the v/ay t,haL these

vromen responded indicated not onì-y a concern with the

creativity of a vi suaI ly-available expression of self and

joy in the visual- objects themselves, but also a concern

with maintaining affective connections to family and

community (both the wider social and rnore specific art
comrnunities ) and keeping strong the lines of communication,

connection and relationship within and to those

constituencies.

Experiential Learning

The relationship between visual- metaphors and the

functioning of the mind has al-so influenced our

understanding of the learning process. In her investj-gation

of experiential, body-centered Iearning and the "two-sided
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rnind, " Linda Verlêe Williams reminds us that the focus has

been on visual thinking, whereas J.earning might be better
based on aÌl the senses and, in fact, in an expanded

definition of aII the senses. After listing the five senses

of sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste, she continues by

reminding us of "the proprioceptive senses--the

kinaesthetic, vestibularf and visceraÌ systems which monitor

internal sensations" (1.44), This inventory of what has been

left out by the construction of a visually-based rnetaphor of
learning and educationf suggests that we have an

intel-l-ectual system that might readiLy be cal-1ed

impoverished and that it would be enriched by a nore

inclusive use of sense experience.

Not only with respect to sense experience, it has been

argued, is the current attitude toward learning Less than

generous or expansive. Research psychologist Howard Gardiner

deveJ.oped a theory of multiple intellígences to suggest,

other possibl-e definitions of hunan intefligence. Stressing

that his is an "opening Iistr,, he adds musical, spacial,
bodily kinaesthetic, interpersonal_ and intrapersonal

intelligences to the already accepted linguistic and

logical-mathematica I aptitudes that are measured in
standardized tests, Explaining how people evidence these

separate gifts, Gardiner tells us that nusicians, architects
and dancers demonstrate the first Lhree, that act.ors,

Èeachers and therapists shor^r interpersonal inLelligence, and
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that diarists--and, I might add, autobiographers - - show a

special íntrapersonal ability. Furthermore, Gardiner

suggests that aII these faculties may be avenues to the

creative: "intel-ligences singularly or ín combination may be

put to artistic uses" (20), Presenting his two assumptions,

that "not all people have the same minds " and "l-if e is
shortr " he argues for an individual - centered school, one

that v¡ouId allow for these personal differences and accept a

wider range of Iearning styles (22). Finally, Gardiner,

tells us that "intelligence and creativity are not always

used benignly. They are vafue neutral. " He goes on to
illustrate Ëhe essential factor of context: "One can conpose

for Hitler or paint for Stalin" (27).

Both Gardiner's and Will-iam's differing assessments of

an impoverished learning experience underscore Lakoff and

,fohnson's description of an experientialist myth of

understanding, Both grant an increased significance to

aptitudes and contexts/ accept that we are part of an

environrnent, know it and interact with it. In a similar
vein, in his exposition of and support for a sensory based

and experiential Iearning process, Edward Ce11 describes how

experience is necessary to, and must be acknowledged in,
learning: "AII l-earning is from experience. The experj-ence

may be our o\i¡n or it may be that of others " ( 61 ) . He

continues by arguing that we respond emotionaJ-ly to

experience, that this emotion brings a nutuality of meaning
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and strenglh to learning and that it grows from self-
knowJ.edge (91rLl-0). This personalized knowledge, in turn,
contributes to interpersonal- reLationship:,'personaL

knowledge of another is based on our knowledge of ourselves,'

(118).

In his search for a new understanding about Iearning,
Cel1 correlates empathy with sight and employs a spacial

rnetaphor to suggest the connection.

In empathy/ then, we take up residence in two counties,
seeing the other and his world from both his point of
view and from our own simultaneously, although it is
his view that is dominant, our own iunctioniñg only ae
the means by which we understand his. (119) -

The simple impossibiLity of physically being in two places

at once renders these metaphors problematic, but the

introduction of dominance makes them doubJ_y probJ_ematic for
women. He continues by introducing the metaphor of Louch:

"Fundamental to personal knowledge is our need to be in
touch with each other.... Touching is an act of
recognition.... At its heart, being a person is being in
touch .,. 'respect, means 'to look at, " (125).

Although he recognizes the importance of love to
empathy and knowj-ng, his phílosophy is conventionally
gendered and he switches to the feminine pronoun to discuss

the object in the knowledge exchange,

Genuine empathy, then, in which we enter into the
viewpoint of the other and see her on her own terms
requires love as does knovrLedge of ourselves, The
agape, eros and philia dimensions of l_ove each play a
necessary rol_e in full empathic knowing, Enpathy, that
is, includes caring for the well being of the oLher



(agape); finding her Iikeable, pleasurable, enjoyable
(eros); and sharing the mutuality of friendship wíth
her (phiIÍa). (128)

In spite of bringing in these other sense experiences, voice

and hearing êre not accounted for; only touch and sexuality
are added to vision.

Continuous Learninq

WiJ-J-iam c. Perry's work discusses the positive

valuation our cultural context gives to the ideas of

progress and achievementi he links growth and creativity to

separation and transcendence. The problems raised by such a

definition of growth are in turn addressed by Robert Kegan

in his study of the structure of development entitled Tåe

Evolving Self. Although, in "Things So Fine]y Human: Moral

Sensibilities at Risk in AdoJ-escencer " Betty Bardige has

argued that Kegan's approach impJ.ies a self-centeredness

that may not exist, he does acknowledge and represent our

cultural bias for understanding knowledge and meaning in the

familiar metaphors of mind and vision, He also includes an

affective dimension: "what the eye sees better the heart

feels more deeply" and " In]eaning depends on someone who

recognizes you. Not meaning[,1 by definition, is utterJ.y

Ionely" (l-6l19).

Introducing a metaphor of the spiral or helix to

il-lustrate his concept of interindividua I it.y and

deveÌopmental growth, Kegan images growth as an evoLutionary
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and twofold process of differentiating self from, and

integrating self ruith, others. Distinguishing between these

ti,ro human yearnings for incLusivity (connection) and

integrity (independence), he suggests that their relation in
tension is what accounts for the creativity of life
experience (l-07). Rather than seeing growth as separation
and repudiation, he beJ-ieves that it is ',a matter of
transition, " a spiral which involves reconciliation and

recovery (140), The spiral represents an evoLution of
meaning which sees the sel-f moving between poles of
integration and independence. He suggests that. there will be

a deveJ-opment "beyond psychological autonomy', that wil-l_ have

as ê centraJ- feature "a neur orientation to contradiction and

parâdoxr " one that "seems to shift to the relationship
between the poles in a paradox rather than a choice between

the poles" (228,229).

Other educators have looked for ways to make learning
more meaningful and inclusive by studying adul-ts who

continue to learn throughout the lifespan. Cyril O. Hou1e

not only suggests the variety of continuing learners by

distinguíshing three type6--goal-, activity and l-earning

oriented--but a.Lso studies the "whys " and the ,, cataract of
consequences " that make for continuous learning. To Houle

the role of the teacher is not of ultimate significance, but.

the presence of a public J-ibrary, and a strong relationship
vùith parents--either positive or negative--are profoundly
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influential factors (12-3t75t 69), In this way, he sees

continuous, lif eJ-ong learning as línked to strong emotiona.l-

connections in the family and to an accessibl-e and

nourishing cultural environment.

That the teacher is not perceived by Houle as having a

long-term influence is at first glance surprising in view of

the importance of the emotional response to parent figures,
but his findings dó confirm the sense that something is
missing in present educational practice. This failure of

infl-uence may sinply be one of form: the traditional

teacher- -Houl e ' s book was published in 1963--functions in a

hierarchícal arrangement, and such an organization works

against connection. Thus, teachers in a hierarchical

situation may make for the efficient transmission of that
package of knowledge required by a functioning democratic

society, but hierarchy itself may work against the

development of what HouIe term6 the "inquiring mind. "2

An "inquiring mind" implies a learning that grows from

experience and is of a piece with the student's l-ife and

life journey; the development is transfornative because of

the interactive nature of seff with environment ând Iife

with experience. This change in educational goals from the

transnission of a set package of what is known to a

transmission of the skills of inquiry is a central concern

for Malcolm S, Knowles. His interest in l-earning as a

Iifelong process encompasses connection and continuity, His
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accent on self-directed learning ,'assumes that learners are

motivated by internal incentives, such as the need for
esteen (especially self-esteem), the desire to achieve, the

urge to grow, the satisfaction of accomplishment, the need

to know something specífic, and curiosity', (21),

CaIling this adult and self-directed learning

"andragogy, " Knowles distinguishes it from traditional
pedagogy, the transmission of already parcelled knowledge to
children. Whereas the shíft from child (paido) to man

(andro) has a "male" eJ.ement, the change in name does,

nonet.hel-ess, clearly signal a modification in the role of
the teacher from an authority figure to facilitator and

cooperative co-Iearner. Changing the environment in this way

shifts the emphasis to the student and to designing a

process for learning. The emphasis is on acquisition--
getting for oneseLf--rather than on transmis s ion--being
given--and the switch compels learners and teachers into
active sharing of available resources (71). The teacher

becomes an associate, a nentor, rather than an organizer of
a pre-eslablished curricuLum content.

Mentor ing

Learning and deveJ.opment theory pJ-ace special emphasis

on mentoring. In writ.ing about mal_e development, Daniel J.
Levinson describes the characteristics of male mentorship,

its inportance for individuaf learning and success and a
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little understood connection with the negative and

potentially destructive emotions of envy and resentment, He

Lists the mentor's functions as those of teacher, sponsorf

guide and exernplar but states that the most developmental l-y

crucia.L role of the mentor is "to support and facil-itate the

realization of the dream" (98). Furthernore, he calls
mentors "transitional figures, " but notes that the mentoring

relationships he êludied often ended unhappily.

In a "good enough" mentoring relationship, the young
man feels admiration, respect, appreciation, gratitude
and love for the mentor. These outweigh but cannot
entirely prevent the opposite feelings: resentment,
inferiority, envy, intimidation . , . . Foll-owing the
separation, the younger man may take the admired
qualities of the mentor more fully into himself. (101)

For men/ Levinson states/ "the mentor reLationship in its
developed form is rare. It is sundered, with other things,

as part of Becoming One's Ovln Man" (1,49).

Other metaphors for the multiple dimensions of the

mentoring rel-ationship have emphasized the spiritual nature

of the ro1e. I-,aurent A, Dal-oz expands the guiding and

friendship aspects of the mentoring relationship to terms

thaL evoke myth and the trans formational fÍfe journey. In

addition, he suggests a personal responsibility for choosing

a mentor: "Whether as close as the clâssroom or as distant
as history, mentors are creations of our imaginations,

designed to fílI a psychíc space somewhere betl,\reen l-over and

parent. Not surprisj-ng1y, they are suffused with magic and

play a key part in our transformation" (17). Emphasizing
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teaching as a transaction, as a relationship and

development, as both change and direction, his description
of learning as knowing more and thinking differently also
evokes the spiral image.

Da.Loz uses the journeys of Dante and Odysseus as mythic
prototypes for the journey and, consequently, he al-so

ernphasizes separation: ,,At some point, mentors aLways

depart, generally before the journey is over, The trip
beJ.ongs, after all to the traveller, not the guide _ and the
mentor has his own promises to keep" (33), Applying the
theories of Gil1igan, Kegan, Levínson and perry to t,he

mentoring relationship and learning, Daloz describes mentors

as powerful fiminal figures, ,,gatekeepers as well as

guides, " who are able to accept chaos as necessary for
attaining enlightenment, who balance polarities and

introduce new ways of seeing: ,'They stand at the boundary of
the old and new worfds and, as such, hold the keys for
successful passage. That they are in the position to nake

judgements and select or reject us gives them considerable
power" (96).

Furthermore, Daloz stresses hearing and "sees" teaching
as listening. His description of good teaching echoes the
emphasis given by Betenky et aI. and by Gilligan to the
metaphor of voice. Downplaying the accumul_ation of ,'a

shelf f ul of kno\,ù]edge,, or ,'a repert.oire of skills, ,' Daloz

observes lhat: ', In the end, good teaching l-ies in a
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willingness to attend and care for what happens in our

students, ourselves, and the space between us. Good teaching

is a certain kind of stance , ,. of receptivity, of

attunement, of listening" (244).

The myth of the journey, and its equivalents of path

and quest, occurs frequently as a metaphor of learning

because it implies change--usually growth--and putting
oursel-ves into the center of the learning experience. ,fohn

A. B, Mclêish, writing of age and creativity, uses the myth

of ULysses and the Ulyssean path to expÌore new

possibilities in middle age. As he describes it, the

Ulyssean path is a journey of detachment, confronLation and

separation with a final return home to reconnection--a

circle. Home--Penelope--is waiting patiently and with great

difficulty outwits her suitors to stay the same--not to

change, This view of the journey represents an experience

gendered as male, a unitary and solitary venture that chafes

at the confínes of home and seeks adventure for it6 or^¿n

sake.

Just as men's Learning and the hero,s journey are

linked in an emphasis on adversaria.L conflict and

detachment, so women's learning and journeys are tinked by

an awareness of groqrth as continuous, even if visually
imperceptible and characterized by a greater inclination to
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acconmodation and cooperation. Carol p. Christ, however,

expands the journey metaphor and ties it to both sil-ence and

spiritual quest. Her analysis of ,,not.hingnes s ', evokes the
"silence" of the Ìearning pattern set forth in Wome¿ 'B Ways

of Knowingt

Women's spirituaL quest begins in an experience of
nothinqneFs ( setf-hatred, s eJ. f -negat:_on, Ueing. victim¡
on to ar{¿a}.ening (powers of being revealed) thioughmvstical insight (in nature or with other wonen) to a
new naming. (J.3)

Christ's "experience of nothingness', is explicitly tied to
women's cultural otherness, but even if this experience is
profoundly negative, Edward CelI's study of learning
experience reminds us that ,,more often than not our nost
significant growth processes take place subconsciously

precisely at those t.imes when it seems to us on the surface
that not.híng is happening at aJ-],, (230-31). Líke seeds

planted in the earth, spring, s first new growth is
underground, undeniably present but not visually observable.

In addition, Christ suggests that women, s narratives
share a spiral patterns ,'The moments of women's quest are

part of a process in which experiences of nothingness,

awakenings, insights, and namings form a spiral of ever_

deepening but never final understanding,' (14). The spiral,
which Kegan has al-so offered as a netaphor to suggest a

balance between autonomy and interre lationship could have

especial value as a metaphor of the stages of knowing

described in Ways and as an image integral to women,s own
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experience of life and spiritual val-ues. Perhaps any

circumstance which requires a new perspective, a new way of

dealing with a changing wor.Ld, causes wonen to move to

siLence, Perhaps, too, silence níght indicate the beginning

of another cycle, a germination of new ways of dealing with

and making sense of the worfd,

Myths

The differences that distinguish male and female

journeys paralIeI the distinctions Bruno Bettelheim draws

bet\n¡een the structures of myth and fairy tale. In fairy
ta1es, the lack of polarization, of good and evil, is an

assurance that even the meek nay succeed, and that even the

most unpleasant of feelings is acceptable; "the difference

between myth and fairy tale is highLighted by the nyth

telling us directJ.y,... The fairy tale never confronts us so

directly, or tells us outright how to choose" (34). Myths

and fairy tales are likened to shamanic journeys, as all

"were derived from, or give symbolic expression to,
initiation rítes or other rjtes de passage--such as a

metaphoric death of an old, inadequate self in order to be

born on a higher plane of existence" (35).

Bettelhein's description of the rel-ationship between

children and the everyday objects around thern suggests that,
in their eyes/ the "nagical" sinply represents an enhanced

perception, an ability to discern and respond to an inherent
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beingness within nature. "To the child/', he conunents, ,'there

is no clear line separating objects from Iiving things; and

whatever has life has tife very much l-ike our own. If we do

not undergtand what rocks and trees and animals have to tell,
us, the reason is that we are not. sufficiently attuned to
them" (46), Because this kind of interaction with the

natural world is not acknowledged in our scientific culture,
it remains visible ònly in the realrn of myth and fairy ta1e.

That only myths and fairy tales hold this non-scientific
knowledge certainly lessens its cul_tural availabiJ.ity.

Tn spite of this, the simple fact that myths and fairy
tales endure/ have been handed down to us, índicates a leve1

of social sanction, The act of recording signifies that the
myths reflect the views of those who record them--those who

have the power to record, In the Introductioî lo Whence the
Goddesses, Miriam Robbins Dexter cautions us to ,'remember

that mylh is pofitical,, and that it may be perceived as

giving "divine sanction to the social patterns of a cu1ture,,

(x,xi), According to Dexter, what is sanctioned in the

Western tradiLion is patriarchal because myth is a male

construct expressing masculine vaLues. This does not,
however, mean that myth is necessarily nyth in the
conventional sense--though its doubled definition as

"fictitious " indicates a desire to doÌdnplay its less

acceptable meanings. As Sarah B. pomeroy avers: ,'Myths are

not lies, but rather men,s attempt to inpose a syrnbolic
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order upon their universe" (1), Writing specifically about

Apufeius and the imposition of his own viewpoint, his own

symbolic order/ Judith K. Krabbe states that ,,every writer
is a Ëransformerf shaping nevr real-ity out of his

experiences, personal and literary" (42),

Leslie Fiedl-er makes another useful- distinction. Using

lhe term, "Archetype, " instead of myth, he refers to it as

an immemorial pattern which il-lustrates our response to
death, love, the biological farnily and spiritual
rel-ationship. Because of this pêtterning, the Archetype

carries what he describes as an unspoken awareness or

consciousness of the universality of human experience. For

Fied]er, the "signature" i6 the surn of the individuating
characteristics of a work of art, and as such, it carries
overt infor¡nation about the social collectivity. This is
where cul-tural bias may be inscribed. ',The difference in the

communal element in the Signature and that in the

Archetyper " he states, "is that the forner is conscjous',

(319). What he also contends is that an understanding of
Archetype requires an interdis cipl inary anal.ysis,

specifically anthropology and psychology, to reveal the

underlying. and transhistorical truths about hunan life that
lie embedded there.

If myth endures, in its longevity, then, it reveals not

only this personal (male) and cultural (patriarchal-) reality
or Signature but also the underlying and ¡nore universal
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experience or Archetype, Even in expJ.icitly patriarchal
myths and fairy tales, women nay respond to extant (though

obscure¡ truths 1yíng in and energizing their cores. That

these doubl-ed understandings are transhistoricaL in no way

denies their contemporary relevance, and indeed, pomeroy

suggests that this doubled reality also existed in the
practice of ancient patriarchal religions.

Pomeroy diffeientiates myth and cuJ_tic practice by the

way each repre6ents the goddesses in their relationship t,o

women. Myths, she contends, show goddesses hostile to women,

but cuJ.ts, in the aclual ceremonies and rituaLs of worship,
pay attention to women, s roles and answer women' s needs.

Since the myths, usually mal_e-authored stories, are what

have survived, the anti-woman, anti-feminine biases in the
goddesses have also been handed to us through the centuries.
That these biases are ancient and transhistorical in no way

denies their contemporary relevance, but even within these

prejudices, women have been able to reclaim and recycle
female experience from male mythopoetic vision.

These distinctions between Signature and Archetype,

cultic practice and myth underscore the work of revisioning
myth that is a central project of feninism, Works as various
as Barbara Walker's Wonan's Dictionary of Signs and SynboJ-s

and her Woman's øncycTopedia of Myths and Secrets and M,

Esther Harding's Women's Myst.eries recfain and revalue the
roLes of the goddesses, women and the feminine within myth.
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More recentLyt Women Vlho Run With the WoTves by Clarissa
PínkoIa Estes and Christa Wolf's Cassandra incorporat,e an

interdi s cipl inary research focus with retelling the storíes
to reclairn women's Iíved experience underlying the

patrj-archal signatures of these ancient traditional stories,

Leaîning RoTes

The cuLtural construction of social roles that both

mask and constrict women's l-ived experience is a cental

concern of sociologists such as Liflian B. Rubin and Caryl

Rivers et al. who have examined vromen's life patterns in
modern society and discussed the ways that these role
assumptions for wornen are changing. In spite of perceived

advances, however, Rubin's examination of mid-Iife women

reveaJ-s an underlying and pervasive cu1t,uraJ.ly embedded fear
of women- -particu larly of aging $¡omen. Though women have

great enotional power privately in the family, they lack the

power that gives agency in society. They are not expected to

be achievers, to act. According to Rubin:

For him, adult means to do something in the world out
there. For him there is no being wiihout doing, Fol.
her, it works the other \nay, AII her life, she's been
expected to be--be good, be pretty, be patient, be
kind, be loving. ?o be--the quintessence of vroman, (57)

As a creature of being, woman is by implication ',done to, "

and under.Lying these definitions are implications and

expectations for female behaviour in relationship,
Rubin describes the \,ray that the repression and fear of
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wornen's sexuality and emotional power in relationships is
subsurned into cultural vaLues. The behaviours expected of
women all stress the well-being and comfort of the others in
the relationship; female selfhood and desire is consumed in
care for others. The usual implication is that the others

are husband and children. Rel-ationship, however, al-so

inplies a mutuality of give and take, This is nowhere more

significant than in sexual- expression.

When it comes to sex, it is this very quality of giving
that is necessary to turn the sex act into a
relationship. Only when two people wish to give at
least as ¡nuch as they wish to take does sex become a
nourishing and enriching experience. (Rubin 79)

The ascription of gender-based behaviours often resu.Lts in
rel-ationship failures and the crushing of needs or feelings
that are deemed inappropriate (in either gender),

This schene, even if or especially if unspoken, renders

intellectual life or public life that is not exclusively for
the service of others' needs part.icularly difficuJ.t for
women to undertake. Any non-traditional and self-expressive
activiÈy will be regarded as un/non-fe¡ninine or un/non-

womanly, and in addition, any traditiona.l f emal-e activity
wil-J- be denigrated or ignored. The cuLtural- anthropol-ogist

Enily Martin documents how these views continue to influence
even present-day (north) Arnerican culture and specifically
nedical- practice. Christine Battersby shows how ingrained

and historicalJ.y slippery attitudes to gender and to
creative and intel-l-ectual abilities in nen and women
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continue t'o prejudice attitudes toi\rard ,,genius" and the
recognition of women's creative work.

There is an equal penalty for i¡¡omen ín the ídealization
of the mother-child relationshíp. Thus, count,ering this
idealization, Rivers eL aI. have argued that ',hosti1e

mothering" has real benefits: a ,'reasonable amount of
conflict and tension is inevitable and appears to hel-p

children gror^, into 'separate peopl-e,.,' They go on to declare

that a measure of maternal antagonism in an otherwise loving
and supportive relationship may be especially beneficial t,o

girls: "Encouraging independence--and being careful not to
reward dependent behaviour--is the first key step in helping
girls become sel-f-reliant and free to deveJ.op their ful-l_

potential" (137).

Rivers et al . emphasize the fact that girls are

educated in incornpetence and do not learn t.o recognize their
own succesSt "Girls have to learn to take credit for their
own accomplishments. Too many girls and women do something

good and then write it off Èo luck', (137), The authors afso

link the failure to becone one's own wornan with ',chronic,
unexpressed anger" (202). This loss of voice and unexpressed

anger has obvious detrimental- effects for the wornan herself,
but learning to express the needs that resuLt in anger,

conf l-ict and tension has real benefit for all of a woman's

rel-ationships, ln this way, the struggle to express

unhappiness with inhospitable circumstances can/ in fact,
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result in changes that improve interpersonaf relationships.

Women and Science

Nowhere is women,s struggl-e to change roles and find a

place in an inhospj-tab.Ie comrnunity- -whi 1e at the sarne time

working to change the contours of that community*-nore

evident than in the field of science. The examinat.ions of
the lives and careers of r¡i¡omen scientists is paral-Iel1ed by

an intense scrutiny of the very forms of the scientific
process. Eve]yn Fox Keller has provided both in her

exploration of the work of scientist Barbara McClintock.

KeJ-ler recounts and contempl-at.es Mcclintock's career for the

ways in which she does scientific observat.ion djfferentty.
MccLintock's struggles to reconcile objective and

scientific observation with enpathic understanding serve to
test concepts about "lhe limits of verbally explicit
reasoning, " Keller tel-ls us that MccLintock's stress on the

importance of a "feeling for the organism', in phrases that
"sound fike those of mysticism,, have made her suspect anong

her peers (xiii-xiv). Her work remained unrecognized

throughout most of her career and McCfÍntock l-ived her l-ife
at the boundaries of her natural community--the scientific
community. The story of her work exemplifies how difficult
it is for a r^ronan to find recognition in a male-defined

science or to find acceptance for an aJ-ternative way of
knowing.
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Describing McClintock's attenpt to reconcil-e scientific
observation and intuitive understanding, KeIler portrays her

work on corn genetics as taking on a life of its o\nrn and as

being focused on the indivídual details and the unique

characteristics of individuaL plants (86,101). Understanding

and insight combined with "respect for the unfathomabÌe

workings of the mind" and "regard for the complex workings

of the planti' all ilfustrate a concept of learning based on

connection and relationship, on interrel_ations hip between

knower and known, subject and object (104-05). An inage of
attunenent and sl¡rnpathy pictures an observational approach

that is profoundly different from the concept of the

objective scientist who is outside of, and re¡noved from, the

area of inquiry.

Throughout history, artists and poets, Lovers and
mystics, have known and v/rj_tten about the ,'knowing,'
that comes from the loss of seJ_f - from the state of
subjective fusion with the object of knowledge..,.
Scientists often pride themselves on their capacities
to distance subject from object, but much of their
richest lore cornes from a joining of one t.o the other,
from a turning of object into subject. (Keller,
Feeling 1,L8)

CorreLating the description of ,'artistíc', loss of sel-f and

fusion with another, which arises out of a desíre to
el-iminate the sense of distance between subject and object,
KelLer reveal-s that the richest resul-ts come from a desire
to ]ose the sense of self in the intel_lectua1 experience.

Kel-l-er observes that McClintock's ability to "see,, is
central to her methodology: "For a1l of us, our concepts of
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the worf d build on what we see, as \,/hat \^/e see builds on

what we think. Where we know more, rde see more¡' (14g). This

interrelationship betrdeen visual and the cognitive- -reading
"simultaneously by the eyes of the body and those of the

mínd"--exists within a reJ_ationship of ,' shared

subjectivity"; it invo.Ives "a way of J-ooking that is
necessarily in part deLermined by sorne private perspective,'

and "a capacity for union with that which is to be known',

(748t749, 150,201), Keller links mysticism and spiritual
experíence t.o this "commitment to the unity of experience,

the oneness of nature, the fundamental mystery underlying
the laws of nature.... Basically, everything is one. There

is no way in which you draw a Line betvreen things',
(20L,204) .

Sex as Metaphor

In her series of essays exploring the retationship
between gender and sciencef KelIer moves from her study of
the experience of one woman to expLore the general

sexualization of knowledge, she indicates that the way in
which the gap between subject and object, knower and known

is traditionally closed, is in the compelling and powerful

metaphor of "sexuaL relation. " Knor,üledge is described as "a
form of consunnation, just as sex is a form of knowledge.

Both are propelled by desire,,' nmphasizing that even without
metaphor "the experience of knowing is rooted in the
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carnal, " her study is arresting for the paradox t,his

rnetaphor is used to reveaf:

what cLassically distinguishes knowledge is its
essential- thrust away from the body: its a¡nbition is to
transcend the carnaf. Mind is not simply immanent inmatter; it is transcendent over it, aLl visions of
knowledge nust accordingly struggle with the dial-ectic
betvreen immanence and transcendence. (1g)

V{hat her use of t.he sexual metaphor also shows is the
differing valuations applied to mind and body and to
transcendence and immanence. The suspicion of enbodied sense

experience results in a paradigm of knowing which separates

the mind from the onJy means through which we col-lect
information.

Maintaining that objectivity has become the cul-t of
objectivism to the detriment of Lrue understanding and

knowledge, Kel-l-er first traces the development of these

ideas through history--frorn plato to the present--and

contends that modern science carries a ,,projection,' and a

"reflected self-image" which is specifically mal-e and which

undercuts any claims of objectivity. She then noves through

a discussion of obj ect- re lations theory and the tensions
among power, dominance/ autonomy and l-ove to explore the

failures in a concept of science based on the "l_aws of
nature"; in turn she suggests shifting ,'to an interest in
the multiple and varied kinds of order actual-Iy experienced

in nature" and "more global and interactive nodefs of
complex dynamic systems " ( 134 ) .

According to Ke.L1er, the scj_entific beLief in the
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bfíndness of the "laws of nature', contrasts markedly with
McCLintock's extraordinary emphasis on, and definition of,
seeing and response.

"Laws" of nature name nature as blind, obedient, andsimple; s imu Ltaneous J.y, they name their maker asauthoritative, generative, resourceful, and complex.Historically, the maker is God; but as discoverèr and
maker converge, the scientist inherits the nantfe ofcreativily along with that of authority. (134)

Ke11er, describing a view of nature ,'as orderly, and not law

bound, " argues that this "allows nature ilsetf to be

generative and res ourcefu l--more complex and abundant than

we can either describe or prescribe.,' Nature is regarded as

"an aclive partner in a more reciprocal rel-ation to an

observer, equalfy activer but neither omniscient nor

omnipotent" (134).

Ke11er especially recognizes what such a shift entails
for the ways in which we conduct investigationl

Such a rel-ation between mind and nature would require adifferent style of inquiry, no less rigorous but
presupposj_ng the modesty and open atteñtiveness Lhat
aIlo\^r one to " listen to the material', rather than
assuming that scientific data self-evident.Iy speak for
themselves , ( 134 )

Suggesting an integrative, responsive and passionate

learning rvhich exists outside of or at the very least on t.he

edges of present J.earning theory, KeLIer confronts the

importance that is traditionally accorded the idea of
transcendence/ of the mind as having a power which

( sexually) penetrates and subdues (rapes) nêture. As it
rel-ates to learning, transcendence presupposes a subject
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matter that is passive, outside and apart from the learner.
Not surprisingly, this construction of a passive subject

natter accords fu1ly with patriarchal constructions of
female rofes and feminine behaviours.

Subi ectivity and Experìence

A concern for t.he construction of female subjectivity
and authenticity and for the articul-ation of an engendered

female experience requires a philosophical definition of
experience. As Teresa de Laureti6 states: "Though very much

in need of clarification and el-aboration, the notion of
experience ... bears directly on the major issues that have

ernerged from the women's movement- - subj ectivity, sexualit,y,
the body, and feminist political- practice,' (159). According

to her, experience results frorn a process of continuous

trans formati-on :

Through that process one places oneseLf or is placed in
sociaJ- reality, and so perceives and comprehenãs as
subjective lreferring to, even originatiñg in, oneself)
those relations--material, economic, and interpersonal-
-which are in fact social and in a larger persþective,
historical. The process is continuous, its achl-evement.
unending or daily renewed. For each person, therefore,
subjectivity is an ongoing consLruction, not a fixedpoint of departure or arrival from which one interacts
with the wor1d. ( 159 )

After surveying the dualities inherent in various theories
of subjectivity, and the difficulties for women within
current discourses, de L.,auretis moves to a discussion of
seniotics and the sptit subject. From that vantage point,
she defines experience as "a complex of habits resulting
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from the seniotic interaction of 'outer world. and. 'inner
worLd', the continuous engagement of a sel-f or subject in
social reality" (I82).

In the self-consciousness present in feminist theory,
de Lauretis sees a way for wonen not lo ',become v/oman,' and.

in turn articufates a future direction for feminist theory:

not in fenininity as a privileged nearness to nature,
the body, or the unconscious, an essence which inheres
in women but to which mafes too now 1ay claim; not in a
f enal-e tradition simply understood as þrivate, marginal
ênd yet intactf outside of history but fully there-to
be discovered or recovered; not, iinally in the chinks
and cracks of masculinity, the fissures of male
identity or the repressed of phallic discourse; but
rather in that political , theoretical, seJ_f-analyzing
practice by whiãh the reiations of the subject i'n
social reality can be reartj_culated from the historical
experience of women. (186)

WhiLe we need to note the clear and present dangers in the
list of "nots, " takíng on what de Lauretis describes as "the
subtJ-e, shifting, duplicitous terms,' (186) of contradiction
can provide a way out of the labyrínth. An examinat,ion of
the underlying truths of ancient patterns cJ-early does

accord with the theoretical and sel_f-analyzing practice that
emphasizes process and experience in an attempt to
understand enbodied female Iife and feminine values.
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Chapter Tero

Narcissus and Echo

The myth of Narcissus is characterized by its haunting
irnages of vision/ beauty and passionate fove. In compLex and

subtle ways, it intertr,¡ines the ramifications of the

inequalit.ies of power with gendered social roles,
intellectual inquiry and spiritual values, Since in this
myth, Echo al-6o figures 'lloudÌy,,' an analysis of her

situation prepares for the related concerns of voice and

hearing that are crucial in an interpretation of psyche,s

story. The examination of a nyth in which the protagonist is
mal-e and both the spectator-owner and obj ect-proj ection of
his own ref l ection/obses s ion, dramatizes the problens at
hand because aÌI are so closely tied to wonen' s social
status and with what has been called the feminine in Western

tradition.

These problems are mafe and rnasculj_ne issues of
identity, power and anxiety which, as they are played out
and as they have been construed, are detrimental to women

and to what is labefled the feminine, In addition, the

Western intell-ectual tradition has made use of both the

positive and negative aspects of this myth to mask a

specifical-l-y male anxiety, and twentieth- century

psychoanalysis frorn its Freudian beginnings has codified the

myth in such a way as to reenforce maÌe attitudes in modern

culture.
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Narcissus and Vision

Ovid's I"letanorphoses is t.he source for the story of
Narcissus,1 The narrative begins with violence in the
ravishing of Liriope by Cephisus, the river-god; and it also
begins in bLindness, with the blind see-er, who is consul-ted

by Liriope about whether her ',most beautiful" Narcissus wíI1
have J.ong life. Tiresias,s response, ,, If he does not get to
know himself, " introducés the complicating factor of
identity and self-knowledge. Because of his beauty,

Narcissus is loved by many but ', (there was in his delicat,e
beauty so stiff a pride) / no men, no girls affected him. "

Echo, "still a body, not a voicer,, fa1ls in love with
Narcissus, but he rejects her: ,'Hands off, do not ernbrace

me./ I would die before I would offer myself to you.,, As a
result, she grows thin, wastes, shrivels untj-l "onl-y,,, her

voice remained; her bones they say, took on the appearance

of stone . "

Narcissus al_so rebuffs young men, and one youth so

"disdained raised his hands up towards the ether / and said,
'60 may he too love, and so may he not gain / what he has

.Ioved'. " The young nan,s prayer is granted by Nemesis,

Narcissus sees himseÌf in a poo1, ,'a beautiful- refÌection,'
and "l-oved a hope without a body"; ,'He did not knov, what he

was seeing, but he was on fire for what he saw.,, Authorially
the poem warns: "What you are looking at is a shadow, a

reflected inage,/ It has nothing of its own.', Understanding
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the image as his own ref.Lection, as himseJ_f , Narcissus

wishes "that I were able to withdraw from my body.', He J_ongs

for escape fron e¡nbodied life because he knows that only in
transcending the physical will he be able to achieve his
desire to joín with his refl-ection, He, like Echo, pines and

\{astes, but his body metamorphoses magicalLy_-is totalty
changed--into a fLower, the narcissus.

The rnyth sets forth a c.Lear moral about the I{estern,
Eurocentric intellectual t.radition. Narcissus vividly enacts

the kind of scientific observational stance that Keller
critiques. Narcissus falts in l-ove with the projection of
himself, his own and nal-e/masculine dichotomized version of
cuÌture (history, philosophy, retigion, etc. ).2 Narcissus
sees a projection of himself on the surface of a pool__his

image on nature--a nature that he does not see, and in which

he does not therefore include himself. Thus, the image he

adores excludes context and ís partial, His projected

"rea1ity" is selective, exclusive and prohibitive¡ he

seLects his own youthful male image, excl_udes nature and the
world as context and prohibits any relationship that could
interfere with self-Iove.

ff Narcissus can be read as a representation of Man_as_

male/masculine and sight, t.hen Echo can equaì.Iy represent
lnloman-as-f emal.e/f eminine and hearing. Echo can express

hersel-f only through a partial repetition of what is said to
her: in this case, the last part of Narcissus,s speech,
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Echo's plight is a punishment by Juno/Hera, Echo distracted
the goddess from seeing her husband Jove/Zeus's naritaÌ
infidelities with the nymphs. The f e¡nale figures are

presented as divided and set against one another over an

issue of sight, and female authority is portrayed as

problematic and vicious. Further, marriage is depicted as

t,he province and protection of a spiteful goddess who

punishes Echo by depriving her of the means for the direct
expression of her own will.

As embodied femaLe and as part of the named feminine,
Echo is already unabfe to speak her own reality or her Self;
she is f orbidden to ',touch', Narcissus. He cannot ,'hear,' her.
Significantly, the definition of touch a1lies it with
hearing: touch is derived from ', toccare I Lo strike,', as in
"To strike the strings, keys, etc. (of a musical- instrument)
so as to make it sound. " The term has a specifically sexual

meaning as we.L.L : " To have sexual contacL with. ,' These

multipJ-e meanings of ,'touch', suggest that Echo,s presence in
Narcissus's ta.le accounts for some "cruciaL abs ences ,,--even

if her story is but a minor theme, Echo is as (sexuatly)
unfulfilled as Narcissus, she pines to a stone-like bone, An

earJ-y, if sad, by-product of Narcissus's self-obsession is
that Echo's fate, like her being, is of no concern to
Narcissus. As Amy Lahrrence explains: ', even when he is alone

(watched by Echo) speech is the one thing that could break

his absorption in the image, language the medium that could
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explain the image, s status as reflection,, (1).
Not only is Narcissus lost in image reflection but Echo

is lost in "accoustic ref l-ection. (2), Lawrence describes
Echo as a represention of ,'\^roman' s voice,, ; she represents a

woman's physical abitity to make a sound, a woman,s

relationship to sound or verbaL discourse and a female point
of view, The separation of voice-as-echo fro¡n the embodied

female co¡nes about because Echo cannot ',touch,' or affect
Narcissus, because f ernale life and feminine values--as
biologically, culturally and sociatly reproductive and

generative--are disregarded, unheard.

Dise¡nbodied, disconnected sound, the Word is alL that
rernains of Echo, and even that is not her own. She may

respond only with part of l{hat Narcissus says: ',the one

thing not forbidden / Is Lo make answers, " but these answers

are rnere and partial repetit.ions of what she has last heard.

She does not even have access to the history--t.o the words--

that have come before what she repeats. As an image of the
plight of u'oman's place in the Western intellectual
tradition, Echo reverberates with painful truth. Like the

surface irnage Narcissus sees in the pool, she speaks an

incomplete and superficial_ reality, unable to create her own

self-expressive J-anguage. lgnored by Narcissus, left as

intellectually and creatively infertile as her l-ove leaves

her unfulfill-ed, Echo may onLy ',bear witness. " She is
destroyed- -afmost ac c identa 1l_y- -by ignorance.
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The Nature of Ref lection
In thi6 saddesl of tales, both Echo and Narcissus are

Iost in a dichotomized world of oppositíons, but J_ike a

stone dropped in that pooI, the story has rippled for\dard

lhrough time to present a provocative image, warning us of
what is Ìost in this construction of disconnect.ion and this
faiLure in expression of identity. If my first and. cursory

explanation of the myth suits the long range goals of my

project, a cl-oser exarnination of its centraL imagery reveals
the complexity inborn there. An investigation of this
imagery and its metaphors leads to a review of some of the
ways in which the tale has been interpreted. These views

provide other issues and problems central to any philosophy

of f emal-e being,

PooIsíde/ Narcissus is rooted in the contemplation of
his own beauty; he is l-ocked into the visual and into visual-

imagery as the means of expressing self-identity, By

exploiting t.he advantage of the outsider, by watching hirn

watch himself (frorn Echo,s distance), we see that more than

sight is necessary for perception. Narcissus discounts, does

not see, the pool that mirrors and reflects his irnage.

Narcissus does not register the pooJ_ as context, as a very

real- el-ement in the natural world, As a universaÌ symbol,

water represent6 generative nature, the life source, the

mother, and gives "birth to ,spirit', supposedly a mal.e

principJ. e " (waJ-ker Encyclopedia 1066),
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His mother is narned Liriope: a water grass that grows

around shallow poo1s, a ,,grass-J-eaved,, herb described as

having "a superior ovary,' (Webster,s Third New InternationaL
Dictionary). In the not.es to his translation of Ovid,s

Metamorphose,s, D.E. HilI st.ates that it means ,,J.iì.y-Iike',

and that the lily is botanicalfy related to the Narciseus;
Barbara c, Walker discJ-oses that the 1ily represented

Astartef Hera/Juno, Venus/Aphrodite and the Virgin aspect of
the triple goddess (EncycLopedia 542-43) . By the myt.h,s

representation, however, the pool is specifically named as

Narcissus's paternal source; Cephisus is a river god. In
this way, the pool- is a symbol representing his parents

(especially his father¡ and impfies his own personal past,
his socíal-, culturaL and family history. In this instance,
it is his conception in rape and its effects on perception
that should not be overlooked. David C. MccteLland uses this
aspect of the Narcissus myth to itlustrate the issues of
power and violence in what he refers to as the Icarus

complex.

Drawing on the writing of octavio paz, McCIelland

descríbes the alienatíon and isolation experienced by the
sons born of the rape of Mexican wonen by Spanish

conquerors. The vioJ-ence inherent in rape results in a

profound, painful and traumatic estrangement for the sons

from identification with his father and from a mat.ure and

affective sexual identity, Both are doubly difficult because
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of an understandabfe emotional identification with the
mother's trauma, A third consequence of rape is il-fustrated
by the cul-tural anthroplogist Wenda R. Trevathan. In ¡Iuman

Bonding, she writes of how important the father, s loving
support is to the mother's optimum bonding with her infant.
Because Narcissus is lhe result of rape, the primary__

primal--bond of affective connection is disrupted,
Not only does Narcissus not recognize the pool as an

el-ement of nature in and of itsel-f or of his own familial
history but he al-so does not know that the pool surface
functions as a mirror. A nirror is both ,'a polished surface
which reflects images of objects,, and a process: ,,to ref l_ect

in the manner of a mirror. ,' The word ,,mirror', comes f rom t.he

latin mirari meaning ,,to wonder at.,, On the one hand,

Narcissus's beautiful image in the pool is a rnirror
refJ-ection, a product of the mirroring process, the object
of his sight and love, ',a hope without a body.', On the other
hand, mirroring is a "\.ronderf uI', process, a by-product of
the pool's character, a process aÌso calLed reffection.

Reflection by its dictionary definition encornpasses

process and product, is both means and ends: ',The action of
a mirror or other polished surface in exhibiting or
reproducing the image of an object; the fact or phenomenon,,

but also "An image or counterpart thus produced.', At the
same time/ however, reflection is al-so defined as a process

and product of thinking: ,'The action of turning (back) or
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fixing the thoughts on sone subject" and a ,'meditation, deep

or serious consideration, " phi losophical J.y, it is the "mode,

operation or faculty by which the mind has knowledge of
itself and its operations, or by which it deaJ-s vüith the
ideas received from sensation or perception.,, What is teft
out of Narcissus.s perception is the pool as nature, parent,
personal- history and the process of reflection. His thought,
a reproductive procedure, refLects the world through his own

nature, That Narcissus sees only his own image guarant,ees a
part.ial- understanding of reality,

His is an over-developed and self-absorbed enphasis on

the end product, the image. Narcisgus cannot see through his
inage to the process of his own desiring or to the means,

the pool behind it. This ensures that he is unable to
embrace--to .Love--or to understand either his image-as-

repetition or the process in context, the pool he does not
see. His blindness to the pool (the nirror, the continuum,

the middle, the reflective process, his own reflective
thought) on which and by which his desire has been created,
means that there can be no resolution, no consurÌìmation; this
mental action is unproduclive, ungenerative. And this
blindness, the need for more sight, carries its own

judgrment. The l-ast of the dictionary definitions given for
ref l-ection is of blame, censure and reprooft ,,An imputation;
a fact or procedure casting an imputation or discredit on

one . "
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Romantic Love

The passion for his own image becones the
unquenchable, internal fire thal destroys Narcissus: ,'He did
not kno\^.¡ what he was seeing, but he was on fire at, v,¡hat he

saw. " In Love, s FataT GLance, Lance K. Donal-dson_Evans

discusses the role of eye imagery and t,races the ,'aggressive

eye topos" back to Ovid and the philosophy of plato. Not

onl-y does the sight of the beloved itself generate 1ove but
the beloved's glance engenders and nurtures lovel ',Briefly,
the efflux theory of vision represents the eye not. as a nere
receiver or reflector of light rays, but as possessing its
ovùn internal- ill-umination in the f orm of f ire', ( 12 ) ,

The mix of water, fire and voice metaphors with
eyesight and passionate l-ove is evident in the quotation
from Plato that Donaldson-Evans uses to iLfustrate the
effects of this gaze: a', ,ffood of passion, pours in upon

the lover, " is partty absorbed and "as a breath of wind or
an echo" returns to its origin and "re-enters the eyes of
the fair bel-oved. " In the myth, then, Narcissus,s ',fiery,,
eye beam is reflected back to consume him in fire, plato

might well be writing of Narcissus when he observes: ',So he

loves, yet knows not what he loves,.. not realizing that his
Iover is as it were a mirror in which he behotds hinself ,'

(17). As Donaldson-Evans observes, other ideas associated
with these metaphors include the beJ_ief that love is ,,a kind
of il-lness which can be transmitted by the effluences from
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the eyes " and that ,,the eyes shoot arrows,,, project fiery
beans which burn the soul and kindle love's fLame,, (lBr21).
Thus the fire imagery and the "primary roJ-e given to the
eyes in the experience of falJ_ing in love is well
established in the pre-Christian era of creek l-iterature,,
(21) ,

ReÐetition and Aesthetics

While Plato has supplied a theory for what happens to
Narcissus, for the process of his orn immofation, it is not
one that Narcissus recognj_zes. His bl-indness to process and

fail-ure to include it into his reasoning results in his
falling prey to an image of his own beauty. This creates in
him a constant ten6ion, a desire that is unattainable,
unembraceable, The attainment of an unreaf desire__an image_

-nay be realized (made real) only in transcendence, by

rising above and out of the physical body into the
inagination. Narcissus's body is consumed by a desire which

blinds him, a "hidden fire,', and is changed magicaLly int.o

another form, a f lower ,

Playfully accurate and misleading, Tiresias,s augury

"If he does not get to knor^¡ himsel-f " has been fulfilled.
Narcissus is immortaf--a figure passed do\Àrn the generations
as nythic--precis e ly because he does not ,'know', himsel-f . He

is i¡nnortal as story and Lives forever because he does not
understand. As a moraÌity tal-e of what not to love, he
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endures, In the same vein, he immortalizes transcendence and

the escape fron the physical body and any sense perception
beyond a limited "vision,' of ,'beauty.', As the (ma]e)

subj ect- spectator in a magic and del-icious projection,3 he

Ioves himself as the (nale) object-surveyed and suppresses

any knowJ.edge J.abelled the other: nature, affective
refationship or the maternaL.

By a nagical species change into a flower, he becomes a

vision of beauty and gains the il-lusion of endl_ess 1ife
perpetuated in cultural- memory. present as subject. and

shadow self--thus representing both sides of the gaze__

Narcissus presents a case of repeating sites, a repetition
of sights I and, consequently, he represents a perpetual and

sexualized tension. His desire is to ernbrace a projection of
himself, to embrace a reproduction as an end which stands

for the origin(al). Sanctioned as action, as a kind of
methodology pecu.Liar to this intellecLual tradition,
Narcissus is the image of ¡nasculinist desire: circular,
cJ-osed, origin-as-end.

Whereas a process that is repetitive is viewed as

having no little or no aesthetic value, repetition in the
form of repeated image--an object--does. Thus, repetition
has been employed to distinguish art fron craft and thereby

to est.ablish a hierarchy of aesthetic values. rn an essay

which explores this double standard in aesthetic criticism,
Judith Barry and Sandy Flitterman quote Lucy Lippard.
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.Al-though Lippard is discussing the work of a particular
woman artist, the distinctíons she rnakes about repetition as

process have a general validity.
Repetition .,. refers not to form but to process, thatis to the repetition of single unít material-s whíchfinally make up a unified, single forn after being
subjected to the process of reþeatedly unraveJ-lini,
then to the process of repeatedly binding or to tñeprocess of nailing into wood or io the piocess of
repeatedly st.icking bricks in cement. or to the process
of repeatedly gouging out tracks in pJ.ywood. (9ã)

Barry and Flitterman view the negative attitude toward

repetition-as -proce s s as a kind of repression. In this
instance, what is repressed, overfooked and disregarded is
the complexity and work involved in wo¡nen's traditional
handiwork. In the real-m of women's art production, this
negative view resul-ts in dismissal; women,s art, especially
the traditional art forms, is relegated to the Lesser domain

of craft, The traditional art forms of weaving, quilting and

pottery necessarily rely on repetitive processes and the
discrepancy in assigned aesthetic value epitomizes the
devaluation of proces s .4

In contrast to the idea of repetition as process,

repetition as form reifies stillness, However tension-
filled, Narcissus's world remains truly stationary/
solipsist.ic and self-referential-. There is no breath (no

life) to disturb his own reflection as he sees it on the
surface of the pool. The primary focus of his reflection is
his head--doubly read as intef l-ect and phaIIus. As image,

his head represents a concern for things of the mind., an
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inteflectual knowledge on top of, surmounting, a male body,

disconnected both from nature and from the female, This

disconnection represents a purification of understanding by

rernoving- -dis engaging- - subj ect from context, Scientific
understanding is represented as ',pure', by just. such a

removal 0f context.

The l,lother-Child Monad

In Ner4/ Essays on Narcjssjsm, BeÌa Grunberger

iLJ-ustrates the ways in which repeating states are turned
into psychoanalytic theory. Describing his own approach as

"bioanalytic, " he traces ,'narcissistic phenomena back to
hypothetical prenatal, coenest¡esjs, to a factor which is
primarily biological, to an unconscious and archaic Iived
experience, " which he then ,'extends to the social, the
int.ell-ectual, the cultural and the mysticaJ-', (l ,2) ,

Stressing prenatal nature and biology as sources of
narcissism, he records the positive, even spirilual feelings
that are part of "the natrix" of this state:

serenity, the feeling of happiness, the feeling ofsovereignty (alL of these may of course be disiorted
and can take either a positive or negative form),
compl-eteness, omnipotence, a sense of one's own worth,an.exultant expansionisrn, fee.lings of absolute freedom,
independence and autonomy, feeliñgs of vuJ.nerabilíty,
eternity and immortality. (2)

In the prenatal narcissistic state as he describes it,
"[t]he fetus experiences no conflict and no desires; its
host takes care of its netaboÌism, and it exists in a state
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of perfect completeness,' (16).

ÀIthough Grunberger sees this ',unorganized', prenatal
experíence as "integrated into the ego,, and ,'jnterpreted,

(2), and although he streêses that it is unremenbered in the
usual sense, he argues that the prenatal experience has a
mascul-ine cast: ,'the phallus is enblematic of all_ the
attributes of prenatal coenesthesis, and its image__a primal
fantasy--is presènt within the psyche from, and probabJ_y

before birth" (16), In his interpretation, then, this rnatrix
of feelings before birth is irrevocably and psychically
gendered male.

Following birth, the infant must cope psychologically
with the memory of difficult physícal birth as well as the
loss of this wonderful prenatal psychic condition.
Grunberger draws in the Oedipal complex and the theory of
castration as explanation for this toss: ,'when a child is
born it experiences a huge trauma, to which it responds with
an aggressivity of cataclysmic intensity. That aggressivity
is the object of i¡nmediate repression (prinat repression). "

DescribÍng birth as "a castration of the narcissism
represented by the phallic inager', he goes on to state that
it occurs "because of the loss of prenatal coenesthesis, and.

because birth represents the moment of transition from that
loss to the other primat fantasy, which consists of
attributing narcissisrn, and therefore the phallus, to the
adul-t (the father),', This "stimuLates the birth of a
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specific urge to recover the phal-f us. ', Continuing with his
argument/ Grunberger agrees with Freud and posits that ,'t,his

prototypical castration provokes an enormously aggressive
response, and that this aggression might be the primal
source of a future and equally powerfuL sense of guilt., (I7_
L8). According to Grunberger, the difference between the
pre- and postnatal infant is that in the prenatal state the
Ínfant has access to a greater and different energy reserve
(2).

Continuing with a description of the post-birth rnonad.,

Grunberg observes that mother/caretaker and child in a ,,non_

material womb', provided by the mot,her/carelaker, attenpt to
reproduce the well-being of the prenatal worl-d and to
"facilitate the transition from one existentiaJ- system to
another" (3). The mother-child monad is ,,a binary unit.,, in
which the infant merges with the surface of the internal
envelope, " and which serves as a transitional subject
between narcissistic project.ion and true object relat.ions.
In this post-birth, monadic relationship, "the one thing
that the chil-d asks of its nother is that she 'be with'...
it in a certain way,... The pure narcissistic demand the
monad is called upon to satisfy is not to be confused with
the child's instinctual demands,' (4). t^ihile the "instinctual
denands" are necessariJ.y the demands for bodily care that
accompany infant Iife, the post-birth phase that Grunberger

emphasizes is tied to gaze and ,'pure narcissistic,'
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reflection, and incorporates the father as the image of
"narcissistic completeness and phallic energy (the penis),,
(18,19).

crunberger returns to the myth of Narcis6us in order to
explore further the ideal of purity as a psychological state
outside of physical being and especiaJ-J-y beyond sexual and

physical love: ',Narcissus is pure. We know that he reject,s
both hetero- and homosexual Love and contents himself wíth
worshipping the ref l-ection of his face in the water.,'
Grunberger notes that this forms ',a double unit', and he

continues wíth his hypothesis on t.he infant,s internal_
psychological state: ,'the term monad gives an accurate
description of a state surrounding something which, in its
view, merges with it. That substance is Íts universe (cosmic

narcissÍsm), even though it does noL physicaf .ly merge with
ir." (e2).

In a description of the disembodied nat.ure of the post_

birth monad, he tethers the absence of the maternal body to
purity, vision and the experience of self-identity.

At the monent of birth, Lhe mother does not exíst assuch, but her gaze (narcissistic confirmation) and hertouch may act as a subsLitute for prenatal bliss and
may therefore conpensate for the bãsic existentiat
trauma, From this point onwards the child'snarcissistic existence wiLl be supported by the monad.,
which has now been reformed 1we kñõw that ã child vrhi;his being breastfed looks into its mother's eyes, not ather breast) , (92 )

Purity is thus altained in a progression away fron embodied

connection and embodied self: from a disappeared maternal
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body, through the absence of touch/embrace to a sense of
efevation away from an ernbodied understandíng of reality
(e3).

This novement signals a sense of agency and mastery:

"Dreams of flying or levitation are probably an expression
of the same fantasy of disembodied purity and of a fantasy
of omnipotence involving the phallic emblem... in the

unconscious the phallus and penis are represented by the
sême emblem" (94). To Grunberger, the purity of narcissism
is directly associated with aggressivity and maLe violence,
and he extrapofates to speculate that it is associated with
war: "At the moment a number of wars are in progress, and

they have been caused by sanct.ity and purity" (92).

The Death Wish

Narcissus and his ref l-ected face are not only a vivid
example of repetition, but as image and myth they have also
been used in psychoanalytic theory as an exp.lanation for
masochism. In his discussion of Sigmund Freud,s theories,
Jeffery Berman discusses how repetition operates in
rnasochism and how the desire to repeat unpleasant

experiences functions as a kind of s e 1f-punishment . Berman

combines Freud's theory of drives in human beings lthe
pLeasure principle and the death drive) to explain the
insecurity inherent in narcissism. First: ,,Freud reasons

that depression is caused by the internalization of an
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object originally loved but now hated because of its
association with rejection or disappointment . . . . The cause

of narcissistic injury then is the incorporation of a

poisonous object..., Behind narcissists' self-J-ove lies
self-hate; beneath their grandiosity lies insecurit,y,' (18).
As a psychoanalytic term, narcissism is, paradoxically, a

resuft of too lit.tle genuine self-Iove (26) and is linked to
a failure of parenting such as maternal foss and coÌd or
disapprovíng fathers (53), Using Berman,s analysis, t.hen, v/e

can 6ee that in Narcissus's story, rejection and

disappointment lie with Cephisus, the rape of L,iriope and a
fail-ure of affective connection with the father and perhaps

r^¡ith his motheri Narcissus was conceived in vioJ_ence.

In an examination of the social construction of visual
synbol in film theory, NoeI Carroll comments that in the
oedipal. period, "the mal-e chi1d, putatively fearing
castration by the father, leaves the quest for the mother

and seeks to emulête the father in a process called
introjection" (68). Carroll stresses t.hat this introjection
is not just a biological role that is assumed, but is, more

inportantly. a cultural position: ,'For Freudians, the
introjection process of the oedipal stage is the means by

which the cuLture reproduces itsel-f ', and ,,f or Lacanians, the
investiture of the child with its sociat roles, ideaLs, and

values is also the point at which the child is said to enter
l-anguage" (68).
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In both theories, the introjection, the unconscious

incorporation of characteristics, is by way of irnage, an

imaginative and mental repetition of pattern, One enters
language by copying the form of power, by being abte to copy
that form. Thus the Word belongs only to Narcissus, a son,

and never, by definition, to Echo. While Echo does repeat,
she is allowed only ,'to answer',; she will never access the
pov¡er of s e l-f-expres s ion in this paradigm. The patriarchal
tradition repeats the maLe and masculine inage alone; that
image is Narcissus.

In his analysis of Freud's influence on Lacanian
psychoanalytic theory, Richard Boothby ties Freud, s writíng
on narcissism together wíth the development of the theory on

the death wish. Highlighting the backward J.ooking, negative
and pain-fil-1ed nature of the Narcís6us's experience,
Boothby il-luminates Freud's concern with the way in which

unpleasant experiences are repeated and reenforces the
destructive, death-oriented concfusion of his desire:
"Alongside lhe homeostatic principle of pLeasure there nust
exist a second basic principle, a destabilizing, disruptive
force that tends not toward equilibrium and harmony but
toward confl-icL and disintegration" (3),

Boothby corunents on the strange and radical- nature of
lhis death-drive theory: ,'It amounts to saying that the true
goal of J.iving is dyíng and that t,he life course of afÌ
organisms must be regarded as only a circuitous route to
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death" (3). He agrees with Freud and describes the problems

inherent in repetition as necessarily invoJ.ving ',a tendency
to reach into the more and more distant past,', but suggests

that it is "not repetition as such but only repetition of
unpleasurable experiences" that led to the creatíon of a

death-drive theory (80).

Wonen and Narcissism

Returning now to Grunberger's analysis \Àre can see how

problematic for wornen is incl-usion into any such knowledge

system, Like Berman, Boothby and CarroIf, crunberger
describes psychosexual development as taking place in a

polarized ¡nother-chiJ-d bond with dualistic phases. For

Grunberger, these are labe11ed the instinctual /Oedipal and

the narcissistic. The rnonad consists of the infanù and the
envel-ope of the responsive mother's touch and gaze. She, the
nother, is asexual, removed; she serves only as a landscape

or envelope which predates object relations.
Grunberger extends his analysis to describe the Oedipal

and narcissistic as corresponding to two visions of
humanity: the patri-oedipaJ. and the matri-narcis s i stic , He

is roundly dismissive of ',the Latter view,,, the ¡natri_
narcissistic, arguing that those who adopt it ,'forn

phratries, narcissistically identify with each other in a

play of rnirror reflections, and cluster around archaic
nother figures which prolect them by warding off, fighting
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and disavowing the father and his entire worl_d,, (177). Not

surprisingly, he goes on to emphasize the importance of male

descendants, seeing in ¡natrilineality only a disguised
patriarchy, Underscoring the legal concept of marriage as

vray of legitimating offspring, he descríbes the l-ine of
descent as "a continuous sequence of male individuals; the
founder of the line is therefore the father,' (17g).

Grunberger,S interpretàtion of incest is equaIJ-y bound

up with this concern for legitimacy and lineage, and as a

result women's affective connections are dismissed as

totally as the myth obliterates Liriope and to the sane

extent that Narcissus ignores Echo, To Grunberger, incest
"represents a search for narcissj_stic fulfilment by

returning directly to the mother, s womb (incestuous
coitus)." To avoid incest, then, and if "the line of descent
is to be perpetuated, it must be constantly crossed or cut
by the introduction of a mother fron the outside (exogamy),,,

Exogany constrains women into new family groups; daughters
are compelled out of their kinship comnunities. For the son,

staying in the family (with the mother) has its own

difficulties and dangers: ,'the return to the mother brings
an impasse because coitus with !he mother means the death
and obfiteralion of the father.,' Furthernore, crunberger
argues: "In so far as the prohibition of incest takes a

social-ized f orm which gives rise to rites and têboos, \.{re can

concLude it has more to do with the breaking of lhe line
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than with the prohibition of an individual sin,, (179_g0).

Thereby and conveniently, incest is regarded as so.lely a

mot,her-son taboo; whatever the father does t,o his daughters
does not in any way break the Line of descent and so,

presumably, is not taboo, To the same effect, such an

int.erpret.âtion of incest makes an on-going life-Iong
affective connection between rnother and son problemat.ic,

Grunberger reiterates the view that psychosexual

maturation demands the oedipal transition, lhe break fron
the mother. Such a view disregards aLl the ruptures of
connection and responsibility experienced by the nother and

ignores any ramÍfications this theory has for wornen's self
and being. Furthermore, he disputes the value of what he has

defined as the matri-narc is s i stic, the "other,'
representation. To his way of thinkingf the matri_
narcissistic is a trend that threatens patriarchy and will
destroy the "life and existence (I am speaking of the 1ife
of Èhe drives and of the senses)--of essential difference
betv/een objects, structures, ideas, and individual
histories. " what Grunberger does accept is the pain inherent
in this (perceived) transition: ',Even within psychoanalysis

itself, man is striving to lay down the burden of his
conflicts and his prirnal narcissistic rnound', (181). yet even

while he 6tresses the ímportance of the oedipal transition
(particularly for its setting up of "essential difference,,),
he focuses on the burden of such a view only for ,'man.,,
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In discussing Freud's theories of development,

Elizabeth Young BrueL explains how even this burden, this
"narcissistic wound" is transferred and used to explain
heterosexuaf altract.ion: ,'The boy.s overvaluation of the
penis is narcissistic: to give up his certainty that all_

people have penises--to experience'castration threat,__is
to experience the limits of self-Iove. (29 ). Used in
Fruedian theory to explain the transfer of the adolescent
mal-e's affection to ,'the girls they lover', narcissism, which
is recognized as an overvaluation of se1f, is, at the same

tine encoded as a cul-turaL norm.

In an examination of vision and difference in her book

of the same name, Griselda potlack explains the defenses

against this Èraumatic díscovery occasioned in the male

child. Disavowal and fetishism are linked to anxiety and are
acknowledged, but onLy by displacement to another object, As

she sees it, this uLtimate ,,forn of fetishisrn, which

ínvolves not just displacement but fetishistic conversion,
al-so takes the for¡n of reshaping the whole of the f emal_e

form into a fetish, a substitute for what appears to be

lacking on the maternal body, the phatlus,, (139). She lists
these fetishes, these displaced l-ost parts, as they appear

in the male vision of woman: wonen, s fragmented bodies,
schematized faces, blank looks (140).5 These fetishes and

fragmentations are a constant reminder of what is obviated,
hidden but not forgotten (140).
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There is a connectÍon between the origin of the fetish
and the role of beauty in vronen,s tives, John Berger
conjnents on the equatíon betrveen the mirror and the culturaf
perception of víonen,s vanity. He describes the roJ-e of the
mirror in art and the importance of the pleasure i,Thich is
involved in this gaze.

The mirror was often -used as a symbol- of the vanity of
yomgl .... You painted a naked wonan because you enjoyedlooking at her, you put a mirror in her hand-and yóu'called the painting vanity, thus moral-Iy condenni;g the
woman whose nakedness you had depicted -for your owñpleasure. (51-)

Fernale nakedness masked as narcissism is revealed as a way

to disguise and transfer anxiety about t.he phallus and

masculinity.

Sensitive to the particular burden this culturaÌIy
entrenched male gaze represents for women, Teresa de

Lauretis explores the way this matrix of ideas surrounding
wo¡nan as a specular, visual image and fetish relates to the
prohibition of incest, and she incLudes the theories of
Levi-Strauss !

IT]he "hisloricaL,, event instituting culture and foundin all human societies, requires that woman be
possessed and exchanged among nen to ensure the social-order.,,. One then understands that women are notsimply objects exchanged by and among men but also
messages which circuJ-ate among individuals and groups,
ensuring socíaI com¡nunications . (1g-19)

In this way/ wonan becomes a sign system as well_ as a

displaced narrative object (fetish); v/oman exists in the
realm of symbo].s, a sign that means something more, however

extrapol-ated from the real (23).
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In his cfassíc essay On Narcissism, Sigmund Freud

inscribes self-centered narcissism as a neurosis specific to
" normal " \4/omen I

Wonen, especially if t.hey grow up with good looks,develop a certain s e I f-cóntentrneñt whicñ 
"ompun".t.u"them for the social restrictions that are irnþosed uponthem in their choice of, fove object. St.rict]lr speat inf,it is onty the¡nselves that such Ìn¡omen can f oi¡e irrit¡r añintensity cornparable to that of a nan,s love for them.

(Le2)

This he directJ.y tíes to his theory of penis envy in women,

to what he calts r,lromen,s ',narcissistic wound" and to what he

sees as their inabitity to overcome this wound and obtain
"object J-ove, ', One vrêy invoJ.ves seeing the child which they
bear as "a part of their own body confronts them like an

extraneous object, to which, starting from their narcissism,
they can then give cornpJ.ete object-Iove,,' Another way exists
for those uromen " r^¡ho do not. have to wait for a child in
order t.o take thê step in development from lsecondary)
narcissisrn to object-Love. "

Before puberty they feel masculine and develop some
way along masculine lines; after this trend haã beencut short on their reaching f ema.le maturity, they stiIJ-retain the capacíty of longing for a masculine iãeat _
an ideal which is in fact ã survival of the boyishnature that they themselves once possessed. (fSf_Sa¡

fn her discussion of this essay, gl-izabeth young_Bruel not
only notes the way that Freud endorses the mascul-ine as

hunan ideal-, but recognises how Freud sees loving as active
and thereby, a masculíne trait, while defining narcissistic
desire or being loved as passive and therefore feminine.

Young-Bruef reLates this attitude specifically to
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Freud's or4¡n níneteenth- c entury cultural context: ,,Given this
interplay of anatomical- and sociaf factors, boys and girJ.s

end up conplementing each other in the manner of the Beauty

and the self-sacrificing Beast characters so com¡non in
nineteenth- century novefs', (30). The creation of gender

stereotypes reenforces the roJ-es that were so important Lhen

and that continue to tinger into the twentieth century,
rotes which imply that the only reJ_ationship possible is
heterosexual and wherein the girt/wife repì.aces the nother
in the son's life. young-Brue.I goes on t.o record that even

Freud knew that such stereotypes were l-imited and t.hat sons

can "not only love their nothers but identify with them,,

(3L). That Narcissus as flower, is ',grass-Ieaved,' and shares

vrith Liriope as grass, ,' small whitish or bfue or viol-et
f l-owers" suggest.s that possibility vividly.

Echo and Voice

In this survey of the issues surrounding narcissism and

the theoretical- uses made of the myth, I have strayed rather
far from the story itseff. Let me now return and. focus nore
closeLy on Echo, As noted, Echo is \ditness to Narcissus's
dilemma, a witness who is without a voice for her orvn

desire. She does not have a language with which to voice an

authentic self and life-experience. Returning to Arny

Lawrence's examination of the role played by women, s speech

in conternporary HoÌlywood cinema, we can now elaborate on
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the crucial rol-e of speech to meaning in Narcissus,s rnyth:

The story of Echo and Narcissus ís a cautionary talewarning against what is conceived of as the un"natuial
and dangerous separation of sound and image, woman andman, hearing and seeing,,,, Both Echo and-Nårcissus areravished by perception, subjected to obstacles ofexpression or cornprehension and uJ.timately to die fromthe missed connections , (2)

This muJ.tiple relationship of ,'vüoman,s voice" to sound,

discourse and authoriaf point of view pronpts Kaja SiJ.verman

to suggest the tern "acoustic mirror,' as a way of indicating
a combined image of sound and sight for the female voice.

Echo fades away to exist only as a repeating voice, The

first reason Ovid'6 recounting gives for this decl-ine is
that after Narcíssus rejects her Echo retreats to nat.ure:

"Spurned, she hid in the woods and, in her shame, covered

her face / with foliage and lived henceforth in lonely
caves. " Echo--as a figure representing \4roman__is hidden by a

shame that is not rightfully hers, As the outcome of the
taJ.e implies, however, the shame belongs to Narcissus

because he loves his own image too nuch.

The second reason Ovid provides for Echo's loss of
embodiment is that her love for Narcissus grows with his
rejection; she val-ues hin too rnuch: "and yet her love clung
to her and grew wíth the pain of rejection.,' What is unsaid
but implied is that she J.oves herseff too little. Echo,s

failure to cêre for herself paral.Iels Narcissus,s over_

loving self-regard. Her misplaced caring Leads to \¡/aste__the

\'ùasting of her own Lif e, s bl_ood: ,'her cares kept her awake
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and made her body pitiably thin, her skin r,¡asted and

shrivelÌed up and all her body,s / moisture went off into
the air." Echo cannot speak--may not speak__for herself, and

this l-eaves her a hard, stony ,,skeleton" of her forrner self,
devoid of feeling: ,'onì.y her voice and bones were l-eft: her
voice remained; her bones, they say, took on the appearance

of stone. " The outcome of the story for Echo is underscored
by her Loneliness out in the naturaf worl-d where she remains

unbodied and disconnectedi ',Since then she has hidden in the
woods and is never seen on the mountains, she is heard by

al-I: but it is only sound that lives in her,,' And, as I
noted earlier, even the language is not her own.

In her discussion of feninist art criticisn theory,
Joanna Frueh describes a painting of such an Echo_like
female figure in nature. Her descrÍption of cuotave

Courbet ' s "The Source', presents an Echo voicel-ess but stilL
fleshed: "A fleshy woman sits by a stream. One hand holds a

branch, seems al-most nolded to it, as if she herself were

part of the tree; and her contours, from the buttocks up are

eaten by shadows, so that nature absorbs her f1esh, is
actually one with it.,, She goes on to point out that ,,Woman

and nat,ure literally mirror one another for the material of
the female body is the materiat world,, (157). The

significance of Courbet's painting lies not onfy in the
equation of woman with nature and fecundity but also in the
lack of consciousness signified in the association, The
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image presents an incornplete f emal-e being.
Arguing for a fe¡ninist art criticism that is ,,alive,,,

Frueh cafls for a rejection of the ,,pha1lic tongue,' and for
the exercise of an intetligence integral r,rith female

physical being. Her argument suggests that the ',path to
f reedom" exists in a body ownership: ,'Once a woman o\^/ns her
body she will speak a different 1anguage, VJhen the organ in
her mouth belongs to her, we will know that all tongues, aJ.I

words are fl-esh" (i.60). Writing also about art criticism,
Arl-ene Raven presents this embodied thinking as a way of
transforming thinking ,,to a modeL of rhythms and

relationships upon which a society can be built,, (238),
As myth, Narcissus demonstrates and isolates two

solitudes of gendered lj_fe in an intellectual and socíaI
patriarchal system, Since it is not possibJ.e to restore to
Echo her own embodied experience/ to an independent

refationship to language and the authoríty of her own

desire, then in order to break these ancient dichotomies__

mas cu l ine/ feminine, culture/nature, seLf/other, seer/site,
speaker/ spoken-- into v¡hich male and female 1ife experience

have been placed, it is necessary to turn away from

Narcissus to another myth .
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Chapter Three

Introducing psyche, AtÈending Aphrodite
The myth of psyche and Eros/ in its conflicts over

beauty and power, depicts the central concerns in the long
history of Western attitudes to sighL and the gendered power

relations that co-exist with these attitudes. In the way Lhe

Psyche myth begins, there is a concern with vision and

beauty, with perception and imagê, that is sinilar to that
found with the Narcissus nyth, but the questions change

with the change of gender. In the psyche myth, it becornes

appropríate to ask: ivhose vision? whose beauty? whose

perception? and whose image?

Like the Narcissus tale, the story of psyche exists
within a Ìarger work entítled Metamotpåoses, also known as

The GoLden Àss,1 written by Lucius Apuleius, a second-

century Platonic philosopher from Madauros in North Africa,
it recounts the psyche ând Eros story as one told by an oId
woman to a young bride rvho has been kidnapped by bandits;
bot,h women are subsequently killed, but because the tale vras

overheard by a rnan who has been magically changed into an

ass, it continues to exist as part of the story of his
adventures,

In the InlroducÈion to his transLation of Apuleius,s
Metanorphoses, J, Àrthur Hanson indicates some of the
conf l-j-cting viewpoints of critical- opinion: ', It can be, and

has been, read as platonic allegory, psychic autobiography,
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BiJ.dungsroman, and literary parody,' (xi,xii).2 Stressing the
care and complexity of the work, Hanson also v/arns that
irony is a central- feature. ln this regard, the fact that
the haunting tale of psyche and Eros exists within a series
of Milesian or pornographic stories that are told by a rnan

rvho has been changed into an ass (and J-ater back again) and

who then culminates his adventures in an ínitiation into the
rites of the goddess, Isis, serves as a lengthy caution to
any reader who might take the events in the tale at face

The Siqnificance of Beauty

The story of psyche begins with the narrator telling us

that Psyche is beJ-oved in her father, s kingdom because of
her "so dazzling and glorious', beauty, because others
believe her--see and judge her--as beautiful: ',Many

citizens, as wel-l- as multitudes of visitors.., were

dumbfounded in their wonderment at her unapproachable

Lovel-iness.,, and would... venerate her with pious prayers
as if she were the very goddess [Aphrodite] herseÌf ', (237).4

Psyche's beauty causes Aphrodite to be jeal-ous and angry
because she sees how psyche's beauty has estranged her o$/n

devotees; white it is not overtl-y stated, ApuJ-eius also
implies that Eros fel-l in Love at, his first sight of
Psyche's beauty (24It295 ). As for psyche, "She hated in
herself that beaut.y of hers which the world found so
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pleasing" (245). In addition/ she is prohibited from seeing
Eros, her lover/husband who visits her, his bride, only at
night (259). His beaut,y is not for her eyes,

Issues of r^rhose sight and whose visions are very much

part of contemporary expforations of gender and authority,
gender and artistic expression, in the visual arts, In tlrays

of Seeing¡ John Bergèr describes what is, in fact, a crucial
part of Psyche's dilenma/ a dilenma inherent in woman,s

situation within the Western patriarchal- tradition:
To be born a r,,roman has been to be born, within anallotted and confined space into the keeping of men....
But this has Ì:reen at the cost of a $/oman-'s self beingsplit in two. A woman must continually watch herself]
She is aLmost conlinual.ly accompanied-by her own imageof herself,... And so she comes to consider t.he
surveyor and the surveyed within her as the twoconstítuent yet always distinct elements of heridentity as a womân. (46)

Psyche might attest, even having beauty does not prectude

exaction of such a price and, ín fact, can simply raise

Berger, s description of the surveyor and surveyed as

the two const,ituent eLements within a woman recalls for us

the spectre of how narcissism has been employed to denigrate
r^/omen. What is lost in Berger's discussion of the two

elements is the third: her lack of power. In an absence of
power lies the reaL fear that any judgment about narcissism
in women obscures. The cLosest analogy to wonan,s place as

visual- objecl is as that of quarry. The hunter requires
vision; the hunled relies on camophlage. In this way, a

the

ir.
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concern for appearance represents security and self_
preservation rather than vanity, psyche is singled out fron
her community and then separaled from all_ she has knor,/n and

loved. In both instances she is isolated and alone and faces
real danger and real viol-ence.

Berger suggests severaJ. other eLements that affect the
povrer arrangements in this dichotomízed beauty equation.
There are three which concern Þsyche. The first is that
wonen conventionally are ,'seen and judged as sights,, by men;

t,hey are beautiful or not, simply according to the penchant

of a mafe viewer (47). What is beauty exists outside the
control of the woman judged as having Ít. Because it is an

arbitrary designation, ,'beauty" is not a source of power to
those who 'have" it. poÌ^¡er lies only in the bestowal; power

belongs to those who have l-abe1l-ed psyche beautifuL.
Second, as a sight and site, beauty as woman is given

the "prize" of being ,'owned,, by the (male) judge and thence,
sexually available to the judge (52). The 1abel, ',beauty,,

magnifies the woman's physical. appearance_ -over which she

has no control--to nask the real powerlessness, psyche is
named beautiful in a kingdom, the quintessentiaf patriarchal
society. As her father,s daughterf psyche is his to
"sacrifice, " to do r,¿ilh as he pleased; t.hen, \ùhen Eros

singles out her "beauty, ', he becornes her ', owner. ',

Third, "Women are there to feed an appêtite, not to
have any of their own', (55); sexual desire is active for
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men, and therefore/ mascuÌine, but, in a pecuLiar twist of
thought, desire is perceived as passive in the feminine, and

absent for women. Women do not desire. psyche, whom

conventional slang wouJ-d designate as a ,' fooker, " may not
look at Love,

Berger sums up the consequences of this kind of
relationship and its inplications for contemporary women/

but such consequencès apply equally to the mythic psyche:

"This unequaf relationship ís so deeply embedded in our

culture that it stiJ-l structures the consciousness of many

wonen. They do to themselves what rnany nen do to them. They

survey, like men, their own f emininity', (63). Thus,

throughout time, vision, beauty and woman,s sense of setf
and place in society are clearly and crucially linked. In
The Beauty Mytlr, Naomi Wolf documents more fully the price
that modern vüomen pay because of this situation. She also
highlights the major import of this image: ,,The beauty nyth
is always actual-J-y prescribing behaviour and not appearance"

(15). The response to psyche's beauty emphasizes this truth.
Her beauty faiLs to bring her a husband; the only role
avail-abIe to her, the prescribed behaviour, is that of
marriage, and perversely, this is made impossible by the
very declaration of her beauty.

While Psyche's story introduces the issues surrounding

beauty, hers is also a narrative that presents the sifence
of women and the rel-ationship of silence to lack of power.
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The first of the silenced women in the myth is the queen

whose roLe in the narrative is, of course, mother (237), As

mother, she Ìistens and grieves (247), psyche, too/ is
siÌent, and in her siLence, powerless. Her beauty, the
sacrifice and her ensuing marriage to Eros are not of her
doing or choosing. She is both passive and al-one, unable to
connect to, or exert inf l-uence on, those around her:

"Psyche, for all her manifest beauty reaped no profit. from

her charms. Everyone gazed at her, but no one, neither king
nor prince nor even conmoner, desired to narry her and carne

to seek her hand" (245). She is entirety obedient to her
father, the king, to the priest and, in the beginning of
their relationship, she transfers this obedience to her
husband, Eros.

While she does f a¡nent her situat.ion and recognizes its
source in her being called ',a new lAphrodite] " (24g), she in
no way avoids her fate or attempts to argue against it: ,,the

maiden felL silent... abandoned... frightened, trernbling and

weeping at the very lop of the clif f ,, (28L). Likewise, she

is "carried" to a paradise. There, she continues obedient,
even "to the suggestions of the disembodied voice,' and

finally, "promised to behave as her husband wished,,

(2s7 t259),

Marriaqe as BettavaL

Psyche's story conmences with betrayaf and violence
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encoded as marriage and sacrifice. Erich Neumann sees ,,the

basic nythological situation,,' the "ancient, primordial-
motif, " in terms of "marriage as the marriage of death.,,

.Arguing that "every marriage is a rape of Kore, " he goes on

to state: "The character of rape that the event assumee for
womanhood expresses the proj ectíon--typica L of the
matriarchal- phase--of the hostile element on the man.,,

Wherea6 for the vroman patriarchal marriage is separation of
"the primordial relation of ídentity between daughter and

mother " and " a mystery of death, ,, f or the rnan ',rnarriage. . .

is primarily an abduction, an acquisition--a rape,, (61_63).

Neumann recounts the metaphor used to imply female

youth and beauty and, in doing so, highJ.ight.s the sexual

implications of such a symbolism.

It is no accident that the central symbol of maidenhoodis the flower, which delights rnan wiltr its natural
beauty, and it is extremely significant that for the
consurunation of marriage, the destruction of virginity,
should be known as ,,def lowering. " (63)

As he cont,inues, his diction suggests that female loss of
seff is co-incident with fenininity, sexual experience and

real life: "For the feninine, the act of defloration
represenLs a truly rnysterious bond between end and

beginning, between ceasing to be and entering upon real
life" (63-64). what Neumann,s language reflects is the
complex of rel-ationships in patriarchy that are used to
justify femafe loss of agency, will and desire. Entry into
marriage equates ,'beginning', and ',reaI Iif e,' with ',ceasing
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to be. "

Thus what Neumann refers to as the necessary prelude to
real life may more accurat.ely be envisioned as a betrayal of
its daughters by a patriarchal society, In their silences,
Psyche and her mother represent the sacrifices that
patriarchal continuation of family requires from women. As

sign and exchange between the patriarchal kingdon and its
gods, Psyche,s situation makes real what is hidden, makes

real- the lost daughters who are obscured in the patriarchal
romance. She represents the specular image and fetish
described by De Lauretís, the betrayal and sacrifice of the
daughter withín the patriarchal- exchange of por/,¡er and

cornmunication between men Lhat ís coded in the history of
marriage,

This sacrifice/betrothal /betrayat is carried out by

Psyche's father, the king, on the advice of the priest, the
oracl-e of Apollo. Carried out because psyche is worshipped

for her unsurpassed beauty, because others see her as

beautiful, this first betrayal carries with it. the attendant
losses of family, comrnunity, choice and self-esteem. This is
the rape; this is the second birth, the twice-born, ',born
again" entrance into culture that is the 1ot of patriarchal
daughters,

Significantly, the kind of betrayal psyche experiences

is perpetuated in current interpretations of the myth.

Robert Â. Johnson/ for example, writes of a sense of pain
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and abandonment that is t.he "psyche nature', i

there is a psyche in every wonan, and it is intenseLvlonely. Every woman is, iñ part, a king,s daugnter-_'too-.Lovely , too. perfect, tóo deep for-the orãinaryworld,,.. It is terribly painful. Wonen are often
excruc iatingfy. aware of this situation without knowingits- origin, r hich is the psyche nature, and there is -
nothing that can be done abãut. it. rha! part willremain untouched, unreì.ated., unmarried nãst of one,s1ife. ç10-11)

Complex equations of pain, inevitability/ perfection and

identity r^/ith a ,,nóthing cair be done about it " attitude
makes Psyche.s story reducible to woman's destiny rather
than culLuraI or social- construct. psyche is made

responsibLe for her own a1íenation; she is made inherent.ly
responsible for her own violation because it is her

" nature . "

Even more importantty, Johnson describes psyche,s

nalure as being solely relationaJ-, passive and dependent on

the marriage (love) relationship. Introducing the

"sacrificiaÌ efement" of a wedding, he also brings in the
goddess, Aphrodite, to suggest that atl is not well in such

a dependency; "Aphrodite does not 1ike maidens to die at the
hands of men, ft is not her nature to be subject to a man,,

(13), This confirms a view of wornen,s nature as passive even

as he fol-lows with a conment on the paradox inherent in this
view of weddings and of the goddess,

It is .Aphrodite who condemns psyche to death but whois al-so the matchmaker who brings about weddings inthe first place. yet Aphrodite ãlso weeps and iages atthe wedding for the possible loss of thè bride,s"
freedom and individuality, for the loss of hervirginity. The forward push of evolution toward
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before, (L4)
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repressive tug of longing
of things ês lhey were

For Psychef the rape is of personhood, agency/ control and

voice; this ís what is lost in patriarchal marriage and

longed for after. In a culture which subsumes female

autonomy and personhood, Love--of a sort__is readily
available; agency and voice are not,

The Sacrifice of psvche

If such a view of rnarríage ís less a reality in the
Western worLd of the twentieth-c entury, what does reÌnain is
a cJ.earIy measurabl-e and profound toss of self_esteem in
young women, Even though the trappings have changed--in
marriage and apart from marriage--the devaLuation of female
life rernains unchanged, This forfeiture of feeling ,,rightr,,

of being "Okayr,' is directly related to growing up in a rnale

defined value system. In Meetjng at the Crossroads: Wonenrs

PsychoTogy and Girls' Devefopment I Lyn Mikel- Brown and Carol
cilligan emphasize this apprehension of ,'leftness,, and the
betrayal. of female personhood:

lvomen's psychoJ.ogical developrnent within patriarchalsocieties and male-voiced cultures is inhèrentlytraumatic..,, For a girf to disconnect herself -from
women mean6 to dissociate herself not only from hermother but afso from herself_-to move froir being a girlto being a woman, which means ,'with men. " eI6)'

The authors continue by linking this lrauma to 1oss of voice
(becoming Echo)t ',For girls at adoLescence to say what they
are feeling and thinking often means to risk, in the vrords
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of many girls/ tosing their relationships and finding
themselves powerless and all_ al-one', (2I7),

In this way psyche encodes the losses in self_esteem
that cone with female adolescence in mascufinist cultures.
V,lhat has been termed the rnarriage of sacrifice merely
obscures--by positing the desireability of a sexual

relationship- -the essential- betrayaÌ of growing up f emal_e in
a patriarchy. The conflation of female agency wit.h a coerced

sexual.iLy in loss of virginity by force, by rape, is a

tr¡¡ofold betrayal , Loss of personal agency or action (sexual
desÍre) is rewritten ínto an objectified form of male power

(marriage); female desiring like Echo's is consumed. in male
power structures. This is fittingly described by Annis pratt
as a modeL for "growing down" rather than ',growing up,,,

especial-ly as it is so cruciaLly 1inked to sexual- naÈurity.
There remains one other sacrifice/betraya I of femaLe

experience that is fundamental to psyche,s (and Echo,s) loss
of voice, That is the betrayal inherent in the way

Aphrodite's wrath is presented, As Apul_eius recounts the
tale, we are toLd that Aphrodite is neglected: ,'Her rites
were postponed, her temples fell into disrepair, her
cushions were trodden under foot, her ceremonies negfected,
her statues ungarlanded, and her abandoned altars marred by

cold ashes" (239), psyche, víctinized by an unwanted

adoration, is blamed for this transfer of allegiance and is
made the focus of Aphrodite.s viol_ent wrath: ,,But, whosoever
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she is, she \,1¡i I l certainÌy get no joy out of having usurped
my honours: I will soon make her regret that illegitinate
beauty of hers!" (Z4I). As an object of beauty (f et.ish)
Psyche is without pov/er and denied action; nonetheless, she
is condemned for usurpíng Aphrodite,s honours.

Psyche's beauty, described as ,'illegitimate, ', disguises
the "illegitimacy,' of t.he adoration. The faithful- in the
kingdorn transfer adoration from the (n)ever_virgin goddess

to the virgin girl-. In this transfer lies perhaps the
great,est femaLe loss of po\,lrer innate in patriarchat
societíes: the absence of a fully female__even fuffy
feminine- -divíne , 5 An analysis of what this transfer of
adoration il-tustrates about the structures of power, values
and relationship in the kingdom enabLes a reval_uation of the
changes in Psyche, To do this first requires a

transformation of our understanding of this goddess and her
pLace in patriarchal nyth ,

The Goddess

In the larger framework of the ì,letamorphoses, Apuleius
combines a male quest motif with devotion to a femaLe deity.
As protagonist, L,ucius aut.obiographically represent.s
Apul-eius's submission to and initiation into the Mysteries
of Isis. Most interpretations of the frame taLe see Lucius,s
adventures as a personal, interior, masculine and male

seêrch for union with the ferninine as represented by Isis.
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To Marie Louise Von Franz Lhe Metamorpåoses ís ,,the story of
Apuleius-Lucius' doubre path--conscious and unconscious--
towards the unity of his 'conversion,,,, wherein ,,the great
rnother-goddess Isis" personifies an ',interior cosmos,,: ,, It
concerns in particular the problem of the incarnation of the
feminine principle, and of its ' reconnais sance , in a

patriarchal- cul-ture" (4). Elizabeth HazeLton Haight
simiLarly describes Lucius's path to unity as a quest ,,for

some rneaning in tif e,' which is found in ,,a union with a

mystic goddess who subÌi¡nates his e¡notion and absorbs his
l-ife into her service" (196), Ben Edwin perry sees the story
as a quest ,' for communion with the anjma mundi, the mystic
souL of the world" (240).

P.c. l^lalsh places the adventures of psyche into a

cornparable framework, seeing it as an ,,adaptation of a

traditional story pressed into service to iLfuminate in
a1l-egorical terms the nature of Lucius, spiritual odyssey,,
(191), And further: ',A series of special.ized inquiries has
established Cupid and psyche as a foLk_taJ-e wittily retold,
as a sustained phitosophical rnyth, as the re_enactment in
fiction of Isiac initiation,' (223), Walsh links the psyche

story directly to the mysteries by calJ.ing the myth an

allegory--an extended metaphor__of the second or frame
narrative. He then goes on to describe psyche.e story as

a vision of the progress of the human soul al-ienatedfrom the true reã1iÉy, _yet searching unceasingly toi itand being evenrualt-y admitted ro Ír-by iniriãiiån-intã-the rnysteries. rt iÁ in ttris sense thåt epufÀiu" 
"ãn-¡"
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said to have shaped the tale into a platonist_fsiac
myth.

What Walsh touches on here discloses space sufficient for a

revitalised interpretation of Aphrodite, psyche and psyche,s

ordea I s .

Apuleius does not just describe the goddess Isis in
terms of the feminine but makes her a "true reality,', the
reigning deity of an external world. Significantly, Walsh

notes/ "When Isis reveaLs and describes herself to Lucius,
she pronounces herseÌf identical with the Venus of psyche.s

story" (222). Thus both the goddesses potentiafly depict one

deity, an aggregate figure, and in his description of Isis,
Apuleius expresses lperhaps unconsciously) an interpretation
of Venus-Aphrodite which surpasses the patriarchally defined
feminine love goddess. That this is often at odds with what

he as author consciously has Aphrodite do and say invertedly
accords i¡¡ith the interpretation of the inner tal_e as a
satire on the ClassicaL gods. He presents both the
patriarchally defined ,,symbolic order,' as the one_

dimensionaL love goddess and undercuts it with the potential
of the heart's core, the "Great Mother.,,

In I_,ucius, s visíon, Isis names herself ',mother of the
universe, mistress of all the elements.,. mightiest of al-l
the deities, queen of the dead,, and called by many names,

Minerva lAthena] ¡ Venus lAphrodite], Diana IArtemis/Selene],
Proserpina IPersephone]/ Ceres IDemeter], Juno IHera] and

"my real- name, which is eueen Isis', (2| 2gg,3OL), This
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description of Lucius,s initiation and vision of the
Mysteries of Isis-Aphrodite Iends support to an

interpretation of Aphrodite as more than a mere goddess of
beauty or representative of the inner feminine.

By naking Aphrodite a name for Isis, Apuleius
encourages the reading of Aphrodite as a nother figure and

J.ife goddess in psyche's tafe and paves the way for an

interpretation of Aphiodite as a mentor of wholeness, of
hol-iness and of transformation for psyche. Tndeed, within
Psyche's tale, Aphrodite names hersej.f ,,the primai. mother of
all t.hat exists, the originaf source of atl the elements,

the bountiful- mother of the whole worl_d" (239, 241). As

Psyche is forced beyond patriarchal cullure and out into
"the whole world, ', she moves out into the realn of ',the aII
that exists" patterned in Aphrodite, the ,,prima] mother.,,

Annis Pratt reminds us that this is in fact a ,'green-world,,

and a "special- world of nature.,,

The Goddess, s Attributes
current research into the ancient goddess provides a

catafogue of the powers implied in the total-ity traced by

Apuleius, Poneroy states that Isis ',readily encompassed.

inconsistencies and mutually contradicting qualities,' ; she

was heal-er and creator, assigned language and invented

al-phabets and astronomy (218), These and other attributes
added to those directly associated with Aphrodite nagnify
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her rofe beyond that of the cLassical_ ',beauty queen,, of
Pari6's judgment. Por¡/ers ascríbed by ancient and possibJ-y

pre-patriarchal cultures give us the seeds for a rereading
of the metaphors in psyche,s journey.

In her association with Isis, Aphrodite possesses

ornnipotence; as pomeroy notes: ,'But in her omnipotence she

\,üa s not threatening, for she was loving and merciful,' (21g).
She is described by both Miriam Robbins Dexter and Erich
Neumann as a golden goddess, a goddess of earth and waters,
of animals, of birth, life and death, of regeneration and

transformation, of birds and snakes. While Dexter describes
her as encompassing the chthonic, David Kinsley suggests

that more emphasis shoufd be placed on her association with
1ight, golden sunshine and warmth, with fertilizing dew and

rain, f l-owers/ seasonal growth and fruitfulness. He

attributes the chthonic to her c.lose connection to
Persephone.

fn her relationship with the natural v/orld, Aphrodite
is also and specifically a sexual goddess, the goddess of
desire and longing/ of passion and its physical expression.
While she regularly attends to marriages and wedding

cel-ebrations, hers is not passion which confines itseÌf to
patriarchal wedfock or lo heteros exual-ity, for in her

earliest manifestation, she is able to give birth
parthenogenetical.ly: ',The autonomy of Aphrodite, Lhe fact
that she was not bound by the rules of chastity which were
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imposed upon other goddesses and mortaÌ women, also bespeaks

her power" (Dexter 115), As Kinsley too, notes, her
sexuality is so powerful that she was never virgin (201),
Born out of the sea (frorì the east as Astarte), she is
closely allied with the seashell, a fenale genital symbol.
,fane E1Ìen Harrison Èies Aphrodite,s spirituality to her
triple nature and to the natural world, a tie so strong that
it has endured beyond patriarchá1 appropriation.

Aphrodite the earth-born Kore is also sea_born, as
becane an island Queen, but more than any otheigoddess, she becomes Ouraniaf the Heaven-ly One...,
She is the only goddess who in passíng to the upper airyet kept life änã reatity, (3141

Already acknowledged an earth goddess and sea-born and in
spite of beconing "Heavenl-y, " a spiritual being defined by

its polarized opposition to earth, Aphrodite nonetheless
adds t.he "upper air"--earth,s essentiaL atmosphere__to earth
and sea to be truly triple, pomeroy explaíns her reduction
to a dual nature as an outgrowth of plato,s discussions on

the nature of love. pl_ato describes Aphrodite as

represent.ing both an inteffectual Love and a "vuIgar,' sexual

l-ove: "Vul-gar love could be either heterosexual or
homosexual, but intellectual love could onl-y be found

between two mafes. " She continues by pointing out that ,,the

dichotomy" in "the two sorts of 1ove" Iater "carne to be

applied to heterosexuaÌ reÌationships as well', (7). To fit
into the creation of this kind of dichotomous reasoning,
Aphrodite ¡nust lose one of her essential triplicities in any
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given context,

Kinsley Iinks this spiritual- Íty- - intef l ectual l-ove__in

Aphrodite to its senantic cognates, to creativity in speech

and the intellectual reaIm, This connection of passion with
communication, expression and intellectual reproductíon
suggests that the relationship of the worshipper and

worshipped is other than hierarchic, In her overt sexuality,
her strong connection to the earth, and in her triplicity,
Aphrodite represents f eeJ-ing and sensory perception in
spiritual consciousness. In her "green world,,' the body as

sense perception, intellect and emotíon are all integrai. Èo

spiritual awareness. Al_1 these facets are represented by the
figure of Aphrodite,

While the philosophic tradition has rendered Aphrodite
as a sexual-ized dual-ity, in psyche, s Sister's: Relmagining

the tr'leaning of Sisterhood, Christj-ne Dovrning likens one's
rel-ationship t.o Aphrodite with that between sibLings.

To know Her is to see us in our variegated
individuality, to acknowledge how our interactions withone another reveaL our gifts and our needs, our po$rer
and our. frailty, our beauty and our uglineås, oui
compassion and our cruelty. To knov, Her is tó know Heras Sj-ster, (3)

Tn The Goddesses, Downing describes the impossibility of
relating t.o .Aphrodite as a distant goddess addressed only as

a third person, because she is the retationship
goddess: "You are to me not onfy a you but that in me that
is you directed, which comes into being as it is shared with
another, a you apart from whorn I cannot imagine inyself ,,
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(186), In her sexuaÌity, sensuality and multipLicity,
Aphrodite represents an interaction of feeling,
understanding and awareness. In feel-ing in the form of sense

perception and emotion lies consciousness and wisdom.

Psvche as Heto

If Apuleius himself has encouraged an expanded readíng
of Aphrodíte, so too does his presentation of psyche

encourage an interpretation beyond that of an anima figure,
What the anima interpretation omits and glosses over is that
the myth of Psyche introduces a female protagonist, a woman

who is fu1ly bound up in a cul-ture and who represents a

female apprehension of consciousness. As Lee R, Edwards

accurately attests: ,,psyche,s heroismf ]ike a]l heroisrn,

invo.Ives both doing and knowing. The pattern of the tal-e
paralleJ.s the growth of consciousness,' (11). While psyche

has been construed as an anima figure in masculine

consciousness, she even more truly enacts feminine
experience, living first within a patriarchal world and then
in a worLd overseen by Aphrodite, Moreover, psyche grows up,

gains sexual experience, conceÍves and gives birth as a

female being. Even if these experiences have been

interpreted metaphorically as creative and spiritual
consciousness and as an anina representation, they are
fundamentally experiences of female reproductive biology, a

biology which she presumably shares with the ,,mother of the
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universe. "

This fêmale body experience also changes the perception
and comprehension of the feminine archetype. Erich Neumann

sees the "archetypaf feminine as a unity', and notes the way

in which the patriarchal world divides this unity int.o
"antithetical goddesses. ', He explains how psyche's

perception differs from this: ,'But psyche,s experience of
the unity of the archetypal feminine is not t,he experience

of opposites,,. it is the experience of totality, (I2g).
Thus Neumann distinguishes psyche,s understanding of the
goddess frorn a patriarchal or mal_e mythopoetic

interpretation: the difference between Lucíus,s desire for
"unity with" and P6yche,s recognition of the "unity of .',

Psyche not only presents a different vision of the
femaÌe goddess, but she in turn afso sees differenÈly in the
goddesses realm, her green worfd, V,¡hen psyche is betrayed
and sent out to the mountain top as a sacrifice, her journey

moves her out from patriarchat society with its devaluation
of female experience and into a new place, influenced by a

different deity, with a different perception of f ernale

being. This understanding is one that recognizes

completeness, undivided nature. In what happens to her
combined with an expanded reading of Aphrodite and her
triple aspects, cornpels a triple reading of psyche,s

experience,
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The Goddess's powers

This larger interpretation coexists with a redefinit.ion
of power as it is exercised by the goddess. Dexter defines
two sorta of goddess power:

power over, which is the power exercised by one whodominates, and power withln, autonomy, conñectedness tothe. life force, which. is the power o-f those engaged in
a- sharing society. This power within belongs tó Ënose
r,¡ho connect themselves to the tife force añd ,ho asnurturers, augment that tife force. The paradox ofenergy Ís that the more one gives to lifè, the more oneis fifled with thar energy, (ta3¡

The second view of goddess power as a ,'pornrer-vüithin " is
important to an underst.andíng of the way that the triple
energies of lhe goddess have been appropriated by

pat,riarchal society: these energies are transferred to men

by the awarding of sovereignty, by the granting of warrior
energy and by the transferring of nurturance. In the goddess

this energy is imaged in three forms. As virgin or kore, she

represents stored energy; as (not_virgin) mother she

releases that stored energy to men in sexual intercourse and

progeny. In patriarchal- cultures, the third or grandmother

phase is broken into two dichotornous views: as the "wise otd
woman... venerated for her wealth of knowledge" or as "an
object of fear or derision.,. the fearsome witch,, (Dexter
160). The triple goddess is re-int.erpreted as four: t,he

mother/daughter binary and the wis e-woman/witch dichotomy.

The cont.radictions in the interpretations of the
grandmother phase emphasize the danger to patriarchal-
societies of Lhe oJ-d and,/or not-virgin, not-married woman.
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As Dexter indicates, ,, she becane a threat to the
patriarchal, patriJ.ineal establishment, because she becarne

autonomous. " This autonomy was interpreted as specifically
threatening to patriJ.ineal inheritance and sexual mores:

"Any woman who took controf of her own sexual-ity,., vras both
conde¡nned and feared', (164), In this l-oss of the third phase

of the triple goddess, in its breakdown into two dichotomous

antithetical binaries, we have imaged the Loss of the
autonomous wonan, the self-directed woman of wisdom and

experience.

By restoring to Aphrodite this third phase, v¡e mighl
return t.o Psyche the potential of autonomous, articulated
and self-directed experience, i,Ihile al1 three of the phases

Dexter describes have relevance in the rnyth of psyche, in
the attitudes toward lhe goddess as virgin, we are given
cl-ues as to the reâsons for the worship of the virgin
Psyche: "And so the virgin, the maiden who stored her powers

and held them in abeyance for the men of her society, was a
wo¡nan who was cherished and revered.,, (173).

Here then are the motivations obscured by, yet
underlying the change of worship from Aphrodite to the
maiden, Psyche. Aphrodite's po\{er is circunscribed; the
goddess as one-unto-hers e I f and virgin, as matron in control
of the dispensation of s exuaJ- - -reproductive_ _ energy and as

ol-d wise-woman of female and feninine wisd.om, is repJ.aced by
the patriarchal daughter who has yet to attain wisdorn, whose
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"energy" is controll-ed for dispensation by the father and

wiLl be appropriated by t.he husband,

Aphrodite is deprived of the reverence of the cornmunity

which has turned to the adoration of a virgin princess, a

situation which Apuleius describes as ',an extravagant
transfer of heavenly honours to t.he cult of a mortal girl_,,

worshipped for her,' illegitimate beauty,' (239). The issue of
beauty is used Lo disguise the very reaL appropriatj_on of
pov¡er. The devotion given psyche relegates Aphrodite to a

"vicarious veneration" (241) and the resuLt is not only the
Loss of out\nard authority and inner power of the triple
goddess but afso the trivialization of psyche as ê

representation of human female experience.

This change in the object of worship i.l-Lustrates the
process by which the pre-pat.riarchal culture was transformed
into a patriarchal- society. psyche.s story illustrates how

the arrogation of Äphrodite's power to a human maiden

supports a nale social order which is sanctioned by the
male-ordained and defined pantheon of gods. Aphrodite,s
conmand to Eros that psyche ',be gripped with a violent
flaming passion for the meanest manr,' one who Lacks ,,rank,

weaJ.th, and even health,' becomes the priest,s insistence
that she prepare for ,,a funereal wedding,' to ,,a cruel and

wild and snaky monster, That flies on wings above the ether
and vexes all, And harries lhe wor]d with fire and sword,,

(243 ,247 ) .
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This interpretation of Aphrodite,s request is made by
Apo1lo's Oracle, but Apuleius outlines no direct
cornmunication between Aphrodite and the Oracfe or the
priest. There is co¡nmunication only between the priest and

the king i¡¡ho f eared ',the gods . anger', and betvl¡een the priest
and the Oracle of Apollo (245t247,283), Only men and their
male gods interpret Aphrodite,s directive, Her will is that
the sociaf - -patriarchaf - -hierarchy be upset by psyche,s

falling in l-ove with "the meanest nan"; this, however, is
transfated ínto a lawful and ,'funereaL marriage', to a

"monster" on ,'wings,' who ',vexes,' a1I. Aphrodite corìnands

lhat Psyche as princess and daughter to a king shouJ.d fal.l
in love with the poorest of men and so upset the patriarchal
power alliances. psyche's falJ.ing into love and sexual
experience then choosing to love with the knowledge of that
experiencef denies father and husband the choice__ordering__
of theír coaLitions and hers.

Cul-turaL FaiLure

By their interference, king, priest, and ApoIIo,s
Oracl-e determine that passion (and J.ove) are exil-ed and what.

is enshrined is coercive patriarchal marriage and an

irresponsibfe male sexuafized eroticism, Eros. The transfer
of worship from Aphrodite to the maiden has deeper

imp].ications for that entire kingdom and the entire sociaL
structure. After teÌLing Eros to make psyche faII in 1ove,
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Aphrodite departs: ,'Then she sought the nearest beach...
stepped out, , . over the topmost foam of the quivering waves

and,,. sat down over the cLear surface of the deep sea',

(243), RecalJ.ing Âphrodite to her "duties,', the seagull
recounts that the goddess's ,,entire househol-d is getting a

bad reputation. " Describing what has transpired in the
kingdom with the absence of Aphrodite and her son, the
seagull says:

there is no joy any moref no grace, no charm,
Everything is unkempt and booiish and harsh. Weddings
and sociaJ- intercourse and the love of chiLdren are-gone, leaving only a monstrous mess and an unpleasantdisregard for anything as squalid as the bondã ofmarriage. (303)

This absence of Aphrodite is described in terms that
indicate a wider cul-turaJ- breakdown.

According Lo James Baird/ cultural failure generally
resuLts frorn "the loss of a regnant and cornmanding authority
in religious symbolism, " a loss that brings disorder and

cultural failure (16). f,{hereas Baird is speaking of a

nineteenth-century Judeo-Christian religion, cultural
cLinate and loss of faith, in psyche,s tale, cultural
failure may be construed as the loss of the fuLl powers of
female sacredness and deity, of f emal-e l_ife and of a

cornrnanding authority of the feminine. For women and for the
ferninine, cuftural faifure is recorded in the transfer frorn

a natrifocal and matril-inear cul_ture to patriarchal order.
Thus, the breakdown of affective connection and family
resonsibility is effected.
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Arising from a turning away frorn the worship of a

goddess representing al1 phases of fenale being, and

constituting a IirniLed reinscription of those powers, the
new val-ues represent a patriarchal, male_defined, cult,ural
takeover. These dualities of an unrestrained male erotic
power (Eros) and the coersion of female eroticism in
marriage l_aw are directly associated with this change of
worship.

The image of Aphrodite,s ret,reat that Apuleíus gives
subtì-y underscores the import of this cuLtural failure,
Aphrodite moves "Out toward the Oceanr,, shielded from the
hostile sun's b.Laze, " accompanied by the music of ,,a tuneful
conch shelJ-', while a Triton hotds ,'a mirror before his
mistress's eyes', (243t245). Because the kingdom does not,

provide Aphrodite v¡ith a true reflection of herself, she

returns Lo the place of her birth r,¡ith her nirror__to the
mirror of the natural worfd.
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Chapt,er Four

The Green World

In the green world that is Aphrodite,s domain, we

discover with Psyche what concerns are central in an

environment no longer obviously bound ín patriarchal socíaI
order. Psyche,s first experiences in this natural world are
sensual, and in her encounter with Eros, she achieves sexual
and reproductive maturity. In this new context,, her sisters
visit her, and in the interactions of the sisters, we

gLimpse new reasons for the action they inspire in psyche

and for their final fate. playíng out these ti^¡o kinds of
relationships in the larger world of the goddess, psyche

begins to understand her ourn povrer, the possibilities of
relationshipf and nost of al-f , she 1earns to accept the
consequences of her own actions. Aphrodite sets psyche four
lasks, and when she completes them, psyche knows wisdom.

Psyche's Paîadise

After being abandoned on the mountain top, psyche is
"slow1y lifted by a gentle breeze.., carried down... and in
the valley deep below laid... tenderly on the J.ap of the
flowery turf." There, ,'her great mental stress was relieved
and she fell peacefully asleep" (25L,253). David Kinsley
telLs us that one of Aphrodite,s epithet.s, from her

association with the poppyr is "She Who Lufls the Senses and

Brings Sweet S1eep" (209 ); thus, in the sleep of psyche, we
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have a recognition of Aphrodite,s supremacy Ín this new

environment. Aphrodite,s domain is a paradise of the senses

and she contro.Ls aÌl aspects of sensory response incÌuding
refease into regenerative sleep. In Aphrodite's world,
moreover, aIJ- experience is through the body; there is no

separation of mind from embodied life.
This sense of an isofation and sotitude that encourages

self-discovery and an a$rareness of an enlarging individual
potent.ial is fuIly present in ApuJ.eius's description of
Psyche's paradisal interlude and the ,'roya1 pa1ace,, she

finds there. Psyche awakens to a ,' respfendent and charming

residence" of "citronwood and ivoryr,' with ,'great art,, and

"pictures made of precious stones,' (2S3). A bath, ,,a royal
feastr " "nectarous wine', and music are all part of psyche,s

encounter with paradise (257 ). This "residence of sone god,,

is built with "divine hands.', Those who tread there are
twice bLessed "and even more.,, psyche ',crossed the
threshold" and ',found it amazing that there \^ra s not. a single
chain or l-ock or guard protecting this treasure house of alÌ
the world. " Addressed as ,'Mistressr,' she is asked, ,,Why are
you so astounded at all this great wealt,h? All thie belongs
to you" (253,255).1 Significantl-y, too, her sisters are the
only visitors from her ol-d life to be carried to her green

worl-d. This is a palace of f ernaLe being which Eros visits
and it is here that she conceives their chil_d.

Apuleius,s description of the particufar aloneness that
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implies youthful seLf-discovery and sexual awakeníng has a

modern counterpart. Jessica Benjamin reiterates a paraJ.lel
theme of isolation in the psychological experience of
today's adolescent women who are also ,,preoccupied with
solitude" (129). Relating this directly to the story of Eros
and Psyche, she observes:

It is only when freed fron idealization andobjectification that psyche can experience truesexuaL awakening, first alone, and later in her desireto see and recognise her 1over, Eros. The idea thatsexual- desire arises in a state of aLonenes s _ _open -
space--nay seem a paradox. But... this state ofiersthe_opportunity to discover what is authentic in these1f. (129)

Idealization and objectification are identified as cruciaL
to keeping young vüomen from authentic ser-f-hood. rdear.ized
and objectified because of her "beauty/,, psyche is denied
genuine desire until she is alone,

Penny W, Caccavo suggests that the avrareness of sexual
potential begins in the seclusion, the turning inward that
accompanies menarche (140). Certainly, this Èurning inward
might be associated with the s e 1f- expLoration that may

accompany puberty and menarche. ApuLeius does tell- us that
Psyche's "bridal veil,' is ',ffame_red,, (247), Furthermore,
Pomeroy states that in ancient Roman society__in Apuleius,s
time--¡narriage and puberty were often coincidenta:1 (207).

The Green ttlor Ld Eros

Ln Archetypaj patterns in Women,s Fictiont Anni6 pratt
describes the "special worfd of nature,, wherein women
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r"riters create for their femaÌe heros ,,images of desire for
an authentic selfhood.,, Often, pratt continues, these images

invoÌve "the figure of Eros... the green worJ.d J_over,,

because this natural worLd represents what is Iost in
patriarchy, what ís lost by the ,'rape_trauma,, archetype.
Neumann,s description of psyche's interl-ude with Eros is
characterized by the patriarchal irnplications of this rape_

trêuma; he terms it an ,,unworthy servitude,,, a ,,state of
blind, though impassioned servitud.e,,' a ,'non_ existence, a

being in the dark, a rapture of sexual sensuality,, (74).
Psyche's experiences, however, cannot be circumscribed by

these negative terms, and this, paradoxicafly, is equally
apparent in Neumann,s suggestion: "What for the masculine is
aggression, victory, rape, and. the satisfaction of desire..,
is for the feminine destiny, transfornation, and the
profoundest mystery of tif e,, (63).

The reLationship with ', green rror.Id Eros " represents an

ar¡rakening to nevr experience rather than the trauna of l-ost
desire and coercion into bondage. TruIy/ psyche has reached
a paradisal green v/orLd and equall-y truIy, a central a6pect
of this green world is an authent.ic femaLe being that
incfudes sexuality. According to pratt, ',Eros is one of the
primal forces leading the personatity through growth t,ovüards

maturity, as necessary to hunan developnent as intellectuaL
growth and the opporLunity for significant vrork,, (74).

However significant his presence nay be, he is but one
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eLement of the green world and subservient to the nother
(life). Aphrodite herself reminds Eros of her great.er power:

"I will adopt one of my young sl_aves and make over to him
those wings of yours and torches, your bow and arrows, and
the rest of my equipment, which I did not give you t.o use
that \day', (307). Likewise, as Erich Neumann and Robert
Johnson inform us/ Eros is the daemon of relationship and
attachment to others/ and in the patriarchal pantheon, a

daemon is certainl-y a lesser god.

The designation as Äphrodite,s son and the emphasis on

his wings and serpentine form irnply that Eros and the erotic
have a potentiaJ. beyond patriarchaL societ,y and the
patriarchal gods. His attributes are associat.ed with the
goddess of regeneration (Dexter L4O), and psyche,s

description of him--after she sees him__emphasízes his
integration of both mascuJ-ine and fe¡ninine characterietics .

His hair in "neatly shackled ringlets,, suggests that his
sexuality is bound- -presumably by affection to psyche. As

hair is generally a symbol of mal-e vírility (Neumann;

Johnson; Wa]ker Dictionary) / that the ,,rest of his body was

hairLess and resplendent', impliès that he has f ernaLe aspects
as we1l" . Furthermore, his ,'weapons,, are bow, arrow and
quiver, The arrow (eye beams) like the bow is a male

attribute ( Dona lds on-Evans; WaÌker Dictionary), but the
quiver as a container is a femafe symbol. As a figure of
sexual energy Eros is both male and fernale, mascul_ine and
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feminine.

In spite of this/ within the worfd and life experience
to one side of ,,civilizationr,' Eros syrnbolizes the energy in
the specific emotional connection that is basic to
reproductive life and one other way through which

intelfectual growth and consciousness are achieved, As a

representation of this energy and connection he is male and

fernaÌe, mascuLine and feninine. IsoLation is essential to
new erotic connection. The ,,within,' world of lovers is warm,

intimate, sharing; the close and vivid physical reJ.ationship
is removed and isolated from the patriarchal structures of
power. Lovers are never more alive¡ power_full, and never
more "dead to the world" or the concerns of power.

Because the early relationship between Eros and psyche

represents a honeymoon of pleasure and sexual experience,
for Psyche, the nighttime experience with Eros is
pleasurable and reassuring:

This.happened thus for a 1ong time, and, as natureprovides, her new condition Èhrougir constanthabituation won her over to its pÍeasure, and the
sound of a mysterious voice gave confort to herLoneLiness, (259 ) -

To Psyche, the ',new condition,' is an incremental step in her
Life journey ênd represents one thal is central to human

experience, Through sexuaL need and feeJ.ing, we are drawn

beyond parental connection and dependence to forrn new

connections,
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The Patriarchaf Taboo

Even here, however, centrally portrayed in the myth is
the patriarchal taboo against femafe sexuality and fenaLe
desire. In their sexuaf encounter, Eros forbids psyche t.o
see him; he comes to her only at nighttime: ,,Now her unknown

husband had arrived, had mounted the bed, had made psyche

his wife, and had quickÌy departed before the rising of
daylight,, (257 t2S9 ). When Eros forbids sight of himsetf, he

is forbidding f emal-e desire and female agency in sexuality.
Penny W. Caccavo discusses such prohibitions as a ,,forbidden

room, " a taboo imposed by husband or fiance which forbids a

young woman access to ,'her femaleness, that which permits
her to be her own woman, a young goddess,, (J.47), Sidney M,

Rosenblatt. posits that comparable paradisal isolations may

also imply rnasturbation and self pleasuring, and thus Eros,s
interdiction might denote these additional. proscriptions.

Annis pratt raises the íssues that clarify the dangers
to patríarchal eociety inherent in psyche,s forbidden
desire. She explains that the taboo against femaLe sexuality
arises because it is a threat to inheritance (42), This is a

threat that extends to aI1 the patritineal family members.

Not only is the woman ruined econornically and the man not
ensured rightful heirs, there is al-so a danger to the
children themserves, and this is encoded within the tale. rf
Psyche disobeys, her child will not be immortal__wif1 be

dis inherited- -and so will forfeit a father,s protection in a
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systen of governance \,,¡here nothing but legitimate paternity
counts. As pratt again points out, such a tragedy resuLts
"from a flaw that woufd not be f atal- in a mafe hero, namely,
the desire for sexuaL fuJ.filment', (73).

In Psyche's case/ because the taboo is only on seeing
Eros, the irnplication seems to be that vision equals
knowledge and that with sight comes psyche,s first cognition
of Eros; if she does not see, she v¡ill not knov/ (or desire)
Eros for herself. That first ,,sight,' of Eros, however, rnight
more appropriately be read as a re_cognition of Love, As

bride, she already has very reaL and other_sensory
experience of her husband: in the sound of his ,,mysterious

voice" and in the touch and movement "through constant
habituation', of his body, Eros ,'was sensible both to her
hands and ears" (259). To this other-sensory knowledge that
she has of Eros, she merely adds sight.

What is clear in the totality of the description of
this paradisal interl-ude is the importance to psyche of aLl
sensory experience: hearing, taste, touch, smell, movement

and sight. The addition of sight emphasizes the multi_
sensory nature of psyche.s desire. By choosing to look, to
see/ vrhat psyche does is assert an independence of desire__
through the knowledge and ownership of her own body and its
erotic enpowerment, but aJ.so in the light of her awareness

that she is already "Mistress', of a ,'royaì. palace. ,,
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Psvche and her Sisters

Notwithstanding its pJ-easures, psyche,s interl-ude is
j-nterrupted with new information about her fanily. Eros
tells her of her parenÈs, ,,tíreless mourning and grief ,, and

her sisters, attempts to consoJ-e them with ,,searching for
sone trace of you.', psyche is warnedt ,,do not even look in
their direction. Otherwise you wilÌ cause me the most bitter
pain, and yourself utter destruction,, (259). Eros,s warning
highlíght.s the truth in exogamous rnarriage affiances, As

wonen are passed between rnen, their ties to sisters and

farnilies of origin are severed. psyche, however, prevaiJ-s:

"Then she pJ.eaded with hin and threatened to die until she

wrenched from her husband his consent to her wishes: to see

her sisters/ to soothe their grief and to converse with
t.hen" (261).

Where her resistance to Eros and "his injunction to
break off rel-ations with her sisters', Ieads Neunann to see

in Psyche a ,'puzzling persistence that appears to contradict
her softness " (75), psyche,s need to see her sisters is
based on an understanding of female ernotional Iife. God or
no god, daemon or not/ Eros and the erotic are not
sufficient to psyche,s ent.ire happiness. The sisters, too,
" hastily deserted their own homes', and f or their or.t¡n compJ.ex

needs are compelled to reconnect in love and grief with
their parents and with psyche (259). Nancy Choderow,s

psychoanalytic theory validaÈes their responses as based in
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female experience and affective care. In Feminism and

PsychoanaTytic Theoryt she relates this response to the fact
that chiLdren are universally raised by women and retain the
love for their mothers and the need for female love and

friendship.

Choderow expands her view by explaining the different
ways in which boys and girls resoLve what is referred to as

Èhe oedipal complex: "While for boys reso.Lution requires
repression of the attachment to the nother; for girj.s there
is no absolute change of object nor exclusive attachment to
the father. " She goes on to say:

If there is an absolute conponent to the change ofobject it is at most a concèntration on her fãther ofgenital or erotic, cathexis. Affective interest renainsdual: the clinical corollary to Freud's cf airn is thatIove for thê father and rivãlry for the mother... isalways tempered by love for thè mother. (69_70)

The resuJ-t is that wonen have complex affective needs hrhich

are not satisfied in an exclusive rornantic attachment.

Certainly, psyche's reunion v/ith her sisters is joyful:
"the sisters took their delight in mutual embraces and eager

kisses. " In spite of this joy, upon returning hone the
sisters "were consumed with the ga1J. of burning envy,,

(267,269 ). Thus, in the v/ay that Apuleius has drawn the
complexities of the rel-ationship between psyche and her

sisters, there are both positive and negative elements. In
Psyche 's Sisters, Christine Dovrning describes a sororial
rel-ationship as being instrumental to female consciousness

specifically because siblings are both afike and different:
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"Likeness and difference, intirnacy and othernes s _ _neither
can be overcome. That paradox, that tension, Iies at the
heart of the ref ationship.', She goes on to explain the
speciaÌ roLe of each same sex sibling in the other.s tífel
"Same sex siblings seem to be for one another,
paradoxically, both ideal self and... ,shadovü,.,, They are
engaged in a uniquely reciprocaÌ mutual process of self_
definition" ( 11) .

Eros and tl¡e Sisters
Eros has no such doubled, paradoxicaf vision. He again

r,!'arns Psyche against the sisters because their pÌot ,,is to
persuade you to examine rny face. " Catling her sisters ,,those

deceitful bitches', and "Lhose horrible harpiesr,, he telÌs
Psyche: "your womb, stil-J- a child's, bears another chird for
us, who wilL be a god if you guard our secret. in silence,
but mortaL if you profane i:-" (273). By his injunction,
secrecy is sacred, truth profane; new ties and

respons ibi lities are substituted for kinship and sisterhood.
Introducing power dynamics into their intimacy, he describes
the barriers psyche must erect betvreen hêrseff and her
sisters, barriers necessary for his prirnacy_ _ indeed, male
supremacy.

By reso.lute se.Lf-restraint free your horne, yourhusband, yourself, and our 1ittfê one fron thecatastrophe of ruin which threatens. Those vil_e women _you cannot caJ-l them sisters after their murderoushatred and their trarnpting on the ties of Ufooã-ãã notlook at them or listen to them when... they make thã--
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rocks resound with their fatal songs. (275)

This reconstructs one aspect of the conflict between psyche

and her sisters as another outcome of a society in the nidst
of what Baird terms culturaL failure. psyche,s ties of blood
to her sisters are trampled; the loss of legitimale
reverence for Aphrodite is illustrated in t.he antagonisms

between sisters and recalls the seagull's plea for the
goddess's return. To underline this loss, the sísters in
Apuleíus's tafe are nameless; t.hey are doubly deenphasized__

in their affective importance to psyche and in their
individuat natures.

The sisters represent the breakdown of the ties most

essential in matrifineal, matrifocal cuLtures and the
betrayal away from their originaJ. fanily connections. BLood

kinship and affective connections between women preserved
these older societies, and a transference of this ability is
necessary for the maintenance of patriJ.ineal- families. There

are aLso significant personal issues that the sísters
individually represent as wonen who have been betrayed into
patriarchal marriage and estranged from their original
family connections,

To understand this second kinship betrayal/ we need to
consider how a mafe socio-political view is authorized by

patriarchal society to interpret female experience in
vüedlock. .As Dexter expl-ains :

according to CJ-assj_cal Greek and Roman mythopoets,mother-in-law is to be pitted against daüghter_ínl law,
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and sister is in competitíon wíth sister. The warríorconcept of ,'divide and conquer,, pertains to thãdomestic sphere and ro rhe -barrl;fiefO. 

1i¿Oi---
Such a view of femaLe relations preserves a binary,
dichotomous and antithetical philosophy and sanctions a view
of power as domination. This view of the relationships
between women inffuences both the male nythopoetic visions
and their interpretations . Because nen have focused on the
aggression, confrontation and separation in their concepts
of maturity, disputes in the famí1y__among women__are

understood only in terms of rnale power structures and male
warfare. Such interpretations also foster patriarchal
hierarchies because they ensure that relations between women

do not threaten individual male power or the social
structure.

Anger and Envv

RegardLess of the subsequent punishments for psyche and

her sisters, what is obscured by Apuleius,s focusing on lhe
sisters' envy is just how profoundly important to all three
wo¡nen is the ',nature,, of the men they marry. To outward
appearances at least., the two older sisters had nade ,,f ine
marriagesr,, but they feel differently; one husband was

"older lhan my father... balder than a pumpkin... punier
than any child, and keeps the whole house locked up with
bolts and chains',; the husband of the other was ,,doubLed

over and bent with arthritis/ and hardly ever pays hornage to
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my Venus' (209 ). In the sisters, what is named an envy of
Psyche is a very real and justified anger against the
coercion of their own marriages.

In the poJitics of ReaJity, feminist philosopher
Marilyn Frye makes severaL comments on the nature of anger
which expJ.ain much of the sisters' circumstances. Observing
with sone irony that r4¡omen's anger " is general-ly not weLl
received,,, afthough it ,,is in fact sane and sound,,, she

notes that men often misread it and ignore its causes. The

sisters' responae to the fail-ures and unhappiness in their
own marriages is ¡nj_sread as envy, and the cause of the
anger--the very real failure and inadequacy in the husbands_

-is ignored. patrilineal societies cannot afford to
acknowledge failure in the rnarriage arrêngement since to do

so wouÌd destabilize male power structures. The anger ís
ignored or turned aside and renamed envy.

Frye goes on to say: ,,.Anger seems to be a reaction to
being thwarted' frustrated or harrned.', The frustration that
generates anger comes out of a sense of being offended and

of seeíng it ',as due to someone's malice or inexcusabl_e

incompetence', (35), The sisters' anger renamed envy arises
out of being thwarted in personal fulfilment specifically
because of their husbands, physical infir¡nities, parsimony
and sexual- inadequacy. Frye,s view that anger also has about
it a sense of righteousness resounds in the sisters, plight.
If wornen are al-lowed only marriage in a patriarchal social-
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structure/ then rage is an appropriate response to any
faii.ure or injustíce perceived. The sisters have been truLy
wronged because someone e.Ise__the king/ father_ _chos e their
husbands poorfy, either maliciously or incompetentl-y or
though sheer self-interest.

Psyche is visited twice more by her sisters, and on the
third and last they tell her to têke ,,a very sharp razor,,
and "a lamp, trimrned and fitled with oit and burning with a

clear Light.,' Hiding these, she is to wait until her husband

is asleep; ,'then, with as strong a stroke as you can, sever
the knot that joins the poisonous serpent.s neck and head,,

(287), Left aLone, psyche experiences a gêmut of emotions:
"She feLt haste and procrast.ination, daring and fear,
despair and anger; and tüorst of aJ.I, in the same body she
loathed the beast but loved the husband" (2Bg). In spite of
her emotionaf turmoil and armed with the f azor, she does

carry out the plan, and by the light of her 1amp, sees Eros
asleep,

For married women in patriarchal eocieties, well_being
is aI¡nost entirely bound up in the whims and fortunes of the
husband. The importance for psyche of knowing her husband is
clearly gauged by her emotional state and is intensified by
her pregnancy; while stil-I adhering to the prohibition, she
says to Eros that she ,,will know [his] Iooks at least in my

unborn babe,s', (277). KnowJ-edge of her husband is undeniabJ.y
part of her responsibility to her chíld. With her first
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sight of him, however/ psyche is ,'terrified at this
marvellous sight.., overcome... faint and trembling.,, She

tries to hide the razor ',in her own heartr,, but it slips
away. Psyche at first ', I i ]nsat.iably, and with some

curiosity,. , scrutinized and handled and marvel-Ied at her
husband's arms.,' After pricking her thunb on one of the
arrows from Eros quiver, psyche bleeds ,,tiny drops of rose_
red bfood" and ,'fell ín love with Love,,, She rests ,overcome

by the se¡se of being saf e,, (29L; emphasis mine¡.
In spite of thís comp.Iexíty of affection and intent.,

Apuleius provides for alr Lhree sisters a retribution that
recalls Pratt.s explanation of disinheritance, First, psyche

is cut off from her paradisal life, and her chiLd will be

born mortal- --di s inherited from the father,s power and

support. Then, when the sisters are told by psyche that Eros
really loves her, each rushes back to psyche,s paradise by
throvring herself from the mountain as they had done before,
and in this way both the sisters fall ,'to the se.lf _same

deadly doom', (301,303).

The Sisters' Doom

The sisters, doom is doubly problematic for a woman_

centered interpretation, Their deaths provide endings that
are both appropriate and inappropriate, That the sist.ers
should die is a fitting ending in terms of the isolation
that exists and is conpel-led betr/üeen wornen in exoganous
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marriage systems. In the ',normaÌ,' course of these syst.ems,

Psyche vüould 106e social contact vüith her sisters; wives
join their husbands' fanil-y groups. The deaths are also
psychoJ-ogica I ly fitting, but for more complex reasons. The

sisters have not confronted the true source of their envy__
that very reaf and justifiable anger,

ln her examinatíon of anger, Carol Tavris reminds us of
its importance and especially of honestly confronting its
true source: ,'Ultinately/ the purpose of anger is to make a
grievance known, and if the grievance is not confronted, it
will- not matter if the anger is kept in, let out or wrapped

up in red ribbons and dropped in the Erie CanaL,, (160).
Making the source of anger and grievance known íe the way by
which we keep it centered in our own lives, where,
presumably, r,ve nay make some dif f erence.

Transferring the anger to envy of another moves the
emotionaÌ action out of our ovrn lives and prevents any
appropriate changes. Not expressing their anger prevents the
sisters from taking action to change their own

circumstances; the sisters die to their own 1ives at a

profound psychoJ.ogicaf leve]. Änd lastty, naming the
" grievance,, - -expres s ing anger--reveals the purpose of t.he

voicing: to grieve. Hidden in the sister,s wel-ter of angry
emotion is the real pain and sorrow at the betrayals they
have endured.
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The Sister Goddesses

the sisters, deaths, however, are inappropriate, and

for equafly complex reasons; the first is that they are in
Aphrodite's reaLm, where there are real psychological forces
that argue for the continued existence of psyche,s sisters.
Reclaiming Aphrodite from mafe mythopoetic depictions of her
brings wit.h it the opportunity to change how we view the
reLationships among the wo¡nen in the tale, Aphrodite is a

rnother goddess who can be interpreted as encompassing al-l- of
the creative and destructive variables of life, of the
natural world, and of passionate relationship, Her rj_ch and

complex nature fully embraces discord and difference,
knowing they are not necessarily warfare and need not be

resolved in retributíon. Difference and. discord are as much

a part of her understanding as is love and generation.
Apuleius's taLe does provide another model of

sisterhood; there is a second set of three sisters who

endure: Aphrodite and the sister goddesses Hera and Demeter.

According to Dexter, Downing (Goddess), KinsJ.ey and

Spretnakf the three goddesses are equaL in their ancienl
por^rers and current (patriarchal) divisions of labor. Afl
three are aspects of the creat Goddess, but Hera dominates

as queen, Demeter as agricuJ-ture and the seasons, and

Aphrodite as nature/ Iife, procreation and sexuality.
In the tale, Apul-eius describes the sisters, Hera and

Demeter, as representing a full range of "natural-,, annoyance
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and support. They meet .Aphrodite soon after the seagull has

toJ-d of the chaos in the world brought êbout by her

"abdication" and Eros's dalÌiance with psyche, With sone

irony at their appearance just at this noment, Aphrodite
sees t.he meeting as "opportune/', but nonethefess seeks their
assistance to find psyche (309). They aÈtempt t.o soothe her,
remind her of her o¡un and her son,s respective
respons ibil ities ànd ,' for finding fault with your own

taLents and your own delights in the case of your hand.some

son. " While the tal-e interprets this as f l-attering deference
to Eros--even though he is not present and even though hers
is the greater power--they give sound criticism and advice;
they tell the truth, but since it is not what she \4rants to
hear, Aphrodite "swept past then on the other side', (311).

Juxtaposing the two sets of sisters allows for some

comparisons that resolve the unsatisfactory denouenent to
the relationship of psyche and her sisters. What is
acknowl-edged in the goddesses is their individuaL spheres of
povreri they are named and their names carry the association
with t.heir powers. !{hether seen as a carry-over of earLier
matrifocal lore or as existing in a patriarchal power

structure, these goddesses have their individual spheres of
inf l"uence and do not seek the powers of their sisLer. fn
their similarity of powers, there is also acknowJ.edged a

difference of sphere, What is missing in t.he mortaL sislers
is this sense of name, of individual difference and of
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individual povüer.

In Aphrodite,s wor]d sisters rnay be wrong/ irritating
or too often right, but they are an essential part of the
community of f ernaf e life. Oenying psyche her sisters denies
her what Dovüning has described as mirror and shadow self
reflections. What is a far rnore profound foss is the
friendship of si¡nilars, Linda A. Bell makes the important.
observation that in Western culture,s traditional víews
differences and simifaríties have not been adequat.el-y

appreciated, Because difference has been reduced only to
gender and heteros exual ity, ,,it has resuÌted in an enormous

and uncritical assurnption of the sirnilarity of al_I women

with each other', (226). Unl-ike the goddesses I the sisters
are undifferentiated and nameLess, and what they bring to
Peyche is also unnaned. This unnaned mirroring therefore is
unrecognized and lost to psyche with their deaths.
Acknowledging their si¡nilarities and differences, their
griefs, anger and joy by keeping them alive would add a
dimensíon rnissing frorn the final stages of psyche,s journey,

The W_ounds

In the tal-e, however, Eros is the one visibly,
undeniably angry/ burned- -awakened_ _by "a drop of boiling
oil" from the famp psyche holds (293), He quickly sees the
danger he has escaped: the plan to cut off his head, Erich
Neumann sees the pLanned act of cutting off Eros,s head as
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"an ancient symbol of castration sublimated to the spiritual
sphere" and suggests further that ,,the opposition between a
psyche that hates the beast and a psyche that loves the
husband, is projected outr^/ard and leads to psyche,s act,,
(72,77 ) .

To suggest that castration is a spiritual sacrifÍce
links castration to the definition of sacrifice as ,,ritual
sl-aughter of an animal or person,,, and so impl_ies the
spilling of bLood through violence, by sword or dagger. Even

though Psyche,s sisters supply her with a razor, she does

not, use it on Eros. He is only burned; he is not

"sacrificed. " By way of contrast/ psyche's abandonment on

the mountain constitutes more of a sacrifice in the manner

of ritual slaughteri she is consigned Lo an unnatural and

violent death, even if a psychoJ.ogical rather than
necessarily a physical one.

The dictionary gives the origins of sacrifice as the
latin sacre, hoty (i^¡hoLe) and facere, to make, and thus,
another way of being made holy and whoLe is to be spent,
used up, to l-ive in service to life, to generation and to
love, fn this way Eros is a ,'dying god,' and made sacred in
Aphrodite's real-m; he is enlisted in the service of l-if e
rather t.han given to death. He is merely wounded_ _burned_ _

and requires time to heat, Thus the image is entirely
consistent with the mafe roJ-e in physical reproduction. Eros

is ,'spent,, and ',dies" in the service of life and rests to
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recuperate, to "rise" renevred. page Du Bois states that ,,the

theme of male death or sleep after intercourse may refer to
the male l-oss of semen and of force, which is sacrificed to
the earth in order to ensure its continued productivi_ty,,
(s4).

such a definition of sacrifice can al_so transform our
interpretation of psyche,s pricking of her own thumb and
bleeding. For her too, this brood may portray an aspect of
entrance into femal-e reproductive life and sexual
experience. rn M. Esther Harding,s description of menstrual_

blood we come cl-oser to an evocation of bl-ood spent in the
service of life. Likewise, penelope shuttl-e and peter
Redgrove refer to menstruation as a "wise wound', that brings
hearing and ser-f-knowredge. Bruno Betterheim adds a
description of such drops of br-ood in fairy tares as a
symboJ- of sexual- maturity (136) and as the ,,sexuar bleeding,,
of menstruation or of the breaking of the hymen in first
sexual intercourse (202). rn al_l- these interpretations, the
"wise wounds" which women bleed without dying and the
release of semen with which men die wi-thout dying is how

Aphrodite makes 1ife sacred and ever_renewing.

Eros does l_eave psyche in anger, however, citing her
ingratitude in a temper of sanctimonious indignation:
"rll-ustrious archer that r am, r shot mysel-f with my own

weapon and made you my wife, for the pJ-easure it seems of
having you think me a wiÌd beast and cut off my head with a
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sword/ the head that holds these eyes that are your lovers,,
(295). V{hen Marilyn Frye says that anger imp].ies ,,a cl-ai¡n to
domain" she couLd be referring directly to Eros, since he

clearly cl-ai-ms--a patriarchally warranted__soIe right to
sight and to ,'ownership', of the beloved. Conflating psyche,s

justifiable concern about his nature with her wish to see

him denies the mutuafity and respect that is necessary

between equals. Hè will not grant psyche this seeing and

respect/ and flies away. He intends to be revenged on the
sisters, but punishes psyche ,'merely by leaving.,, StiI1,
Psyche responds not with anger, but in an action of despair
and depression ,'threw herseLf over the edge of a nearby

river, "

Pan's Advice

The river deposils her unharmed on the bank. There,

Psyche is addressed by pan who is seated nearby with Echo.

Pan's significance to the tafe is seen by Neumann as that of
a wise old man, Ioving and natural. Barbara Walker suggests
a different description. She states that pan represents ,,the

sacred king who died in fertilizing the earth,,, that his
attributes were ,'goat-hoofs, horns, and unremitting Lust,,

and that he ,'coupled with all the Dionysian Maenads,,

(EncycTopedia 765). As a lusty though undis criminating male

fertility god, his wisdom wouLd be of little use to a psyche

who is already pregnant and wishes for a more durable
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reconnection with Eros.

As a fertility god, however, pan's first comnents

direct an immediate attention to psyche,s appearance: ,,your

weak and oft tottering footsteps, your extremely paJ-e

conplexj-on/ your constant sighing', (297), In a discussion of
pregnancy, Robbie E. Davis_FIoyd calls the birth proces6 a
trans formationa I rite of passage and clarifies pan.s

depiction of psyche's behaviour:

What Víctor Turner call_s limínatity, pregnant womenexperience as a 6ense of change, oi'giowõn, otdetachment, fear, wonder, awef curioãity, hope,special.ness, simultaneous alienation frô¡n anä ålosenessto themselves and their families, irritat.ion,frustration, exhaustion, resentmènt, joy__aná atrembling sense of unknown, unknowaËIé þotentiality.(24)

Davis-FJ.oyd also notes that pregnant women sense that they
share a "secret sisterhood,, (35) and want to rec.Iaim the
sister-mother connections.

Within the t.af e as Apuleius relates it, psyche does

indeed seek out her sisters, but she does so because of
Pan's advice: ,'Stop your mourning and put away your grief,
Instead pray to IEros]f the greatest of the gods, and

worship hirn and earn his favour with f l-attering deference,
since he is a pleasure loving and soft hearted youth,, (Zg7).
Notr^/ithstanding pan,s suggestion that her behaviour is out
of "flattering deference', to Eros, we may assune that she

heeds Pan's advice and pleased Eros as she next confronts
her sisters and tells them of Eros,s love, thereby setting
their destruction in motion,
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But vre must remember that it is Echo who is seated on

Pan's Iap. Neumann attributes Echo.s presence as ,,the

unattainabfe beloved, " transforming herself ,,into music for
him" and with whom he holds an eternal loving dialogue,, (92_

98), In keeping wit.h my earlíer interpretation of the
Narcissus myth, I question the a6sociation of Echo with
unattainability and argue that her presence is caulionary,
suggesting that pán,s advice should be differentJ-y
interpreted. Echo,s presence implies a limited repetition or
ironic parody of pan's advice. That pan ís accompanied by

Echo emphasizes psyche's depression and passivity, A6 one

who--like Echo--only "makes answers,,, psyche remains outside
the act.ion and as voice, she repeats t.o her sisters Èhe

information that ensures their destruction. She speaks

Eros's intent from the passivity of her own depression.
Again the situation emphasizes grief, mourning and an

absence of choice; psyche is carried along by event,s even as

she was carried by the river. Marilyn Fryers distinguishing
the frustrations that cause anger from those that cause

depression, gives a means for assessing what underfies
Psyche's passivity. Her acceptance of pan's advice suggests

that Psyche is depressed, her anger is inward; she cannot

save herseff.

Apuleius has already indicated that psyche is quite
capable of anger and of expressing it. !^¡hen she was to be

sacrificed and faced i.rith the ranentations of her f amiJ-y she
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displayed a justifiable irritation: ,'When countries and

peopJ-es were giving me divine honours, ivhen with a single
voice they were all calling me a nev, lAphrodite], that is
when you should have wept, that is when you should have

mourned ¡ne as if f \.{ere already dead. ,' She recognizes their
sorrow as "dealt by wicked Envy,', but even this does not
detract from a rea.I and rightfulty placed anger at her
sit.uation nor does it help her to save herself. (24g).
Therefore, since she does not display that ability t,o be

angry when Eros flees, I think we may concl_ude thaL she does

not see herself as wronged, at least not in her choice of
hu sband .

Sinilarly, she does not seem to regard her loss of Eros

as unjust or unfair or due to someone, s malice and this
certainly absolves her sisters. She reacts to this loss with
a passivity that suggests depression. According to Frye: ,,By

delerminíng where, with whom, about what and in what

circunstances one can get angry and get uptaker one can map

others' concepts of who and what one is', (94). The sisters
may take their anger out on psyche and she may revenge Eros

on them, but none of the sisters rnay thenselves find
justice; Psyche behaves as if she does not think she has the
po\nrer to affect Eros, to effect a reconnection.

Mother ing

The deference to pan,s advice and the subsequent
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retribution delivered to her sisters do not bring peace to
Psyche; therefore in her search for reconnect,ion with Eros,
she seeks heJ.p from the goddesses Deneter and Hera. They,

however, refuse to intervene, citing Aphrodite's goodness,

the kinship ties of love and friendship they o\4re her, and

especially they stress her rightfulness as psyche's

místress, These goddesses in their guises of daugher_lost

seasonal- agriculture or as lawfuJ. queen and patriarchal
"wife of" are not psyche,s enablers in this situation, They

are, however, goddesses like Aphrodite who are not contained
by patriarchal dictates. Demeter forced the return of her

daughter from Hades, and Hera continually prevents or makes

exceedingi.y difficuft the philanderíngs of Zeus. In this
very intransigence they are appropriate nodels for psyche,

but as mentor, she requires the goddess of life and

regeneration, Aphrodite/Isis.
Unable to find anyone to save her or to restore Eros

nagj-call-y to her, Psyche ,,took counset with her own

thoughts" and reached a decision: ',Hand yourself voluntarily
to your mistres6 and soften her furious attacks by

submission, late though it be.', She specul-ates: ,'Besides who

knows but what you will find what you are searching for,
there in his mother. s house,, (321,). And Eros does await in
his mother's house. As great goddess, as J-ife, Aphrodite
represents all possibilÍties, even that of a reconnection

that promises a greater equality. More irunediately, however,
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Psyche is pregnant and must prepare herself for rnotherhood

and its reponsibilities.
Psyche,s desire for reconnection with Eros and her

pregnant condition require a reexamination of mothering
relationships as they specifically affect the behaviour of
Eros/ Aphrodite and psyche. By showing how the intensity and

exclusivity of the mother-child relationship affects men and

women, Nancy Chodorow.6 research into the mothering

relationship can be used to reframe t,he connection between

Aphrodite and Eros, as well as that between psyche and Eros.
Chodorow sees exclusive mothering as having several results,
First, vromen are more ernotionally important to men than men

are to women. Second, this J_opsided importance is
exacerbated by men,s attempts to repress their own

reLational- needs. Third, a man,s first adult experience of
loss precipitates depression and an incapacity for forming
new rel-ationships (75), A1l of these features are clearly
present in Eros , s experience.

Eros moves from a dependence upon his mother to a

passionate dependence on psyche. When he forbíds psyche to
Iook upon hin, he is denying reciprocity and instead
substitutes control for the inLerchange implicit in
relationship needs, Denying what losing psyche means to hirn

and as a result of losing,zrejecting her, Eros retreats into
depression, withdraws from the world, away frorn

responsibÍlity and back to Aphrodite. He finds hinseJ_f
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unêbl-e and un\,¡illing to forn another relationship or
reconnect with the old. The strength of his atLachment to
Psyche, however, is undeniable; as .Tarnes Hillman notes,
there are no myths that telf of Eros.s infidelity; he is
faithful.

Psyche must fínd her own way to reconnection. Her

secLusion in paradise is paraLleled by her solitude as she

submits to Aphrodite and takes up the tasks she is assigned.
Aphrodite both sets the tasks and aids psyche in the guise

of her famil-iars: the chthonic ants, the reeds in the
borders between pool and land, and the eag1e. She is mother

and mother- in- nature who directs psyche to an understanding

of the strength of female being and feminine values.

'!'ne J'as/Ks

-- 
""O"n"'s 

tasks are tasks of f ema.Le achievement. and

feminine deveJ_opment, She must sort seeds, gather golden

fleece, coflect water in a f l_ask and bring a jar of beauty

back from Persephone in the underworld. AII the tasks
symbolize various aspects of the goddess, and most of the
associations are already famiJ.iar. Seeds are associated both

with Aphrodite as a l-ife goddess and Demeter as an

agricultural goddess. Both Erich Neurnann and Robert ,fohnson

conflate seed and semen to describe psyche as learning to
differentiate and sort the promiscuous masculine, yet since
seeds are whoÌe and therefore more like a zygofe/f.etus, it
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is biologically and genetically inaccurate to link seed with
semen in this way. Semen accounts for only one-half of the

"seedr" whatever the metaphor (falsely) irnplies; the ova

supplies the other half. Rachel BLau Duplessis sees the
seeds as Psyche,s own fruitfulness, the child/ren within and

the importance of conscious choice in that fecundity.
Although Psyche's pregnancy makes the case for such an

interpretation, to restrict the symbolism of the seeds to
femaLe fertility is also problenatic, for seed.s do not
represent either semen or ova in the literaÌ, grounded and.

biological sense.

Literafly, the seeds are urheat, barley, chick peas,

milIet, lentils, poppy seed and beans. As Mary Anne Ferguson

observes, they are most appropriately read as the

manifestations of concrete reality. Indeed, because the list
includes beans, peas and lentils and so provides conplete
proteinsf its significance to food preparation is obvious.

Psyche Iearns all that is required to sustain physical. well_
being. Charlene Spretnak links the poppy specifically to
Aphrodite and "herbal magic,', (69) but Aphrodite,s capacity
as a fertility goddess also places the other seeds in her

realm and makes thís task symbotic of t.he traditional female

re spons ibi l ities for the provision of food and herbal

medicine, Johnson aLso sees sorting as directly refated to
the tasks of housekeeping (49) and further suggests the
psychological. aspect involved in keeping orderLy track of
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"the inffux of emotions, moodsf and archetypes for the
family" (s2).

The jars of the third and fourth tasks represent the
goddess as l-ife container, and the water in the third task
recall-s Aphrodite,s bírth and indeed primeval archet.ypaf

birth. The significance of the golden fJ-eece of the second

task is fess obvious although certainly AphrodiLe is the
golden goddess. Jane rflen Harrison, furthermore, provides a

more complete explanation. fn pre-Classical Greece, the

f l-eece was divine/ associated with purification and

revelation; unwashed, it was left as an offering at the

opening of Demeter's cave (159), At Del_phi, it was woven

into a "net-work of wool-fillets,, to cover the omphalos

( 61) .

The tasks thus depict uromen,s historic and traditional
spheres of labour. Women were responsible for agriculture,
weaving, medicine and child care, Sorting seeds impJ.ies an

understanding of the uses of plants for food and medicines,
gathering fleece suggests weaving, and col.lecting water is
the link to Aphrodite herself, to the knowledge of birth,
life and the life source.2 Even in today's society, women

renain afmost exclusively responsible for food and cì.othing
purchases, generaJ. health care, birth and nurturing in the
family, and children,s religious and culturaL education,

Thus the tasks have a practical. and historic relevance, as

well as mythic and psychological implications.
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The Descent

What gives speciaL particular resonance to these tasks
is that Psyche is pregnant throughout her entire ordeaÌ and

her pregnancy makes the fourth task specifically and

physically female, In this task, psyche makes a descênt
journey, a journey inward represented through a journey to
lhe heart of the earth and to the center of life,s last
mystery. At this center, psyche comes face to face with
death. Her Last task requires psyche to repl-enish "beauty,,

for Aphrodite, "who used up and exhausted all- she had while
caring for her sick son.,, Specifically, Aphrodite gives her
the foLfowing command:

Take this jar and go straight dovrn fron the daylight tothe underworld and Orcus, own dísma1 abode, Ha-n¿ iirejar to IPersephone] and say: IAphrodite] requests thatyou send her a little of your beauty, júst enough tofast her one brief day.

InitiaLly, Psyche, "headed Èowards a high tovrer, with the
intention of junping off it, since she thought this was the
most direct and decorous route by which she could descend to
the underworld" (341.).

The tower is described by ,Johnson as '¡a construct, a

convention, a set of rules, a tradition, a system', (65).
According to Harding, however, the moon deity is symbotized

by a conic or stone pillar (42). Conbining the two we may

see Psyche as being aided by the tovüer as a J.unar

manifestation of Aphrodite and representing her wisdom. As

sea and moon goddess, she is linked to tides and so to the
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menstrual cycle, the cycle of potency and generation, of
cleansing and regeneration.

The tower ¡,¡arns her that thís kind of death, ,,this most
direct and decorous route, " provides no return ticket; ,,in

no q¡ay will you be abLe to return from there,, (341),
In6tead/ the tower co¡nmands her to go to ,'Dis,s breathing_
vent,.. a dead end road.., a direct track to orcus, pa1ace,,

(343) and rdarns her "not [to] go forward into that shadovry

region empty-handed', (343). In preparation for her descent,
Psyche is given other warníngs by the tower. In these
warnings, Neumann distinguishes between t.he traditional- or
more universal motif s of ,,coin', and " sops', and psyche, s
being forbídden to help the others (112). The former pertain
to what is regarded as universal (male) payment, while the
ratter refers to what is regarded as "unrawfur', or laboo for
f emal-e journeys in the green world,

The tower tells psyche which tasks are worthy of her
attention:

you will meet ê l-ame ass carrying wood, with a 1amed5ive¡ as welI, who^wiJ-f ask _!ou-to hana hirn sornã iwigsthat have fall-en off his loadl gut you must not ut.ter asingle word and must pass by him in- silence. iã¿ãi--- -

She is told, in effect, where silence is appropriate, v/here

it is right to be Echo, She shouLd not divert her energies
to assisting those who do not need it or who rnisconstrue
charity. "Some twigs', do not constitute a worthwhile request
even from the lane. The tovrer then provides another
injunction:
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Likewise, while you are crossing... a dead old man,floating on the surface, will lift. up his rotting úandsand beg you puII him ínto the boat. Éut be not sríayeãby unJ-awf ut pity. (345)

Thus the two directives are 1inked in their application to
t.he misuses of píty. For Neumann, the injunction against
pity "confronts every feminine psyche on its vray to
individuationt it must suspend the claim of vrhat is cJ_ose at
hand for the sake of a distant abstract goa1. ,' To him the
injunction stresses the importance of ego stability and the
need to avoid distraction (113). For Johnson, the
prohibition is required because ,'the fourth task requires
all of a person's energy and resources" (6g).

Carol Gill-igan, however, provides the basis for another
interprelation, one that focuses on women,s moral and.

ethical- developrnent and stresses the inportance for women of
integrating the care of self into the desire to care for
others. Recognizing and valuing the independent seLf within
the community, and of being responsible for one,s own need.s

and desires within the social context, is expressed by

Gilligan in terns of the seeming paradoxes of separat.ion and

attachment: "we know ourselves as separate only ín so far as

\4re live in connection with others, and Lhat we experience

relationship only in so far as we differentiate other from
self" (63). Rêther than taking the form of conflict, as what

Neumann sees as a "struggle against the feminine nature,,
(7L2), Psyche's evoJ-ution can be read as a movement toward
the inclusion of seLf into an ethic of care for others, as a
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giving of Lhe same importance to her own journeying as she

would grant to others,

Next, Psyche is warned not to interfere in the weaving

of life and death that is the responsibility of the Fates.

After you have crossed the river and gone on a littlefarther, sorne oLd women weaving at a Ioon wiII ask youto J-end a hand for a moment. But you must not touchthis either, (345 ) -

These Three Fates, ', sone oLd women weavingr,, represent
J-ife's continuum: its beginning, middle and end, birth, life
and death (Dexter L20), psyche l_earns the limits of her
personal responsibility for others, live6, This is an

essential Iesson of the fimits of responsibifity for sorneone

about to be a mother, and it recal-l-s the siJ.ence and. absence

of her own mother from aLl but the beginning of the story.3
The tower tells psyche about the proper behaviour in

the underworl-d. Psyche is warned that persephone

wil-f receive you kindly and courteously and try t.opersuade you to sit down comfortably beside hei and eata sumptuous supper. But you must sit on the floor andask for colnmon bread and eat that. (345)

While Psyche is encouraged to know death and the shadow as a
part of life--to ',break bread,' hrith persephone__she must not
dwel-L on death or make of death ,,a sunptuous supper.,, In a

discussion co-authored with Jung, C. Kerenyi ties the sowing

of corn specificatly to the underworld journey and to the
decay which heralds ,' f ruitf uI death,' ( 16 6 ) . ,' In nost
cultures" adds Neumann, ,,to eat a mea.L some place is to
forge perrnanent ties with that pÌace, or farnily, or
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situation, I,Ihere one eats, one is somehow connitted,, (69).
9{hat is forbidden is to ,'gorge', on itf to give death

excessive and hence unfruitful value in 1ife. Thus, the
atypical prohibitions concern pity, responsibility, and

excegsive indulgence in, or fear of, death.
The final warning is "not to open or 1ook into the jar

that you wil-l be carrying, and in fact do not even think too
inquisitively about the hidden treasure of divine beauty,,

(347). Psyche pays heed and successfully conpletes her
journey, but on her return to ',brj_ght daylight,,' she decides
to "take out a tiny drop of [beauty] for myself ,, (347 t34g),
Peresphone's jar is supposed to contain ',beaut,y, ,' but it
contains a "deathlike and truJ.y Stygian sleep,' which attacks
Psyche "instantly, envel_oping her entire body in a dense

cloud of sl-umber.... She 1ay there rnotionless, no better
than a sleeping corpse,, (349).

Whereas Neumann describes this ',beauty', as a personal
feninine desire and associates "a woman,s preoccupation wÍth
beauty or at.tractivenes s / with physical desirabilit.y,, (71),
Marie-Louise Von Franz sees wonen's concern with beauty more

appropriately as ,,part of their persona and their conscious
personality" (106). That psyche,s journey is downward and

passes through the vent of Dis, a yonic or genital symbol,

highlights the essentially female naLure of this quest. All
these detail-s are in accord with the acquisition of wisdom

(beauty) in the realm of Aphrodite-as _pers ephone,
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particularly if we understand wisdom and knor,üledge of the
urorld as acquired in the experience of the body and through
the senses.

Writing of the Summerian descent myth of Inanna, Sylvia
Brinton Perera connects this kind of f emaJ.e descent journey

with Jungian theory.

Inanna,s descent... may be viewed as the incarnation ofcosmic uncontained powers into time_bound corruptingflesh, but it is al-èo ê descent for the purpose ofretrieving. lost vaLues long repressed anä o-f uniting
above and below into a new-patlern. (143) -

Such an interpretation is consistent with establishing
Psyche's femaLe physicality and feminine values. A direct
female experience of the posit,ive or spiritual- nature of
enbodied femafe life is what wornen have lost. Regaining t.his
spirituality requires a transformation that takes pJ-ace in
the mind and which involves the integration of embodied Iife
with spiritual values within an inteLlectual framework that.
allor^¡s for the full- and integrated expression of all three.

Persephonef the goddess of the underwor.Ld, is, in
dualistic, dichotomous thinking, the sbadow sel-f of
Aphrodite. She represents the reaLm of unconscious

experience. To bring ,,contents,' up from Lhe underworld as

Psyche does is to bring them to consciousness, according to
Annis Pratt who goes on to 1ink this directly to Eros

ener91,3

Eros springs from the inner realm of the unconsciousexperience, fndeed/ fully experienced Eros demands thecapacity for moving dov¡n intó and returning from thedeepest realms of the 1ibido, (74)
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ff, as 6he states, one element of romance is the search for
"one's heart.s desire,,, then psyche must Look into t.he ,, jar
of beauty/ " must see for herself, kno\^¡ her own desire and

experience its power. This opening of the jar índicates that
the l-ast of the green world tasks is successfu.l-Iy completed,

The Choice

Psyche's choosing to open the jar containing ,,beauty,,,

is for Neumann a failure, "psyche fails, she must fail,
because she is a feminine psyche, But she does not know it
is preciseLy this failure that brings her victory,, (121),
While I do agree that this symbol is profoundly important, I
differ rn/ith Neumann in various ways. Foremost, I believe
thaù Psyche succeeds--she is ,'meant', to open the jar in the
sense of being provided with the opportunity. In moving

bet\4reen Aphrodite and persephone/ she weaves together the
mortal--human, living continuity--and the goddesses. In her
pregnant condítion, she ref l_ects the potentiaL for
individuation, for generation and. for female communiÈy

itself, even as she is the connecting tie.
opening the jar to take ,'beauty" for herself, she

chooses to be responsible for her own needs. While psyche is
pregnant with a child, t.hat child in a very real sense is,
paradoxically herself and another paradox lies in the way

that she dies to be reborn, One of the secrets of the jar__
the opening up of the underworld and the opening of the
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virgin's body--is a liminal event assocíated with ritual
precaution (DuBoís 5B), Unlike her disobedience of Eros,
this choice \,/a s not instigated by the sísters nor dependent

on the urgings of others. psyche has undertaken lhe four
tasks of purification, has rightfully chosen for herself,
and is an agent wiLling to accept the consequences of an

action that might reconnect her to Eros.

And lastly, pèyche.s act does bring what she desires;
Eros does take pity on her, As Gilligan explains, men nust
integrate a care for others into their system of compeÈing

rights. For then to pity is to accept the other as equally
important to the sel-f ; for rnen, after separation comes

reconnection. In theír second chance, psyche has ernerged

with knowledge of her separateness and. strength; and Eros

with an understanding of his connectedness and

responsibility. Both together recognize the point at v/hich

they rely on outside circumstances, on luck. Whether these
are ants, reeds, towers, Aphrodite, pan or Zeus matters
little to this aspect of psychological understanding. Coming

to terms with J-ife implies an acceptance of things that
cannot be control-led and a v/illingness to trust others.
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Chapter Five

Learning Trans f ormation

At. the end of the twent.ieth century, in Western,
Eurocentric cuLlure, r^¡e are most confortable looking at
learning a6 an enfargement of an intangíble intellectuaL
spirit. Especially have analyses of women, s learning been

rnarked by the desire to show v1¡omen as inteJ-Iectually
capable, even as there is reaf effort to remake learning
into an exercise more Ín keeping with women,s val-ues. fn
Women's llays of Knowing, the authors describe different
perspectives ',fron which women view reality and draw

concLusions about truth, knowledge, and authority,, (3).
Their research also rnarks the trans formational- encounters,
the transitional events, which cause vromen to change their
6eLf-concepts and opinions of their own menta.L capacities,

Aphrodite exhibits, especialLy in the tasks she assigns
and in her metaphoric associations, the potential for a

different reading of the learning that takes place within
Psyche. In this way, Aphrodite can be viewed as mentor.
Laurent A. DaJ-oz defines mentors as guides and explains
their significance.

They lead us al-ong the journey of our fives. We trustthem because they have been tñere before. They emUoãyour hopes, cast light on the way ahead/ interfreiarcane signs, hrarn us of lurking dangers, and point outunexpected delights along the wãy. fñere'is a èertainluminosity about them, and they óften pose as magiciansin tales of t rans formation . . , , (17)

By restoring to Aphrodite her ancient powers and
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connections, \4re can see psyche engaged in a learning
experíence fully connected to female gender and women, s

traditional transhistorical responsibilities.

Silence

In the beginning, the behaviour of psyche--fike that of
Echo--is locked into sil-ence. Her beauty, the sacrifice and

her ensuing marriage to Eros are not of her doing or
choosing; she submits. She is both acquiescent and alone,

unab.Ie to connect with, or exert influence on, those around

her. Her behaviour portrays her as one of the sitent: she

exhibits an extreme denial of se1f, dependence on external
authority, inability to learn or connect through Ianguage or
from her own experience. Like the women described ín Ways,

she is focked into the immediate present and into specific
and enacted behaviour. The self descriptions of such wornen

appear to hinge whol]y on "their o\irn ¡novements in and around

the geographic space that surrounds them" (31) just as

Psyche is concretely aware of her surroundingg, ,,attracted

by the aflurement of Lhis beautiful place', (255).

In Ways, this demeanour is characterized by the authors

as passive and dependent, yet whereas passive is usually
construed to nean the opposite of active (that is, without
agency, without the will- or desÍre to do or exert.

influence), here passivity is also perceived as a way of
resisting when the outcomes of all aLternatives for action
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are deemed to be, or are perceived as unpleasant. This
latter response could be more accurate as an explanation of
Psyche's attitude. She expresses irritation with those
around her, but she is not able to influence them; nor does

she expect to. Like psyche, the women described in ,rays rely
entirely on external- authority, pure and absolute poJ.arities
and "b1ind obedience.,, They are entirely cl-osed in upon

themselves, and have no vantage point from which to imagine
a complete se1f, or even to bring an ext.ernal- physical
picture of self into view (26-32).

Belenky et a] , suggest that movement out of silence is
encouraged by "face to face" conversation and a ',sign rich
environment" (33). Certainly, psyche experiences a sensual

and sign rich environment in the paradise with Eros beyond

her father's kingdom, and the face to face encounters are
provided by Eros and by her sisters. Whj-le her paradisal
encounter with Eros is certainfy physically close and

mutually pleasurable and his conversations vüith her
influential, she is forbidden to ',see', him in the vray that
she is able to see her sisters. Her relationships l^¡ith them

provide for a mutuality of equals,

Silence is also tied to problerns of communication. In
Carol- Gill-igan, s view, women's sense of moral vaLues is
directly rel-ated to hearing the other person,s point of
view, tinking together attention and perception. The failure
to respond to another and the failure to listen to another
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indicate detachnent; they are perceived by girts as not
caring and are described in terms of the loss of voice__
siLence--and in terms of being equitable,

The amount of energy devoted to solving these problems
lof communicationl, the Íntensity of ihe """rã¡ iãi-"-vüays to make connection and achieve understanding, tedgirls to express irnmense frustration in situatioíå
where voice failed. When others did not listen anãseemed not to care, they spoke of ,,coming up against abrick wa11.,' The. image õf ã watt had as ít"'.oú"tãipurtthe search for the opening through which one could ---speak, ( L50 )

Women's learning journeys do seem to suggest the importance
of maintaining connection even through the silences of
separation. Belenky et al. also state, however, that the
"act of creation ushers in a whole ner,¡ view of one.s
creative capacities,, (35). Indeed, it is after psyche

becomes pregnant that she listens to--hears__the voices of
her sisters, and this I istening/hearing precipitates the
confrontation with Eros (299),

Significant, too, for this discussion of learning is
the fact that the conflict with Eros and the instigation of
the sisters center not only on psyche's relationship with
her sisters, but also on psyche,s curiosity and that of her
sisters. Psyche is, in effect/ forbidden to be curious about
the identity of her husband; she is allowed only a ,,b1ind,,

carnal- knowledge. The sisters telL her to use a lanp to
uncover his identity, to satisfy her own as well as their
curiosity, and to use a razor to ensure her own safety if
necessêry. When psyche does equip herself in this way after
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Eros has fal-len asleep, the lamp and razor respond in ways

that confirm Psyche,s safety with this husband: ',At the
sight of him even the light of the lamp quickened in joy and

the razor repented of its sacrilegious sharpness " (2gL),
The l-amp and the razor signify the specíficalJ.y

cognitive abilities of perception and judgrnent. The

experiential and body-centered nature of psyche's

intellectual experience in comprehending Eros are ¡nade cLear

by the symbolism Barbara Wal-ker attributes to these tooIs.
She refers to the lamp as "an almost universal symbol- of
enlightenment, " and she identifies ,, light in darkness', as

meaning creation or birth and as synbolizing nystical
enlightenment through sexuaL experience--through carnal/body
knowledge. The razor she defines as "the cutting edge... the
universaf standard of sharpness.., the keenness of f emal-e

judgment" (Dictionary 143,151), This "Tazor" j udg,ment (Like
Athena/ArtemÍs,s dagger) irnplies the mental actions of
careful s eparation- -dis s ecting, analyzing, scrutinizing,
inspecting, observing--and cIose, ,'scientif ic,' attention to
detail .1

These skills reside with psyche; her sisters suggest

only how she might use them, Even though designated by the
sisters as a usefuL rTíeapon, the razor is not used on Erog.

The famp enables judgment, and safety renders the knife as

weapon unnecessary, Whether his fear of beheading__

castration--is reaL or not, she does not attack him.
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Together these toofs may be said to represent her

intellectual potential for perceptiont her in-sight,
reasoning and understanding; they represent an embodied

learning that relies on sense experience and intellectual
j udgment ,

The Pricking of psvche,s Thumb

Psyche fulfils her curiosity about the nature of her
husband and his weapons and pricks her thumb on one of his
arrohrs. Whereas others have suggested that this represent.s a

"second defloration" (Neumann 64; Ulanov 221) | I suggesl
that it represents the moment when psyche actively chooses

to love. lthereas the arrow. s prick implies the male role in
heterosexuaL intercourse as weLl as J_ove'6 eye-beam, in this
instance it represents an aspect of psyche's own more

cognitively based experience, Vlhat is marked by her action
is the element of choice, the moment of choice which enters
into Love relatíonships.

After Psyche see6 Eros for the first time, she tests
the sharpness of her vision by touching her thumb to the
arrow point. At this noment (point), when love becomes an

inteLlectual choice as well as paradisaf erotic enjoyment,
judgment is added to love. This is, likewise, the moment

when the lover recognizes the profound and even

irreconcilable differences between self and other that exist
outside of gender difference.
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The thumb is defined as an ,'apposable digitf ,, one that
can move next to or side by side with the fingers to grasp

or hold on to objects. This ability is also rnetaphoric; it
signals a specific capacity to hol-d on, and by extension, to
hol-d hands and be together. That psyche pricks ',the tip of
her thumb" reenforces her personat apprehension of care and

responsibility. Symbo1ically, according to Walker.s
EncycTopedia, the thumb represents the soul, and as ,,the

innermost Self, dwells forever in the heart of aII things,,
(997), This definition also evokes psyche's pregnant

condition--even though the fetus is not forever in_dwelling.
Such symboJ.ic connotations confirm a self-directed,
experiential and embodied knowing and ernphasize the agency

suggested by Apul-eius,s diction | ,' She drew one of the arrows

from the quiver and tested the point against t.he tip of her
thunb, " The connotations also deemphasize the contradiction
presented later/ when Apuleius observes: ',Thus vríthout
knowing it Psyche of her own accord fell in J_ove with Love,,

(2e3).

V,lafker's designation of the symbolic neaning of the
fingers, conversefy helps to clarify what psyche does not
choose (Dictionary 310,315), psyche does not prick Lhe index
finger of spêIIs and pointing, which might indicat,e that she

is a witch of either patriarchal or matrilineal- defining,
She does not prick the phal-Iic middle finger of derision,
which night impJ-y that she was taking over from Eros, his
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ro.l-e or respons ibi I itie s and in effect, illust.rating the
wish to castrate him. Nor does she prick the ring finger of
unions and love, which ivould emphasize the marriage and the
union with Eros even above her own life's journey. Certain].y
she does not, prick the "pinky" of ineffectuatity and thus
denigrate her own decision to look at love.

The pricking causes the eruption of tiny drops of
blood, indicating life itsel-f and especially female

physicality and kinship bonding. Walker also relates blood

to female wisdom, and here, the prickíng of her thumb is
especially appropriate (Dictionary 299-3OO). That she draws

her own life's bl-ood from the thumb reaffirms that psyche

has moved through sexual maturity, sexual experience and

gratification towards personal choice. Her experience of
love has grown from passion's embrace of body and emotion t.o

include reason's choice, a wise preference governed by an

adult knowledge of difference and respon6ibility. Love

becomes agency and is self-chosen; no longer is j_t cornpelled

by a patriarchal transfer of her body frorn father to
husband. Psyche,s choice of Love is a vüilLed/ reasoned,

sexual and emotional passion.

The Taboo

The question of what else is being forbidden remains.

Even patriarchy allows wÒmen to love, and a woman who

chooses to Ìove voluntarily is perceived as more amenabl-e
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than one coerced. Hence in the interdiction, there remains
something beyond the obvious. psyche must not Look at or see

Eros, male Ìove; she rnay experience hirn/it only in darkness.
When she does see him, Eros is sleeping, defenceless,

vul-nerable; he is not active, in control, erect, What psyche

is forbidden is to pface Eros as object in a passive or
feminine position,

This ancient taboo agaínst the explicit depiction of
the maLe (or nale geniLalia) as l-ove object still persists
int,o the present.2 Rosemary Betterton has identified the
power issues that coexist with the eroticization of sight.:
men have not been eroticized as objects for women's benefit
and women have nol been al-lowed the subjectivity of their
own experience. This is part of the paLriarchal taboo that
Psyche's look has broken, the ',mystery,, of the phallus that
exists to obscure the actuaL genitaJ.ia, the actual male

being. Such a look is dangerous (to patriarchy) because

women tend to see the individuality of their male nodel_s.

fn her examination of the issues affecting women,s art
practice and criticism, Cassandra Langer describes the
censorship applied to women who paint male nudes, Writing of
Sylvia Sleigh,s male nudes, Langer notes the change from the
depiction of "beautiful bl-anks,' vrhen women are eroticízed by

male painters to \,romen, s depiction of an erotic appreciation
of individuaÌized "self-possessed and sexy male.,' The

response is revealing:
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The irate rnale audience is particularly sensítive tothe change. in position from vertical tõ horizontaì.,
from superior to object, Ironically, this "u*. *oråI
maLe hierarchy sees the obj ectificãi.ion of womb6,vaginas, and breasts.by meñ as perfectly acceptabJ.eworks of art..,, It is indeed a-paradox-that f.hese sameart lovers are capable of censoring the work of womenartists who havè. the unnitigated aúdacity to use máIeanatomy in a similar fashion. (120)

When r^/e are made aware of the frailties, indívidual
characteristics and weaknesses of the de_ideal-ized male, men

are no Longer Man and universally powerful, The act of
femaLe looking at the mate body challenges the authority in
who has the right to look and reveals (the hitherto veiLed
and suppressed) human frailty of individuaf men, Either way

men are no longer valorized, and thus they lose the right to
an unquestioned authority, t.elling only their knowl-edge and

vision as truth. This upending of author-ized (patriarchal-)
social- structure is what psyche,s action portends. She l-oves

an equal as an equal and now experiences her own desire for
him: "Then more and more enffamed with desire for lBros] she

l-eaned over him, panting desperateJ.y for hin', (2g3).
This satisfaction of curiosity has J.ed to nev, desire.

Describing this growth, Jênes HilLman interprets the
"awakening of the sleeping sou1,' as psychic development and

sees the entire psyche myth as offering a pattern of
creativity, a "nystery text of transformation" (56). Hillman
al-so teÌls us that present in the awakening of sJ.eeping Eros

through soul, in the ',interplay of eros and psycher', is a

ritual "between people and within each person', (59). This he
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describes as a doubLed forrnl within the psyche and ,,between

the human and t,he divine,' (60). I would suggest further that
the metaphors require that psychological growth takes a

triple form: the one re lationship_between of human and

divine and the othêr two taking the form of reÌationships_
within of Eros and psyche.

Hil.Iman, however, continues by Ìinking the creative
spirit to genetic and masculine sexual-ity: ,,Eros has

particular mythicat connections with phanes, the light_
bringer; with Herrnes, the male coÍununicator; with priapus,
the phallic incarnation; with pan, the male force of nature;
with Dionysus, indestructible tiving energy,, (65_66). By

this reasoning, he goes on to say that access t,o creativity
is more natural- for men: ,,For a woman it requires an

addition to her f e¡nale identity; she has to bring it out of
herself, give birth to it,',

This "mascul-íne Eros of the creative principl_e,, is a

transcendent "upward" motion away from the earth: ',Therefore
we find in eros literature the recurrent symbols of the
fallen sparks, the ladder, the ascending fire, the wings,
the O].ympian goal of j_mmortality,, ( g3 ) . What HilLman

highlights is not only the strength of the taboo that psyche

has broken but also the way interpretations have encoded.

male sexuality to obscure the creativity in psyche,s

experience; $lomen,s intellectual creativity has been

conflated into physical pregnancy. Rejecting her, Eros
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"straighta\i¡ay f l_ev/ up from the hugs and kisses " (2g3),
Psyche clings for a time to his right }eg, but,, exhausted
fell to the ground,, (295). Within this metaphoric extension,
earthbound psyche cannot hold a place.

The Grounded Journey

Psyche's transformation has ils mystic qualities, but
it is at the same time, human and earthbound. Throughout her
experiences, the betrayals and tasks, she is depicted as

walking in the same way that paradise has brought ,,constant

habituation,' and knowledge of her own and another,s body,
Hers is a journey in time, grounded__wit.h the significant
exception (in Apuleius's version) of her marriage and

ascendence to inmortality. She makes her \^¡ay on foot. If
hers is a soul,s journey, it is aÌso conducted on the soles
of her feet and is solitary. In the connecLion of soul and

sol-e, Nor Hall- says that soul-feet are the way q¡e enact ¡,the

interre lations hip between human beings and green_life, rock_
life, animal-life and planet-1ife" (166). Watker adds that
"stones dedicated to Isis and IAphrodite] were marked with
footprints, meaning ,f have been here,,, (Dictionary 3Og),

Footsteps mark a moment-by-moment measurement of time, a

l-inear and incrementaL Èinekeeping, a logical and even

"scientific,, tine measurement. Footsteps suggest destination
and the possibility of ending. psyche l-earns to track tine,s
passage in a path already narked by Aphrodite.
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Learning as Listeninq
Psyche's rejection by Eros enphasizes the focus on

learning acquired through listening and ill-ustrates i^rhat.

lfays designates as received knowledge: "women in this
position Iisten to others for directions as weÌl as for
information" (40), Their ideas and ideals are dualistic and

sirnplistically absolute and separatet ,'paradox is
inconceivable" (41), Bel-enky eÈ. al , also note that in such

situations vüomen do not see themseLves as possessing

authority or as being linked Ín any way with authority;
authority is ,'they', (44). Like psyche, they do not
understand that advice t loo I nay be weighed and evaluated.

In fact, following rejection by one authority_ _Eros __

Psyche listens to and seems to accept the advice of another_

-Pan. Psyche does not understand t.he irony of pan,s

description of Eros as the ,,greatest of the gods,, and a
"soft. hearted youth.,' Unlike her, we knorv Eros has not been

especialfy soft-hearted in his rejection of psyche and we

see also that rage and retribution against the sisters__not
forgivenes s - -fo t Iows his grief. Neither is Eros, precisely
speaking, the greatest of the gods; he inspires fear of a

different sort--the fear of one¿s own innermost desires
unl-eashed. she next turns to the goddesses, Demeter and Hera

who, however, f irmJ.y and politely refuse to assist her
because Aphrodite "is making an intense investigation to
track you down', ( 315 ) .
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P6yche's inability to interpret pan,s advice, Iike the
real truth in his words, her deference to others__her
father, her sisters, Erosr the goddesses__and in her
faifures of judgment, identify her as a received knower.

By empowering others, the reasoning goes, she, herseJ-f , may

gain what she wants because these others wiLL take care of
her (Ways 47), At the same time and Ìike the women

intervierved in Ways, psyche "understands that she must begin
to listen to her own voice if she is to become cLear and

confident and to move on in her life" (Ways 51). By her orrn

decision and in her own best interest, psyche turns to
Aphrodite and accepts her as mistress and nentor,

Subjective Knowing

In just such a mannerr the thírd ,'way of knowing,,

indicates a shift from seeing the source of truth a6

residing in an external authority t.o seeing its source by

v/ay of an "inner voice and infallible gut,' of intuiLion
(Ways 54), Although there are still ,'right,, answers, an

inner source of certainty guides the growth of self
confidence, and presupposes the growth of judgment. For

women, this shift to subjective knowing arises out of an

awareness of. "failed rnale authority, Society teaches women

to put t.heir trust in men as defenders, suppliers of the
economic necessities, interpreters of the public wiIJ-, and

l-iaisons with the larger comnunity,' ; because there is an
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absence of "stable male authority,,' the ,, sense of
disappoj-ntment and outrage" is "pervasive" (ways 5Z_5g),

Keeping this in mind. it is possible to interpret pan

and Eros as representing failed male authority,
representatives who remind us of the father and priest who

similarly failed to protect her. psyche's suicide attempls
can be regarded as reactions to this Loss of support from an

a1J.-powerfu.I ext,ernal authority and as a reaction to a

pervasive psyche- shattering disappointment. Women who are

subjective knowers are characterized by a distrust of
"Iogic, analysis, abstraction, and even language', (Ways 7I).
At the same time, they ', 1-ack.., grounding in a secure,

integrated, and enduring self concept,, (91). Thus psyche's

acquiescence in being ,'sacrificed,' following her father,s
"betrayal, " and the suicide at,tempts following Eros,s
defection and Pan,s advice all_ accurateJ-y reflect such a
lack of sel-f-esteem.

This absence of a firm self-concept has, at the same

time, a positive aspect: an openness t.o grovrth, a desire for
change. Such wonen use "the imagery of birth, rebirth and

chil-dhood to describe the experience of a nascent self ',

(Ways 82 ). Psyche is pregnant and so portrays this ,'nascent

self" povrerfully. Watching and listening continue as

important learning tools / but such r4rornen no\4r begin to make

comparisons, learning from others' experiences as well as

their own (lrays 84),
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In her first taskf psyche reproduces the movement from
the perceplions and understandings of the received knower,

tor4'ards the tasks of the subjective knower. Confronted with
a "notfey mass of seeds,,' she is ínstructed by Aphrodite to
"put each grain properly in ils pile" (329). The seeds can

be read as facts, as received "grains" of knowledge and

information; they do not need translation or interpretation;
they need sorting, categorization. t,iteral.Ly, the seeds

represent the range of agricultural and herbal_ lore
necessary to the provision of food and naturopathic
medicines. Figurat,ively, the act of sorting affows psyche to
know herseff capable of recognizing differences in type,
making comparisons, and organizing similarities and

differences categoricarry; she díscríminates and. crassifies,
In the sorting, psyche,s helpers are ants, According to

Neumann, ants are "symbols of the instinct world... the
"vegetative,' nervous system,' (95); to Johnson, they are
servants of Eros (48); t.o Ferguson, they are ,'the

cooperation of naturaL forces,' (61); t.o Christine Downing,

they are "siblings in their helpfuJ- aspect', (Sjsters 50).
Bringing alI these views together, I wouJ.d suggest that the
ants nay be understood to epitomize psyche,s ovrn intuitive
powers, to represent a continuation of the sisters.
infl-uence and to recalf the power of the natural world and

sexual pleasure, psyche thus brings intuitive, sensory and

affective awareness together with the cognitive aspects of
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previous experience to confront this new task, As instincts,
as servants/ as natural and helpful siblings, the ants
reenforce Psyche.s ownership of a1l- the abilities needed to
guarantee successfuL completion of the task.

PToceduraT Reasoning

The second task set by Aphrodite enl-arges on the
capabilities of Èhe first by introducing a greater
complexit.y, psyche is told by Aphrodite to: "procure a hank

of... fleece of precious wooL in any vray [you] please, and

bring it to me at once,' (333), The fleece is from ,,Sheep

whose ffeeces shine with the pure hue of gold,, (333). Upon

hearing the task, psyche again attenpts suicide but is
prevented by the ,'green reed" who advisesf

Do not approach these fearsome wild sheep at this tineof day, when they borrow heat from the bürning 
"un ãnãoften break out in fierce madness, . . . But until t.heafternoon altays the sun.s heat... you can hide,... Andthen,.:_iI.y9u shake-the foliage in the adjacent ,ooã",you will find some of the woolty goId..,. iS¡:l

Attending to advice direct from Aphrodite,s natural worId,
Psyche is successfuli ,,Once she had been carefully
instructed she never faJ-tered or had reason to regret
obeying" (33s).

Procedural knowing, the fourth category according to
Ifays, arises out of the perception of conflict__as in the
case of "the fearsome sheep',--and through meeting
authorities that are benign and knowLedgable__as in psyche,s

"green and gentLe reed.,' Also, Aphrodite by her
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associations, if not her words or all of her actions, is
benign and knowledgabl-e a6 wel-l- as confrontationaL and

exacting; by setting the tasks, she has provided the
opportunities and the helpers that allow psyche to recognize
her own power and knowledge and to expand her seff_
knowJ.edge. This category and task emphasize the acquisition
of more complex procedures, skilIs and techniques.

Psyche has exercised reason in interpreting the ,,kind

and simple reed,,; she does not need others to decipher t,his
advice for her; she colLects the fleece successfully because

she pays attention to the language of the natural world
itself, As a useful tool, the razol.t too, might be linked to
this task. tt represents sheering rather than slaughter,
leaving the sheep al-ive to provide for future needs.

As sl¡mbol, the f l-eece is variously catled ,,male solar
spirit" (Neumann 10L)/ masculine power and courage (Johnson

54) and f emal-e "sexuaL power and the recognition of potency,,

(DuPlessis 86). There are, however, other int.erpretations
which fit more easily into this examination of women,s

learning experience. Marija cimbutas teJ-Is us that sheep

were sacred to the Bird Goddess, as well as being a food

source in Neolithic settLements, and that the Bird Goddess

was associated with weaving (75t67 ). She also notes that t.he

Bird Goddess was the precursor of Aphrodite, Hera, and IsÍs
(318). Nor HafÌ makes a more direct J_ink with the goddess,

the sheep and knou¡Ledge: ,,Delphi means 'wo¡nb'. A smalL herd
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of mountain goats discovered the wombrike creft in the earth
that ]ater became the Delphic temple site,, (127).

In this light, then, psyche is indeed Aphrodite,s
initiate, and we can interpret the collecting of fLeece as

implying carding, spinning and weaving, as epitomizing
knowJ.edge of these typical and traditional f e¡nale crafts. As

Hillman notes, creativity involves an ordering process; here
carding and spinning and problern solving are reLat,ed to
planníng a woven design, and these ín t.urn enhance the
development of consciousness. In just this way, again
according to HiJ.lman, psyche reasons: ',while eros burns,
psyche figures out, does its duties, depressed,, (94). There
ís rnuch in traditional- femafe respons ibi lities t,o ,'figure

out. " Weaving implies those important systems of order,
pattern and procedure and of a suitable structure for
project.ing thought into the future,

Like the learning entailed in the provision of food
medicines symbolized by the first task, the supply and

maintenance of cJ-othing and household furnishings continue
through time as a designated and endless f ernale obligation
and duty, Moreover, this "ceaseless weaving acquires a

rnagical quality,' (pomeroy 30) and ]inks psyche with the
Three Fates, the spinners of life and death, ,,aspects of the
archaic TripIe Aphrodite', (Walker Dictionary 302¡ whom she

rviLl meet in the fourth task, As metaphors of reason and.

understanding, carding presents an initiaL ordering and
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preparation of thought, and spinning repficat,es a drawing
out or measuring of ideas to appropriate conclusions. These

spun skeins, threads, and ideas are then, metaphorically,
woven into concept, conjecture, and theory, finalty to be

Èied off, cut free and released.

Through the collection of the skeins of ,,woolly fleece,'
and (by implication and IogicaJ. projection) through the
carding and spinning of threads and final_ly to the weaving

of patlerned cIot.h, this image of colfecting strands of
fleece holds vrithin it a reading which suggests that psyche

has rnoved into procedural knowing and an appreciation of
context.

Procedural knowledge comprehends the world as

increasingly complicated, and integrates or synthesizes
objectivity with subjective experience and circumstance; it
emphasizes attending to, and waiting for, meaning that,
emerges fron the object rather than from the self al-one,

just as a weaving arises from the J.oorn, from the threads and

from the creative seIf. Such an understanding consists of
the ability to fore-see, to see ahead/ to plan out and

forward to add a futuristic elernent to what has transpired.
Likewise, in procedural knowing the resol-ut.ion of confLict
does not involve vioÌence and aggression, but hinges on the
acquisÍtion of techniques for conflict resolution/avoídance.

That Psyche nust postpone until evening the gathering
of the strands of golden fleece indicates the irnportance of
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judging context and the signifícance of foresight,
forbearance and the ability to wait. The extension of the
ffeece symbolisrn to include the logical impLications of
carding, spinning and weaving illustrates types of truth_
seeking skills as welL as planning processes. In this way,

the metaphorical inpl icat.ions __,'entai f ments ,, __of gathering
the golden strands of fleece and of weaving imply the
weaver's creativity, both in planning a pattern ahead and as

attentiveness, while meaning or pattern are revealed
materially and in context.

Connected Knowing

As Bel-enky et. aL. describe it, procedural knowledge

may be of two for¡ns: separate and connected. Separate

knowing is measured in knowledge itself, as in how to card
and weave; connected knowing is measured in understanding.
The separate procedural_ orientation is based on ,,impersonal

procedures for establ-ishing truth', and connected knowing on

"t.ruth emergling] through care,' (102). Separate knowing is
portrayed as being most at ease in doubt and distance;
connected knowing begins with belíef and sharing or
compassion. Even though they are described as Iearning
through enpathy and forbearance rather than formal
instruction and manipulation, connected procedural knowers

find colfaboration helpfu1, perhaps because of the outrdard

orientat.ion of this perspective. This outward orientation,
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however, operates within particular limits: ,,Women who rely
on procedural knowledge... can criticize a system, but only
in lhe system, s terms " (I27 ). The ',weaving,' takes place
within the strictures prescribed by the structure of the
" loom, "

Psyche.s second task aJ-so invol-ves a particular and

"connected" perception of time, This time sense is one that
is integral to housekeeping and empathy (a seeing out into,
a seeing within), forbearance and waiting. Katherine Al-l-en

Rabuzzí characterizes this kind of tine as mythic,
experiential and subjective, and ,'radically at odds v¡it,h the
more accepted time patterns of V{estern culture, Though we

kno\n¡ better, we often act as though Iinear, quantifiable
tine (associated rvith masculine questing) were given in
nature" (145). fn traditional- cultures and agricuJ-tural
societies, rnythic time is seasonal, but this time sense can

be direct,Iy linked to housekeeping chores which ,,are so

obviousLy circular that their compJ-etion can scarcely be

experienced" (149). psyche in her task represenls this
second seasonal- time sense that ís present in the natural
and domestic worlds,

Furthermore, Mary O,Bríen relates this different
lernporal or seasonal consciousness directly to a gendered

reproductive consciousness and emphasizes the aspect of
flour: "Female temporal consciousness is continuous,, (32).
Psyche, waiting to collect the fLeece and then carrying out
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the gathering, depicts a transhistorical image of
traditíonal agriculture and housekeeping, the maintenance

chores of family and com¡nunity 1ife, performed with the
expectation of beíng redone, of ending and not_ending.
Psyche's waiting encodes a second time sense as weII as the
kind of connected procedural knowledge necessary to the
"routine" chores of naintaining a household and nanaging
interpersonal conf licts.

This sense of time as continuity brings psyche direct,ly
in touch with memory and l-inks sense experience to
consciousness, Memory is t.ransformed into knowledge;

remenbered experience into understanding. The process is
akin to Psyche,s fírst task, the sorting of seeds, but
enJ-arges its significance. In pre-Ìíterate cultures
according t.o Walter J, Ong, this creation of consciousnese

arÍses fro¡n the connections between orality and literacy,
feeling and intell-ect, nemory and consciousness.

Furthermore/ creativity depends on an ability to dissolve
boundaries or find a process that aLfows for the permeation

of barriers set up betrn¡een self and other.
According to Ong, writing incorporates a division and

alienation that is resoÌved in,,a higher unity,' that ,'ties

human beings together', (I7g), In contrast, an oral culture
sees knowledge as an incorporation, a ,,unifying phenomenon,

a striving for harmony" rather than ',a fractioning" (72),
This incorporation suggests aJ_lowing oneself to be taken
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over and that is easily comprehended by those who Live in
female bodies. As wonen experience the processes of
menstruation, pregnancy and birthing, these processes are
beyond agency and yet uJ.timately creatíve, In any case, thís
way of perceiving is particularly close to that described as

connected knowing,

Connectedness, individuatÍon and knowfedge are played
out in female expèriènce through t.he vaLuation given
personal experience, multiplicity of voices and points of
view, and empathetic understanding. Having belief rather
than doubt is integral to connected knowing: ,' If one can

discover the experiential togic behind... ideas, the ideas
become less strange and the owners of the ideas cease to be

strangers " ( tyays 115 ) .

Connected knowing does not debate, defend or argue; it
is concerned with shared truth and shared ideas; it is non_

judgmental because judgment breaks connection: ,,Withín their
own frarneworks. , . women said. they could make moral
judgements, but they did not wísh to impose them on others,,
(Ways 7L7 ). Ultimêtely, connected knowing requires patience,
an ability to \,¡ait/ an active receptivity and attentj_on, a

willingness to aÌÌow others to unfotd at their ourn pace.

Finally, it requires a 1etting go of control, a capacity for
giving oneself up to experience just as psyche had to
present herself before the life goddess herseff.
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Se L f-Constructed Knowl-edge

Psyche's third task, coLlectíng water in a crystal jar,
presents not only a concise symbolic represent,ation of this
same experientiaf view of relatÍonship and time, but aÌso a

movement out into a more personal and s eÌ f _constructed

knowledge and understanding. For women, s el- f _constructed

knowledge promotes the integration of opposites and

dualities into seèming paradoxes , Ways describes this as a

healing of the split betvüeen emotion and intellect (179), a

healing which takes place in a "connected,' mode (186).
Aphrodite sets the third task as a test of psyche,s

"courageous spirit and s j_ngular intelligence', (335).
Although "singular intelligence" might seem to suggest

Psyche's own uniqueness/ what the task involves is the
recovery of connections lost through dualistic thinkíng__
what Mary O,Brien calls a "male-strean" thinking that she

conjectures may be linked to the ,'gap,, in male reproductive
consciousness (34).

In this third task, Aphrodite gives psyche a list of
cLear but complicated instructions:

"Do you see that steep mount.ain_peak standing above Èhetowering cliff? Dark waves fLow ãor,¡n from a ËIack
gpring on that peak and are enc.Iosed by the reservoir
formed by the valley nearby, to water Éhe swanps of -
Styx and feed the rasping current of Cocytus, braw
me some of the freezing liquid from therè, from theinnermost bubbting at. ihe t9n of the spring, una Uiinqit to me quickly in this piriãf . " With lhat-she handed-her a smalÌ vessel hewn out of quartz.... (335)

Confronted with the enorrnity of the task and faced with the
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dangerous snakes J-ining the streams and preventing her

ascent to the peak, Psyche is "transformed to stone,' (337),
returned again to stasis and silence. She is then aided by

"Jupite¡'s royal bird,., the rapacious eagler,' who takes t.he

phial, "alleging lto the spring] that he wês making his
petition at IAphrodite's ] orders and acting as her agent,'

(339), This statement contains more truth than subterfuge;
as bird, the eagle is under Aphrodit.e's purview. Her

precursor, as Gimbutus te1ls us, was the Bird Goddess, The

eaglê, as minion to the Life Goddess, f iì.ì.s the pit,cher and

returns it to Psyche r^¡ho then carries it to Aphrodite. The

symbolisrn of these el-ements defines the ,,intellectual',

nature of the task and the many other l-evels of female

experience to which the task applies.

The water provides a profound irnage of connection and

of connected knowing, Both Neumann and Johnson recognize

this image as symbolizing the water of life; Neumann

underscores its ,'vital energy', and ,,t.he uncontainable energy

of the unconscious" (103), and Johnson, its "vastness" (61).
In her Encyclopedia, WaÌker links ',a watery womb of chaos or
formLessness" with the Great Mother Goddess or Kali, and

describes this womb/water image as ,'drawn from the l-ack of
differentiation of sel-f from other--or self and mother--
experienced by the infant in the womb and subconsciously

remembered throughout life as an archetypal image,, (1066).

She notes that this conflation of ,'v/ater,' and ,'mother',
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understood by Apuleius ) .

The links betv/een water, ¡notherhood and the God.dess are
inherent in Aphrodite,s sea birth, and both Girnbutus and

Vüal-ker describe t.he coddess's nature as being vüater_like. In
addition, springs, birds and snakes are associated with
Goddess shrines. Furthermore, glalker connects water
netaphorically with lòve as ,'essentiaÌ to the fife forces of
fertilit.y and creativity, without which the psychic world as

welJ- as the material world wouJ_d becorne an arid desert,,
(1066). Pomeroy al-so sees the simil-arities between the
rituaf cleansing of the corpse and the care of infants: ',the
cycle of fife takes us from the care of women and returns us

to the care of women,' (44). Thus the vüater and the t,ask are
femafe and feminine, doubly coddess inspíred. In this way,

the third task is a powerful image of the connections

between mother and child, and of the connected knowing

within communities.

In The Woman's Dictionary, Wa1ker sees water as a
metaphor for spirit and the unconscious, for fertility,
creativity/ rebirth and baptism. Water is seen as life
sustaining: "The coddess was shorl¡n holding either her own

breasts or a jar with two streams,, (357). When \4re remember

that the Psyche embarking on this trans formationaJ. learning
journey is pregnant, and if we link this water symboJ_ism to
Walker's analysis of mountain symbolism, the association Ís
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particuf arly powerf ul- :

The oldest deity in creece was the Divine MounlainMother... ca1led... Deep-Breasted One, She controll_edseveral- mountain shrines includíng the Delphic or.ãfÀwhich was later usurped by Apo1lol,.. fhe idea ofuniversal breast. nilk f loiving down from mountain peakswas conmon to both East and West. (346)

The vitaL nature of the task might incfude not onfy the
abirity to contain rife in the womb but also to sustain life
with breast rnilk subsequent to birth.

On a more general though equally practical level, this
third task recalls traditíonal women's lasks of nursing the
sick, of healing and medicine. The caregivers in the fanily
and community were then, and continue now to be, primarily
women. Gimbutus ernphasizes just this curative sacredness of
water, l-inks it to the Bird Goddess and describes it as

"LivÍng Water which imparts strength, heals the sick,
rejuvenates the old, restores sight, and reassembles

dismembered bodies and brings then back to lif e,, (43), As

such, the image further reenforces the connections and

enpathetic responses characteristic of connected knowing.

In Psyche's task, water/milk from the spring is Èo be

contained ín a small vessef. In his interpretation, Johnson

remarks on the quantity containedl ',a l-ittÌe of a qualit,y,
experienced in hì_gh consciousness is sufficient for us. . , .

[W]e nay see t.he world in a grain of sand,, (62). The crystal
container, Johnson describes as ,,very fragile and very
preciousr " Iike the ego (62). ,fohnson aÌso interprets this
task as an admonition to women ,'to approach the vastness of
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life's respons ibi I itie s in a more orderly nanner, to do one

thing, take one crystal gobJ.et at a timef concentrate on it,
and do it well,' (63), According to Neunann, psyche.s task is
to function

as feminine vessef. , . to give form and rest to what isfor¡nless and f .lowing; as á vessel_ of indÍvidu.ti;;, ;;mandaLa-urn, she is ordered to rnark off a config"iåa--unity from the flowing energil¡ of ]ife, to giv--Íðim-tolife. ( 103 )

Here, both interpretations suggest psyche,s ability to give
form, to construct and take responsibility for her own

understanding.

In addition, Neumann recognizes that ,,the essential
feature of this spring is that it unites the highest and

lorøest" (103), and consequently the spring itself may be

described as bringing together those polarities by a

continuous movement. According to Neunann, the stream is
"mal.e generative', and ,,the paternal uroborus,, and hence the
vessel and water again conjoin the dualÍties of masculine
and feminine, male and female as we1Ì as high and low.
Indeed, with his interpretatj_on of the eagle as a ,'masculine

spirit aspectr,, Neumann sees this ta6k as an integration of
opposites:

The eagle holding_ the vessel profoundly symbolizes thealready maLe-femal-e spirituatity of eslchè, who in onÁact "receives,' like a woman, thãt is, lathérs like avessel and conceives, but. at the same úime apprehenãsand knows l-ike a man. (105)

He goes on to link this to psyche,s earthbound naturel
"Because Psyche is born of the earth, she can only receive
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and give form to a part of the infinite that is within her
reach, but this precísety is what befits her and makes her
human" (106), Neumann notes that this development,, too, is
double, but the doubled nêture involves an accompanying

increase: "This is the surprising thing about psyche,s

development: it is a deveLopmenit toward consciousness that
is accornpanied throughout by consciousness', (106). Because

this "dual-ity', proceeds incrementally, however, it exceeds

the idea of a "closed,' binary union; it is the both/and,
two/one. The "duality,' becones three.

There are other dualities represented as transformed by
the task. The water is called ,,dark" and ,,black,, (335). The

container is of crystal, WaIker 1ínks crystal with quartz
and states that quartz was believed by t.he ancient Greeks to
be "petrified ice,' (Dìctionary 509,519). Of psyche,s helper,
the eagle, she says that it ,'is traditionally associated
wit.h lighting, fire, and the sun as well as the hero who,

like Prometheus, brought down fire from heaven for the
benef it of humanity', ( 401) . Thus, ,'bIack', i,Tater in a

"petrified ice" container is carried by (gol-den Aphrodite, s )

bird of light, sun and fire. In contrast to the promethean

sit,uation, here the components are psyche (human

consciousness) and the waters of darkness (the unconscious)
brought by the eagle at the beheSt of Aphrodite (t.he life
goddess) ' The eagle carries the water do\dn from the ¡nountain
top where it has surfaced from deep in the earth,s core, the
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source of the spring.

These polarities are reconcifed and carried onwards

through space and time. The continuum between perceived
opposites, the movernent between and through the polarities
and then beyond, arÍses with an accompanying growth. From a

"springr,, thê water ,'f .Iows down,' to the underworld river,
Cocytus; frorn earth.s center it flows up !o the mountain top
and down to the underworld again. Thus, l-owest through
highest becomes lowest again. The movement suggests the
triplicities in the nature of the goddessl

1if e/deathrzrebirth, generation/preservation/regeneration,

The "freezing liquid,' contained by ice, the crystal
container, is carried by fire, the eag1e, and is ,,doubÌy"

triple in tenperature and substance. EagLe and container
signify an understanding based in an affinity for continuum,

accretion and process.

Ana]ogous to the symbolism of psyche's third task, Ifays

comments that women at the 1eveL of constructed knowledge

integraÈe the dualit.ies of subject.ive and objective
knowledge, intuition and anafysis, structure and procedure.
The experiences of this levef involve intensive seLf_

reflection and seÌf-analysis, The separate kno\,/ers tal-k
about. finding patterns--as in the weaving of psyche's second.

task--whereas connected knowers focus on the recovery of
l-ost parts of the self--as in the flask of the third task.

The basic insight of this stage is an understanding
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that. "Ia]II know]edge is construcled., and the knower is an

inti¡nate part of the known', (Ways 737 ). Accomplishing her
third task, psyche as a constructive knorn/er iê able to
accept responsibility for her own knowledge_ _ containing iti
simij.arly, she becomes a passionate knower by joining__
empathizing and connecting- -with that which is to be known.

Vlith this containment of her o\,,rn knowledge, with her ,, in_
sight" or sight into all the connections of life, psyche is
prepared for her final task. As Robert Johnson observes: ,,A

woman may not undertake the fourth task unl-ess she has first
gathered all the necessary strength from the first three,,
(65). Here, women abandon either/or dualistic thinking,
accept ambiguity, contradiction and difference as inherent
in life and human relationships, and recognize the full
complexity of human life.

Choosinq Insioht
In the fourth task/ psyche encounters the second

injunction against seeing. She is warned. by the tower ,,not

to open or look into the jar that you will be carrying/ and

in fact do not even think too inquisitively about the hidden
treasure of divine beauty,' (347), As v¡hat Johnson has

described as',a construct, a convention, a set of rules, a

tradition, a systen,' (65), the tower/ in short, represents
rdhat, Í'e may see as her assí¡nil-ation of a self_constructed
knowJ.edge. This is a knowledge, moreover, that is associated
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with Aphrodite, coming as it does from the moon_linked

tower. Psyche pays heed and successfully completes her
journey, but then she decides to ,,take out a tiny drop of
[beauty] for myself. It might even enable me lo please my

beautif ul- Lover . ,'

She opened the jar, but there was nothing t.here, not adrop of beauty,. just sl eep- -deatht ike anã truly'stygiansleep. Revealed when the èover was removed, it-attåõt<eOher instant.Ly, enveloping her entire body in a densecl-oud of slumber, (349)

The descent rnoves psyche between the dualities and

polarities of pers ephone/death and Aphrodite/life and

between being awake in the underworl-d only to faII into
deathl-ike sleep in the upper worJ-d. In processing these
opposites and bringing them together within a 1iving being,
she creates an ontology that defies polarities and

dichotomized reasoning. As pregnant morlal uroman, asleep

above and awake below, psyche symbolizes cont.radiction and

the paradoxical facts of life: increase, nurturance, birth
and death exist beyond opposition. She gains an insight into
the mysteries of life.

In her trance, psyche experiences a third time sense__

sees time as the tímelessness that is a recognized part of
creativit,y. Like the creative process, this sense of time
exists outside of measurement and quantíficatíon. This time
sense/ described by Betty Edwards in Drawing on the Right
Side of the Brain t accornpanies the ,, slightly altered state
of consciousness of feeling transported, which most artists
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experience while doing... any kind of art work,, (4).
Comparing the state to daydreaming, Edwards grants that it
accompanies many other activities, such as jogging,
needl-ework or fistening to music. What she further
ernphasizes is that we can set up these shifts and move into
them to gain "access at a conscious level to... inventive,
intuitive, irnaginative powers that have been J.arge1y

untapped by our verbal., technologicaL culture and

educational system', (5). Realizing that this powerful
problem-solving ability is unrecognized in rnuch of Western

educatíonal_ practice, she notes this trance_like space is
where we devel-op an "ability to perceive things freshly and

in their total-ity/ to see underlying patt.erns and

possibilities for new combinations. Creative soLutions to
problens,.. will be accessible through new modes of
thinking" (s-6).

At the same time, because of the way that Apuleius has

structured the events following psyche's deathlike sleep,
her trance might seem to be a punishrnent for disobeying the
injunction against seeing; her trance is something from
which she ¡nust be wakened and rescued by Eros: ,''Seer, he

said, 'you almost destroyed yourself again, poor girl, by
your insatiable curiosity',, (349). Eros then seeks ,,to win
support for his case" from Zeus, and psyche,s journey is
taken over by Eros and by Zeus (351), She is returned to
passivity, and on a very elementaf level, this is
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punishment. According to Annis prattf women's descent or
rebirth j ourneys

create transformed, androgynous, and powerful humanpersonalities out of socially deval_ueä beings and. aretherefore more likely to invõIve denouementõ punishingthe quester for succeeding in her perilous,
revoLutionary j ourney. (L42)

Patriarchal- societies can survive only by changing or
suppressing the significance of transformations like
Psyche's. To enphásize the importance of this suppression to
a patriarchal.ly ordered wor1d, unlike the injunction against
supping in the underworld, psyche,s wedding in ,,heaven, s

summít" is sumptuous, She drinks ambrosia and is given ,,a

rich wedding banquet,' where aLl- the gods attend and. serve.
And here we see who is said to d.ance and. vrhere the tune3

"IAphrodite] danced gorgeously, stepping to the tune of the
lovely music" (355).

Shamani sm

In the context of the learning journey, however, there
is a more posilive way lo interpret the trance and

understand the failure and passivity that folIow it. ey

restoring the goddess as mentorf we can extend the locus of
our understanding of the learning she elicits in psyche, As

goddess, Aphrodite's presence suggests that learning
encompasses a spiriÈuality within the natural world. Beyond

what the twentíeth- century Eurocentric tradition perceives
as an education only of the inteÌlect and beyond a view of
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spirituality as something only existing separate from
nature, Psyche represent's a more ancient pattern. Returning
to Daloz and his advice on mentoring, we are told:

It takes but the slightest deepening of focus to seethat both education ãnd religiãn are centrally aboutgrowth of the spirit, and it is no accident tirat inless specialized societies heaLers, teachers, andpriests are often the same person. (104)

The suggestion is that teacher, healer and priest work ê
simil-ar soul transformation simul-taneously and that the
journeys in life and in nature do not supersede each otheri
they coexist. As Mary Anne Ferguson observes/ psyche gains

"conpetence and confidence both in Èhe worfd and in herself ',

as she "symbolically encounters the full- reality of the
worLd--earth, water, sky, and finally underworld,, (61).

Psyche's journey not only conjoins many learning
journeys but aLso provides a window back through Apuleius
into a more ancient heritage. In ApuLeius,s rendering,
Psyche's ancient knowledge is subsurned and obscured by
patriarchal culture and reJ-igion. By deciphering psyche,s

journey as a shamanic initiation and quest vre are suppJ.ied
vrith a way of encoding the trans format,ions of her tasks into
both a personal empowerment and the possibility of a social
empornrerment that she may once have returned to her society,
but which she cannot return to our own.

If Psyche is a shaman then her ',trance,' is in itsetf
the sign of her powerf and it is only those who are not
familiar with the inner experience who wouLd see the outer
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manifestation as deathlike sleep. Michael Harner describes
Lhe shaman as ,,a man or r{oman vùho enters an altered stat.e of
cons cíousnes s - -at will--to contact and utifize an ordj_narily
hÍdden reality ín order to acquire knowledge, power and to
help other persons " (25), In his classic study of shamanism,

Mircea Eliade especially emphasizes the significance of this
deathlike sleep. He cal-ls shamanisn ',one of the archaic
techniques of ecstasy--at once nysticism, magic and

'religion' in the broadest sense of the word,, (xix). This
ecstasy or trance is the time during which the shaman is
able to ascend to the sky or descend to the underworld, to
co¡nmunicate with spirits or ,'nature spirits.,, The shaman, a

"great specialist in the human souJ-r', serves as a mediator
\^rho accesses kinds of infornation noL readily êvailable in
everyday and uses it to bring healing (g).

In Psyche's sacrifice and betrayal are encoded the vüays

of becoming a shaman. Eliade states that together with what

is termed "the call,,' shamans are ,, chosen,, by heredity and

the wiLl of, or choice by the clan, psyche is a princess and

therefore could be said to ,'inherit" her role as shanani she

is worshipped by her society and so ,,chosen,' by the ctan;
the oracle has confir¡ned this choice with a ,,ca11.,3 The

characteristics of shamanic initi-ation incfude ,'ascent', and

"descent" to têlk with spirits above and beÌow and the
revelation of professional- secrets. The marriage of death,
paradise, the tasks and her ability to talk with the gods,
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theall mark Psyche,s journey as shamanic and the opening of
flask as the gift of ,'prof essional', secrets,

The final ascent and marriage brings what in other
initiation journeys is called a representation of the
metaphysical truth: ',those who know have wings,, (Eliade
479). Having wings marks psyche as an inítiate of the
ancient Bird Goddess. Further, supporting a view of these
shamanistic attributes, Eliade records that the Indo_

European variant for wo¡nen who become ,'shamanesses,, is a

dream of marriage v¡ith an underworld. spirit who visits her
nightly and \Ìüith ¡,¿hom she bears a chíId, (422_23 ) . Finally,
in her discussion of the shaman as wounded heal-er, Joan

Halifax reminds us that, if the path is ,'traversed with ,an

obedience to awareness,,' (30), the simple attainment of old
age provides a Iife-span shamanic initiation.

Psyche's journey also reveaLs a pattern that l{estern
culture has in cornmon with other non_European power visions:
the ancient vision quest of por^rer. In his analysis of the
inner experience of povüer, David C. McCleIland l-ists the
characteristics of such an empowerment quest: the messenger
voice, the spiritual trip, the divine helpers, the surrender
to spiritual authority, the dangers, the four gifts of power

and the four evidences of a spiritually guided life,a
Clearly present in the st.ory of psyche are the oracle, the
journey, the helpers and the surrender to Aphrodite. Her

four tasks are roughJ.y equivalent to what McClel1and
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describes as the four gifts of the vision quest. The first
gift, healing/ comes with the first task and the herbaL
knowledge it bestows, The second gíft, wisdom and

foreknowledge, comes with the strands of golden fleece; the
third gifÈ, supernaturaf strength/ ís evidenced in obtaíning
the water, and the fourth gift, compassion, is integral to
Persephone, s realm and the descent journey,

By McCIeIland, s definition, the vision quest ends wilh
the return of the shanan to heal- the community; it ís a

journey and knowLedge that is undertaken both for oneseLf
and for the benefit of other people. What is absent in
Apuleius's version of psyche,s journey is the evidence that
she utirizes these abilities; instead she seems to Lake them

with her to Olympus and does not return with the knowJ.edge

to benefit her people. Thisf indeed, is the r,ray that Von

Franz interprets the outcome of the nyth: psyche,s ascension
to Olynpus means that. the knowledge she has gained is not
¡nade available to her society; the happy ending is ,,tragic,,

because it occurs in the "Beyond,,, the unconscious (106).
!Íhat the situation suggests is that there is no place for
the "wise woman,, or her knowledge in patriarchaL cuJ-ture.

this kind of sharnanic Iearning might play an important
roLe in our societ.y, however, and in discussing the \^ray that
technofogy can be reconciled with our roots in the earth
itself, John A. Grim supplies a direction for utitizing
Psyche's power:
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Shanans are inportant religious personal-ities becauseof their. unique abitit.y to gíve Ëymbolic *ãuning-t"-tLuforces rhar animarg rhÞ.cosñologyi often ideniiÍyi;g--'-themselves with. primordial eartñ- proces ses , they'estabfísh for their tribes a particuta, ..iigioi,"consciousness which they continually reasseri duringdifficult transitional Lirnes. (207 )

Insofar as psyche is a shamanic figure, she can be said to
represent such a spirituar reconnection ín difficurt times;
a \4roman and liminaf to patriarchaJ. society, she symbolizes
a fost consciousness; she moves from being a silent icon at
the center of her society to an outcast in the wilderness,
and in t.his r^rilderness, she is a learner who achieves a

resolution of opposites and an integrative wisdom.
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Chapter Six

Eros, psyche and N ( arr) at,tvity
The previous analysis of the journey and tasks

undertaken by psyche íl-lustrates how any attempt to
articuLate experíence is inescapabty netaphoricaL and how

familiar conparisons and relationships sLructure human

understanding. An analysis that bases metaphor in the
processes and relatj_onships of female Iife and f e¡nale

reproductive consciousness enables us to see that learning
in Psyche's story can be shor,irn to arise f rorn a real physical
and material basis. Since storytelling itself is an exercise
of metaphor, narrative structure it.self may likewise
represenf reproductive consciousness. I,re make sense of our
lives by the way we structure the stories about ourseLves
and our experíence, even before we u6e imagery to enhance

this narrative frame. By identifying the ways in which the
stories of Eros and psyche differ in their narrative bones,
we can then move from such a recognit.ion of the gendered

Ekeletons of conscíousness to a transformed underst.anding of
our universaL experience of nativity,

Narrat ivítv

fn structuring his interpretation of the taIe, Erich
Neumann describes Apuleius,s telling of the Eros and psyche

nyth as a narrative Lhat "falls int.o five parts__the
introduction, the marriage of death, the act, the four
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tasks, the happy end', (57). Such a five_part arrangement is
familiar to every high school 6tudent as exposition, rising
action, climax, falling action and concÌusion (Abrams 141),
Commenting on the patt.ern of rising, f lyj_ng and falting in
the myth of fcarus and relating it also to the myth of
Narcissus, David C. McClelland refers to the whote

configuration as the Icarus complex. He regards this complex
as exclusively male and as orÍginating from an intense
relationship with the mother. In his evaluation,
"ascensionism Ís an expression of the power drive,, and

"shows us a person engaged in an extreme form of asserting
his independence of earthly ties, narcis 6 isticaf ly insisting
on his autonomy,' ( 194-95 ).

In folk taIes, McClelland observes the occurrence
cros s - cu.Itural ly of some key elements in such a pattern!
rising, falling, fire, emphasis on lhe visual__gaze, Iook,
perceive, stare/ watch--with less emphasis on other sensory
experience-- smel1 , hearing, touch, or on interpersonal
rel-ationships. Such a sequence of rising, flying, falling,
he specifies as pleasure-pain and contrasts it with the
f e¡nale story sequence which he tags crisis_release or
crisis -pl easure . For the femaLe he suggests: ,,The sequence

is pain-pleasure, the reverse of the mal.e pteasure_pain,,
( 101) .

To McCIeILand, the myth that epítomizes this female
psychology is of Demeùer and persephone, wherein he sees two
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notifs i ', wonen are the source of life and, going elithout
brings jncrease. Going down under (persephone, s submission)
or going without (Demeter,s loss of her daughter) is
followed by a return which produces fertility and joy,, (97).
The psychological pattern he describes, that ,'the woman

submits, is taken advantage of, and triumphs,, (96)/ is the
narrative pattern of the passive and feminine heroine
(female) rescued by the active and mascuLine hero (nâIe). As

such, this pattern of femaLe experience is the kind to be

found in with ¡naIe quest stories and the situation affirms
the primacy granted the male and mascul-ine view of
experience,

Certainly psyche,s rescue by Eros and her subsequent

elevation to Olympus wou.Ld seem to place the story within
such a mascuLine category; in Neunann,s five_part breakdown

of the Psyche story, moreover, vre see that the introduction,
rnarriage of death, the act, the four t.asks, and the happy

end, do indeed follow exposition, rising action, clinax,
falling action and concrusion. As such the tare wourd seeÍl
better to exempJ.ify male experience than, as Neumann seens

to assert, a means of depicting the feminine and thereby,
f e¡na1e behaviour. This narrative pattern rnakes Eros and his
experience, the masculine, the centre of the story even

though much of the tale is about psyche,s ordeals and her
experience of him. fndeed, Neumann,s interpretation of the
tasks does make Eros their center: ,'!lith each of her labors
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she apprehends - -wilhout knovring it__a new category of åjs
reaIity" (107; emphasis mine).

ln her analysis of Apuleius,s Metamorp¡oses, Marie_
L.,ouise von Franz seems to agree, She Ínterprets the tale of
Psyche as a story of mascul-ine psychology, as a story of a

particular man, Lucius, and his anirna. Consequently, psyche

is perceived ¡nore as an efement of male consciousness than
as woman herseff. Of the Metamorphoses, she comments: ,,ft
concerns in particular the probì.en of the incarnation of the
feminine principle, and of its ' reconnais sance ' in a

patriarchal_ Christj_an universe', (4). Like McCIelland, she

connects a son's intense closeness to his rnother with an

equally intense desire for escape, for freedom:

So he escapee into the intef l_ect where generalJ.y shecannot foÌlow.,.. That I call the escape over tñestratosphere: one feaves the earth ...-where the otdlady cannot reach, and. one feels a man and free, builhis naturally has a disadvantage...as soon as hewants to touch the earth,.. theie the old 1adystands.,,, (19)

As she sees it, such a search for freedom can be recognízed
in t,he Socratic detachment of emotion from reason and the
Platonic and neo-pfatonic detachment of the material, the
real, from the ideal-. In addition, man may transcend the
human--escape the connection with his mother__by rising to
the reaLm of the gods, above the earth, or descending to the
sphere of animal life, beneath consciousness and the human

reafm. Thereby she associates boÈh ascent and descent
journeys, rising and faIIing, with male experience.
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Narrativity and the MetaÐhor of .Union

The goal of the ascent journey, Von Franz sees as the
integration of the anj.rna, but in the use of the hieros ganos

to symbolize this goal she finds probtemsl

The bringing together of the divine, elating,trðnspersonal and freeing aspect of the nieiäs gamos Ithe sacred marriage notii, with the incompletené"" ãi¿disappointing narrowness and dirt of fruma'n titã. is- 
--

still, one míght say, one of the greatest unsol_vedproblerns. (gB)

She recognizes the continuing difficulty for Western

phiJ.osophy inherent in resolving the human fife and the
spiritual--the profane and the sacred--in a symbol of
marriage, but my own concern is with the negative and

dependent valuations this equation and the marriage motif
stamp on nature, female Life and thence on any analysís of
the fenale (feninine) role in the narrative patLern. This
valuation allows male and masculine beings to be both male

"god" to woman and feminine ',rl¡oman,, to god__all Lhe while
naintaining the denigration of actuaf female life and the
world of nature.

Focussing specificalJ_y on the relationship between

marriage and narrative plots in prose fiction, Evelyn ,I.
Hinz has used the concept of hierogamy to distinguish the
kind of relationship found in rornance from that which

characterizes the nove1. As she sees it, the novel_ empì.oys a

"wedlock" marriage plot and is concerned with the
assimifation of the couple into the social sphere; in
contrast, romance features a sacred. marriage and the union
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of the coupÌe is linked to the union of the eLenents, earth
and sky and serves to reconnect the índivÍdual to the
cosmos. In effect, the sacred union leads to a rebirth and

renewaf of the cosmos. Referring to the myth of psyche and

Eros as the paradig'rn for romance, she observes that in
nodern romance only the tonalities have changedi the idea of
sacred marriage remains the same:

aLf that has happened is that the l-ocus of the divinehas shif ted f rom " up there ,, to ,'dourn here ,, . . - tha ;;ã"now manifest thernselves only in nature and.,. havebecome .., these modein instances actuallyreflect a return to the most ancient and primoräía1features of hierogamy, (907 )

What Hinz,s analysis makes cfear is the foregrounding of the
idea of the union, and that, however the opposites are
characterized, what.ever the genre, some kind of marriage/
sexual- union is the means whereby opposiÈes and difference
are narratively bridged.

As I see it, what in turn characterizes both von

Franz's observations of the thought structure inherent in
Western philosophy and Hinz's commentary on prose plot
developments is the recourse to potarities: rising/fal1ing,
ascent/descent, up/down, light/dark, transpersonaI/human,

elating/disappointing, dívine/dirt. According to Mary

O'Brien, such dualistic thought might be tied directJ.y to an

eroticized, mal-e-defined sexuality and to whaÈ she refers to
as mal-e reproductive consciousness, She describes this
consciousness as having at its core the recognition of the
gap between the maÌe roLe in conception and the resulting
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birthed child. Because of this gap, nen nust mediate or
understand their role intel-fectually by a creation of
"intransigent dual-ism... a specifically masculine

experience" (67).

O'Brien regards the creation of an intel-l-ectual
tradition of male dominance and superiority as a rneans by
which men may conpensate for an absence fron the totality of
the reproductive cycle: ,'sexuaì.ity represents the mal-e

monent of inclusion in genetic continuity,' (25).
Simu ltaneou s J-y, this intelfectual mediatíon of the male gap

in human reproductíon has been wielded to secure for men an

exclusivit.y of power .

The -experiential moments of fenale consciousness,
confirrned in actual_ J.abour, are thus denigrated ánddehumanized, given a l-ow val-ue while they are quiiefrankly imitated in a 'higher, sphere, tñe creátionof concepts in a male intèrcoursè of spirit andthought. ( 132 )

Men are able through this ¡nediation to find power and

superiority in absence by assuming the right to give birt.h
to ideas,

A binary view of the l,¡or l_d con j oined to a rationaL
system grounded in an intellectually mediated paternity
would logically resolve binaries or dualities within a

metaphor of union, in an emphasis on marriage, int.ercourse
and conception. According to O,Brien:

Men val-ue the moment of sexuality for more than theimmediacy of sexuaf gratificatioi and the pleasureÀ ofcopuLation, It has. symbolic vaLue in sociai terms; itconfirms an inclusion in genetic continuity and aåcessto the double freedoms which the idea of päternity
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transJ.atês historically into forms of male dominantsociety. ( 191 )

In this sense then, the sacred rnarriage is an especially
appropriate metaphor of male experience. Even if the object
is the new birth, the åjeros gamos is a masculine ending, as

the focus is on the sacred marriage and act of conception
and obscures the import of the female roLe in pregnancy,

giving birth and chil-d care: ',We have no philosophy of
birth" (O'Brien 198 ) .

In contrast to men.s reproductíve consciousness,

according to O,Brien/ women's awareness of their
reproductíve role is experiential, continuous, visceral and

mediated in the physical act of giving birth. Accordingly,
while conception is likewise the Locus of female genetic
contribution, it is not even the initiating experience;
rnenarche/menstruation is the inítiating female reproductive
experience, and pregnancy, birth and factation are major and

continuing femaÌe component in species reproduction. None of
these are, very obviously, equivaLent metaphors of union,

Leaving pregnancy aside for the time being, one might
note that birth and breast feeding are indicative of growth,
separation and partial dis-union, and hence birth is a

metaphor of transformation and of partial__though certainly
dramatic- -change within a continuing relationship.
Furthermore, marriage as union can readily be and is
traditionally imaged as a circl-e, closed and complete, while
birth may be l-ikened to a circle opened. Here I cal-.I on
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Mcclelland agaj-n, rtrho notes jusL such a preference in males

for the image of cJ.osed circJ-e and in f enal-es for the circle
"broken" (89). He also associates these images with a series
of stylistic preferences ! "Note how much easier it is to
describe the male style: it shows a preference for the
sinple, the closed, the direct. fn contrast, vüomen are more

interested in the complexf the open/ the less defined,, (gg).

The Eros Pfot

By returning now to Apuleius,s story of Eros and

Psyche, \.{e Jnay review how al_I these stylístic elements

appear to describe the gendered reproductive consciousness

of eit.her Eros or of psyche and which consequentLy

contribute to our understanding of t.heir êctions. Eros, s

story fits the Icarus complex: the intense relalionship with
the mother, narcissistic projection, the emphasis on vision,
flight., fire, lhe fall/wound, Eros is shown as unusually
c.Lose to his mother, Aphrodite, and the cLoseness between

then is depicted as both negative and extreme suggesting a

transference of attachment from Eros to Aphrodite. Aphrodite
pleads with Eros ,'by the bonds of maternal love', (243). As a
proj ection-ref lection, this exchange exists in the province
of Narcissus and is encoded as transference. That is, the

"bonds" of .love are transferred to Aphrodite; she is
overpowerj-ng and she imprisons. The bonds are not mutual or
interactive; they are unchanging in their restrictions.
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Moreover' Apufeius emphasizes the intense and sexuar- nature
of this Ìove: "So saying she kissed her son long and

intensely with parted lips,, (243), Mother_chiLd love and

affectíon are seen only in terms of a sexuaLized and

therefore problematic union of opposites. Erich Neumann,

too, understands this as ,,an incestuous relationship,, (91).
Apuleius reenforces the message of the unhealthy nature

of this mother-son affection and ernphasizes the visual
aspect of Aphrodite,s interference in her son,s life by
having Demetêr and Hera both remonstrate with her: ,,WiII you

never stop spying inquisilively ínto your son,s pastines?,,
(311). Lance Davidson-Evans makes the Iink between vision
and Cupid/Eros clear by saying that the eyes are directly
associaÈed with Cupid and are often the ,,means by which he

casts his shafts,, (21), This concern over issues of vision
and sight is evident in the initiation of Eros,s conflict
with his mother, He does not choose psyche openly__in the
sight of Aphrodite, This enphasis on sight is reenforced
when he forbids psyche to l_ook at him and when he cautions
her about her sisters: ,,But he warned her time and again,
often with threats, never to yield to her sisters,
pernicious advice to investigate her husband, s appearance,,

(267) .

As to fLying and fire, Eros is, of course/ the winged
and fiery god. Moreover, it is in flight that he Leaves

Psyche upon her dis-covering of him: ,'And as his words ended
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he took r,/ing and soared into the sky" (295). Likewise, he is
wounded by fire, by psyche,s lamp: "O bold and reckl-ess

lamp, worthl-ess servant, of Love, to scorch the very god of
êIl fire, when it rnust have been some 1over who first
ínvented you that even by night he night the longer enjoy
the object of his desire', (293), Burned, ',the very god of
aLl fire" returns to his mother, Aphrodite.

The Eros plot line of the myth concludes in the

"rescue" of Psyche and with their marriage, the hieros
gamost "Thus in proper form psyche was given in marriage to
lEros]" (355). The separation of the marriage of death and

the paradisal conception from the sacred marriage__the

connunctio or ¡jeros gramos--elevates psyche to the real_m of
the imrnortals and the wording--"in proper f orm,'__likewise
suggests that conception takes place after the wedding. This
doubled emphasis on union as marriage and conception serves

to reemphasize the association of heterosexual union with
lawful ( spiritual) sanction, reifying the importance of
begetting at the expen6e of the green world concept.ion and

the femaLe contribution- -psyche . 6 task6.

The progression from union to reunion t.o IawfulIy
sanctioned union in combination with an emphasis on erotic
pLeasure effectively obfuscates the importance of psyche,s

journey and the profound physical and social responsibiJ.ity
that she "bears', for human continuity. To cLinch this
pattern as specifica].ly male, Eros,s absence foJ.lowing the
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conception of their child--duríng which t.ime psyche

compretes her tasks--and hís return to her at a time that is
nearly coincidenÈ with t.he birthed child, mimics exactly the
pattern of male reproductive consciousness described by

O'Brien.

To sum up, t.hen, it. is Eros, s st.ory which f its t,he

"t.raditional" 6tory pattern with its beginning Ín love at
first sight, rising cónflict over vision, climax in
discovery and burning wound, falling action in recuperation
and Psyche's rescue, cl-osure in marriage and ,,happily ever
after. " Tn his description of the story as a quest for
union, "for communion with the anjma nundit the mystic soul
of t.he worLd" (240), Ben Edwin perry,s J.anguage emphasizes

this male pattern in Apuleius's stylistic contributions.
These are said to lie in the ,,wealth of concrete details
which lengthen the description, or dialogue and make it more

picturesquer,' and which, like the adding of new episodes,

"prol-ong dramatic suspense by leading upward to a cLimax,,

(377). This description reiterêtes that progress for Eros
nay be recounted as a novemenL from pl-easure and f reedorn to
care and responsibility, and with the emphasis on sexua.L

union to reunion, the action is imaged as compl-ete,

circular; its focus is on the male daemon/begett.er .

The Psvche PTot

A very different narrative model informs psyche,s
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story; in the structure of her st.ory there is a concurrence
of ends and new beginnings, death with fertility, renewaL

and new desire. Moreover, whereas t.he sígnal of a nale
journey pattern and its (successful or unsuccessful_)

conclusion might be considered the clímax and sexuaL union,
in t,he female journey pattern, the sílences may signal a

female pattern, the renewaÌ of growth and the beginnings of
transformed connection. rn contrast to the traditionar male

linear model v,¡hich may be called an ,' either/or,,
conf rontationa.l mode or mind.set, the f emal-e model__aLthough

equally sequential--may be referred to as a "both/and,,
cooperative outlook. an outl-ook that conbines differences
within an increased aruareness.

In his description of psyche's first sexual. experience,
Neumann conments on this conjunction of end and beginning in
female sexual experience; her honeymoon and first sexuaL

experience are boLh dual and threefoJ-d. For psyche

the act of defloralion represents a truly mysterious
bond between end and t-'eginning, between èea-sing to beand entering upon real Iife, To experience maiãenhoãá,
womanhood, and nascent motherhood -in one, and in thistransformation to plumb the depths of her ownexperience. (64)

Because Psyche is pregnant, she is aLso a symbol of a

biological transformation, and as such she makes her own

rite of passage. This is rikewise reminiscent of the comment

Neumann makes of psyche,s own devel-opment as being toward
consciousness and accornpanied by increased consciousness.

Eros and the erotic are an undeniably significant
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component of psyche,s story, potentially agreeable and

pleasurabfe, but they are not the whole of her experience
nor representative of the entirety of her reproductive
consciousness. Thê hieros garnos is not the most appropriate
ending to the story of her experience; nor is the closed
cj-rc1e, union to reunion/ the metaphor most applicable to
the developrnent of her story. The circLe opened, continuity,
transformation and spiral movement, are.

Repetitions -with-change constitute psyche,s plot. The

betrayals and the tasks al-l reveaL this difference in kind.
The first betrayals are public and encompass the roles of
the "fathers', in the J.arger community; the second, private,
incl-ude the sisters and her lover/husband; alJ. represent
"breaks" in what were encl-osing circles of community, Each

task/ too, is of a different order and each completion
indicates change, a process of growth and maturation.

The Descent. Movenent and The Eleusinian Mysteries
fn order to understand the inpLications of the

sequential connection betr^reen endings and transforrnation and

to explain psychic renewal- as it pertains specifically to
f emal-e life, we need to give close attention to the multiple
meanings of psyche's fourth task, carrying a jar down to
Persephone in the Underworld and returning with ,,beauty,, for
Aphrodite. The descent motif provides a direct connection
with the Demeter/pers ephone myth and recal-Is the unique
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value that the Mysteries have for Apuleius; the conclusion
of the Metamorphoses deals wÍth the initiat.íon of his
protagonist, Lucius, into the Mysteries and the cult of
Isís/Aphrodite.

Through an interpretation of the rites at Eleusis and
relating what we know historically of the rites that took
place there, McCleIland l_inks the myth of Deneter directly
to the Mysteries and drai¡¡s attention to the inportant
elenent of secrecy. He concludes that t.he secrecy of these
rites and the value placed on this secrecy results in the
enhancenent of the Mysteries. This secrecy he also relat.es
to what he perceives as hromen,s penchant for having and

telling secrets.

Women particularly value Ietting peopJ.e in on secrets.
}'Iomen nore often than men tell ótirerÃ about aspects ãitheir.private Iives, particularly their feelinls. -firã-
El-eusinian Mysteries èuggest the! do "o Uecausé tnåv-are acting out a fundameñtaI theñre in traditionaifeminine psychology, which is to enhance the value ofone's resources by restricting information aboutoneself and then letting otheis selectively in on thesecrets . ( 98 )1

In her clarification of such mystery rituals, however, Jane

Ellen Harrison advances a different interpretation:
Mystery, secrecy, \^/a s not the ¡nain gist of ,,a mystery,,:the essence of it alf primarily waã purific"t:_ón in'order that you might saiely eat-and händle certainsacrä. There was no revelation, no secret to be kept,only a mysterious taboo Lo be prepared for andovercome. (154)

Harrison aLso notes that the 6acra ,'vüere of trivial
character" (157), and this in itself inplies a J.ess than
totaL taboo against secrecy. Thus, to Harrison secrecy does
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not play a dominant rofe in enhancement of the Mysteries and
a taboo is ¡neant to be broken_-but only after proper
preparat.íon and purification,

Harrison, s argument supports ny conviction that psyche

does not "fail-,, when she opens the jar, but rather completes

the task as ritual passage within the opportunity for
learning that is provided by Aphrodíte and persephone.

Equally important, whatever the reasons for psyche,s

decision provided by Apuleius, is that this choice itself__
the action of choos ing- -acknowL edges accepLance of a

profound truth about life and of her or¡¡n responsibilities.
There is al-so a difference in kind betqreen the taboo of
Iooking at Eros and looking at the ,'beauty,, that is deat.h.

Looking at Eros upsets a patriarchal social system; opening
the jar signals a personaÌ spiritual transformation. But
even if we insist on linking the descent journey to death,
the specific connotations for f emal-e life lie in the
possible and very real dangers of sexual- experience for
women: cultural- ostracism, male violence, and. the physical
dangers of death in pregnancy or birth.

The Eleusinian Mysteries r4rere ritual-s designed to bring
mystical- insight into the meaning of death__the roLe of
death in life,s experience.2 In her discussion of ancient
Greek representations of women, page DuBois stresses that as

rituals of harvest. and pì.anting, death and rebirth, t.hese

Mysteries occurred in the fal_l and preceded the sowing thêt
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took place ât that time. The rites involved the sacrifice of
pigs. According to Walker/ the pig was sacred to the goddess

and was "taboo in the usuaf dual_ manner: both ,,unclean,, and

"holy" at the same time', (Dictionary 385), Specifically, Èhe

boar was a saviour or surrogat.e for men: ,,Mother Death
guards the gates of the after-wor]d, A man must pass these
gates by distracting her attention with his sacrificial pig,,
(EncycTopedl.a 113). DuBois goes on to describe a later part
of the sacrificiaL ritual: ,,They haul-ed up the remains of
piglets, which had been thrown into ditches... in an earlier
cerenony,.. the remains were placed on altars and mixed with
the city's seed-corn and sprinkled in the fiefds to secure
t.heir fertility,, (60).

That this rite originated with an agricultural people
gives an earthy, practical dimension to any interpret.ation
of the spirituall-y ritualized idea of rebirth__to what

Mircea Eliade refers to as "eternal return. " r^ihat was haured
up from the "depths', was "triviaL', and universally
available; it was rotten pig flesh, decayed animal matter,
and its purpose was to fertilize; it is fertifizer. What is
most likely present in the Mysteries is not the idea of
individual resurrection- -the stench and appearance of decay

and corruplion would make individual death only too vivid
and reaL a concept--but the acknowledge¡nent of an importânt
responsibility for species continuity, bot.h for plant and

anima.l Life and for their rol-es in the provision of food for
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the human community.

The "beauty', essenlial_ to the J.ife goddess, Aphrodite,
which is províded by the goddess of death, persephone, ís
the dead and decaying animat or vegetable matter,
fertilizer. Life feeds from death; life grows out of death;
life and death are an inseparable trans formationa I process;
death transfor¡ns l-ife to rene\d energy in tife. Thence

lransferred to the human comrnunit.y, the spiritual
realization is that death is an irnportant and fíÈting
conclusion to Iife; death provides a meaningful and

necessary closure to one,s own Life as weLl as those lives
most dear to us.

Of the contents of the jar, Apuleius tel]s us, ,,there

was nothing Èhere, not a drop of beauty, just sleep__

deathlike and truly Stygian sleep,, (349). This ,,Stygian

sl-eep" is reLated to the river of death, Styx, and may

simpJ-y indicate the reality of death's stench, of corruption
and decay. MetaphoricaLly speaking, death resides in the
jar, and that the jar is a \¡¡onb intinates the awful_

knowledge that shadows naternity. The bLood mysteries are
mysteries of corrupt.ion and decay as much as they are
mysteries of preservation and l_if e. MortaÌ women birth
nortal- beings; the how].ing, wrinkled, demanding infant who

becomes dearer than life itself is subject, like its mother
(and father), to transience. The good death, the best that
any parent can hope for, is a death that precedes the
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child's. Life's profoundest grief may 1ie in surviving one,s
child, but Aphrodite,s jar carríes no promises; persephone, s

gift brings no reprieve.

The energy that Aphrodite, the Iife goddess, depJ-etes

in the care of Eros and whích she must restoref comes from
the real-m of the Death Goddess, persephone, As much as rain
and sun, to be fertiJ_e the earth requires the energy that
decay provides, Rather than the going without t.hat
McCLelland sees as bringing increase, death itseLf fosters
growth and increase, psyche,s fourth task involves a

spiritual journey in which she meets and accepts a profound
truth, that death is an essential part of the process of
life, not its opposite, Her journey to the heart of life,s
mystery is not to meet her own death by failing her task,
nor is it a journey to reconcile opposites, to unify
polarities; her journey is a passage that encompasses a

spiritual and phitosophical integration of the idea of death
into its rite-fu11 place within an understanding of tife
processes,

This knowledge cornes, as is fitting, before psyche

gives birth, during the time she prepares to neet her
responsibility for the care of new fife. As Christine
Downing states: ,,The beauty to which persephone but not
Aphrodite has access is the beauty that comes with an

intimate inner knowfedge of death--the ultimale beauty of
the psyche" (Sisters 51). This awe-full- beauty is not a
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paradox but the magnitude of corning to terms wit,h, and

naking meaning from, consciousness of death. As El-izabeth
Kubler-Ross contends! "Death ís the key to the door of rife"
and "Death is the final stage of growth in this lif e,,

(L64,L66). The meaning we take fro¡n the grief of .loss is
spirituaÌly and intellectually trans format.ive, just as death
itseff is the final physícal transformation of an individuaL
life. Although death brings its individuaf cfosures and

endíngs, the grief these prompt brings new meaning in life.
This cont.inuation moves beyond the idea of death as

finality, as ultimate end. By focusing on growth and change,

on death-as-growth rather than end onLy, we also change our
focus from an obsession with death and transcendence to an

integration of death, development and growth into connection
and com¡nunity, KubIer-Ross extends the importance of this
changed focus to include the whole human race: ,,Through

commitment t,o personal growth individual human beings wilL
afso make their contribution to the growth and development__

the evolution--of the whole species to become all that.
humankind can and is meant to be,' (165).

Nativitv as Endinq

Psyche's story seems to end in death, in the sense of
the immortatity she aquires through the åjeros gamos, Ehe

marriage to Eros, but many have regarded this ending as

unsatisfying/ al-beit for different reasons. Christine
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Ðowning identifies another relationship of mortal and

immortals "the reaf aim of Ipsyche,s] journey aJ.J. along has

been not the reunion with Eros, not her own divinization,
but the meeting with persephone and the discovery that they
are sigters, sister doubles, one irnmortal, one mortal,,
(Sisters 51). As she sees it, therefore, ,,It]he given ending
(with Psyche made an immortal_ resident of OJ-ympus),, is
unsat.isfactory because it ,'returns psyche to the unreal
situation of the beginning where she is exaLted above all
mortal r'üomen " ( 5 0 ) , Mary Anne Ferguson argues that t,he

pattern for such an ending is ,'circular, rather than 6piraI,,
but. sees it as true to Life because vùomen ,,are initiated
through learning the rituals of human refationshj-ps at horne,

so that they may replicate the l-ives of their mothers,, (59).
This circulariLy accords with Annis pratt,s warning about
the punishments resulting from r^romen's descent or rebirt,h
j ourneys ,

Despite the way that the emphasis on the hierogamous

seems to punish psyche by returning her to passivity,
however, the last words of the tale_-stated al-most as an

afterthought- - suggest an ending with a profoundly different
import. Psyche's story ends in birth: ',And r4rhen her time was

come, a daughter i,¡as born to them, whom we caJ-l by the name

of PLeasure" (355). Speaking generally of the synbolism of
the child, CarI Jung te.ll_s us that the child represents
"both beginning and end, initial and terminal creature,, and
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nost often represents the ,'phaÌlus, the symbol of the
begetter" (Introduction 134). As a f emal-e child, however,

Peyche,s daughter does not represent the rebirth of the
begetter but of the mother; the daughter cannot be phallus
sincê she is both female and (in patriarchy) pov¡erfess.

Psyche's child is a new being who, Iike psyche, represents
the power of a continuous reproductive consciousness, the
process of life.s continuing possibility.

Furthernore, birth is equally a metaphor of conclusion
and begj-nning, a metaphor of transfornation in femaLe 1ife.
MenstruaL cycles, conception and pregnancy may aIl be

understood as a ', bef ore-the-beginning,' as much as a ,,before_

the-end" state of being. pregnancy especially "carries,, t.he

"growing" a\4rareness of L ife-before-birth, l- ife_before_ l ife,
of increase. At the same tine, birth carries within it the
possibility of death for either mother or chiJ-d. According
to Katherine Rabbuzzi, this aspect of childbirth has ite ov,¡n

spiritual- and mythical- elementl ',During this instant, in
which the laboring woman and. the Mother coddess are fu11y
one, the great nystery that a vroman discovers is that birth
is simultaneous.Iy death" (204),

V irg in itv

Not onl-y does childbirth carry the potential for a

wonan's physical death and/or the death of her infant, but
even without these very real physical. dangers, there is a
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responsibiÌity to t,he self, of psychological virginity, Just
as during pregnancy, psyche is an image of one who carries
another within her, an image of physícal- two_ in_hers el f _nes s

(we can even inagine her being given the age_otd adnonition
to "eat for tit'o" ), v/ith the birth of her child, she

represents an additional and psychologicaf two_ìn_one. Thus

the Loss of ',virginity,' that pregnancy and birth entail also
brings an accurnul-ation of competence in giving care and

assuming responsibility, as well as an increase in
experience and maturity,

There have been rnany definitions of ,,virginity,,

suggested by women scholars, all set forth with t,he desire
for reclaiming an authenticity of female experience that is
nissing fron the patriarchaJ. meanings. M. Esther Harding
introduces the term ,'one-in-herself ,' to suggest that ancient
or more "prinitive', societies viewed ùhe virgin as a single
woman belonging only to herself regardless of sexual-

behaviour or experiencet "A girl belongs to herself while
she is virgin- -unwed--and may not be cornpelled either to
maintain chastity or to yieì.d to unvranted enbrace,, (103).
Maril-yn Frye acknowledges these older meanings, but goes on

to stress the impossibitit.y of tran6ferring Lhis meaning to
patriarchal cul-tures;

The. word ,,virgi¡,' did not originally mean a woman \,!¡hosevagina was untouched by any pénis, Éut a free ,ã*"r, ---
one not betrothed, not marrièd, not bound to, norpossessed by any man, It meant a woman sexuaity ana
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hence socially her ov¡n person. In any universe ofpatriarchy/ there are nõ Virgins in t,iris ""n"". 1t:3¡
Both Harding and Frye Ìínk their definitions to intercourse,
acknowledging the power structures that confirm male

hegenony .

The possíbility remains that a more authentic, wonan_

centered defínitíon of virginity can be based in female
physj-ology. Since the word, virgin, comes from the Latin vjr
meaning "man,,' menarche would be the fir6t signal that a

woman is not vir-like, Not first sexual experience and

"loss, " but first menstruation and gain of an embodied power

signals the transition beyond vir-like being and the
patriarchal sacrifice al-lied with psyche's ,'fLarne_red veil,,;
her veil is ',man made, " fiery, external to psyche and

placed over her. So too, the blood of first intercourse__if
t.he hymen has not been broken in athletic or other physical
activity- -mimic s the origínaI dedication to female being and

mêy, or may not, herald pleasure, however ¡nuch it is an

increase of experíence. Such bl-ood recal_l-s psyche,s pricking
of her own thumb on Eros,s arrow.

Of "virgin birth, " Barbara Walker states that it is a

term evol-ving from the "virgin-born,, designation given to
children born of temple priestes ses --those women, ,,hoJ.y

virgins, " dedicat.ed to Aphrodite: "The HoIy Virgins or
temple-harLots v,¡ere called , soul- -teachers , or 'souf_
nothers'--the aLma mater,' (EncycLopedja 1048). The joining
together of all these views and definitions suggests that a
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different definition virginity might be applied to femaLe

being. With first menses/ a woman coufd be said to acquire
virginity as a consecration to J-ife lived as a woman, psyche

is dedicated, has dedicated herself to Aphrodite; her
daughter is thus ',virgin-born"; her tasks encode learning
and make her an afma mater. Virginit.y is a state of female
being acquired at menarche; it is the consciousness that
brings the enbodied, incremental; and sacred learning of the
aLma mater .

In actual reproductive biotogy and for species
survival, the weJ-1-being of psyche's daughter is actualty
more ímportant than psyche,s oh¡n, and in what seems a
paradox, the inportance of psyche,s own survivaf as

caregiver has, conversely, increased. Because psyche's story
ends with the birth, the narrative reifies a1I these seeming
paradoxes. Birth is both/and, Birth carries both the
potential- of real, physical death and the reality of the
psychological "death,, of the old, unitary way of being_in_
the-worJ-d, al.ong with the physical and psychoLogical
realities of birth in a new and helpJ.ess child, new

beginning, ne\4r responsibility.

Bevond and Outside Nativity
There is a third goddess who figures in the background

of Psyche's tal-e and who suggests the continuity that
extends beyond and even outside of conception, pregnancy and
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reproductive physiology needs to be considered in discussing
transfornation in wonen's lives and it is here vía the
Demeter and persephone myth that we meet the goddess_as_

crone, the goddes s -after-menopaus e, who is cal-l-ed Hecate.

Literally, Hecate is not grandmother, as her age or her
place in the trio of f e¡nale figures rnight suggest. She

represents female wisdom in its third phase. perhaps it is
because she is not specifically associated wíth generativity
that accounts for the fact that her representation in human

form is made unfamiliar; as Kerenyi notes, this third
goddess is lost j_n, or obscured by the moon. The three
goddess aspects become ,,maiden, mother, and rnoonr,, and are
linked to the tripte form as "the tåree reaLms of earth,
heaven Isic], and sea,, (,fung and Kerenyi 156).

In myth, Hecate is associated v,rith persephone and the
underworJ.d and--by extension or ,'entail-ment', __wÍth a

disinterested motherliness, She represents a nourishing,
supportive conpanionship and maternal love not compel-f ed by
biological connection. The importance of this non_bioJ_ogical
mothering quality is revealed by her roÌe foÌIowing the
reunion of Demeter and persephone:

After mother and daughter are reunited, Hecate oncemore appears in the hymn in order to receive the Koreand rernain her companion for aLways: Hecate andPersephone are as inseparable as Þersephone andDemeter. (Jung and Kerenyi 154)

Hecate and Persephone are aLso as inseparable as Hecate and
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to see "Demeter and Hecate in one person, (Jung and Kerenyi
158), This, in effect and twice over, makes a doubled
figure. Demeter and persephone are almost always together,
"thought of as a double figure.,,. persephone is above all,
her mother's Kore: without her/ Demeter would not be a
Meter" (.Iung and Kerenyi 152).

According to Kerenyi/ these t\,üo forms are, in reality,
not two doubled figures, but ,'a triad of unmistakabl_e

individuals,,; ',the torch appears to be the attribute of each

of them. " Their colllmunal epithet "phosphoros,, (bringer of
Light) emphasizes the kind of trans formationar consciousness
this triplicity carries: a consciousness synbolized in ,,One

torch, two torches heLd by the same goddess, three torches
in a row" (Jung and Kerenyi 154). Hecate as crone represents
the mothering wisdom that comes of age and fived
experience,3 The loss of her form fro¡n our mythic
cOnsciousness represents the losS of our ar/1¡Areness of the
"mother-of-al1 ,' consciousness that is frequently evidenced
by many older women.4

Representing the fenafe figure whose hormone level-s
have moved again to ,,pre-mother,, levels, Hecate illustrates
the return-with-differenc e so apparent in psyche's story.5
The pattern al_so deflates any attempt to appLy greater or
less vafue to any of the stages of fenale being. Each figure
has its own significance; each figure iLs own roLe; each
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figure represents its own accretion of knowledge. The triple
goddesses, pers ephone/Kore, Deneter and Hecate/ the triple
phases of f emal-e (hormonal) life imply another 1evel of
meaning in psyche,s journey: the descent may al-so pre_figure
Psyche's movement into post-nenopausal J.if e,

Other attributes associated with the figure of Hecate

equally signal an enhancement of meaning in the metaphors of
Psyche's journey. Spretnak tells us that rituatJ-y prescribed
food, called ',Hecate, s suppers,', was offered to the goddess

as a neans of rituaL purification, Echoing p6yche's supper
in the underworld/ this gives resonance to an interpretat,ion
of the ritual_ import of psyche's fourth task and the
contention that psyche is meant to open the jar; she has

undergone the ritual purification that enables her to accept
the increase of wisdom.

Hecate,s derivation from an ancient Egyptian midwife
figure who assisted in the daily delivery of the sun is
cited in Walker, s Dictionary. In Hecate's moon connections,
Walker al-so links her to Artemis, both as midwife figure and

huntress (378-79 ). Of Artemis specifical.ly, Walker observes
that. she was called ,,Cutter,, and in her huntres s _desÈroyer

(Hecate) aspect, ,,Butcher', (58). This suggests that in the
Psyche myth the knife, l-ike the torch, evokes such a midwife
figure. Walker connects t.he triple goddess figures, The

Three Fates, with the weaving goddesses/ with .Aphrodite,
KaIi-Ma and the knife (302-03). Thus Hecate, appropriately
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enough/ conjoins food/ ritual, the torch and the knife to
female life processes. In this way, she is present in the
background in psyche.s myth and, in her moon connections,
she exerts a symbolic and metaphoric presence beyond that of
the "oÌd women weaving at a toom,' Lhat psyche neet6 on her
descent j ourney,

The Meaning in the Middle

In this model of female development, it is no longer
necessary to see the middle only as a ,,detour,, of struggles
or irnposed delay or simply as a neans of creating (sexual )

tension. The ,'middfe,' of the narrative becomes a place where

transfornations occur, a continuing transformation which
rnakes rneaning from life even as it enhances the rneaning_

fullness of the life process, If psyche,s story begins
" before-the-beginning,, and ends with ',no-endingr,, in birth,
what is contained in the ,,middle,, necessariLy takes a

different form; her story line reLaxes from its original
bindings, may lose ,'tension,,, is allowed to multiply in
meaning and becornes comp.Iex by continuíng to offer new

ineanings.

Her story emphasizes an incremental gathering_in as

well as expansive action whose purpose is increase and

transformation, Rather than progress to unitary, solitary
ending, the "aim', of such a life story relaxes into the
living of it; joy is celebrated by its very daily_ness. Each
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"episode" is as imporlant as the next, no l-ess important
than the one preceding and al-1 three are joined. If there is
a "go¿1" in this kind of narrative then t'he goaÌ
incorporates v¡hat peter Brooks refers to as ,'arabesques,,

(and I describe as spirals). fn such a view, a l-ife well_
l-íved tel-ls, in an accumulation of sensory detail and

description, about gains in experience and knowledge as they
t.ransform an individuaf human psyche. Relationships in their
cornplexity become a source of richness, those encountered
al-ong t,he journey become interesting for the varieties of
experience and attitudes they bring. At the same time, the
spiral pattern lends itseLf to a description of embrace, a

pattern of accretion, taking in, cooperation and

accommodation; the ernphasis is on care, continuíty and

maintaining connectíons and reveals the interre latednes s of
learning, of the journey and the narrative.

In the landscape of Lhis narrative structure, the paths
contain intense and sensory descriptions of voyages out from
and back to, of heights negotiated, and plains and valleys
lraversed, Each moment described leads always back to the
psyche and to re-vision and growth, The process is
continuous, both self- and other-referentiaL . ?Íithin the
spiral, the circLe and line appear together, combined wiÈh

the continuum as another both/and. Both circumference and

plane change but sequential continuity is maintained. The

journey is both (deeper or higher and broader or narrower)
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/and (ongoing) .

the dictionary confirms the nultiplicity of meanings of
the spiral and introduces yet another--an elenent of fixity
at the center within the movement. Defined variously as a

"Locus in a plane of a point movj-ng around a fixed center,,,
as a "three dimensional Iocus of a point moving para11el to
and about a central axis at a conslant or continuously
varying distance" and as a "coiling in a constantly changing
pLane, " the 6piral- links transformative change and centered
being.

To reiterate: psyche.s story begins before the meeting
v/iÈh Eros; it begins in context and relationship, within a

family, and continues through disconnection (betrayal and

violence) to nev/ connections encoded as marriage and

conception. The first betrayal with the attendant l_osses of
fanily, cornmunity, choice and self_esteem is foÌlowed by the
honeyrnoon with Eros, then more betrayal, by her sist.ers, by

Eros, fo1lo\^¡ed by the connection to Aphrodite, the life
goddess, The initial_ pattern, of connection and betrayal
repeated, evofves to integrate a wider life experience
through the four tasks. Each task brings growth and new

understanding in a repeating pattern that invofves
accumul-ation and assiniJ.ation, a nove "away_from, followed
by rnovernent "back-towards,, a different experience, a

different. J-evel, a different plane. In each experience and

task, what presages psyche's growth is siLence.
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Chapter Seven

Voluptas Beyond the Ending

Erich Neumann presents psyche and Eros as metaphoric
figures in psychic integration. Their union and reunion
incl-ude sexual and spirituaÌ cornponents and results in the
conjunction of human and divine, female and mal-e, He notes
the strength and lasting power of this reJ.igious mystery:

For two millenniums the mystery phenomenon of Love hasoccupied the center of psychic- dävelopment and of- 
----

culture, art and religion,... It has Ërought botñ goodand evi1, but in any event it has been an essentiaiferment of the psychic and spiritual Life of the wãstdown to the present day.

Clearly, Neumann,s analysis of the potency of this image is
accurate; as a culture the West has conceptualized both Èhe

spiritual nystery and its netaphoric expression by way of an

image of heterosexuaL l-ove.

Moreover, this Western tradition has used a

reproductive metaphor in a way that subsumes female

experience in sexual pleasure and into the reJ-inquishing of
sel-f and deval-ues authentic and powerful fenale being. The

male/nasculine figure is regarded as the agent_saviour, and

the female figure and the fe¡ninine are subsuned and consumed

in a l sexual-) union of the dualities. Neumann goes on to
say 3

This love of psyche for her divine lover is a centraLmotif in the love mysticism of all tirnes, ana fsycire;sfaJ-Iure, her finaL seLf abandonment, and the qoa'"hã -
approaches as a saviour at this very moment córrespondexacLly to the highest phase of mysiical ecstasy. inwhich the soul comnends-itseff to the goOhead.-iíS9_¿Ol
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It is this attitude towards spirituality that has in part
pronpted my own revisioning. By emphasizing psyche,s

earthbound and specificarly female nature and reinterpreting
the metaphors of her journey, I have argued that psyche,s is
neither a failed journey, nor does it ínvolve a seLf
abandoned. Furthernore¡ a femaLe reproductive consciousness

includes pregnancy and birth as well as sexua] union and

conception. She represents the possibility for a different
netaphor of spirituality in this different life journey.

Birth as Maternal- Transìtion

Psyche's reLationship to her own sensuality, to Eros

and the erotic is a transformation not an abandonnent; in
her pregnancy and in giving birth, she continues to grow and

develop. Throughout her journey, she sustains and supportê a

pregnancy; in giving birth to a daughter, she recreates the
mother-daughter bond and the ties of sisterhood that she

missed in her green world paradise. I{hat seems l_ess apt,
however, is the conclusion which Leaves both psyche and her
daughter in the realm of the father gods, back within the
patriarchal fold; lhis irnmortality is one that guarantees

her assimifation into a patríarchal pantheon, not one that
brings new knowledge and changes the community,

In Psyche's story, ApuLeius has therefore recorded one

aspect of the shift from matrifocal to patriarchal society.
That a worship of a young and mortal virgin, the controLLed
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female and dependent feminine/ repLaces the engagement in
what Neumann ca.Il-s the ,'primordial f eminine mysteries. , . of
birlh and rebirth" (148) signals a paradigm shift of
incalculable significance for human society. That psyche

should be rescued by Eros, that Zeus shouÌd step in and fix
everything, refl_ects the power dynamics of patriarchal
society. That psyche has been interpreted in male

mythopoetic vision as carrying out feminine tasks that, are
conpLeted only with the help of the mascuLine and as not
conpleting heroic fabors signifying her own agency further
enphasizes the cultural transition. This shift is from
community with and understanding of the J.if e energies that
incLude and val-ue female being towards a male empowerment, a

power-over and exploitation of both the natural worl-d and

fenaLe Iife.
Apuleius tefÌs us that psyche's daughter is named

Voluptas, a name that various editors and coÍmentators
(Hansen, AdLington, Hillman, .lohnson and Neumann) transLate
as "Pl-easure. ',1 This definition of pLeasure as

voluptuousness emphasizes a sexually luxurious sensuality
nore appropriate to her conception; in turn, the continuity
of sense experience in psyche.s journey, her labors and the
birth are subsumed and ignored, The birth of a daughter (and

not a son) highLights this continuity as present in women,s

individuaf Lives and acro6s the generations of women. In
spite of her appropriation into a patriarchal pantheon and
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the absence of her mother and sisters, the birth of a

daughter implies a transgenerationaf reproductive
consciousness, fndeed, the absence of the eueen echos the
absence of Hecête in the tripartite goddess mythology and,

therefore, is fulJ.y expressive of an intellectual tradition
that prefêrs dualities and a dichotomized understanding of
human experience.

This perspective might aIào account for the absence of
an on-going, post-birthing experience of motherhood within
Psyche's story. The physical fabour involved in giving birth
is a transitional labour; psyche,s l-abours of child_rearing
have yet to begin; the tasks are training and not
culmination. Thís absence is similar to that inplíed in the
"beyond the ending,, that Rache1 BLau Dupfessis expJ.ores in
her analysis of twentieth- century narratives by women

vrrit.ers. Like Carol pearson and Katherine pope, who conclude
that f emal-e quest patterns are heroic, and Lee Edwards who

interprets Psyche as a lero, Duplessis names as hero the
female protagonist whose activity, growth and insight are
central to the story. Conversely, a heroine is one who needs

attention or rescue. Whereas the usual narrative ending
subsumes and consumes female being into a rescue Like
Psyche's, the "magical,,' unLabored birth of a child and the
absence of any continuation of story equally inhibits female
agency and rein6tates her as heroine.

Motherhood has never been regarded as heroic or grounds
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for philosophic meditation because it is regarded as

biologically impelled and theref ore ',natura.L', (O'Brien;
Okin). Likewise/ Adrienne Rich,s anal-ysis of the ways in
which rnotherhood has been negatively interpreted and

" inst,itutionaf i z ed,, to the detriment of the actual
experience of motheringr makes it clear thêt even Aphrodite
as goddess cannot escape this view of the bonds of
rnotherhood.

Along with this negative opinj_on comes a correspondíng
(and paradoxical) absence of the mother frorn psychologicaL
theory, an absence as vivid as that of psyche,s own mother.
As Je6sica Benjamin observes: "No psychological theory has

adequately articulated the mother, s independent existence,,
(23). The work of motherhood has been interpreted in ways

that are inimicat to its definition as a cuLtural activity.
Benjamin,s and Rich's observations about motherhood

echo O'Brien's that we have no philosophy of birth, and aLL

three serve to underscore how this aspect of female life has

been left out of what we understand as human experience. Any

articulation of a philosophy of female being nust include
birth, As a way of articul-ating such a philosophy and

considering the entailments of this experientially grounded

metaphor, including psyche,s pregnancy and the birth of
Voluptas along with her ,,conception', as union, physically
grounds a view of the revisioned sense of se1f, of self in
community and within the spirit.ual mysteries of j.if e.
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By seeing birth as a netaphor for the self in

rel-ationship, it might seem that I arn substituting an Ímage

of an unequal dyad in the nother-child re.Iationship for an

image of uníon encoded as a duality of opposites in
marriage/ intercours e . To address the concern that. the birth
metaphor sinply substitutes a profoundly unequal dyadic
reLationship for an ideal of equality-_and obscured

inequality--of opposites inherent in union and consummation

requires a carefuL examination of the facts of the birthing
experience. Even though my philosophy is concerned with a

woman-centered revisioning and ny concern is centered in the
ways in which women are disadvantaged, I reemphasize that
Eros, Iike psyche, has a mother and was (presumabl_y)

bÍrthed .

The experience that. aJ-l human beings__naJ.e or female__
share--whatever their other differences-_is that profound
and original transition from uterine life__however it may be

differentJ.y labetLed "naturalr', technological, breech,
caesarian. What female life may add is the experience of
giving birth, That experience certainly does not take away

from being born, nor does it negate life that does not
include physical birth giving; it merely brings one more

experience to the many others possibJ.e in 1ife. And, as one

aspect of psyche,s journey, pregnancy and birth are as

intellectual, as growthful, as hazardous and as spiritually
fulfilling as any other,
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Birth as Species Survìvaf

Although I have already noted that the birth experience
is dangerous for both mother and infanl, Wenda R, Trevathan
heLps us contextualize this danger through her discussion of
the evolutionary significance, the survival benefits, of
human birt.h and mother-infant bonding: ,,Darwin argued
survival, but today we know that reproduction is what

evolution is afl about. But indeed, reproduction cannoË

occur unÌess survival has preceded it.,' She goes on to
descríbe the anthropological heritage of the mother_child
dyad in clear scientific terms which are especially useful
as a vray of removing any overly sentimental images we night
hoLd:

every parturient woman... is.., a sexually reproducing
¡nammal with the characteristic features oî viiiparity-and mammary glands. , . an endocríne repertoire flðmancestors as remote as reptiles, a plãcenta froÍtearliest viviparous mamrnals, and a Èirth canaf irom herearliest hominid ancestors. The newborn infant enters -the world with its ov/n set of hormones, a large braininherit.ed from remote hominid ancestors/ and á state ofhelplessness unusual_ in Èhe primate ordår. (ix)

Trevathan discusses reproductive survival wit,hin this
context and underscores the increased potential for failure
(death) because of the intricate, compticated nature of the
adaptations that have made ho¡no sapiens so successfuL a

species.

Some of these adaptations include: two genetically
contributing parents and (usuaIly) the necessity of sexual-

intercourse, a placenta for the transfers of nutrients and
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waste/ a birth canaf of a 6hape ênd size limited by

bipedalism or upright walking, which, in turn, resul_ts in
the birth of dependent and im¡nature offspring requiring
constant, intensive caretaking. Furthernore,
encephal ization, or the skull enlargement ¡,¡hich is the
outcome of the larger brain--a tremendous asset in survival
terrns--aLso adds to the danger inherent in birthing. Thus

Trevathan emphasizes that these compromises and

modifications for survival benefit have also resuLted in
heavy and unequal burdens for the human f ernale and these

nodifications, too, have, like rnetaphors, their
" entailments . ,,

The Entailments of Birth
Trevathan states that the first entailment of this

complex of behaviours making up the human reproductive
capacity is that ',the hurnan f ema.Le cannot carry to term a
fetus phenotypically greatly different from hersel-f , and she

must be more selecËive in choosing her mate,' than other
primates (34). In other \^rords, for ease (read success) of
birth, the reproductive partner should be of similar
physical size--by implication, of the same cornmunity group,

endogamous,2 ln the myth of psyche, Eros--as daenon or
beast--is an exogamous relation6hip partner. By reason of
Psyche's choice and in the success of the birth of VoLuptas,

however, he is a suilably equal or endogamous partner.
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Theirs is ín this way a union grounded in biological
reproductive reality as well as mythic significance.

In affective terms/ as Trevathan notesf the father,s
presence at birth contributes to a more ',positive" in¡nediate
attitude of the mother to the child, a response important
for the survival and flourishing of the 1ive, but immature,

offspring (i.14). Eros, as ive have noted, does return before
the birth although it should be pointed out that his on_

going presence wou.Id also be important. Thus the dyad is
iirìmedÍately "opened." to incLude an essent.iar third--both in
terms of genetic input and postpartum psychological and

emotional- support- -becorning a triad in which the presence of
the thj-rd contrÍbutes optinally in a positive and

affirmative way/ to the "original', two. By seeing this pair
in terms of mother/father or mother/child makes clear the
"essential" triplicity in reproductive terrns.3

A second entaiLment of human birth which Trevathan
argues "is that birth is routinely performed wit.h assistance
in our species', (108), Her emphasis that this is routine in
the l-engthy history of human birth is both surprising and

significant for our understanding of women. s experience of
birthing: "Assistance at chil-dbirth has probably been a

normal- part of parturition in human beings for more than a
¡nill-ion years. ,' CJ.earì.y, she does not nean the kind of
technological intervention for which North Arnerican medical
practice has been criticized (Davis-Fl-oyd; Kitzinger; creer
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Sex). WhiLe l.¡omen can and have given birth alone/ she goes

on to state, thaL "having that assistance and support woui.d

have made the difference between life and death for many

mothers and infants..,, (110), Whereas now, in present day

!{estern societies, such birth attendants are more 1ikely to
be professionally trained (nafe) doctors and midwÍves, most

often historically they have been or.der femare reratives who

have aLready given birth (111).

Historicall-y, therefore/ success in birthing has

depended on the bonds between women and such bonding

behaviours would be self-selecrive with assisted birth. That
is, women who formed close bonds with other women

experienced in birthing would have access to the knowledge,
physicaJ- aid and emotional- support that would ensure

successful birth and in that way wouJ.d pass on the genetic
disposition for affective connection, fn this way, the triad
"opens" further to include reliance upon a community__

historically of women--a significant reliance given the
unarguably complex and difficuLt nature of human birth
processes.

Synbols in the Birth Connunity

Another detail that rnight be considered peripheral but
which is noteworthy for my interpretation of psyche's story
Ís that "there is a statistical bias toward nocturnal
birt.h, "4 Trevathan explains this by suggesting ,,that this
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non-random distribution refLects a tíme in our past when it
was advantageous to deliver at a time when fel-low band

members were availabfe to assist and provide proteclion,,
(95-96), Again, such behaviour accentuates the historic and

anthropologicaÌ importance of the conmunity, to the birthing
female and downptays what has been perceived as a closed
mother-child reLationship or even the ¡nother_ chi ld_ father
nuclear family, Moreover, these last tvüo facts indicate
real and experiential - - even essential and historicalty
female--reasons for the presence of psyche,s sisters and for
the lamp and the razorlknife they bring her. The 1arnp and

the knife or razor \^/ou1d both be necessary tools for
rnidwifery, and thus they would be quite within the purview
of the f ernale and domestic realm. In this light, too, the
birth of VoLuptas argues for the survival of the sisters
through to the end of the tate,

The PhysioTogical, Role of the pfacenta

The knife, of course, is necessary to sever the
unbilical cord and the umbilical cord recalls t.he issue of
mother-child "unity,' and Apuleius,s emphasis on the ,,bonds,,

of mother fove. Trevathan describes the placenta as an

adaptive strategy alLov/ing for greater diversity in the gene

pool. It permits, within the maternal ', environmentr,' the
development of a fetus which is not identical with the
mother, which, in fact, shares Less than hal-f her genetic
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rnake-up (13).

In this day of implants and transplants, \,üe are very
aware of what happens to foreign tissue in the human body

unless strong intervention occurs. The placenta_as _barrier
offers this powerful intervention and protection from the
destruction or expulsion thaL wouLd otherwise occur; the
placenta permits co-existence of two different entities, one

ínside the other and alÌows an intrinsically distÍnct and

separate creature to exist within a sustaining, preserving
and nourishing maternal body. The already_releas ed ova is
fertilized--thus consists of transformed ceLl(s)__and exists
ruithin, both part of and separate from, the naternal body:
and/both.

As a product of union, the zygote is a seff_contaíned,
though obviousfy not independent, assembly of cells that is
different from each of the contributing parents; it is
irrunediately more than and different from a union of each

parent. In this sense, the zygote_fetus does not come

directly fron either contribut.ing parent, but is a

combination of genet,ic inpul ,'out fron" the genetic heritage
of each, In a rudimentary way, contributing ova_sperm / zygoEe

are a.Iready separate from each parent.

Further, the placenta connecting fetat cells to the
molher nay be described as a transformer and is an outgrowth
of fetal tissue/ not an outgrowth of the naternal body.

Placental- operation is a function of fetal development and
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attachment to the uterine wall and accordingìy, it is a

corresponding operation of fetal developnent, The three
layers of tissue or membrane that separate the ut,erus and

fetus are Likewise atl fetal in origin (Z), This does not
imply that the maternal- ,,environnent,, is passive, however;

it receives, sustains, nourishes and in due course, Iabors
t.o rel-ease.

The PsvchoTogical SeLf at Birth
At the same time that fetal existence rnay be described

as phys ioì.ogical ly separate from the maternaL body, fetal
separateness (self-ness) may also be psychologicalty
comprehended. Danief L, Stern, working as a psychoanalyst
and deve lopmental_ i st., suggests that, at birth there is at
Least an "energent self ', present. Acknohrledgíng that there
is no consensus on what constitutes the sense of seJ-f or the
corresponding sense of other, he, nonetheless, states that
we are al-l aware that such a lhing as "sef fness,, exists and

changes throughout life. Centering his theory on this innate
sense of self, he states thêt ,'some senses of the sel-f do

exist long prior to self-awareness and l-anguage,, and include
the sense "of agency, of physical cohesion, of continuity in
tine, of having intensions in mind and other such

experiences" (6),

Beginning with the presumption that ',sone preverbal
senses of t.he seff start to form at birth (if not before),,
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whife others need differing levels of maturity, he suggests
that the task of understandj-ng this sense of self is one

which must be concerned with "the developmentaf continuities
and changes" that occur throughout life (6,7), Offering his
theory of identity f orrnation as a "metaphor for clinicaL
practice, " he cl_arifies the significance of t,he changêE that
result when the child is seen as a distinct being: ,,Once

parents see a different infant, that infant starts to becorne

transformed by their new 'sight' and ultimate.Ly becomes a
nehr adu It ', (27 6 ) ,

Aoencv in the Newl-v Born

A perception of individuaLs who are already ,'selves,, at
birth makes relationships with them immediately interactive,
on-going and increasingly complex. Stern,s vision of a

reformed social- interaction arising from a changed

perception of infant selfhood is similar to the kind of
social change envisioned by Kubler-Ross and serves to
emphasize how a change of perspective exerts influence on

many social behaviours. Equally import.ant for my perspective
is that a changed perception of the infant as a separate
being compels a parallel change in our perceptions of the
mother, the mother-child bond and mother work.

In this conlext/ then, at-one_ness/ the sharing of the
maternal body by fetus and nother, does not impJ.y union and

the loss of the infant self or the subnerging of the
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infant's seff in the ',greater', environment; neither does it
suggest passivity or l-oss of seLf in the mother. Ät the same

time that the pregnant rnoman's bones, blood and tíssue
cradLe and sustain fetal deveLopment, the foetus may be said
to initiate a connection that maintains separateness even as

it sustains Iife. This interaction provides a metaphor for
an agency of recept,iveness and nurturing, and for an

interactive community of (at Ieast) two that encourages and

enabLes separate co-responsive gro¡dth.

That the fetus exhibits agency aLso erases the
proscriptions of gender frorn concepts of the origins of
human agency. Fron our earliest cel-tu1ar beginnings, v/e are
al-1 beings of intention--even will---and we desire both
connection to, and separation from, our environment. Such an

agency may be described as encompassing an ,'inherent,, sense

of self that demands--for survival--both connection and

separation within relationship, within an interactive
biosphere, Fetaf agency in prenatal biologicaf deveLopnent

noderates our perceptions of the symbiotic existence,
dependency and absence of control ascribed to the newborn.

Other behaviours of the newly-born infant suggest lhat, as

Stern argues, the infant is neither passive nor without a

sense of self. Trevathan, too, notes thêt interactive
communication occurs immediately after birlh and that these

"bonding" actions are multi-sensory and include vision,
olfaction and touch (150),
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All of Èhis together encourages us to recognize that in
the unity of mother and child usually ascribed to pregnancy

there is also a very distinct triplicity because of the
separation of fetus and mother that is irnpternented by the
pl-acenta. Thus, the pÌacenta is barrier, connection and

conduit- -al towing the passage of nutrients and waste between

the maternaL environment and the fetus through the umbirical
cord. The cord itself is biologically and physiologicalty,
triple, for it ,,cêrries the fetal bl-ood from the fetu6 t,o

t.he pl-acenta via the two umbilical arteries, and the
returning blood via the single u¡nbilical vein.,, Its bl_ood

vessels are coifed in a spiral fashion and fínally both cord
and placenta ensure that the ,'maternal and fetal
circulations are entirely independent" (Bourne 90rg5).

The Post-Birth GaÐ

Phys iological ly, the placenta and umbilical cord bridge
a "gap" between different beings, allowing them to co_exist
by providing a barrier, a connection and a process for
sustenance. This important and physical ',thirdness,, of
intrauterine life is recognized in many cuLtures. Coru[enting

on the disposal of the placenta and afterbirth, Trevathan
observes¡ "if there is a childbirth practice that comes

close to universal incidence, it may be with the proper
disposal of the pJ_acenta and umbilical cord', (106). SeveraL

cuftures ascribe ',personness,, to it, and so¡ne consider it a
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friend or younger sibling; it ',has its own metabolisrn, its
own Ìif e span, and it can l-ive in the absence of a f etus,,
(107). In our own paLriarchaf and male_defined cuJ.ture, we

can see a form of this t.hinking not only in the way that
"personness" is ascribed to the phallus, but also in the way

that such an ascription constitutes an expropriation or
metonymic transfer of this original view of the placenta,

In turn, Íf we accept the placenLa and umbil-icaf cord
as outgrowth of the fetus and f etal- development, and if we

likewise accept that the sense of setf very early
enconpasses body boundaries, then we can understand how t.he

cutting of the umbilical cord may in fact be experienced by

the newborn as amputation. If this amputation is
metonymically transferred to the maLe sense of body

cohesion, then it is also not surprising that l{estern
culture has placed so much stock in Freud's castration
theory. fndeed, this concern nay be further exacerbated by

the practice of circumcision, which constitutes a repetition
of that original cut. In the context of the placental. role
as connection, it is even less surprising that the metonymic

transfer of castration is from its "rightfuJ.,' anxiety (the
loss of the testes, the source of genetic potency) to lhe
erect penis, the phal1us, the means of male sexuaL

connection,

For femafe experience, such an amputation_ J-ike

occurrence might account for what is perceived as an
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equivalent feeling of absence or sense of loss that ís
intensified by patríarchat betrayaJ- and the general cufturaL
message of being ',born wrong,,' That thÍs loss may be

exorcised in the care of and affecrive connection to others
and in the historic responsibility for infant care has

effectívely served the grand imperative of species survival.

The Placenta as l4etaphoric Gròund

ff we return the metaphor of l-oss to its true source in
placental- anputation, if we reinscribe this metaphor as ùhe

meane and process of connection and separation, we arrive at
a wealth of nev/ and transformative meanings about the vrays

we connect to oÈhers and to our environment. What t,he

pl-acental metaphor brings into focus is t.he means of
analyzing how a human concept or an intelLectual or sociaJ.

system' is a self-generated construction that connects us to
each other, provides a barrier that nurtures the self even

as it encourages growth in the other, and in its very
fail-ures sustains growth. The placenta as rnetaphor incl-udes

the knowledge that the construct iLseIf is a conduit__grows

out of the self, connects infant and mother and carries
blood and waste betvreen them--and as an object is
necessariJ.y subject to analysis. In this we are aLf
children; we endeavor to forge our ov/n placentaf barrier_
connections with the worl_d--however hospitabLe or hostile it.
nay be,
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Metaphorically, the placenta is the site of context;
that which is absent in dualistic thinking__the gap or third
in dichotomy--thus becomes avaiLable as a metaphor in any

enquiry, and any enquiry may be said to be faulty if it does

not exarnine this essential third element. By this metaphoric
reasoning, a debate which has only tv¡o sides and finishes
with a winner and a l-oser provides no \{ay of seeing truth.
The conduit, the form has òondiùioned the results, but it
has also obscured the process. The absence itself conditions
the nature of the (failed) understanding,

The pJ.acenta met,aphor enables a revised image of the
mind as weLl. The pJ-acenta is the third which operates as a

medj-ator between self and experience, betv¿een self and

other, The mind, too, can be shor^rn to have a triple nature
and a mediative function, In The Right Brain and The

Unconscious, Dr. R. Joseph uses the binary brain model, but
his interpretation can equally suggest a three part brain.
In describing the respons ibi t ities of the dual mind, for
exanple, he also portrays the Limbic systen as ,,so ancient
and, ín some respects, primitive that some have referred to
it as the reptifian brain" (110). When he contrasts this
"old braÍn" to the "new braínr,' the right and 1eft
hemispheres, he itlustrates again the traditional tendency
to "dualize, " but at the same time he observes that the ,,old

limbic brain has not been replaced, for it remains buried
within the depths of the cerebral henispheres/ where it
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continues to exert ils influence nuch as it has for the last
miLlion years" ( 110) ,

In the same way that the crone_mother_daughter triad
of fenale relationship is dualized, the Limbíc brain Iike
Hecate, has been lost, and if mentioned at all/ forced
underground, (Not for nothing is ,'trivialize,, pejorative. )

,Joseph telfs us that the ,'limbic level of the mind coufd be

referred to as the prinary unconscious, as its appearânce

precedes all other aspects of mental- functioning,, (118_19).

In his revaluation of the role of the right. brain and the
unconscious, Joseph also recognizes ',the constraints of
language" and argues for a greater reliance on context, the
"way things are said, the body language and facial
expressions' (375t3?6), Such a view of the brain as a
mediator of experience and of language as a metaphor in that
process of mediation, enables us to change the v/ay we

understand and anaryze human interactions with the worfd and

each other.

Understanding language and íntefl-ectual, social and

cultural constructions as metaphoric placent.al systemsf can

aLso lead to changes in our way of thinking, Vle can see

that, for the twentieth century, technology is placental__
connecting, dividing and transforming, Democracy and

politics are placental in that they are the means through
which r,¡e impose our col-LecÈive wilJ., are imposed upon by

that will, and are conditioned by the form it takes. These
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are metaphoric v1¡ays of connection, difference and

transformation, What this third of pJ.acental

connection/barrier offers is a way of including context in
analysis and contextual understanding in meaning.

The Discourse of ReLat,ionshio

Focus on the sociaL nature of the relationship between

infant and mother and the abilit.y of the infant to make an

inpact on his/her environment changes the way we regard the
reÌationship. If fenaLe maternal- power is perceíved as

tota.I, it may readily be characterized as despotic and

threatening, suffocating and ultimately life_denyíng. It is
just this view of maternal pohrer that sees Eros as l-ocked

into a relationship over which he has no control.
To return infant behaviour to its own and real agency

restores to maternal behaviour the complexity that
int.eractive social functioning and infant care demand, To

acknowledge the diverse affective and inteLlectual
behaviours that parenting requires is to restore to maternal
and parentaL work its rnultíple respons ibi I ities and

challenges. The reaÌ labor of mothering requires an ability
to perceive similarity and dífference and to move out of the
self into an understanding of what is appropriate for the
well-being of a dif ferent-though- s inilar and dependent

other, The surprise, then, is not that women might ,,f ail,,
but that so many have succeeded so wel-L.
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I¡lhat becomes even more evident with this metaphor is
the understanding that even at an affective and relationship
1eve1, (an age-appropriate ) distance and separation are as

fundamental- to welr-being as is connection. rf we understand
that di s - connection- -the s eparationa -_are as necessary to
growth as is the on-going emotional- nurturing, then mothers,
indeed both parents, must "fail,' as weII as succeed. It is
only when there is space between individuals that there
appears room for growth. Development, the impetus to growth,
the growth itself and the transfornation may occur only ín
the space and difference of such a partial, though no Less

real, failure, psyche grows within the tasks as much through
Aphrodite,s setting of them as by the provision of helpers,
A definition of ,,synbiotic" relationship that acknowledges

fundamental differences and separations lor failures) is Lhe

synbiosis of a transfornative, good-enough (definitively
not-perfect) mothering (parenting) .

Because of their prorninence in male fife and ¡nasculine
vaJ-ues, nastery and agency are easy to und.erstand as

important ingredients to the well-1ived life, but the
feminine relationship values have equally played their part
despite their devaluation, Recognizing that rel-ationship is
an important life goal, and that interconnection is a

fundamentaL psychoì.ogical airn, has had, untiL recently, no

real place in any psychoanalytic theory, Rutheflen Josselson
presents a scheme for the ,'development that takes pl-ace
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\,/ithin, through, and for relatedness', (2). She underscores
the need for devel-oping a theory of ,'self _in_relatÍon,, that
could "postulate individuation toward greater belonging and

sharing, and see development as moving not toward separation
but toward increasingly complex relatedness,, (16).

Locating this devel-opnent in ,,the space between us,,,
she explains psychofogical growth as an enlarged perception
of the indj-vidual security thaÈ results fron a recognition
of barrier and boundary, coupled with an increased
comprehensj_on of ínterconnection.

Refatedness and separation are recursive processes....
The cLearer r'ire are about who we oursefves are, the more
\^¡e are able to risk ourselves with another. The morecertain Íre are about our own boundaries, the ir"ãi-r"
become to experience a range of affect åndinterconnection with otherõ . (19)

JosseLson describes "the discourse of relatedness,, as

consisting of eight ways, each of which constitutes
"act,ually or metaphorically, a way of reêching through space

(or being reached) and being in contact with each other,,
(6). These eight are holding, attachment, passionate

experience, eye-to-eye validation, idealization and

identification, mutuality and reaonance, embeddedness and

tending or care, Josselson also acknowJ.edges the importance
of context! "Rel_ationships always occur in existing systems,
enhancing, counterpointing, or clashing with what is already
there" (27).

Part of Jossel-son.s concern is with the absence of a

language to describe reLations hip- -the discourse
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and she stresses the need for metaphor: ,,Our limited
language of relatedness requires that we rely on netaphor to
grasp its various phenomena. " Seeing the ,,physical- and the
psychoj.ogical as metaphoricalJ-y interchangeabl- e,, (5_6), she

uses some metaphors afready famifiar: clarification as

"candle" (20), holding as ',invisible threade,, (2g), security
as a "container', (30), death as ',abyss,' and ,,falt,, (33),
Stating also that ,,Ir]eLatedness and individualit.y are not
dichotomous,' (15), she continues with the observaLion that
the growth of the one is accompanied by growth in the other.
Recognizing this, JosseLson uses paradox to suggest this
mutuality and to explain each of the eight dimensions of
relationship that she defines.5

As my anal-ysis suggests, I see a more concise rendering
in a t,hreefold process combining difference with accretion
(the Both//And). Sinitarly, I sees a metaphoric physical
birth-base for conditioning our psychological understanding
of relationship and connection in the placental connection.
In the placental connectÍon, the s e] f_ cord/placenta_mother
and the mother-pfacenta/cord-chi Id triplicities, Iie the
physiological bases for a more accurate analysis of the
psychological and philosophical complexities that
characterize subjectivity, relationship, agency (selfhood)
and community.ó The umbilicus is a passage, a ,,cordr,, a

"belt' " which "ties" two together, can ',knot,,' and "buckle,,'
is finaLly In the loss of the physical connection of
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the pre-birth state lies the metaphoric space (gap, fissure,
slit) to be ,'transcended,, - bridged, reached over, through,
across.

The u¡nbilicaÌ cord originates the metaphors of tíes,
paths, bonds, belts that link us together. In the placenta
and cord lie the ways of grounding our understanding in
meÈaphoric expression, The feelings oflin attachnent prevent
incorporation ( symbiosis ) as weÌl as give energy and sustain
Iife; beings do not nerge; they reJ.ate. Context is the very
real third in the seeming duality of cord and placental
connection. The third, seen and named as space, is actual-Iy
the means and context of connecLion; it is as fundamentaL to
relationship as the tvüo (or more) who are connected. As

context, as barrier/lhres hoJ-d and pat.h, the fluid_filled
birth sac, the placenta and umbilicaL cord exist t.o protect
difference and serf-ness as much as they further connection
and survivaL,

With conception and the fertilization of the egg, comes

the drive for biological, physical attachment to the
mother/womb as a survival irnperative. With birt.h comes t.he

need for affective connection as a way of ensuring physical
nurturance and continued survívaf; with maturity comes the
desire to find one's place, to connect in community, Thus

the four more basic of Josselson,s eight dirnensions__

hoJ.ding, attachment, eye-to-eye contact and embeddedness__

are followed by an increasing conplexily of connection in
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mutuaLity/ idealization and identity, passionate experíence
and tending.

LininaLitv and the Gap

The navel to cord to placentaL /thres ho ld is the child
path to connection; here is the self-in_agency which is
inpelled to connection out from the seLf to threshold, the
place of border, barrier and attachment to conmunity. The

placentaL /thres ho ld to cord to developing fetus Ís, in turn,
a rnother-path; here we have a receptive agency, a response_

ability and energy wilting to move out through se.If ,s

borders and in(on)to a path that ends in new creation. The

mother-as - subj ect, passes the threshold first, before the
path, leaving the o1d way of being- in_the_world to nake nev,

being. In this renewing l-ies eternaL return_v/ith_a_
difference. The same Being ever different; the Same being
ever different.

The sign or mark of this process is, conceivably (and

whimsically) the naveJ-, signifying both connection and

separation and, as we1J-, identifying the process of gro\^/th

and change, As semiotic scar, it marks community at. the sane

time as it signs uniqueness, and ís as individuaf as a
fingerprint, Coherency of separation, Ioss, connection,
agency and context exist and are distinguished in this
center. Aspects of Victor Turner. s inquiry into ritual
activity lends credence to the idea that we may have a very
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real- consciousnes' of pracentar nature and function. rn øre
Ritual PTocess I he describes and likens liminaLity to ,,being

in the \n¡omb,, and as a ,,betwixt and between position,, (95).
In "Variations on a Theme of Liminalityr,, Turner
acknowledges that the source of the term is ArnoÌd Van

Gennep's examination of rites of passage. What Van Gennep

found was that these rites ,'have basically a tripêrtite
processual structure... marked by t,hree phases: separation;
margin (or l_inen); and re-aggregation" (36). Turner
represents the limen as gap, as an absence between duaLities
and a separation between subject and other.

This middle is caJ-Ied an ,' interesting problern', by

Turner and variously described as ,'a threshold, a

corridor.,. a tunneL... a pilgrin, s road,, (37). The pilgrims
or "liminaries " are also middle.

They evade ordinary. cogniLive ctassification, too, forthey are neither-this -ñor-that, here_nor_th.iu, on._thing- not-the-other . out of their mundanu .ontå*!f-tir"yare in a sense to the world and liminaliiy'hãs-'
many symbols of death.... (370)

He goes on to say that gestation, parturition, lactat.ion and

weaning are alf present with the symbols of death. ,,But the
most characteristic midLiminal symbolism is that of paradox,
or being botå this a¡td that... both living and dead, al once

ghosts and babes, both culturaÌ and natural, human and

aninaL" ( 37 ) .

Restorj_ng to the gap its original connector/ makes it
possible to envision the gap as superseding the absent chord
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and connection/ s eparation . what is represented is that which
constítutes process. The gap exists in the absence of the
third, the placental connector, Turner reenforces this by
noting the effect of lininality on sociat condit.ions and
community connections: ,,certain kinds of liminality may be
conducive to the eÍìergence of conmunitas,, (47). This
comrnunitas is also characterized as reguiring ,,flow,, and a
"merging of action and. awarene"",; 151). The symbols of such
a connection to com¡nunity are described as ,,transitional
processional, liminal, and t.rans f ormative,, (52).

Psyche's journey has bêen ¡narked by an awareness of the
both(tvro) /and(one) understanding that indicates a co_
existence of (perceived or preconceived) opposites with
process as the continuity and the path between. Female
experience contaíns t.his kind of nultiplicity and the
possibility of consciousness through its three_fotd dynarnic:
the maiden-kore experiences of the chiLd,s journey 1as
Persephone), the nother's responsibi I ities (as
Aphrodite/Demeter ) and ofd wise_woman,s reflection on life
(as Hecate). Femare rife, female reproductive consciousness
and a philosophy of birth give processes of reflection and
difference, agency and accretion famiriar in psyche,s story.
This is the basis for a new metaphor of being and a new way
of reinterpreting ord metaphors, for the transforning
psyche,
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one of these ord metaphors is the naver_. rn his
analysis of the significance of archaic man,s ,,symbolism of
the center" and concern with the "center of the world.r,,
Mircea Eliade notes the biological terms used in ancient
texts about the "Hory one" who creates ,,the world rike an

embryo" that "proceed.s from the navel onwards,, spreading
"out in different directionb,, (16). The center is described
as the earth's navel-, where creation began. An omphalos, it
is "pre-eminently the zone of the sacred, the zone of
absol-ute reality" and ,'aIl other symbols of absol_ute reality
(trees of life and immortality, Fountain of youth, etc.) are
al-so situated at a center" (17-1g). rn The Language of the
Goddess, archeologist Marija Gi_mbutus describes the presence
throughout Europe of ancient symbolic representations that
combine the omphal-os as navel- with goddess representations.
For example, she documents an ancient frog goddess with a

navel represented by concentric circles; she links the
depiction with regeneration (252).

Eliade reiterates that the path to this ompharos or
center is a "difficul-t roadr,, a ',pilgrimager,, a ,,d.anger_

ridden" voyage, "because it is, in fact, a rite of passage

from the profane to the sacred, from the ephemerar_ and

ilJ-usory to rearity and eternity, from death to life, from
man to the divinity" (18). By joining this interpretation of
center to the path which l-eads to it, \¡/e see that the
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"center" is a complex representation with different 1ayers
of meaning. First, it is the place from which the path
begins, t.he earth-center birthpface; then it becomes the
center as a source of creative energy for the transmission
of inspiration, a threshold- center and. path; t.hen it is the
center as divinity, the Other-center; and finally, it is the
se1f, the center-within and originator agent of the journey.

The nave] âs center syrnbolizes not only how the varied
subj ects /individual- s are represented as circl-es of being but
a.Lso nark the scar where they were connected by moments

(movements) of the arduous journey. These concentric circles
of being conflate distance and deny the journey, even a6

they emphasize the absent link,7 The journey as the
metaphoric line that brings the circles together would

necessarily be spirat. The restoration of a physical base to
the metaphor causes a different ernphasis in the
interpretation of journey and center, According t.o EJ_iade,

we become ontologically real by the repetition or imitation
of an archetype; when we use the archetype of birth, which

emphasizes connection as wel_L as conception and includes
separation, ontoLogy is re-rooted in the original placental
connection. Vlhereas EIiade cal1s the center ,'the naval- of
the earth" ( J.3 ) , ',where man was forrned" ( 16 ) , it is thus
more appropriate to see lhe center as the womb.

To Eliade, a "meaningful act,,. any repetition of an

archetypal gesture, suspends duration, abolishes profane
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tirne, and participates in mythical time,, (36). As such and

folJ.owing Eliade.E interpretation, the repetition of
meaningful return (as initiation) focuses on violent
disruption and disconnection and is explícitty gendered

mal-e, Male initiation begins ¡n¡ith an act of rupture, a

separation from the mother and is carried out. within an age

group.s In this way, male initiation is an entrance into
maLe society that enforces a tota.I separation from the
mothêr and from female society; sexuality becomes an

important part of the ,'eternal return" because it is the
onJ.y way of returning to a family cornmunity. The separation
of sons from domestic life is thus an exaggeration of one

aspect of the s eparation- connection in placental pre_birth
Iife. By the exaggeration of difference from the mother,

male Life prevents any understanding of the profound ways in
which we are a1I interconnected and yeË nay retain and

maintain our individuality. The anxiety over rel_ationship
with another is a cu1turalJ.y created fear, one which is
evident in Aptul-eius's descript,ion of the kiss given Eros by

his rnother, Aphrodite.

Of the specificalty fenale inítiation, Efiade says that
it begins vrith first menstruation and is thus physical and

individual. A young woman is removed from her family and

instrucled by an older wornan in ,'the secrets of sexuality
and fertiLiLy" (42 ), In addit.ion, he sees nenstruation,
pregnancy and birth as sacred and so rightfutJ.y argues that
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they constitute initiatory ordeals equal to that of young

men. In his discussion of the Hell-enic mysteries at E1eusis,
Eliade also makes several observaLions that fit with psych,e

Lasks. The initiate becones ',he Isic] who see6,, (111) and ín
the association of initiatíon with spirituality, Eliade
identifies the ,,maieutic procedure (from the root ¡najaf

'midwife') " which ties initiation and spirituality directly
to childbirth (114).e psyche, through her desire ,,to see,,

Eros and in conceiving, in her pregnancy and later in giving
birth, images a primordial understanding that vivifies
individual change and transformation even as iÈ repeats an

ancient gesture. She participates in an action that renews

Iife even as it brings a profound and personal psychic
renewa.L.

Femal,e Beinq and the Sacred

f have described psyche's journey of self_refLection
and seff-analysis, of growth in knowledge and understanding,
as being shamanic. Now, we might note that the shamanic

experience, as ELiade describes it, also acknowledges

centers and connection: ,'The shaman knows the rnyst.ery of the
break-through in plane, (2Sg). The breakthrough place is
described as centraL, as a sacred space, as the navel_ or

"umbilicus" of the earth, These planes are not transcended
but instead are ,' linked together by a central axis,, (2S9)

and represent an intelligence or understanding of
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metaphysical truth: ,'Those who knor¡ have wings,, (47g),10

"For the Sharnan in ecstasy,', observes Eliade, ,'the bridge or
the tree, the vine, the cord, and so on__which in il,fo
tenpore I connected earth with heaven--once again, for the
space of an instant, becomes present reaIit.y,, (4g6). In
spite of describing the center as existing in space, Eliade
accounts for a very umbilical connection.

This depiction of connection presents an image of the
sacred, the spiritual, the numinous, thaL is different from
Rudolf Otto,s definition, For Otto, the numinous is a

creature consciousness, ,,the emotion of a creature,
submerged and overwhelmed by its own not,hingness,, and

characterized by "overpowering, absol-ute/ might,' (10). The

feelings associat.ed with this numinous are described
variously as tidaf/ bursting, spasmodic, convulsj_ve,

dernonic, horrible. The mysterious is also described as

daunting, fascinating and ,,whol1y other,' (26). The threat
and profound fear are of 1oss of self, of absorption and

drowning, The language empJ_oyed by Otto, with its
implication of rise and falL correspond.s to the expressions
used to describe the structure of male narratives, the
patterns perceived in Eros,s experience, the male erotic or
reproductive experience and the Icarus complex.

My examination of psyche's experience, however,

suggests that her journey could aLLow for a different
language of refationship to the spirituaL__one that incLudes
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nature, This language would recognize difference as integral
to connection and nurturing. The expression of the
spiritual, in a way more in keeping with wornen,s enbodied
experience, woufd include a recognition of the centrality of
process to human J-ife and a tendency to see the continuit,ies
as weL] as the contraries. An emphasis on embodied life
within t.he biosphere, a return to understanding our sense of
cornmunity with al-l thÍngs, a vision of at_one_ness and

integration in the whole pattern, brings with it a

heightened awareness of how we contribute to as werl as take
fron the whoÌe. RecaIling the child-to_mother bond and their
placental- connector, the image of the sacred as an embodied

¡nother goddess of the natural world includes the ways in
which we are dependent and índividual even as we are agents
and responsible for our own connections.
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Chapter Eight

tL feprínt s

Earlier, T described psyche,s journey as a soul,s
journey on the soLes of her feet in the footprints of the
goddess Aphrodite; it is not a single life prescription, but
rather a pattern of consciousness, In Liteprintst New

Patterns of Life and Work for Today,s llomen, Grace Baruch,

Rosalind Barnett and Caryì- Rivers al_so remind us how

dangerous it is to l-imit our l-ives to one role; "no one

pattern fits all uromen/ no one Iifeprint guarantees welJ-_

being and no one path J.eads inevitabJ-y to misery,, (viii), As

in the case of psyche, however, what is conmon to all ,,wêl-k6

of life" is the importance of both work and retationship to
welJ.-being, As zifeprints puts it, ín order to have a

feeling of weLf-beinS (joy), q'omen require both a sense of
mastery (agency) and pJ_easure (satisfaction): ,,Doing and

achieving are at Least. as important to the lives of women as

are rel-ationships and f ee1íngs,' (15).

By highlighting the tasks to refocus on psyche,s

achievements, and by placing al1 her relationships and tasks
within the context of f ernale life and feminine relationship
values, we see both how psyche's relationships enrich her
Ìife and how the tasks bring change and growth. Lifeprints
pJ.aces this awareness in the context of l"ove relationships:
they "can only enrich and deepen a Iife__they cannot
transform who a person is', (20).
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In the same vray, placing vromen.s autobiographies in the
context of the psyche myth can serve to ,, enrich and deepen,,

our appreciation of the female dynamics of modern works.
Establ-ishing that similar structures, themes and motifs co_

exist in the nyth and the autobiography will confírm a

continuity of consciousness through the líneaments of
relationships and descriptions of life experiences even as

it respects what Keith Louise Fufton has ca.ll_ed an

"authentic voice,, which does not ',set aside parts or even

nost of ourseLvês,, (426), Contemporary autobiographers a1l
differently print, and re-print, aspects of this ancient
pattern, and in doing so conf irrn the way that psyche,s tale
differs from that of the Eros plot--the configuration
underlying male autobiographies .

The Contours of AutobioqraÐhv

In his theory of (men,s) autobiography, MetaphoÍs of
Se-Zf , James Olney reminds us of, and rightfully emphasizes

the importance of metaphor to our ways of knowing and as a

way of producing order, He afso ernphasizes that this impuJ.se

to order is ',closely related to souÌ and essential being, is
not of lhe order of facts but of the order of process: an

activity exercised continuous.ly out from a cent.er,,, Like
ELiade/ however, he goes on to interpret process as a

movement "back from manifestation to source.,, So described,
source and manifestation become--like Narcissus and his
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mirror self--forever imposed and impo6ing on the world, To

Ol-ney, this obliges an analysis which sees ,,the mÍnd of man

a great shape-rnaker impelled forever to find order in
hi¡nself and give it back to the universe', (17).

Olney himself is aware of the diLemma this solipsistic
attitude toward subjectivity presents:

If all seÌves are unique and, in their uniqueness, onlysubjectively experienced (ie., we may only-experiånc"other sel-ves, but- then_only as objecls, nôt aÄ proper
se.Lves), and if a1t seLves are coñstant.fy evotving,transforming, and becoming different from themseliås,then how is it at all possible to comprehend or defiiethe self or to give anyone else any sènse of it?

He continues with his answer:

It nay be that the nearest one can come to definitionis to look not straight to the self, which is invisibLe
anyway, but sidewise to an experience of the self...that cðn ref Ìect or evoke it ãnd that may appeal- toanother individuaÌ's experience of t.he sèft.'1Zl¡

This sidewise experience is by metaphor: "The self expresse6

itself by the metaphors it creates and projects,, (34). That
Olney regards the seJ-f as ',unique', and focusses on a self_
ot.her isolation points to the problematic issues t.hat
concern theorists of women,s tife writings. Seeing the self
as isol-ated and solitary, Leads him to perceive
autobiography as singular or/ with the author, as a mirror
double, a stand-in substitute that is static or a series of
images and image-reflections.

Vlomen's biographies, in contrast/ are specifically
concerned with chalJ-enging what Sidonie Smith calIs the
"metaphysicaL or universaÌ subject..',1 rn particular t.hey
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take part in the ,'lr]adical- chal-lenges to the notion of a

unified and unitary core of sel-fhood Ithat] wrenched the
ideology of the universaf subject oul of its ontological,
teLeoJ-ogical, and topographical boundaries,' (55). She

identifj-es Marx, Freud, Derrida and Lacan as among those who

contributed to the deconstruction of this concept of self:
"Site of fractures, splittings, maskings, dislocations,
vu l-nerabi lities , absences I and subjections of atl kinds, the
archítect.ure of se.Ifhood seems to have collapsed int,o a pile
of twentieth-century rubble', (5?); the has become

"one" and "not-one": the mirror has brokeni ,'the very
grounds of representation soften, break apart, and disperse,,
,57).2

As Smith sees it, however, the deconstruction of the
unified self does not seem to have affected the nal-e

perception of female being nor the confrontat.iona I aspects

of identity boundaries that ensure v/onen¡s marginality.
Women are still seen as having an ,'enbodied sub j ectivit.y,, ;
"woman remains the object of, and. in/ contestatory mal-e

discourses, " She warns that this changed perception of male

subjectivity, accompanied by an unchanged view of v/onen,s

be i ng,

threatens another kind of subjection that wouLd erasereal women outside the "text.r.' siLence the heterogenousspecifics of their experiences, including the
experiences of oppression, in service to the impersonal
and hornogenizing technoJ-ogies of rampant textuaiity,
(se)

Any ability to cause change, to transform, and any
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capabil-ity to see multiplicity and difference is immediately
curtailed by this post-modern view of subjectíve experience.

In Smith,s anaLysis, because of its ,,tremendous

elasticityr,, autobÍography becomes t,he area where t,his
concept of selfhood may be challenged, She uses some

twentieth- century women, s autobiographj-es like Gertrude
Stein's to describe the "generic engagement,, that all-ows

"the entry into language and self-narrative of culturalty
narginalized peopJ.es through which they recapitulate the
contours of subjectivity" (61), ,'Moreover, they fashion and

refashion, then fine tune various identities through which
they make meaning out of their experiences,, (62). By

conjoining her insights with my revisioning of the birth
process, autobiography can be seen as a ( placental / j ourney )

process-plêce for the transfor¡native connections from older
to younger seJ-ves, from seLf to (a specific) other, seLf to
society, self to reader, placing autobiography in a tripl-e
connection brings a i,üay to transform the mirror and the gap,
brings a metaphor that allows for difference in connection,
and acknowledges context and time as important in any

analysis of individual life. CÌearÌy, seeing the sel-f as

originating in a triple connection¿ continuousl-y sustained
by that connection, transforms autobiography into a process
of transformation and growth.

This concern with evolution accounts for $/hat EsteIIe
Jel j-nek describes as the ,, irregul_arity,' of women. s
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narratives: ',The narratives of t.heir Lives are often not
chronological- and progressive but disconnected, fragmentêry,
or organized into self-sustained units rather than
connecting chapters,, (17), She refates this feature to ,,the

¡nu ltidimens ional ity of \'üonen's sociarly conditioned rores',
and also sees ít as the cause of the relegation of rnomen, s

autobiographíes to',non-artistic,, categories.
In her anal-ysis of Lillian Hellman's styfe/ she also

suggests why such a circumferentiaf styl-e i6 important: ,,Had

she forced an orderly and linear narrative on the events and

persons that affected the devefopment of her personaLity and

values, she would have destroyed the achievement of the
cumulatíve, three-dimens ionaf portrait of herself ,, (1g).
While women, s autobiographies might be called anecdotal and

self-contained, one could also argue that the deliberate re_
membering, building-up and sequencing of narratíve carries
the possibiJ-ity of seeing each event as evoking change, as

"pregnant" and ,'bearing,' on the next in cumul_ative meaning_

ful1 l-ife- experience .

Featuîes of a psychean Text

A comprehensive exp.Lanation of the psyche features in
\,,romen ' s autobiographies is obviously beyond the scope of
this study. What is possible, however, is to provide a

skeleton framework to suggest the general tendencies of a

Psychean text, The configurations of psyche,s story âre
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presenl in women, s autobiographies :

1) if the story begins ,'bef ore-t he_beginning,, of the
individual's birth, in origins and. ancestry and seem

concerned v¡ith context, with the author,s 1ífe in the
family, the larger community, in the matrix of life or
within a personal philosophy; if the ending is ,,no_ending,,

but spirals onward, intending an opening out to another
stager another reading, a new reality; if ttìe narration
shares experience as we.Ll- as ,' secrets', and catalogues
achievement.

2) if there is a real consciousness of threshoLd, of a

pl-ace that is an early transition; if this ,,placental ,, place
is both barrier and way out; if it is netaphorically
described as, for instance, window-, door_ or passage_

through; if this transition is articulated in its
completeness, as a process,'out_from/through/in_to,,, a

three-fold movenent; if this movenent is accompanied by a

sense of " CaJ-1 . ',

3) if beginnings indicate both a move out as weLl as

the ait¡areness of loss, of connections "cut,, or ,,severed,, on

social, or personal levels, or on a combination of both
levels; if grief is necessarily ,'passed through,, to n e\^r

connections or re-connections --r'/ith life itself, perhaps; if
there is an av/areness of a betrayal. as inherent in
patriarchy and the particular price women have paid in
cultural- suppression, repression or abuse; if there is a
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reafization of ,'split,' and if cultural- faíl-ure ís a cause
for grief, growth and action,

' 4) if the narratives are experiential, sequential and
concerned wiLh process, with crises that are monents of
passage and psychological growth, of recognition and

transformation contextualized as intense monents in a life
journey; if ',digressions,' as they appear in h,onen,s writing,
turn out to be spiral-s out and back to re-coÌJ-ect experience
that "adds to" narrative; if such ,,digressions,, night have a

" circumferential ,' aspect and invoLve the moving out to
"encircle" the experience/ information in order to ,,ferry,, it
back to the narrative; if there is an avrareness of t,hree
different sensations of tine: linear, seasonal and creative
tirne or ti¡neless-ness,

5) if the awareness of Lhe ,,gaps,, of J.ife, of the co_
incidence of expectat.ion and discrepant outcome is made

explicit by the use of humor, a sense of irony and paradox;
if these devices and this sense of humor may be seen to
arise from a recognition of the incongruities of awareness
betviÌeen var-ues herd in a r-if e- ] ived-as -a-rn¡oman ( or as part
of a marginalized group) within a social, intel-IectuaI and
cul-tural community defined by men and male concerns, the
dominant culturaJ- group; if this outlook corresponds with an

optimism that l_ooks towards new being in life in spite of
hardships, grief and toss; if this is congruent with a

philosophy of death as necessary ending, as threshoLd rather
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than as ul-timate end, "tragic fall" or transcendent union.

6) if human relationships of all kinds, including but

not exclusively focusing on the male-female courtship d.ance,

are viewed as enriching, and predominate j-n the narrative;
if the mother/mother figure or mentor has a preeminent

place; if the sister-sister bond, the community of women, is
regarded as supportive, fulfilling and vital; if
relationship/s with child/ren figure as relationships of
change and interaction, important in mutual growth rather
than as clone-like extensions of the self; if there is a

consciousness of the richness of the third phase of li_fe,

the life of femal-e being beyond the reproductive phase, in a

wider, socially expansive "motherinç[. "

7 ) if rel-ationships are seen as being processes of

connection which recognize differences and see separation as

the way of growth; if relationships are seen as having a
triplicity, emphasizing the growth and change in
rel-ationship between two (or more) individuars in context

and through time.

B) if the accumulation of sensory detail indicates an

a\^/areness of the richness of l-ife as it is lived physically;
if all of the senses are evoked: taste, touch, smeIl,

hearing, vision and movement ì if this acute a\¡rareness of the

physicarity of l-ife brings with it a heightened awareness of

the natural world; if this natural world is felt to have a

being, an energy, that appeals emotionalJ_y to the spirit.
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9) if the spiritual aspects of the life journey are
expressed outside cuftura.L contexts; if spiritualit.y is
registered in an affinity for the earth, the earth as home

or pLace of at-one-ness; if this bond and co¡nmunion_with

brings a heightened sense of self and agency and is self_
energizing rather than syrnbiotic or s eL f _obl iterating; if
spirituality is expressed in \,rays that suggest the re_

defined and tri-partite prebirth connection.

Reorints of psvche, s Storv

From even a quick glance over the titles of wonen's

autobiographies , some of these psychean rnotif s clearly
emerge.3 Mary Daty'e Outercourse is described as

backgrounded in patriarchal suppression and a voyage into
the "Clusters of Mornents,,' "the Realn of Wild Rea]ity,, and

the "Homeland of Women's SeLves and of al-l Others', (1), In
her " Introduction,', Daty herseJ-f notes the inportance of
these mo¡nents as she connents on the first word in the titLe
of Virginia Woolf, s Moments of Beingì she describes then as

moments of seeing beyond--into context and inlo wholeness

(DaIy 3-4). Ernily Carr's Growing pains: An Autobiography
integrates growth and pain, the positive and negative
aspects of life inherent in growing up. Sinifarly, Gabrielle
Roy's Encåantment and Sorrow seems to propose that life
consists of both, that they are inseparable, just as does

Fredell-e Bruser Maynard,s Raisjns and ALmonds. Movement on a
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path within the Landscape materialises in the title of Zora
Neale Hurston,s Dust Tracks on a Road and L.M, Montgornery, s
The AJpine .Patå. These Litles also suggest physicaJ.

díscomfort and struggte¿ but the struggle is ternpered by the
comrnunity which is intimated in ',path,' and ,,road. ,,

Path and road also indicate a recognition of connection
to those who have gone before as r,lre l L as those who will come

after, and of being part of this 1arger procession. Margaret
Laurence,s Dance on the Earth, read either as a descriptive
or imperative phrase, celebrates an embodied movement of
life in the worfd of nature, in the worfd of here and now,

and is all- the more remarkable a title in view of the fact
that her mernoir was compleLed during her final illness. Maya

Angelou symbolizes her struggle to find personaJ. freedom
within the cage of racial intolerance ln I Knov¿ Why the
Caged Bird Sings, That she ,,sings" evokes a joyful attitude
in keeping with l ife-as - celebration in spite of limit.ation
and restriction.

Maria CampbeII,s titLe, Hal-f -breed, suggests both the
social betrayal of racism and bigotry and the creation of a

new comrnunity in her search for personal dignity. The bitter
irony of the epithet is turned into a banner of survivar- and

new being. Equally critical and harsh are the titles i Don,t:
A Wonan's Word by ElIy Danica and Daddy,s Girl by Charl-otte
Vale Allen. Both give the lie to the patriarchal myth with
all lhe painful intensity of the betrayed. The sense of
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process beyond dispLacement and attachment to a home newly
found is suggested in Laurê Goodman safverson, s confessio¡s
of an Innigtant,s Daughter, One of the most amusing of the
titfes is ?åe Autobiography of Alice B, Tokfas by Gertrude
Stein, since title and author seem to contradict one

another. What is not at all contradictory, however, is what
such a paradox irnplies about the strength and importance of
the relationship of each t,o the other in both 1ives,

Gertrude Stein: CircumferentiaL Seguencinq

In his anal.ysis of Stein's The Autobiography of Alice
B, TokJas, James E. Breslin makes several observations about
style of this unorthodox work,

{Itl blends the domestic partícularity, whimsical
humour, and ironic precislon of foklaê with some ofthe l_eading features of Stein,s writing _ e.g. stvÌizedrepetition, digression,.a language thai contín";;åi;---points up its own artifice, tñe ieader is not 

"uié iir"he is Listening to; nor is he meant to be. (152)

The building up of particuJ.ars and the stylized repetitions
foreground the accumul-ation of knowledge. As readers we have

returned to not-quite-the- s ame-point in the narrative and

with new knowtedge. These signals begin immediately in
Stein's narrative: ,,There are a great many things to teLl,
(6), "I must tell a littfe about', (7), "Before I te1t,, (B)/
"But to return to" (9), "As I say', (10), Such ,,digressive

passagesf however, do not seem to be mere forays out. from
the text or observations that serve no purpose and which can

be ignored without loss; rather, the movement is out and
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back and thus these passages are best described as

circurnferential. Stein,s method is to spiral out fro¡n the
narrative in order to gather in ¡nore memories and then to
come back with them in tow, to enhance and add to the
narrative.

Wendy Steiner suggests a sÍmilar way of interpreting
Stein's narrative structure.

Stein believed.that the oId-style story with beginning,middle, and end was inappropriãte to tire twentiéthcentury, because- o{ !!9 high pitched intensity of
modern media-fj_lled life. inslead of projectiig oneforward in time to a final resolutionl a-moderínarrative should force one into the fullness and depthof each moment, and shouLd proceed as a succession ófsuch momenÈs, Each should bé a copy of t.he last, witñonly ninimal differences . (176)

Steiner notes that such repetition wiÈh a dífference is not
the same as design which invo]ves exact repetition (177).
Breslin also describes the book as having ,,an el-usive center
and discontinuous design" (152) and observes that this
circuJ.arity suggests a Iack of progressive Linear movenent.

Breslin continues by comparing Stein,s style as a

writer with picasso,s as a painter.
Like Picasso,s portrail, The Autobiograp.hy gives theinsÍde,by way of the outside; it plais ãoivn 

-psychotogy
and sticks to the surface, record-ing-externais-... iñ'a i/ray that clearly manifests deLibeiate andidiosyncratic acts of selection and stylization....
The Autobiography, in short, gives us Gertrude Steinbeing. ( 1s4 )

The inside,loutside paradox, the accumulation of the details
of context and the inter-re lations hip of Afice and certrude
suggest a consciousness of relationship based on connections,
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In Stein,s ,,disembodied strategy,, of writing through
Alice, Sidonie Snith sees ',a subversive return of the
repressed body.,, This paradoxical achievement is the resuft
of appropriating "bourgeois heteros exuaf ity', to ,, lesbian
pleasure" (78-79 ¡, of writing through the body of her lover,
making the text ',an act of erotic union', (80). Stein does

this by employing the forms of marriagel ,,Through the
camouflage of normative gender arrangements of
heterosexuality she encodes the 'abnormative, alignnent of
desíre. " By inscribing the heteros exua 1_union_as _marriage

beside l-esbian relationship Stein has disrupted ,,paternal

narrative" (81-82),

I would argue further that this refj.ects reproductive
consciousness and exists beyond the notion of union reLated
to the concept of sexuality. By speaking through Alice, by
using the median, ,'placental,' shadow, the sister_seLf, she

has evoked both the self and other, like and unl-ike
conplexities of the sister-sister rel-ationship. By

announcing this device at the end of the autobiography,
Stein invites us back to a transforrned readÍng of the
aut.obiography. In his discussion of the conclusion of the
text, Breslin emphasizes a vision of ending as no_ending, of
nevr awareness, birth and spíra1 ,

The .autobiography ends by folding back on itself; and areader is invited to re-iead the book in the fiqfit oi 
-

the revelation that Stein is the author,,,. yei thebook,s conclusion aJ-so reveals Stein to be on " qu;"tthat is not completed; the book's ending is afso'Àfãn.
The end of the Ëook cioses otf ,na-t.umes a Life at the
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artificial cJ.osure, to affirm the
the author's life. (161)

Thus, the impression ís one of an

into another readíng.
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of its framef its
on-going process of

ending that spiral-s out

Marv DaTy: Context, Spirai and Threshold

Mary Dal-y's Outercourse focuses our attention on the
spiral as the informing structure of aut.obiography and in
the process provides insight. into her reasons for choosing

it. She describes the spiral as an "accumulated Gynergy of
Moments, " and a "eualitative Leap" to a ',New Galaxy,,, and

gives evidence of the desire to contexlual-ize the Life
story, to give a base to the spiral (5). Daly recreates
Ianguage to emphasize process and movenent, Mentioning the
irnportance of verb tense to an understanding of spirals, she

presents actions as occurring in time: ,,were', and " are,, and

"will continue to be,' (6). She writes of rnaking verbs from

nouns (be-ing, re-caIl, dis-covery) to focus on process and

movement.4 AJ-though her training in dichotomous argument is
clearly evident/ she--like Echo outside__is conscious of a

"patriarchally inflicted apåasja" and chooses to leap into
the "Background" as a way of bringing in context, as a $/ay

of jumping over what is perceived as missing and int.o

something newl "Qua]-itative Leaping is,., not mereJ_y

'beyond' buL toward and into somelhing eì.se, which I have

named Spinn ing" 18¡,5
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Emphasizing sequence as part of the spiral, she

accentuates the interconnections of the moments of her
autobiographical voyage by cali.ing them ,'organj_c,, (10), Daly
stresses that both autobiography and philosophy are

"interwoven" and "fit together,, j_nto a quest (12), The

metaphors she uses--of 1ight, the sea, volcanoes, the
galaxies, planets/ sun, moon and stars and of poflution__
place this before-the-beginning squarely in a consciousness

of earth, even as she writes of ,' space,' travel.
Ðaly also writes of breaking taboos, repeating CaIIs,

intuitions of nothingness, patriarchaL betrayals, ',The Dream

of Green, " the expulsion from paradise and of opening the
"Third Eye/1" of intuitive understanding. Her voyage in a

"craft" on â "subl-iminal sea,, holds "contrapuntal
movementsr " the coexisting and contradictory directions in
her quest. Indeed, she also articulates a threshol-d noment,

an Exodus from organized religion (138_39). This
articulation of ,,Be-Fal]ing,' is reminiscent of psyche,s

"Stygian sleep,,' the ¡nark of the Shaman,s return and her
responsibility for bringing new a\irareness to the community,

This exodus is close foLlowed by the breaking of
another taboo--movenent into tesbian sexuality: ,,From that
monent nothing v/as ever the same again.,.. the
transformation was pernanent" (144). Even in her joy at
finding her own way to sexuaÌ expression, however, lies the
tol-erance of difference that is basic to (maternal-)
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respons e-abi I ity, to an understanding of the physicat,
psychological and affective l-ives of others, Iifeprints: ,, In
my viei,r, then and Now, there are many dÍmensÍons of woman

identification" (145). For Daly, difference, deviation and

connection are "Spj¡rjngr,' and creation is "Dis_covering t,he

lost thread of connectedness,, (195). As a \day of knowing,

undertaken "with other Spinning Voyagers/ " she ,'Dis_covered

more about our connectedness with each other and with the
cosmos " (196).

Even her relationship with her mother is recounted as a

connection of conflict, difference and deepened

understanding.

My mother and I had been very cJ.ose during mychildhood, but adoJ-escence añd early chilãtroðd nadbrought years of grief and struggJ.e beti^reen us. Ourtime of living together in Arigñton... and then ourgreat reunion... had involved ã transcendence of thatconfLict, Thís reunion recaptured the earfy ecstatic
dimensions of our communication, . . while mðving on to
deeper understanding between us. we had not meiely cone
"f ul-f circfe. " Rather our progress was spiral_shaþed.
My mother \ as not simply my mõther, but ãLso my sister
and friend. 191)

Although she uses the term ,'transc endence,' Lo describe the
reunion with her rnother, the description itsetf provides a

cLear articulation of the trênsformative nature of the
experience. Her response to her mother's death is reveating:

I remember the way I said the word ', No ,, idhen I saw that
my mot.her had died. It h'as No to the unspeakable lossthat I had dreaded since childhood. It wãs the ancientawfuf No that countl-ess other daughters had gasped atsuch a Moment throughout thousands of years.'Noi,r it
was my turn to say it.

Recognizing both timeless-ness and. seasonaL time's
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continuity, the eterna] returns of a life experience that
exists in an intensity that is out of time, in no way

obviates the individual and personal l-oss, This anguish of
loss--the existentiaf "No',--has not, Iikevrise, obscured the
irony in her use of ',Luckily" to describe the too fate
arrival of the ambuLance whereby her mother ,'was spared the
horror of returning to the hospital and suffering prolonged

'treatnent'" ( 93 ) .

Virqinia 't,too7f : Loss and Griet
Virginia WooLf marks her own mother,s untimely death

as:
the greatest disaster thal could happen; it was asthough on some _brilliant day of spriirg the racing
clouds of a sudden stood stilL, giew ãark, and nãssed
themseJ.ves; the wind flagged, and alJ_ creatures onearth moaned or wandered seeking aimlessly. (40)

The images she uses to convey the sense of loss for her

sisters and herself speak of an ahrareness of sensory

experience which is immediately foll_owed by her sense of
irony in being unable to remember her mother through words.

The rnother remains a real presence nonetheless: ',there she

is... famiLiar... closer than any of the 1iving are,
lighting our random fives as with a burning t.orch,' (40). The

positive "light" Woo1f associates v¡ith her nother and the
torch continue in her association of the met.aphor with
"womanly virtues', and Iíkewise recaj.I the triple goddesses

of Demeter-Persephone-Hecate (47 -49),
In describing the relationship between her eldest
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sister Stella and their mother, Woolf indicates the dangers

of the loss of difference that is possible in mother_

daughter re lationships - -the threat of "constant
preoccupation . "

rt was beautiful, it was afmost excessive; for it had
something of the morbid nature of an affection betweentwo people too closely al-lied for the proper amount ofreflection to take place between them; whãt her mother
f elt passed a.l-most instantly through Stel-Ia's mind;there was no need for the brain to-ponder and criticizewhat the 6oul knew. (43)

What seems to be missing is a sense that both separation and

difference are integral to refationship, For Woolf these

differences - in-connection nust be supptied by the process of
reasoning, a ref l-ective ability that recognizes differences
as other than adversarial conceptj-ons of seLf.

At her mother, s death, Stella took up their mother. s

respons ibi I ities in the family: ',no one ever again vüas to
serve her for prop" and she ,,never again, perhaps', cared

"for anyone as she had cared for her mother. That, whatever
gain is to be set beside it, was the permanent loss,, (44),
Loss and gain are inextricably J-inked in this view of a

transformative moment, but interconnection is irretríevably
dichotomized for Stefla, She may regard herself as dependent

or as strong and seJ-f lessi there is no recognition that we

are always both.

In "A Sketch of the past,,, Woolf acknowJ-edges the

"number of different \^¡ays in which memoirs can be written,,,
but chooses to begin with ',the first memory.,, She writes of
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not consciously choosing a v,/ay, feeling certain ,'that it
wif l- find itself ', (64). Mother consciousness, fenale
reproductive consciousness, rnight explain this as,

metaphorically, a sense that the newly conceived wilL either
find Lhe appropriate connecting path "or if not it will not
matter" (64), echoing the (age-old and cliched) nother
comf ort \^/ords : " There, there, it ' s okay, it, s alright. ,,

Woolf further records the difficulty of locating in the
memoir, the self, ,'the person to whom things happened,' (65).
Like Psyche, she is cornpelled to act in a cult,ure which

all-ows her only to be acted upon; she is perceived as

passive and there is no language to express a f emaj.e agency

that is responsive to environment. Feeling is described as

finked to an awareness of any change in physical
circumstancef as a heightened sensory perception and as

"lying in a grape and seeing through a f ilrn of serni-

transparenl yellow,' (65). Shapes and sounds are as elastic
and gunmy as air; a1l- are both tangibl_e and at the same time
illusory, ecstatic. Another memory is described as rapturous
and tangible, pressed and humming around. her (66),
Inùertwining sight, touch and sound., memory seem6 ,'more reaL

than the present moment.,' Afso tangible is the pa6t, "an

avenue lying behind, a long ribbon of scenes, enot.ions,,

ending in "the garden and nursery, (67),

Woolf even describes listening as a tactil-e connection
to the past, using the metaphor of fitting ,,a plug into a
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vüa]l, " Wall and cord are tactile and concrete ways of
presenting the reality of emotion and rernembering it. If
" strong emotion,, leaves ,' its trace, ,' the problem is ,,how we

can get ourselves attached to it,' (62), One such strong
emotion ties her ,' Iooking-glass shame,' and sense of betrayal
to the sociaL constructs of fe¡nininity and beauty. The

memory of Gerald Duckworth's violation of her ,,private

parts" and her resentnent and dislike is tied to an age_oJ-d

taboo of body and tinks her to ,'thousands of ancesÈresses in
the past" (69). She suggests that vühat is not remernbered is
as important to memoir as $rhat is; a rnemoir is not just a

chronology of events but must account. for the changing self
within the process; a memoir must account for the equal_ly

important moments between. In what she ca11s a digression,
she notes the sane probLem for the r¡¡riter of fiction! ,,how

to describe... non-beinS, (70), What visual artists learn to
see and explore as ',negative space', is as essential ae

mêtter del-ineated; both ,'matter,, in the process of the
!'/hole. They are the interconnective bits: ,'These separate

moments of being were however enbedded in many more nonents
of non-beinS" (70).

Anqelica Garnett: ,Secrets and New p cr¡i nninn.-

Wooff's "Rerniniscences" \^/as intended as a life of her
sister, Vanessa, Às Vanessa's daughter, .Angelica Garnett's
memoir of her childhood brings another generation,s
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perspective on f amil-y relationships and secrets. She writes
through an understanding of the inf l-uence t.hat her unusual

origíns exerted on her life. Of Woo1f,s feelings about.

Vanessa, she writes: ,, love/ admiration and understanding
pJ.ayed their part but \,/ere inextricably mixed with jealousy

and envy" (22), fn a passage reminiscent of psyche's

sisters/ Garnett describes the rift that developed between

the sisters.

Virginia took it into her head to flirt with Clive,.,.It ras not however, Clive's attention that Virginia
v/anted to attract, but Vanessa's: her behaviouiconstituted an appeal for help addressed to Vanessa
over Clive, s body. (26-27)

Garnett records her own ambivalence towards Vanessa: ,'Her

inage and personality had aJ-ways obsessed me: on the one

hand I felt competled to imitate her, while on the other I
resented her dominance', (2).

In this complex relationship lurks the kindi.y deceit;
carnett's biologicaf father is not acknov/ledged openly; the
person she call-s her father, believes t.o be her father, is
not: "Owing to ny likeness to Duncan, even ny grandmot.her

Ethel nust have had her suspicions. I was the onLy person

successfully kept in the dark,, (38), One wonders just how

successfully when she also states: ,'With 
I friends of my

parent.s] I always felt. secure, but also iII at ease, sensing

that there was some profound inadequacy in me to which, in
t.heir kindness/ they did not allude', (1),

Of Vanessa's death, Garnetl writes âbout her feelings
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of ambivalence:

the thought that she might die was unbelievable,terrible and at the same time inad¡nissibJ-y
exhilarating, Like the disappearance of sõme fanil-iar
monument, her absence would revea] a new perspective inwhich I might be abl-e to find freedom. (1i1) '

She cannot realize this potential for a new beginning,
however, without one of her daughters who faced a turning
point of her own: ,'Her crisis had a deep emotionaL impact

and brought me to life--it also taught me much; but I have

learnt many precious Lessons from all rny children', (125).
The intensity and complexity of this intergenerational
chronicl-e is summed up in an observation about aging: ',Änd

yet it seems to me that one's naturity shouJ.d be a better
time than one,s childhood, however wonderful that. may have

been. Mine has only just begun,' (176).

Marqaret Laurence: Sensorv Richness and Metaphoî

Margaret Laurence, s Dance combines the view of cLosure

as an invitation to go on and back with an emphasis on the
dance of life itsetf. persisting even in the face of death,s
seeming finality, her memoir ends with:

r kno\^/ nour, as r did not know rvhen r \^/rote the firstdraft of these rnemoirs, that my own dance of Life
has not much longer to last, IL will continue in mychildren, and perhaps for a while in my books, It
has been varied, sometimes anguished, ãlways
inleresting. I rejoice in having been giveñ it.
May the dance go on. (222)

And the book itself continues with ,,Af ten4¡ords,' which are

"after" only in the sense of following in page sequence; the
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entries are of poem6, letters and speeches written earlier
in her 1ife, before the memoit, Dance is also an exploration
of movement as metaphoric connection: ,, I know there are ¡nany

wêys of dancing other than the literal ones. These other
ways, of friendships, of work, of stubborn hoping in a

terrifying world" ( 17 ) .

By using this metaphor of physical_ movement through
Life as a means of connecting with memory, she describes her

oh¡n three nother-mentors and how they influenced her life;
in doing so she affirms, too, the special and close bond

between women and in the corununity of women, even in the
isolated nucl-ear family of the tv¡entieth century. In the

silences, we recognize the grief that shadows joyful
rel-ationship and signals the need for learning and

transformation in women's l-ives, She writes of J-earning at
fivel "My mother is dead, I might not have known precisely
what 'never' meant. But I think I understood I r,üoul-d never

see her again, After thatf I have no conscious memories for
about a year" (25). She links two aspects of her personality
to this mother and to this moment: "The part of me that
rernains young and cJ-owning . . . I probably owe to her. Ho\n,

nuch of the other side ,.. may have begun to grow in my

spirit at my mother's death, I can never knovr,, (26). The

substance of joy and grief bound together in memory,s

process and in menory,s absence accumulates into the person

she has become, the one she now is.
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Feminist and activist, cLoria Steinem articulates the
irnportance of self-worth to any truly revolutionary project,
In the examination of her own 1ife and in Èhe recognition of
her own l-osses and experiences of injustice, she writes of
creating a new being and in this way a new society of
transforned beings. part of this new consciousness is what

she describes as a ',UniversaL I.,' This universality is
expressed through re-connections: with nature, with anirnals,
with the body and in a differently articulated spirituality.
She gíves a metaphoric vision of the seff that expands t.o
encompass a self that is a ',universe in rnicrocosm,' : "We are
so many selves. . , . What draws together these ever_shifting
sel-ves of infiníte reactions and returning is this: There is
one true inner voice" (323). The challengé remains to hear
this authentic voice through the displacement.s of cultural
betrayal-.

Steinem writes about corning to terms with aging and

with the stages of life. Because of her active career and

the choice not to have children, because she ',didn't have

their growth as a neasure of time,,' she ,'had been behaving
as if the long pl-ateau of activist middl-e life went on

forever" (243), Describing her passage through denial and

defiance as stages of deating with age, she writes of
finally recognizing that "I needed a modeJ- not of being o1d,

but of aging, " and ',that my deniaÌ and defiance \^¡ere rel-ated
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to giving up a way of being, not ceasing to be" (244t245),
One aspect of aging that continues to disappoint her recalLs
Psyche's original burdenl ', It ha6n,t Iiberated ¡ne from that
epithet of 'the pretly one,.... If that sounds odd, think
about working as hard a6 you can, then discovering that
whatever you accomplish is attributed to your looks" (247),

Zora NeaTe Hurston: Time and TimeLessness

In her autobiography, Zora Neale Hurston describes a

personal philosophy Lhat summarizes her beliefs in phrases

that reverberate with compelling and seneual images, before_
beginnings and afLer-endings and of her own sense of power,

of personal integrity. ', I do not pretend to read god's

mindr " she states; ,,somebody else rnay have rny rapturous
glance at the archangels,,' What Hurston values is daily
1ife, connectíon and evofution woven together by a sense of
creative timelessness,

The springing of the yeJ.low linê of morning ouL of themisty deep of dawn, is glory enough for me] I knovü thatnothing is destructible; things merely change forms.
when the consciousness we knõw as life ceaÃes, I knowthat I shall still be part and parcel of the world. I
v/as a part before the sun rolJ-ed into shape and burst
f orth in the glory of change, I r¡ras, when the earth vrashurled out from its fiery rim. I shall return with theearth to Father Sun, and still exist in substance whenthe sun has fost its fire, and disintegrated ininfinity t.o perhaps become a part of tñe whirling
rubble in space,

This sense of the spiritual is not one based on fear; she

goes on to remind us:

Why fear? The stuff of my being is matter, ever
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changing, ever movíng, but never fost; so what need ofdenominations and creeds to deny myseif the comfort oiaII ny fel-low men? The wide belL oi the universe has noneed of finger rings. I am one with the infinite and
need no other assurance, (202-03)

Hurston's expression of connection as ã return ,,with the
sun" and her disclaimer that she needs no ,' finger rings,,
both in different ways express a consciousness of being part
of the seasonal- continuity t.hat encompasses change, Her

description of being at ,'one,' with the infinite and yet
uniquely individual expresses a personal understanding of
life that accords with psyche,s journey,

Mava AnqeTou: BetrayaL and Racism

Betrayal as a specific kind of loss is a centraf
ingredient in Africo-American women, s autobiographical
writing, and it has been recognized as a signal of the loss
of sel-f -worth. As Regina Blackburn r,irites :

Most African-American female autobiographies confess to
one incident. in their earJ.y years thãt ãwakened them t.otheir col_ori this recognitioñ scene evoked an awarenessof their bLackness and of its significance, and it hada lasting infLuence on their livès. (134)

What is signified in such a "recognition scene,' is the
internaÌization of sel-f-hatred because of an entrenched

social- hierarchy of privilege/ an entrenched context.
BÌackburn contrasts the autobiographies of Hurston and

Angelou in their responses to this betrayaf, expressed in
feelings about t.he South. According to Blackburn, ,,At an

early age, AngeLou recognized her hatred of sel-f and all-owed
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it to grow in the southern cJ.irnater,' whereas Hurston found
comfort there: ,,Unlike so many who v¡rote about the South,

she always considered the region home. She never desired to
escape frorn it, and she was spiritually revived upon

returning to it" (144l138).

Angel-ou,s betrayal experience initiates her

autobiography, and the echoes of psyche's sacrifice are
cl-ear,

Woul-dn,t they be surprised when one day I woke out of
my black ugly dream..,. Because I was ieally white andbecause a cruel fairy stepmother, who was
understandably jealous of my beauty, had t.urned me intoa too-big Negro girl, with nappy black hair, broad feet
and a space betvreen her teeth Lñat would hoid a number
tvùo pencil (2)

The description of this incident with it.s bit.terness of
shame and humil-iation lit with íroníc humor, prefaces the
narrative and thus impJ.ies its inportance to the whole of
the remembered life. This view encompasses "not only what

the white ivorl-d has done..,but aLso the bl-ack world,'

(BLackburn 134), and this doubl-e betrayal is reenforced in
the account of her rape by her step-father. The style of the
subsequent chapters is circunf erentia l; each adds tof and is
read through, this incident.

AJ.though Hurston's noment of betrayat is equaÌly
complex, il does not involve racism specifically. Instead
she records her inability to influence, her faiture to make

others act in the way she intends. She writes of being
unabl-e to keep a promise to her dying mother__a failure
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brought about by her father,s physical restraint, and

through an inabiLity to make others understand what her
mother vüanted.

I. was_to agonize over that monent for years to come. Inthe midst of pJ.ay, in the wakefuf momeñts aftermidnight, on the way home from parties, and even in theclassroom during Lectures, Wow I kno\ù that I could not
have had my way against the worl_d. The world we J_ivedin required those acts. Anything else would have beensacriLege, and no nine yeai old voice was going tothwart them. My.father was with the mores, (64t

Both Hurston and Angelou experienced betrayaJ. in poignant,
personal and public ways and record the way that it affected
them for J-ong years after, Ange.Lou,s account of chil_dhood

sexual abuse and racial betrayal indicates the multiple
leveIs of punishment present in a patriarchal society which

treats difference j_n terms of a value judgment. The double
jeopardy of being bfack and female in a racist and sexist
society brings a sexual betrayal as well.

ELLv Danica and Chatl-otte VaTe Eljen: Betravaf and TneF sf

The sexual betrayal that occurs in the nidst of the
fanily can be as profoundly debilitating as racial
intolerance, Elly Danica, s Don,t: A Woman's Word chronicles
the painful intensity of the journey to recovery that such ê
sexuaL trauma necessitates and she specificaÌIy uses the six
gates of Inanna,s descent pattern that is similar to
Psyche's fourth task. What she al_so reveal-s is the healing
potential- in the creative process of writing: ,' I thought I
had no fuLure untif I wrote this book', (92). The
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recuperation is inherent in the process of revealing
secrets/ the secrets t.hat have been entrenched in
patriarchal power structures: ',And I begin to see as well,
how incredibly vital and urgent is the telling of what has

been done to us; how we can come to use the truth about our
pain to change the world for ourselves and each other,, (99).

SimilarJ-y, Charlotte Vale Allen,s oaddy,s Gjr_l , in both
titfe and narrative, exposes the illusion and the dark

depravity thal can exist within the unquestioned patriarchal
myth. Both Danica and Al-l-en have mothers who are complícit
in the betrayal. Danica recal-l-s her mot,her as a woman who

abandoned and condemned her:

Years of searching bring ne to the woman who coul-d nothelp ne that night in the basenent. The woman who
walked away because that was the onJ_y choice shehad..., f can forgive that. I have mõre troubl-eforgiving her this: she said he told her I 1iked it and
she believed him. Again, She believes still f was bornliking rape. I was born female. I was born aprostitute. ( 69 )

The sense of being born wrong and of alienation from other
women is pervasive in life in a patriarchal context, but
still does not prevent one frorn finding mother-mentor and.

sister relationships. Danica finds such an older woman

friend and acknowledges her menlorship: ,' She teaches ¡ne

about survival, living aIone, and poverty with dignity, She

is fifty years older than I an, She understands" (90).
AlIen depicts the complex sense of responsibility that

remains with daughters. When her mother refuses to wave

goodbye, to send her daughter off "with gJ.adnessr,' Allen
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sees that "it hadn,t occurred to me that f was abandoning my

nother to Daddy. She'd be al-I al-one with no one to stand

between her and his murderous rage" (256,257 ), Allen say6

that her own daughter, Jossie, is crucial- to her weJ.l_being

and keeps her "firmly anchored to lif e,' (126). She directly
confronts the issue of sexuality that seems to be ever
present in our patriarchally inspired concepts of seLf-ot.her
relationships, including same sex friendship. When editors
raised the possibitity that her friendship with Helen might

conceal a l-esbían attract,ion, she wrítes:
r reacted ¡¡¡ith some surprise and dismay, because vrhat I
was writing about wasn't a sexual rel-alionship but one
based on Love,.., T. Loved her. I wanted to be her, To
my nind this was a great complinent: the wish to
emulate what. is good, wj_se and mature in an adult.,...
We \4rere friends. ft was the first time in my life that
someone gave me equal- stêtus, placed me on a secure,
recognizable footing, I.ve had few gifts in my lifetimeof fike quality. ( 177 )

The distincLion she makes between Iove and sexuality
registers the complex and toving relationships that exist
betr^reen l\romen, So of ten obscured and denied in a culture
that pretends that women find aII their emotional needs rnet

in heterosexual relationship, these relationships continue

to be meaningful despite being cultural-ly silenced.

Maxine Hong Kingston and FredelLe Bruser l"lavnaîd: Humor and

Co¡sciousness

Although Apufeius,s rendering of the psyche myth

contains lit.tle humour, one can see the potenliat if pan's
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advice is considered ironic and therefore a basis for the
mi sunderstanding or the different understandings required
for humour. There is evidence in Kingston's and Maynard.s

autobiographical writings that this consciousness is often
accompanied with a--nore or less--bitter irony. Kingston
conments on the discrepancies of grovring up within a

Chines e-American family and its traditions. Combining a

remembrance of an aunt \ùho committed suicide because of an

"i11icit" sexual encounter and pregnancy with the
traditional practice of plucking the hairline, she says: ,, I
hope that the man my aunt loved appreciated a smooth brow,

that he r¡/asn't a tits-and-ass man" (9). This same irony is
directed to her own attempt,s to fit into American culture:
"Walking erect (knees straíght, toes poinLed forward, not
pigeon-toed which is Chinese-feminine and speaking in an

inaudible voice f have tried to turn myself American-

feminine" 11L ) .

Maynard displays a similar humorous outlook on her

reme¡nbered life when she teIls about growing up Jewish

"chosen and abandoned,' within a smal-l- prairie town in
Canada: "Bounded in a nutshel-f , f created myself king of
i-nfinite space" (29t!4), Writing of her decision to narry a

gentile and her father,s reaction gives another dimension to
the issues of marriage and culture that figured in my

discussion of Psyche's myt.h: ,' I think he was not surprised
when f told him I had falLen in love with a gentile.
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Devastated, but not surprised', (166). And of her choice of
husband, she says that ,'he was obviously unsuitable so I
married him" ( 189 ) .

Lauta Goodnan SaLvetson: DisÐfacement and Reconnection

Salverson begins her autobiography with a memory of a

night journey which vividly encapsulates her profound sense

of displacement and contributes to her desire for a secure

future: "That visit stamps the beginning of menory--Lhe

first of a chain of unrelated events, insignificant in
themselves, and yet each one having its ineradicabl-e, 6ubt1e

effect upon my future reaction to life', (13). The constant
search for an economicalfy secure hone, the upheavals and

privations and strained farniJ.y relationships, are alL set
forth in the opening, the ,'f irst horizon.,' In her initial
description of fleeing through ,,an infinity of darkness,' on

the Dakota prairie, what comes into focus is the connection

with the earth and "the green world.',

Far ahead, in the nidst of an ocean of darkness, twosmall jets of light stood out like candle flames
þr3":lg the night. Why iÈ shouLd be so, I cannot say,but those wavering jets of light markeil a division ãili¡ne for the little girl at her father, s feet. Frorflthat moment her Little thoughts and starry impressions
were distinctly individual, and she herself nõ 1ongerjust the little girl who existed as the snall, obeáient
extension of her mother. (12)

Such perceptions of opposites within one another_-of Iight
within darkness, and ,' in the midst,, as ,,6tanding out,, -_
indicate continuity and process rather than the ascent and
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Salverson also expresaes an awareness

the naturaf world as home. Of her return to
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of pface and of

Winnipeg, she

\^/rites:

There was no one to meet me so I was free to experiencewhat I always experience on coming back to the -golden
vrest:.a quite irrational .thriIl, ãs though someÉhing inthe air itself is a missing part of me, ãnd that norí f
am complete. A queer sense of coming home that hasnothing to do with houses or peoplef or any tangiblething acceptable to reason, 13S61

From her earJ_y immigration to Canada through her years in
the United States, nothing has prepared her for the
unreasonable feeling of being at home that is associated
wit,h " the golden r?üest. "

EmiLv Caîr, GabrielTe Roy and Maria CampbelL: SÐirit in
Na t ure

Likewise, Emily Carr recalls an affinity for the
forest. She writes of the place that she found with hetp of
her pony, Johnny.

Suddenly he would nose into the greenery finding atrail- no one eLse could see, preðsing fórward sõ hardthat the bushes parted, caresèing hiln and me as wepassed, and closing behind us shutting us from every
"towny" thing,.,. When we came to somé mossy Litt1eclearing where soft shade-growing grass greù ,:ohnny
stopped with a satisfied sigh. r Ièt dowñ his bridie
and we nibbled, he on the grass, I at the deep sacredbeauty of Canada, s still wõods. Certainly f [äwe a
"thank you"I lo old Johnny for finding t,he dèep 1ovely
pJ.aces that. were the very foundation ón which iry work'as a painter \,ras to be built, ( 14 )

The combination here--of embodied movement registered
into/frorn, forward/behind, of sensual imagery and things
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taken within, of outward landscape as a source of inner
wealth- - suggests a spirituality of transformation and energy

rather than transcendence and power, Not depicted as a faLlf
the "deep" is presented as something into which one goesf a

connection to something within, not a way down,

cabrielLe Roy expresses sinilar feelings of psychic

enêrgy restored when she describes walking into prairie
vistas. SignificantJ-y, she begins by expressing a sense of
hornelessness--"There,s no longer anything to make me feel at
home in Manitoba"--but then goe6 on:

except the little section roads thaL stretch ar^¡ay
beneath the endless sky,...There are some who
understand, who'lf take ne to the edge of the openprairie and release me.... So, f set off.,.walking
towards the red glow low down in the sky where thõprairie ends, because for the magic to work f need not.olly the illusion of infinite spãce but also the gentle
time of day just before nightfall. Then, for a ferí
nonents, my heart nay soar once again, (105)

Inlhat a profound "except" this is! She r^/atks "off .,.towards,'
where the prairie seems to end at a ',gent1e,, time between

night and day; her heart eoars not in preparation for a fatl-
but in a repeated moment of magic.

Maria Campbell, s Cheechum practiced this kind of
religion and passed it on to her granddaughter- -which may

account in large measure for Maria's ability to recover fro¡n

the abuses inherent in a racist society:

She taught me to see beauty in aLl things around me;that inside everything a spirit .Lived, Lhat it wasvital _too, regardless of whether it was only a leaf or
a blade of grass, and by recognizing its Liie and
beauty I was accepting God,
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ThÍs green vrorld God is different from the supernatural
deity defined by patriarchaf religion. Seeing Judeo_

Christian concepts as human constructíons, Cheechum

reinterprets death as a natural process:

She said that,.. heaven and hell luere man_made and hereon earth, that there was no death, onfy that the body
becomes old from life on earth and the soul must bereborn, because it is young, ,.. She said God lives inyou and l-ooks like your,,. the Devil fives in you andall things.,..Her explanation made rnuch more sênse thanChristianity had ever taught me. (82)

To Cheechum, moreover, both ',God,' and the ,,Devil', are

aspects of the individual, and CampbelL notes that this
seems a nore truthfuJ. interpretation than to see them as

exlernal forces.

Lucy Maud l,lontaomerv: Love and the Task

Though Lucy Maud Montgomery spent much of her life in
Ontario, her writing of the A¡¡e books links her indelibly
to Prince Edward Island, Her account of the "story of my

career" emphasizes the pleasure of the task. Whereas many

interpretations of psyche's myth have seen the tasks the
¡neans for reconnecting with Eros, Montgomery shows how lhe
love of the task itself brings transformation: ',To write has

always been rny centraÌ purpose around which every effort and

a¡nbition of my life has grouped itself ,' (52). Describing the
pleasure of seeing her work in print, she compares this joy
to "some of the wonderfuÌ awe and delight that comes lo a

mother when she looks for the first time on the face of her
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first born" (59).

Combining a 6ense of humor and wry observations about

hunan nature with a discussion of the inspiration for, and

creatíon of literary characters she says: ,'for my own part,
I have never, during aLl the years I have studied human

nature, met one human being who could., as a whoJ_e, be put
into a book without injuring it.,, She goes on to describe
the way the author, s creation nust exist behind the written
character: "But the ideal, [her] ideal must be behind and

beyond it afl. The writer must create his charactero, or
they will not be life-Iike" (72t73). Of her writing career,
she sums up with: ,'The ,Alpine path, has been climbed, after
many years of toil- and endeavour, It \das not an easy ascent,
but even in the st.ruggle at its hardest there was a delight
and a zest known only to those who aspire to the heights,'
(95). Her sense of achievement is pictured as the successfuL

completion of a physicaJ. Iaboring over reaI, difficuLt and

mountainous terrain.

Patternina Life
In this necessarily brief survey of women's

autobiographica I writings¡ f have attempt.ed to indicate the
range and variety in the voices that articulate psyche,s

pattern, Even as their lives differ in time and place, they
share an affinity with the consciousness of refationship and

growth that characterizes this myth. To suggest as
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Montgomery does/ that there is a pattern behind the
individuaL lives in no \^ray delimits the range or possibility
of choice or outcome. What psyche,s pat.tern does is to
suppfy the phil-osophy and the attitude that informs the
range of potential in individual women, s tives; it grounds

us in a history, in physical and spiritual being and in the
natural world as home.
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Chapter t¡ine

ReteLling psyche

Who coufd have predicled? Things on the surface seem

well enough. Certainlyf I never expected life to cast this
dark screen before me. First blank, a wall, but now shaded

by a flood of memories splashed up out of the past, BaffÌed,
too tired to find my vüay through, I have energy enough only
to watch and l-isten.

The memory that returns most frequently is of being
twelve in the sununer that befonged to Mrs. Livingstone_ _the

last summer she spent at the lake. She was/ after all,
seventy five and not quite as hardy as she once \das, I was

there as usual \,1rith my parents. My brother, I ignored__and

he, rne--although I guess we did reach some kind of truce
that autumn, l{e got aLong much better after that.

The rest of the farnily returned to the city frequently,
but I didn't want to go with them. f moped that summer__

aLot, I think--so, for t.he most part, my parentg let me be,

and only insisted that I spend the níghts with Mrs.

Livingstone. I,rn not sure who was keeping an eye on whom,

but the arrangement suited us both,

Days were always mine¡ walking down the back graveJ-

road on half a sumner's worth of toughened sol-es or swaying

in the hammock strung between the birches and watching the
sun dapple through the leaves. Mostl-y, f remember the wind,
In the wind at the edge of the l_ake, I spent the hours
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dreaming .

One weekend appears most clearly. Warm and windy enough

to keep the mosquitoes away, the weather drew me out to the

sandy beach. Because the cottages faced east and the lake

spread wide to the horizon, only clouds could stop the moon

and sun from rising clear and bright, each in their turn.
That v/as the weekend that coincided with one of Mrs.

Livingstone's "enthusiasms.,, At least that was what Mr.

Livingstone alvrays used to cal-I then--before his death--
implying he had watched her through many in their years

together.

"Nose to the wj-nd again,,' he'd say with that. slov¡ nod.

"Off on another scent. No stopping her now. Head for cover.,'

That year, Mrs. Livingstone's enthusiasm picked up the

myth of Psyche. After reading a tale based on the legend,

she sought out the myth behind the story, She spent the

winter and spring rummaging through piles of books that she

had carted out to l-itter every available space in the

cottage. On that su¡nmer weekend, she told the myth to me. At

least, she told me how she wanted it to be--the way she said

it lived for her.

Her storyteJ.ling suited me. That was, after aJ-I, my

silent su¡nmer. At her cottage and on the point of ]and that
was her beach, v/e sat on ol-d and lumpy cus hioned- covered

benches, I made a fire and she chatted. I realJ.y hadn,t

intended to listen--I'd become quite good at pretending to
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hear and yet drift away--but, in spite of rnyseì.f , almost
unknowingly, I was swept in.

She told me that the tale was first wriLten down by

Lucius Apuleius, but almost everyone assuned he used a
num.ber of much oÌder stories. ,, It was written in Latinr,, she

said, "but there are several translations. It,s famous as an

allegory of Love and the Soul. Afthough perhaps t'll call it
a fairy tale instead, " she mused, ,'kind of a Beauty and the
Beast tale. "

Às Mr. Livingstone woul-d have put it__Mrs. Lívingstone
cut straighl to the chase. Her story began wit.h,.. ,, long ago

and not too far away, there lived a King, a eueen and their
three daughters. The eldest was Li1ias and blond like her
father, the King; the second, Berylla/ raven-haired like her
nother, and psyche¡ the youngest/ had hair of a color
somewhere- in-bet\^/een ¡ a kind of middle brown with black and

gold al1 woven in together.

"These three were happy girls with food and love and

adventure enough to keep then busy and content. l,ike aLL the
sisters I have known, they played well together and fought
well together. They were different enough to make you wonder

if they belonged to the same parents and sometimes so alike,
you'd think that they were one,,, Here/ Mrs. Livingstone
Iooked at me and I slid down a 1it.tLe on my bench; I didn,t
want to be rerninded of s ibtings -- especial ly if t.hey

sonetines got along or were al-ike.
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"LiIias was intense and energetic, loved books and

learning and spent much tine with the king as he consulted
scribes and astrononers or ruled at court. Berylfa v¡a6

quieter and gentl-e; her passion was outdoors, for plants and

animals, for every growing thing. She collected frogs, and

birds with broken wings, and dogs, and children followed
everywhere she went. She J-oved the fields and woods and went

there often with the aged herbalist6. Through them, she

learned the restorations hidden in the pl-ants and how to
make up healing salves.

"The youngest sister/ psyche, stayed J.ongest wit,h her

mother, the Queen, but as she grew ol-der, trail-ed after both

her sisters--if and when they let her. The rest of the time

she read a little--she ivas a princess and so she had a
tutor--or sometimes gathered flowers, or just generally vrent

about bestowing a sunny curiosity wherever her glance

happened to f al-1.

"Of course, all three daughters were beautiful_ and aII
in the kingdom caJ-l-ed thern so, Who coul-d wonder at that?

These were princesses dressed in love and given the finest
of everything.

"But when Lilias reached the age at which, customarily,
young women were married, the King, again as was the custom,

arranged a rnarriage, He thought this was a perfect
opportunity to ensure the support of his most powerful

advisor by handing LiLias to this court.íer,s etdest son. He
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directed the eueen to make Lilias ready and to prepare the
marriage feast.

"WeÌ1, Lilias i,ra s not irnpressed, " said Mrs ,

Livingstone, ,, She did not hrant to marry anyone__even someone

young and rich whose father was that powerful. She

protested. To no avail-, She wept. That did nothing. The

King, her father, did not listen. The Oueen tried to
persuade her and suggested that she might find some useful
work, and at Least she woul-d be near, and they might visit
ofLen. LiLias was not moved. Like the King, she would not
Iisten; unlike the King, she was not heard.

"One night, just before dawn on a day shortly before
this so-carefully pfanned wedding, Lilias awakened psyche

and BeryJ"la. They hardJ-y recognized her; only her voice
reassured them. Dressed as a boy and in a warm dark
travelling cloak, LiIias warned them to keep silent and tol-d
them she must l-eave. ,I will not marry so f cannot stay
here.'

" 'i,lhere will you go? . whispered Berylla, ,West, ,

replied Lilias. ,f have heard there is an island where women

have gathered to live and work as they please, And f can

study lhe stars,' euietly the sisters hugged and bid one

another farewell. To light her way through the dark, Litias
took a torch from its sconce and after one small wave and

one backward gJ.ance, she left.

"The two remaining sisters kept silent, watching as the
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King and Queen discovered their sister,s absence, fhe King

raged and sent soldiers to find his errant daughter. They

returned without her.

"Each day the Queen grew more grim and worried; the
King more bl-ack and angry. Finally, the King recal-l_ed the
searchers, retired to the throne room and. shut himsel-f ín.
The Queen grieved for a time then turned to plan a library
so that, when this lost daughler returned, she would find a

place that suited her, Lil-ias did not return.

"Some time passed and everyone said how the two

princesses r4rere the most beautiful in the kingdom. AIl who

saw thern, praised them, Then BerylIa became oId enough to
marry. This t.ime the King chose an alliance with the

neighboring kingdom and its widowed ruler,
"Berylla wept and said she did not want to rnarry this

old King; she loved someone el-se, She pleaded with the King;

he did not listen, She pleaded with the eueen, but the eueen

said Berylla nust be dutiful; an end to h'ar, a lasting peace

might come from this afliance.

"The Queen arranged the wedding fea6t, sewed the bridal
finery and packed a stock of ointrnents and some ancient

healing recipes, a pharmacopoeia for Berytla to take to this
other kingdom. Berytla took her favorite knife, the one she

used for cutting herbs, When it was time for her to leave,

she hugged her sister Psyche; she turned back only once to
wave.
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"With Beryl-J-a,s departure, the eueen grew more silent
and the King grey; they missed this daughter too. But after
a time, the Queen put aside her grieving and set to work

establishing a hospice. This seerned. to bring some sol-ace,

and eventually they received ne$¡s that BerylIa had arrived
in that other kingdom.

"Psyche was lonely for a time and wandered about the
castle, but soon the resifience of yout.h and her own sunny

nature returned and she resumed her interest in atI around

her. She was curious about everyone, helped her mother with
the J.ibrary and hospice both, kept her father conpany at his
tasks and played with the children who missed BerylIa.

"Without her sisters beside her, psyche seemed all the
more beautiful. Even strangers gtopped t.o corûnent. Word of
her astonishing attraction spread far beyond the kingdom and

grew with every te1J.j_ng. peopÌe called her ,more beautiful-
than Aphrodite' and 'a new Aphrodite'. They turned to watch

her everywhere she went, told stories of her dress and hair
and every move and seemed to worship her. More and more, the
goddess's shrines seemed ol-d-fashioned. They were abandoned;

her rites ignored; her wisdom disregarded, More and more,

Psyche was the center of attention and rarel-y left. a1one.

"Psyche was a sensible souJ-, however, and had a sense

of humor besides. One day, passing one of these neglected
shrines, her gaze touched upon a bit of old, worn, hiqhly
polished obsidian. She took to carrying this srnall, f ì.at
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trianglar stone about with her, even attaching it with
l-eather to her belt. When all the noise about her beauty got
too tedious, she would find a quiet corner, take up this
polished mirror and gazing, find herself--catch sight of
that self that others slid and lost behind their awe and

worship.

"'Indeed yes,' continued Mrs. Livingstone, ,she $ras

beautiful. Her bones were good, her smiLe a delight and her

teeth were straight. And she had that funny crooked eyebrow

líke her grandrnother,s, the hair that curled too wildty like
her father's and the deep dark eyes her sisters, too,
inherited. AII in all, she had grown into a sturdy, sunny

soul,

"Novü gol-den Aphrodite noted the neglect of a1l her

shrines within that tiny kingdom. Änd how the people ceased

the care of flocks and over-worked their fiel-ds. She wag

aft.er all the life goddess and so was somewhat annoyed by

this loss of careful reverence for l-ife. "

Mrs. L. expJ-ained, "Bird-goddess and sea_born,

Aphrodite is the nother-protector of life in the sea, of the
earth and air and even more. She is the ruler of the
universe and therefore knows the danger in the Loss of
reverence for her wisdom and what her replacenent signifies.

"She set out to 6ee this psyche. Her son, the so_

delight.f ul Eros / \Ìüent along with her as he of ten did.
TravelJ.ing over the kingdom, they saw temples slighted and
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rites forsaken, Everywhere they saw a kingdom slipped from
harmony, taking no care of community and no responsibílity
for each other, Finally, they came upon psyche surrounded

and cfutched at by a great crowd.. pulling at her, calting
for her attention, the ¡nultitudes seemed set to destroy the
terrified girl. Aphrodite motioned Eros near her.

"'Here/' she cornmanded her son, ,use your arroh¡s to
cause this maid to fatl in love, Let her be mesmerized by a
passionate love for the most ordinary of men, one who is
v¡ithout rank or wealth or even heafth, Make him so full of
grief and woe that there is no other 1ike him. Nothing else
so easily can teach these people how si1ly is the the error
of their worship and provide for her as swift a respite.,

"Eros moved to do as his mother requested. He too, \.{as

saddened by the foolishness of that tiny kingdom and even

felt some pity a6 he contempfated psyche's plight within it.
Stretching back his hand to retrieve an arrow from his
quiver, he fixed it lo his bow and while he did this,
unthinking scratched a line across his palm upon the point
of his own arrow.

"Finished with her surveillance, Aphrodite turned av,¡ay,

out and into the open seas where, there among her

attendants/ she sought refreshment in the salty spa. Eros

stayed watching, his hand held tight against his chest.

"Knowing nothing of this or of what the future held for
her, Psyche sank further into nisery, No longer had she any
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peace or quíet, Hounded day and night, watched every$rhere

she went, she lost her sunny nature, driven thin and weary.

She wept for the return of her oLder sisters to share this
burden, and lhen, she blamed herseÌf for wishing this on

them. She despised the seff that others found so pleasing__a

portÍon that was not her or only part of her-_and wished for
the days with her sisters when she vras just another daughter

among beautifuJ. daughters.

"By no\4r Psyche's appearance anywhere in the kingdon

caused so much disruption and instabitity that the King

resoLved upon another rnarriage. Even this would not be an

easy matter. Wit.h Psyche,s fame and reputation, not just any

brJ-degroom would do; the king must rnake a great show of care

in choosing some great prince. But aLf his overtures to
other kingdorns brought him no response. No prince would want

so popular and troublesome a bride to rival his regard.

"FinaLl-yf the King in desperation was driven to consult
the high priest of Apollo,s oracle, asking hin to rnake a

pronouncement to resol-ve this perplexing dilemma. The priest
conducted a long and solemn ceremony and finally gave this
prophecy :

"As if for wedding or for requiem,
Apparel psyche beautiful ly

Set her out upon the kingdom's farthest mountain.
Your son-in-faw is not of mortal stock,

But fiery-wil_d and heartless; a snake-Iike monster
Who flies and vexes al-l- your kingdom

With arrows bright and sharp.

"Then the King enListed the priest to return with him
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to tell the oueen. Grief-stricken once again, she wept even

as she carried out their strategy. The kingdom,

uncomprehending, joined her in that sadness. But since their
very adoration obliged the fate of psyche; their grief and

lanentations benefited nothing.

" Se\'ün up in f inery f or the day, hidden by a veil of
red, dry-eyed Psyche briefly spoke her feelings. 'Why are
you torturing yourselves with this weeping and wailing?' she

asked. 'It will do me no good just as it avaiLed my sisters
nothing, Lead me wherever you will, The time that might have

saved me has long passed. No one can save Jne now., Then she

withdrew to silence and looking straight ahead, took her
place in the procession that made its way to the summit of
the mountain. There she was abandoned.',

I discovered I r^¡asn't much warmer than psyche right
then. It \,va s now cl-ose to midnight and northern sunmer

nights may be long and J.ight, but still- they pack a chiJ-l
especial-J.y by the l-ake. Mrs. LivingsLone shivered too, so we

vrent into the cabin for some hot chocolate.

We settfed on t.he beach again t.he second night. I was

to set the wood ready and then 1ight it when the evening

grew dark enough, Mrs. L. continued.

"Psyche's parents returned to the paJ_ace where the
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king, in his council chambers and staring blindly into the
cold hearth/ was gripped by an attack to his heart,s core so

crippJ.ing that he sl-umped dead upon his throne. The eueen,

turned arl¡ay to the tovrer, shut and bolted the door, l-ocked

herself in and every other person out. The kingdom hearing
this, feII further into disarray, quarrelling and fighting
amongst one another.

"Psyche did not stop long on that cold mountain;

carefully and gently, she was carried down into a beautiful
green valley. There, she settled upon a bed of fragrant and

velvety f l-ower peLa1s. Immediately calmed, she fell asleep

to av¿aken sometime later, rested and serene. With her

natural inquisitiveness somewhat restored, and holding the

shining obsidian, she began the explorat.ion of her new

place. Surrounded by a crystal stream, a waterfall, singing
birds, a multitude of animals, great tall trees and tiny
flowers and shrubs of every kind, she sav, Èhat all these

were a rich and beautiful setting for a palace of exquisite
grace and intricate beauty--a manor that fit perfectly
within so wonderful a síte.

"This dwelling place, she thought, nust be residence to
some sacred being, constructed as it is with such marvellous
ski11. BeautifulJ-y grained and fragrant woods, precÍous and

glittering metal.s, f l_ower drenched carpets, saffron piltows
and rnosaics of precious jewels, all gave their splendour to
this uncom¡non dwe11ing. As she ventured further into this
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remarkable place, Psyche coul-d not help exclaiming--
marvelling at such wealth and promise, Even nore

astonishing, she saw that there were neither locks nor

guards, there i^¡a s nothing to protect this .treasurehouse of
aL1 the \^¡orLd' .

"A soft voice at her elbow questioned why she r/ra s 60

astonished, 'All this wealth belongs to you,, breathed the

airy voice. 'Rest, bathe, dine, find ease; al_l- this is
yours', il said again and softly faded. ,AI1 this is yours.

All this ís yours'.

"Thal night it vras Eros h/ho came to psyche, but he

departed swiftly again before the morning. Such sun-fi1l_ed

days and silky nights continued for so long a time that
Psyche grew used to her new home and this new lover, too.
She took pJ.easure in the confort of his voice, the

contentment of their quiet conversations, and the excitement

of his nearness. Afthough she coutd not see him, her ears

knew his rich and honeyed voice and her hands, the strengt,h

and grace of his body.

"The story of Psyche,s misfortune, the king,s sudden

deat,h and the Queen,s seclusion had spread throughout the
land and Iet loose a flood of weepíng, rage and violence,
Eventually the nevrs even reached the far away sisters.
Lilias, wrenched from her sLudies by the plight of her

childhood honê, Ieft her sanctuary and journeyed to Berylla
in the south, Together, they decided to collect psyche,s
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remains for proper burial, perhap6 in the timeless rítua1s
of grief, they alJ. might find some solace. Worried and

\¡reary, they wept in one another, s arms.

"One dark evening, Eros brought psyche news of what

transpired back in her old kingdorn. psyche,s l-over warned

that her sisters soon would corne nearby, searching for her
rernains. 'Do not answer their cries or look in theír
direction', he cautioned his new wife, 'Otherwise you wiII
cause me anguish and yourself great trouble,.

"Hearing a warning phrased just this way, psyche, of
course, agreed, But left al_one the following day, psyche

thought on what she heard and in this daytime loneliness,
she longed to visit with her sisters and comfort them with
the knowledge of her well-being. That evening/ Eros found

her listless and tired, weeping quietly.
"He scoLded her, saying how it Looked as if he could no

J.onger trust herf and that she would be sorry if she

persisted, but then, when her weeping onì.y increased, he

concfuded that, of course/ she couLd do as she pleased.

'OnIy', he added, 'don,t come to me when you get into
trouble and are sorry, I.ve done my best and you can't say I
didn't vrarn you, .

"Psyche continued pleading to see her sisters, Eros

grudgingly agreed, warning her not to .tisten to her sisters,
advice or dare to Ìook at hirn or investigate his appearance,

Then he made a great show of relenting, gave the west wind
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to her command and set aside gifts of gold and jewellery for
Psyche to bestow upon her sisters, psyche thanked him and

reassured him of her passionate devotion.

"When the sisters found the place of psychers

sacrifice, they wêpt over remembered betrayal_s and toudly
l-êmented that even psyche could not escape this fat.e.
Hearing the noise they made, psyche sent the west n¡ind t.o

carry them into her valley. Now the tears flowed fron
astonishment and j oy,

"Quite the watery threesome,,' muttered Mrs.

Livingstone, "But it is after all a fairy taJ_e, and we

should grant a little excess. " She paused, ,'Oh we1l,,' she

shrugged, "alot then. ',

"'Come,' said psyche, ,l_et me ehow you rny new home.

Refresh yourselves, bathe and banquet here with me,'

Laughing, the sisters started to tell their lives and what

had happened to each since parting, Exuding that remenbered

nervous energy, LiLias told amusing stories that played down

the hardships of her long and trying journey, the many paths

she followed before she reached the island and her work. She

spoke of peace and the contentment she found in study and in
her community and how much work there \,ra s to do.

"Spreading square and capable hands before her, BeryJ-Ia

quietJ.y spoke of learning to heal the itl and comfort the
dying. She smiled as she recounted stories of her own

children, adopted where she found them in the streets, and
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chuckled over the sil1y things they did. She grew sombre as

she told of wars and famine, and afl the needless pain and

hardship her skill in healing brought her to witness, and

often failed to cure. It vüas the children, she said, that
gave her daily strength; they gave so much with such a
little kindness,

"Then, the elder sisters turned to psyche and asked

about this new husband and her ner,¡ life. Was she happy? Did

he treat her well? What new l_ife's work had her nany gifts
brought with them?

"Taken unah¡are by their questioning, psyche greqr

confused and murnbled out a story of her husband,s youth and

kindness, how she was happy, and how he spent much time in
hunting. Quickly, she changed the subject, gave them the
gold and jewels and sent them back upon the wind. How odd,

the sisters thought together, and when they were set down

again, reviewed the visit to find some reason for her sudden

change. Finding none, they resolved to seek another visit
before revealing her whereabouts to their o1d unhappy

kingdom .

"That night, Psyche told Eros of the visit v¡ith her

sisters. Again he warned her that her sieters would lead her
on to l-ook at him. 'They will try to get you to 1ook at me,

but if you see ne., he warned, .I wiLl never come to you

this way again. And you know you shoul-d be carefuL. you said
we wilL be parents. Now is an especially risky tirne, If you
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guard my secret in silence, this child wil-I be a god. If
not/ then just a mortal,.

"Psyche bearned and nodded pleasure at the reference to
the coming infanl, but in spite of this anticipated joy/
confessed an anxiety deeper than she could hide. She longed

for the comfort of someone to answer her questions, and so

just before he turned away to sleep, Eros told her she woufd

be fine--just so long as she listened to hin. psyche

persisted. She asked again if her sisters might come to
visit just this once more. They always brought her strength,
and Berylla surely would have something to say to help her,
Eros promised that they cou1d,

"When the sisters met again, psyche poured out fragrant
coffee and served svreet cakes (but left hers cooling in the
cup and coul-dn,t touch the food). The sisters, as they had

pLanned, led the conversation to psyche's absent husband.

'What does he do and where does he carry out his hrork?'

asked Lilias. 'Who is his f amiJ-y and v¡here do they cone

from'? inquired Berylla, psyche ignored the question6 and

instead tofd about the coming baby, and in their excitement,
the sisters promptly forgot the absent father.

"That is, the sisters forgot until, returning, they
found themselves once more upon the mountain and no ¡nore

sure of v¡ho he lva s than they had been bef ore, Since BeryJ-Ia

had pronised to return with some herbal teas, plain bread

and soothing remedies for psyche.s present discomforts, they
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saw one more opportunity to question psyche,

"That night even as he promised the west, wind woul-d

once more do her bidding, Eros warned his psyche of the
danger that any sight of him might bring. And psyche in the
reassurance of his embrace, didn't even bother to agree ao

heavy were her sleepy eyes.

"The next day, the sisters did return and discussed

Psyche's weLl--being and the ihild to be. Berylla brought out
her teas and ointments and LiIias encouraged psyche to eat

'just a little more'. Then both began to question psyche

about her absent husband asking when they should meet and

\das he gentle, ,Do you think that he will be a kindly
father'? they asked,

"Distraught and unhappy, psyche confessed she did not
have answers for any of these questions, , f have never seen

my husband', she wailed, ,I am forbidden. Though what I do

know of hirn is kind and generous, he threatens me with an

unspeakable foss should I ever disobey'.

"'Vle can see the evidence of his generosity,, replied
I-,i1ias, 'But there is a worLd of difference between a good

husband and a good father., added Beryl1a, 'Do you think he

might also learn to be a gentl-e father, ?

"'How would I know? How can I judge,? said psyche.

"When you see him,, said Lii-ias, 'that v¡ill heLp you

know, Why don't you put a lighted lamp under an inverted
basket near your bed? And when this husband is asleep, take
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il out and look at hi¡n, Then you may see if his nature and

his disposition will- bear his new responsibility,.
"'Take a knife, toof and conceaf it by t.he bed,, added

the ever practical Berylla, She had seen a little too nuch

of the world and men to trust too eagerLy. ,It will give you

some protection if he wakes and is the kind of monster v/ho

woul-d harm both you and this unborn child. Hurry, it grows

late and we must Leave, Remember', she added fiercely, ,even

if we must leave you, if you do need help, do not hesitate
to come home to us, .

"LíLias nodded her agreement and the sisters hugged

Psyche once again, and then, looking back only once to wave,

they l-ef t,

"Psyche was understandably upset. By turns anxious,

despairing and fearfut, she nonethel_ess hid the candle and

knife in a safe place by her bed, At one and the same tirne,
wishing never to see this husband again and in the next

minute anxiously awaiting his return, she worried over what

the night would reveal.

"Later, when Eros fell asleep besíde her, psyche slowly
eased herself from her warrn bed and carefully lifted the
cover from the lanp. picking up the knife in one hand and

the lamp in the other, she turned to look upon this unknown

husband. There carefessly sprawled before her J.ay her fove.

Golden brown and rose, velvet and sinew, Eros tay deep

as Ieep .
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"O *y, he was beautiful l,' sighed Mrs, L. ',Overcone with
rel-ief and a sense of being safe, psyche put down her knife
even as she continued gazing. Then, by the end of the bed,

she noticed his bow, the quiver and the arror^rs, cently
Psyche touched these arms, and plucked an arrow from the
quiver itself, Thoughtfully, she tested its sharpness with
her thumb while turning to 1ook yet again on Eros. She

pricked herself.

"Startled, she fooked at her thumb and saw bright drops

of bfood appear, At once she bent to Ëelt her Love. So much

in a hurry, she shook a drop of burning oil out from her

lamp upon his right shoulder,

"Burned, Eros J-eaped up, reached for his weapons even

as he saw Psyche reach for him and flew up r,¡ithout a word,

As he arose, Psyche flung hersetf upon him, clinging tight.Iy
to his right leg. She hung there as he flew until she grew

too weary; she dropped upon the earth bel_ow.

"Thus freed, Eros immediately lit upon a nearby cypress
tree and spoke: 'How thoughtJ-essly and unaware have I
fulfilled ny mother, s wish; I an punished with my own arrow,
and nov/ that you disobey me, I leave you here. LoneLiness

your lot and fortune both,. Eros took wing again and left
Psyche.

"P6yche lay shivering with cofd, DesoLate, she watched

her love f1y away until he disappeared. Vlith one long
piercing wail, she threw herself over the bank of the nearby
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river, This river, Let.he and forgetfulness, luould have

nothing to do \^¡ith this Lovers' quarrel, and rolled her out
upon the bank. A brief hiccup later, up spl-ashed her mirror.

"Now, beside this stream rested the wilderness god,

Pan, and on his lap sat Echo. ,Nowf J-et me guess', he mused

as he spied Psyche, 'A suicidal J.eap, a pafe compl-exion,

those constant sighs, a ruinous digestion and. woeful ever_

tired eyes--why, this must be an overd.ose of l-ove'. ,An

overdose of Love, sighed Echo.

"'Since I am an old man with countLess, varied and

sundry affairs of l_ove,, winked pan, 'fear not my advice'.
'Not ny advice', repeated Echo. Frowning at his lap's
companion, Pên persevered along his lengthy counsel. ,pray

to Ero6, Ask his forgiveness; flatter him; defer to hin. He

is a kindly, pJ. easure- Ioving and soft-hearted youth. Be sure

to coax and plead and wait on hin. Especia1ly,, he firrnly
warned, 'do not seek bl-essing and consolation elsewherel'
Then echoed Echo, 'Seek bl-essing and consolation elsewhere!'

"Psyche gazed silentLy on pan and his companion, but
they had already forgotten her and turned away. She picked

up her mirror, and forcing one foot to foll-ow after the
otherf she started out upon the rough and unfamifiar trail
before her.

"Not stopping until she reached BeryÌIa's palace,

Psyche sought shelter in her sister.s arms and poured out
her whoLe sorry tale. In grief, BeryJ-ta tore her hair,
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lamenting the outcome of her well-meant advice. ,Rest here,
she said to Psyche. .I will travel back to the mountain and

heal- this rift with Eros. Surely when he knows of my

conLrivances, he wii.Ì see the knife was only for protection
and not to do him harm, Relenting, he will then perceive
just how important hís presence is to you and to his unborn

chiLd'.

"Leaving her work, her family and psyche resting,
Berylla sped back up the mountain. Cal1ing to Eros, she

threw herself upon a passing breeze--only to fall crashing
on the rocks below. Bashed and battered, weaving in and out
of consciousness fron the shock and 1oss of blood, BeryJ.J.a

crawled to a nearby road where she was discovered,

recognized and carted back into her palace.

"Psyche's grief grew tvrofold as she l-ooked upon her

sister. I need a knowledge greater than my own to meet this
crisis, she thought. perhaps fron Lilias I may gather what l
need. Coming to her eldest sister's garden observatory,
Psyche retold her tale adding what had happened to Berylla.
Lilias jumped up irnmediately and said, 'I will convince hirn

that the lamp was rny idea and that if anyone should be

punished, it must be me.,

"With that she l-eft her studies and handed psyche over

to her friends for care. She herself went off to the

mountain. planning so strong and rational a speech that it
could move even the god of love. Throwing herseJ_f headl-ong
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into the wind, Lil-ias tunbfed over and over down the
mountain side until she too, was picked up and carted back

to the healing hands in Berylla,s pal_ace.

"Hearing of this second failed attenpt, psyche sav¡ no

other choice but setting out alone upon her path.

"Eros, meanwhile, had sought out refuge in the darkness

of the forest and retreated spent and sighing fron t.he

painful feeling in his woundéd shoulder.

"A seagull watching all thal had transpired was now

annoyed past all patience; she dipped and darted out across

the rolling ocean's wide expanse until she came to where the
goddess bathed, Seltling down upon the waves, she proceeded

to tell Aphrodite about Eros and psyche, and what, since her

visit last, had transpired within her far-f1ung realms.

"'The $/orld has gone to wrack and ruin. your shrines
and sanctuaries continue empty and unused or foul-ed and

stinking with pollution, One king is dead, the others o1d

and sick beyond death and blind to what their greedy creed

has wrought, The Queens languish ailing in their towers,

Everything is crude and rude and violent. There is no

happiness, no lasting solace, no care for fanily bonds and

certainly no Love for l-ittl-e children or any wild thing',
"Hearing all Lhis, Aphrodite grew dark and furious.

'And ny own son contributes to this woe and fÌees his
obligations and the lover Lhat he chose himself., she

shrieked and howfed down the wind. Dark and baleful, wearing
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a sea-raven's guise, she rose above the sea and unerringly
ffew toward her son's sequestered sickroom, perching on a
branch above his head, she spit and raged her fury, sparing
no thought for the burning fever he already fett.

" 'What fine behaviour! How appropriate lo rne and

fitÈing to your ancient heritage, ! Sarcasm spewed from her

beak and ripped down like claws upon his naked chest, 'your
carefess behaviour does me no honour and you no credit. The

least of my feathered servants takes better care of his
obligations than you have done, My grandchiLdren must be

better served. your conduct dishonours the quiver that I
gave you and turns all your other instruments against their
rightful pleasures,. And then relenting with some

understanding for his inexperience of any loving but the
kindling of a hot desire, Aphrodite spoke more gently,

'Recover your good heal-th here as is needful, but then you

will redeem yourself and your desire, Be quick as you can to
return beside your love , ,

"She touched his brow and traced his cheek and added

these l-ast words: 'No onef my dear- - especial Iy not you or I_

-escapes the burden of their gifts'. With that, she snil_ed

and flicked his chín and left hin there alone.

"Finished with her son's part in all that had gone on,

but shaking yet in anger at other and more profound

betrayals, Àphrodite f l-ew out over her l-ands to seek some

soface in their diversity, But the gull had truly spoken;
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every\¡¡here she looked, the l-ands lay even more wasted, bleak
and troubÌed than they were before. Stunned by the
desolatíon she discovered, Aphrodite shinmered still a

moment.

"Her sister goddesses. Demeter and Artemis, found her

in this glittering silence. Knovíing full wel-I the power of
what would come, they sought to share their own concerns

with her. 'How opportune', said Äphrodite into the quiet a1I
about her, 'l suppose you wish me t'o desist'.

"'Nol No! We don,t presume to tell you vühat to do or
give advice', the goddesses replied. 'But. pl-ease, I ask,

leave seeds enough to start. afresh,, said Demeter, 'And let
the bl-ameless birds and animal_s, the fault.less ones in
nature still survive,, added witd Artenis. Then ravening
Aphrodite wheeled once against the sky and turned out again

towards the sea. Behind her, the awful stillness broke into
a thousand hurricanes, and earthquakes stormed across the
land , "

Mrs. Livingstone struggted up from the bench and

prepared to make her way up the beach. This was no place to
leave a story, but she wasn't persuaded. I kicked sand over

the smoldering ashes and f ol-Lowed after, up the rise into
lhe cottage,

*********
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I renember the exhilaration of ,'dark and stormy,' nights
and all those summer thunderstorms when waves harûnered in
against the shore and lightning crackled the darkness. Such

rnemories fit the tale and my own present pain, but t,hat

night in Mrs, L.'s cabin, I was safe. She pushed aside some

books and settled in her favorite chair and to my pJ.easure,

relented and continued with our story.

"In the strange stillness, psyche, for a tiine, found

wal-king easier. Coming upon an old abandoned and ni6used

temple near a mountain welJ-, she paused a moment to drink
and rest and then began to tidy up the disarray. The broken
jars of grain and unused irnplements spoke of Demeter,s

benedíctions as did the torch-ends left within the walls and

so Psyche determined to appeal for heIp.

"Demeter appeared. ,your prayers are moving and I wish

I might assist, but Aphrodite is my eldest sister and we are

bound by ancient ties of duty and respect. I cannot

interfere in what is her domain. And yet, you have my

bJ.essing'.

"Psyche, disappointed, walked on and passing into the
next valley, came upon a woodl-and shrine. Here were many

offerings and evidence of recent sacrifice, Animal- skins,
antlers and a still-warm blood-stained altar marked the
shrine as dedicated to Artemis. Nearby the door the

sacrificial knife lay clean and shining. perhaps this is the
goddess to assist me/ thought psyche, and so she neditated
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once again.

"Artemis appeared. ,I wish I mighl reward your gentle
prayers, but my offices are to offer an assistance more

specific than you require, creat Aphrodite is rny elder and I
cannot trespass in her greater rea.Lm. I cannot interfere nor
wifl I hel-p. And yet,, you have my blessing.,

"Oul again upon the path, psyche stopped a monent to
sort her thoughts and rested her back against a rock. 'Eros
is lost to me. My sisters cannot help, No other goddesses

wiLl save me. r can only face up to the worst that fate
deLivers and hand myself to what will be. I will submit to
Aphrodite. A direct encounter can,t be worse than what has

thus far happened' .

"So saying, Psyche turned towards the east just as alI
about her broke the raging gales of Aphrodite's eart,h-bound

promise. Buffeted by the tempest, wound.ed in this hail- of
trouble and sadness, psyche leaned the ful-fness of her

weight into this tumul-t and pushed her slow way into
Aphrodite's presence.

"So suddenl-y did psyche find herself again in stiLLness

that she collapsed headlong upon the ground. Aphrodite

l-oomed before her, With wide unbLinking stare, the goddess

stal-ked silently around t.he fal1en psyche. This way and

that, the golden eyes missed nothing of psyche,s whole

condition. Ruffling doubl-e her already awesome presence, the
goddess spread a great wing to indicate a ¡nound. of seeds
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piled to her left. Jumbfed together were apple and

pomegranate, barley, wheat and nill-et, poppyseeds,

chickpeas, lentils and beans,

"'There is your first task', said Aphrodite, 'If you

woul-d be mine and earn your own life's work and love, sort
out that notley nass of seeds and properly put each grain
into its or^/n and separate pile. r'inish before ¡noon rise.,

"Psyche lay siJ.ent and dumbfounded by the enormity of
the task, An ant came by and pitying her stricken figure,
convened her sister-workers to sort the seeds into their
separate piles. Grain by grain and one by one, they carried.,
sorted and distributed. The one pile disappearing,

reappeared again into its nine const.ituen! parts. Finished,
the anLs disappeared beJ-ow the ground.

"When Aphrodite reappeared, she casually and carelessly
surveyed the careful industry and orderly accomplishment,

and throwing Psyche a crust of bread, hersel_f rètired to the

night/ leaving Psyche curled up upon the rocky coast--warm

despite the coolness of the night.

"The next morning, Aphrodite pointed to the pastures

far infand and said, 'See by that river; there graze the
sheep whose fleece shine bright gold. OnIy their wool is
fine enough for my shrine. procure it, conb and weave it
into a filet fit for my sanctuary entrance,.

"Psyche set out toward the stream. Once there she knelt
to drink before embarking on this complex task. Beside her,
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stirred into music by a breeze/ a green reed softly sang,

'Dear Psyche/ you cannot move so quíckly anymore, so do not
go directly to those wiJ-d and powerful sheep for they are

fierce and will not tet you near. Wait until they have

grazed and tired, seek evening rest back in the forest. Then

gather all the strands caught in the branches of the bushes

round about the meadow, .

"Psyche v¡aited through the day until- the well-fed sheep

moved out beyond the thíckets to rest in the cool depths of
the trees lining the stream. She went to find what wooIly
goJ-d was clinging to the branches, Among the shrubbery aJ.1

at once she came upon the strands already neaLly carded,

spun and woven into a net so delicate and strong it seemed

no human could imagine its design. Behind this net, an

ancient spider, squat and fatf cut free the fiìet from its
place and disappeared.

"Gently Psyche caught the drifting fleece and carried
it back to Aphrodite,s shrine. And if her eyes had not been

carefully cast down, she might have then detected the

beginníngs of a srnif e far back within those fierce and

golden eyes.

"Certainly Aphrodite,s voice betrayed no tender

feeling. 'You sat about today and so this evening you must

do another task. A steep mountain peak lies high above a

towering cÌiff,' spoke Aphrodj-te into the gathering dusk.

'Dark wêter f l-ows down from a heated spring that bubbles up
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from deep inside that peak. The neighboring valley catches

in a reservoir liquid enough for aÌI the swamps of Styx and

the swift currants of Cocytus together. In this crystaÌ
vessel, catch some of that rich rivulet and bring it back to
me' .

"Taking the vial, psyche witlingly set off towards the
mount,ain, but when she reached the plateau near the ridge,
she saw the danger in the task and stood transfixed in
silence,

"A cave high up slipped forth in brackish streams that
then sJ-id downward and into a vaLley where they hrere guarded

left and right and roundabout by fearsome snakes who kept

unblinking watchfulness. ,Be\'rare the darting tongues! Look

out! You will die!, the sl-ithering and red-brown reptiles
hissed,

"Silent1y and swift beside her lhere appeared an owL,

'Give me the vial,, she hooted in the gathering dark,

Constantfy swivelling her head round and back its ful-I
circle, she carried the crystal container up the mountain

val-1ey, flying through the snakes. At the topnost spring,
she announced that this r^¡as for the goddess Aphrodite, and

unhindered, she fiIled the crystal that, returning do\^/n the
selfsame va11ey, she handed briruning fuII to psyche.

"Psyche once again returned to Aphrodite with this
token, but even completing that third task could not appease

the goddess. 'There is another task for you to do. Take this
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casket do\¡¡n to Persephone, hand it to her and say 'Aphrodite
requests a little of your beauty since she has exhausted

what she has repairing all the damage to her realrn,.

"Psyche shivered in fear. As if a veil had lifted from

her eyes, she understood, She was being driven to the

underworl-d of death. psyche trudged towards the great and

ancient standing stone so she might lie beneath it and

fasting find herself guÍded straight to death.

"Once settled against the giant megalith, psyche vras

startled to hear the towering stone speak hoarseJ-y in her

ear. 'Ceêse lhis useless fasting. That is not how to
approach death's gate. Get up, take ti¡/o corn-cakes weJ-l_

soaked in mead, go upwards to the Vent of Dis, and begin

your journey there by walking downward. through its opening,

And don't forget to take Ûno copper coins within your

nouth.'

"'When you have travelled a 1ong way down the path, ,

continued the tovr'ering stone, ,you will meet a limping
driver with a l-a¡ne ass cartj_ng wood, He will ask you to hand

hin twigs that have faf J-en from his l-oad, Do not lend your

assistance, but pass them by in silence.

"'Then you will come to the river of the dead where you

must pay Charon the passage ¡noney. Let him take one coin out

of your mouth by his own hand. While you are being ferried
across, a dead old man floating on the surface will lift his
rotting hands and beg you to pult hin into the boat. Turn
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av,¡ay; do not pity him .

"'A littl-e beyond the river, you will come upon three
ol-d women weaving at a loom. They will ask you to v1¡eðve a

bit, but do not help them. If you put down one cake, you

rvil-l never find your way back again.

"'There is a huge three-headed dog, the fierce and

monstrous keeper of the gates. Split one cake in three to
buy safe passage beyond those jaws. Once past, you will meet

Persephone and her companion, Hecate. OnIy then may you beg

your favour.

"'Persephone wil-l- bid you welcome and ask you to sit
beside her to eat a sumptuous banquet/ but you must sit upon

the bare floor and request only a littl_e of Hecaters bread

and water. When you have supped, return with the filled
casket, remernbering to buy off the dog and sai.Ior once

again .

"Psyche hurried to complete this task and ret.urning
above ground with the casket, sank down i^/ith exhaustion and

relief. Aching limb by limb, worn beyond endurance fron so

much grief, she gazed upon the gift she carried. Remembering

what Aphrodite said of restoration held within, psyche

thought this: 'I have endured an awful journey and even

wiJ.IingJ-y and with a good heart have undergone ny tasks. My

legs ache, my back is kilting me, and soon T,fl have a

child. Here before me is the energy I.fI need to meet the
cares Lo comê. If it restores a goddess, r^¡il-l not a drop be
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just enough for me,?

"Raisíng the caskeÈ Iid, psyche was overwheLmed. With

bl-ank dark eyes she gazed down in the casket; a slench of
death's decay enveloped her entirely.

"l,lithin his forest far away, Eros woke and looked about

for Psyche. At once remembering, he stretched his wings and

flew to find her. And finding her again was certainJ.y no

problem; his nose directly led him to where she knelt there
at the Vent of Dis,

"Quickly he fofded up the stench into the casket and

waved his rdings t'o clear the air. He settled down in front
of Psyche until she looked at him again. He hadn,t long to
wait. With silly smiling ear to ear and weeping tears that
washed remaining hurts away, they each forgave and loved and

reunited . "

That's such a loveJ.y ending, I thought then, but Mrs.

Livingstone wasn't finished yet, ,,V{hat he had to forgive, I
can't imagine, but Psyche a.Lways was a generous soul- and

certainLy she loved hirn dearly.

"'Comer' said Eros, 'we both have tasks left
incomplete. You must,.. , and here he stopped as psyche once

again sat as íf spellbound. A noment passed and then she

looked at him.

"'Not quite nowr' said psyche wryly as she shook her

head, 'CaLl ny mother; bring ny sisters to me. I need them,

I want them with ne,.
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"Eros said, 'There, there,, a l-ittLe nervously and in a

hurry. 'Yes. Everything will be alright. But of course...
your mother, And your sisters.,.. Well,,. if you must,. And

he was in such haste that he sent three winds abroad: the
north wind to the Queen, the west wind to Lífias and the
south wind to BerylLa.

"With Eros braced supportively at her back, psyche, s

one nore labor birthed a daughter she named Joy. Lilias held
high the lamp; Berylta knotted and cut the cord, and the

Queen carefully lifted the child and carried her to the

ocean shore nearby. There, while the sisters tended psyche,

she gave this newest grandchild into Aphrodite's arms,

"Borne gently out to sea by Aphrodite, Joy $'as bathed

and dried and gently wrapped in down, Trailing taughter,

like seaweed and morning sunlight, the goddess then returned
the twice-blessed task of Joy to psyche's arms and Eros

wrapped them both in wings aã light and warm and strong as

l-ove itself can sometimes be. "

f renember sitting quietly awhile with Mrs.

Livingstone. Not exactly tired, but nore at ease and

resting, just watching our refl-ections in the cottage. s

night window,

When I was young, I knew that Joy was mort,al, a
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fleeting thing that came and went, and just assumed that
Psyche became a goddess or at least a daemon fike her

husband, Eros. Or maybe an imrnortaf . Now I knoi4r that none of
that rneans anything. They're there, and if they come and go

it.'s at our whim or in our need and not their own.

That's why I hear the story and the voice of Mrs.

T,ivingstone. The nessage that I need is there in both, and I
have heard enough to make an answer out of heartache. I do

remember Psyche. I have seen her; so have you.

Often, we know her first with Aphrodite: bright in
golden sunlight at the ocean's edge, in the fear and elation
of a raging gale or flood or tranquil by a moonlit mountain

lake, or in the damp and earthy forest, and certainly in the

well-beloved I eve I -to-the- skyl-ine fietds of home.

Sometimes she appears together with her sisters: vroven

up in squabbles and older and more bitter tife-betrayals, or
in the nurse's care or anywhere that people gather to talk
about work or famil-ies or even politics and what's gone

wrong. And always friendship, s kitchen carries the latest
traces of their presence,

With Eros sometimes, too: in warm embrace of eye and

êrm and thigh, ín l-oves-J-ost or found again, in al-l the
rages and betrayals a body, s heat can generate; or coldness.

In first love and J-ast love and a1l the 1oves that rest
between.

With Joy and al"I new promise: in new buds and spring
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flowers, in children's laughter, in every species, infant
playful-ness, in bliss of work well done and in the day,s

achievements task by task.

But mostly Psyche appears to us alone, in those dark

moments between moon-set and sun-rise, She's there, waiting,
smiling and patient on the other side of the rain,
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Aftererord

Much of feminist practice is concerned with naming that
which has been siLenced, suppressed and left out of
patriarchal learning and the Western, Eurocentric

intelfectual tradition. Therefore, to keep faith with t,his

spirit, I would Like to intoduce a term to describe a

Psychean outlook,l While the term ,,paradox,, does contain and

unite such opposites as thè tiàditional perceptions of l_ife

and death, the various connotations or entailments of the

term make it unsuitabl_e for describing psyche,s experience.

In his Glossary of Literary Terms, M,H. Abrams note6

that a paradox "6eems on its face to be s el- f- contradictory
or absurd, yet turns out to make good sense" (1,26), He goes

on Lo state that "it was a central device in seventeenth

century netaphysical poetry. " paradoxes which conjoin two

contrary terms are oxymorons and often are found ',in
El-izabethan love poetry', and ,,in devotiona.I prose and

religious poetry as a rday of expressing the Christian
mysteries, which transcend hunan sense and. logic,' (J.27), By

reason of these t\^ro usages, paradox implicitly Iinks sexual

intercourse and trans cendence/ spiritual_ity, In the Iight of
the religious nature of paradox wj_thin Western, inteflectual
and dichotomized thought and the equally profound though

differently sacred nature of psyche,s fourth task and

reproductive experience, the term ',paradox" is by

definition, counter productive.
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Compelled to l-ook outside this European philosophic
traditj-on to find a descriptive word for the psycho-

spiritual attitude which sees life and death as integral,
relational parts of a trans formational journey, I choose

"kal-ian" as a way of distinguishing such an outJ_ook from

that encompassed by "paradox. ', I have, very obviousl-y, taken

this term from the name of the goddess, KaIi-Ma.z As Ajit
Mookerjee describes her, KaIi is the Indian goddess who is
called Virgin-creator, 6ustaining Mother and Absorber-of-al_]

and who "sprang forth" from the head of the Great Goddess,

Durga, As a triple goddess parthenogenetical ly goddess-born,

she is a profoundly fenale and feminine image for the

approach to life that Psyche's journey and Apuleius,s tale
have revealed. Thus, any approach to life thal is structured
in terms of the continuity of life processes, increase and

transformation, of the on-going values in sustaining and

preserving life, and of absorbing or accepting a J.ife

experience that includes death,s destruction might,

suitably, be ref erred to as ,,kalian. 
',
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Notes

Foreword

1. r am grateful to the l-ate Dr. Rene carpentier for his
encouragement and support of my research and the initial-
stages of writing that thesis, and to professor Ken osborne

who prompted a feminist inquiry into the intellectual
underpinnings of curricul-um devel-opment and my first
analysis of that tradition.

Introduction

1. some areas of research directed to address women,s

absence from specific areas of sociar and intel_lectual life
include: phiJ-osophy and poJ-itical thoughtr ês in susan

MoIler okj-n's women in western poritical- Thought, shei_ra

Rowbotham's women's consciousnessr Man,s vlorl_d and Mary

o'Brien's The politics of Reproduction; religion and art, as

in Mary DaJ-y' s Beyond God the Father, Merl-in stone, s when

God was a woman, Elaine pageUs The Gnostic Gospers, Estell_a

Lauter's women as Mythmakers, and Lucy Lippard,s overray¡
literature, as in sandra M. Gilbert's and susan Gubar,s The

Madwoman in the Attic, Elaine showalter,s A Literature ot
Their own and Tirl-ie olson's silences. other texts such as

susan Brownmil-ler's Against our wilL deal with Lhe physical_

viorence used against v/omen that accompanies such erasures.
Ann Jones's Next rime she'JJ Be Dead exposes the ways in
which our cul-tural- attitudes continue to a]low and reenforce
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nen's violence and phy6ical abuse against i¡¡omen in the home.

2. See for exarnple/ Margot Cultey,s and Catherine portuges. s

Gendered Subjects, Arlene Eausto-Sterting's Myths of Gender:

BiologicaT Theories A.bout Women and Men, and AngeIa Mifes
and GeraLdine Finn.s (eds,) Feminisn in Canada,

3. See Sherry B. Ortner, s ', Is Female to Male as Nature is to
Cul-ture?" and Susan Griffin, s Woman and Nature., The Roaring

Inside Her ,

4. Perhaps the clearest exanple of the way in r^rhich men's

ideas and attitudes, men.s power and l_earning have

controlled how women perceive themselves and their lives is
in the role mal-e physicians have played in the traditionatly
female respons ibi I ities of childbirth and child rearing.
Women's experience of the mal-e controt of childbirth is
variously documented by MariLyn French, Germaine creer ín
Sex and Destiny and Emíly Martin in ?J:e Woman in the Body,

The movement towards reclaiming a measure of controL over

the birthing experience is illustrated by the natural_

childbirth movement. beginning in the sixties and by the

LaLeche League. The incorporation of women, s own

descriptions of lived experience is encouraged in
publications such as SheiJ-a Kitzinger, s Giving Birth ¡ How It
ReaTJy FeeLs,
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5. For an account of the ramifications this has for atf
women, see DaIe Spender, s Women of Ideas, In the texts
examining the issues in women, s learning, schol-ars such as

Judith Thompson/ Sibyl Shack, Annis Dagg and p.J. Thompson

articuJ-ate women, s experience in education as variously as

Shack's reference to women teachers as a "two-thirds
minority" and Spender's description of wornen in education as

"invisible. " A simil-ar displacenent from an authentic voice
for female experience is discussed by M.M. Jenkins and

Cheris Kramarae, and Robin Lakoff.

6. Paul-o Friere, s Pedagogy of the Oppressed introduces a

concept for education in the third worLd that distinguishes
a teachingrr Iearning metaphor of banking from one of
midwifery. This implies that even this nore woman-centered

metaphor could manifest a nore egalitarian, famiLy and

human-centered approach.

7. The title of the myth is usually presented in the reverse

order, as, for exampÌe, it is in Erich Neumann,s refence to
"Amor and Psyche. " Because of psyche,s central importance in
the myth, I order the narnes to ref l-ect this inportance.

8. Unless otherwise indicated, al-t definitions are taken

from T¡e Oxford EngTislt Dictionary,



Chapter One3 Context,s and CLrcumstances

1. Historian and experienced quilter, Dr. Barbara E, Kelcey

reninds me that there are several different ways of
constructing quilts. The pieced quilt image that I use is
associated with the practice on the North American frontier
(and that of my own grandmotherg) and therefore rnost

suitabl-e as an analogy for an interdi s cipl inary analysis of
educational practice.

2, For confirrnation of the importance of attention to the
way power structures influence educational practice and

change, thereby control-l-ing change in the learning
experience, see Joan S. Walters,s Thîee Case Studjes.

Chapter Tero 3 Narcissus and Echo

l-. I use D.E. Hill's translation of Ovid,s Metanorphoses .I-

fV, within which the myth of Narcissus appears on pp. Lo7-

1L5. T do not provide parenthetical page numbers because the
passage in question is so brief. A recent translation,
Hill-'s edition supplies valuable linguistic and historical
information, Whereas Hill transLates from t,he L,atin and

therefore uses the Latin name6 for gods and goddesses, I
include the Greek names to suggest their more ancient

associations.

2, In Sowing the Body, Page DuBois refers to ,'the male
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narcissism of traditional scholarship" (7) and warns: ,'Our

paradoxical enterprise is to be both within and outside the
sex gender system, to see the ways in which it enabl_es our

being, but Èo call to the foreground itõ bias, it.s
historicity" (9), My o\^¡n enterprise is to bring to light
v¡hat I see as the other and very real gystem that is
represented by the "outside" and Echo's p.Lace.

3, Virginia Woolf ín A Room of One's Oøn describes the

patriarchal need for creating \^ronan as mirror, whereby she

is seen as "possessing the magic and delicious power of
reflecting the figure of man at twice its natural_ sj-ze,'

(53).

4. Feminist art practice and criticism presents both a

recJ-amation and redefinition of those practices named craft.
See Germaine Greer, s The Obstacl-e Race I E6telIa Lauterr s

V'lomen as Mythnakers: poetry and Visual_ Art by Twentieth

Century Women, Lucy Lippard,s Oveîlayl and Rosalda parker's

and Griselda Pollack/s Ofd Mistresses: Women Art and

IdeoLogy.

5. This is a splintering and fragmentation that. Naomi lilolf ,

too, emphasizes as detrimentêl to wonen, s psychological

health and development, In The Beauty Myth, she describes

how this male vision of women is cuLturally mirrored to
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women,

Chapter Thrèê3 fntroducing psyche: At,t,ending Àphrodite

1. Translations of Apuleius,s Metamorphoses are offered by

William Addlington, H.E. Butler, Robert Graves, and J.

Arthur Hanson. Robert Graves provides a second later and

separate edition of the psyche myth with an j_ntroduction by

Marian Woodman. The story of Cupid and psyche also appears

within William Pater's Marius the Epicureên, fn Til-J We Have

¡'aces, C.S. Lewis retell-s the myth from the point of view of
the eldest sister.

2. I use Hanson's translation throughout this study because

it is, I believe, the most recent. The fact that it is not

to my knowJ-edge associated with any previous interpretations
is afso a factor in my decision. fn most instances, my

parenthetica] references wifl only include page numbers.

Hanson's transfation exists in tqro vol-umes whose pages are

not sequentially numbered, but because I am primarily
concerned with vol-ume one, only the rare instances where I
need to reference the second wil-l I incJ_ude the volume

number, as in 12 t299).

3, For an investigation into these sources and their motifs,
see Jan-Ojvind Swahn, s The TaJe of Cupid and psyche and Ben

Edvrin Perry's The Ancient Roma¡tces.. A Literary-Hist,orjcaL
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Account of Their Origìns. For an analysis of the sources of
motif and Literary techniques involved in the conversion

story as metamorphosis see Judith K, Krabbe's ?åe

Metamorphoses of Apuleius, Tn The Novef Before the Novej:

Essays and Discussions About the Beginnings of prose Fiction
in the t1te,s¿ / Arthur Heisman suggests an Egyptian influence
in the way the episodes are linked by a storytelJ_er ,'who is
in sone sort of predicament" (I52). Elizabeth Hazelton

Haight in ApuJeius and his Inffuence gives a history of the
ideas of l-ove and sou.L and incJ-udes information on their
earliest representations.

4, Apuleius, of course, uses the Latin narnes for the

goddesses and gods. I prefer and have inserted the older
Greek variant.s, for I rely on the reclamations and

reinterpretations of these more ancient representêtions .

Obviously I mean to suggest the fullest possible
interpretation of Aphrodite,s capacities and her

reLationship with Eros.

5. See Naomi Goldenberg's The Changing of tåe cods and

ELaine Pagel's The Gnostic cospel,s for discussions of the

\¡tays in which the female divine has been appropriated in
patriarchal cul-ture.



Chapter Four: The Green World

1. The problems in the designation "Mistress,, are explored

in Rozika Parker, s and Griselda pollack,s Old Mistresses:

Women, Art and TdeoLogy. Alluding to the honorific title
"oJ-d mastersr " they point out how patriarchal attitudes have

undermined the female ownership of what might be roughly

equivaJ-ent titles of respect, By acknowledging psyche's

ownership of the title, I intend that the authorit,y it
represents is equivalent to vühat we automatically grant

"naster. "

2, Explaining early methods of birth control, Sarah B.

Pomeroy suppJ-ies information that suggests a knowl_edge of
reproduct.ive responsibiLity that joins together psyche's

first two tasks: "Mixed with ineffective techniques Iof
birth controL l vüere effective methods including the use of
occlusive agents which blocked the os of the uterus. Oils,
honey, and soft wool were emptoyed,' (167),

3. The mother's absence fron l-iterature is discussed by Di

Brandt's Wild l,lother Ðancing, In her discussion of Canadian

women writers, she examines aspects of the mother's

silencing as each writer attempts to deal with it and the

ways in which each reclaims the mother as subject of her own

story,
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Chapter Flve: Learning Transformat,ion

1. This attitude recaffs the kind of feminist scientific
practice Evelyn Fox Kel-Ier describes in the work of Barbara

Mccl-intock. Of similar interest is the paper on Native

observational attitudes and practice given by scientist
PameIa Colorado.

2. In Kent and Morreau,s Women,s Images of Ment Sarah Kent

deecribes how the male body is objectifj_ed ín homoerotic

art. Mal-e bodies are rendered as passive for the visual
consurnption of a male audience, but not for women, s

appreciation; the maLe viewer continues powerful. See ,'The

Erotic MaJ-e Nude" (7 5-82) ,

3, This pattern of heredíty, ,,call,, and wi sdom/foreknowl edge

as wonen's sharnanic pattern also exists in t.he story of
Cassandra; her knowledge aJ.so was losti her society refused

to hear her warnings. See Christa Wolf,s Cassandra.. A Novel-

and Four gssays ,

4. Though McClel-land does distinguish between a male and

female attitude towards power and sex-role differentiation,
his emphasis on power as a po\4/er-over is like the attitudes
that I have questioned in my discussion of power in chapter

three. To indicate the attitude appropriate to psyche,s

story, I wilL cafl this kind of quest an empowerment vision.



The pattern, however, remains the same.

Chapter Six: Eros, Psyche and N(arr)ativity
i.. T cannot resist remarking how McClellend.s (indeed nale)
perception of female behaviour is negativety coded and

called feninine psychology and, further, that the priesthood

of the Mysteries was by this time male and presumably not

" feminine . "

2. The "Travels" television series program, entitled
Madagascar: IsTe of the Ancestors, provides a comparison by

way of a similar ritual of spiritual significance. Travel

writer Helena Drysdale describes the journey of a family
group to disinter the bodies of dead ancestors in order to
replace their shrouds. While she describes her own anxiety
at vühat she believed would be a macabre ritual, she is
surprised that it is so joyous an occasion, that the bodies

had decomposed to a rich loamy earth and that the rit.ual
celebrated the continuity of l-ife rather than the individual
deaths. What is equaJ-Iy interesting is her observation that
the removed and 'earth stained, shrouds were prized as

blankets on which to conceive new life and so linked death

to conception and birth/ to regeneration. .Ancestors and the

yet unborn are linked together in a profoundly rnetaphoric

$ray, (PPTV, ch, 3, 5/4/93t 7 pm.)
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3. ExampLes exist of how other cuftures include thie wisdom

into a female J.ife pattern. For example, ín Grandmothers of
the Light: A l4edicine Woman,s Sourcebook, paul-a cunn Al_J_en

describes the seven steps to becoming a medicine woman, The

Iast two stages/ of teacher and wise woman are the post-

menopausal years when the vüonan becomes "a transmitter of

spiritual and social wisdom" (1-4).

5. An example of how this Hecate aspect is translated into a

J-arger social responsibility and is clearly evidenced in the

political activism of "The Raging Grannies,, and of the anti-
nuclear demonstrations of the women at Greenham Common,

6, Awareness of the significance and importance of post-

nenopausaL fenale J-ife experience is variously documented

(and valued) by cail Sheehy in Menopause: The Sjient
Passage I Germaine Greer in The Change and Janine O,Leary

Cobb in Understanding Menopause,

Chapter Seven: VolupÈas Beyond the End1ng

1. In keeping with my decision Èo use the nore ancient Greek

names, I substitute VoLuptas for the Latin yoluptatem,

Rachel Bl-au DuPlessis translaLes Vofuptatem into English as

Joy (90).

2, Trevathan's enphasis on mate selection gives an
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additional way of interpreting the implicatíons for women

and family relationships of the exchange of women in the

avoidance of incest. Exogamous marriage might resutt in
exceptionally difficult childbirth and higher mortality
rates for both infant and woman.

3. It will have become obvious that I an avoiding ,,trinity',

and using "triplicity" instead. As the means of registering
trans formational movement, individuality and family
rel-ationship, "triplicity" circumvents the connotatíve

meanings in the word "trinity. " In patriarchal religions,
its useful-ness has been tainted by the absence of the female

principle and by the implication of unitary oneness.

4. Nor Ha.Ll reduces this to one hour: "The hour of the wolf
is the time between night and dawn. It is the hour when most

people die, when sLeep is deepest, when nightmares are most

palpable, \^¡hen ghosts and demons hold sway. The hour of the

vrol-f is also the hour when most children are born,, (117).

5. The direct references to these paradoxes are as follows:
holding and attachmenl (53), passion (77-8,80)/ eye-to-eye

(106, 108), idealization and identification (128), mutuality

(156), embeddedness ( 178 ), tending (203).

6. This placentally based metaphor aÌso recal-Ls Kegan, s The
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Evolving Self and provides a way of bringing together the

theories of the separate and symbioLíc self, For an analysis

of the self described as "twice" born into a .Later

psychological- separateness see Margaret Mahler,s On Human

Symbiosis and the Vicissitudes of Individuation,

7. Brian McHaIe in his analysis of postmoderníst fiction
describes narrative circulariÈy as one ',possible structure
of textual non-ending" (110). The spiral is a means of

ascending to a higher level- and "netalepsis,' is the i,ray to
l-eap the gap which the spiral passes through (l-19). This

leaping of the gap, however, bypasses the continuity that
the spiral implies and substitutes instead a series of
presumably concentric circles or centers such as Efiade

discusses.

8. For examples and discussions of myths of boy's initiation
ceremonies and the hero journey/ see Robert BIy,s Tron John

and Joseph Campbell's Myths to Live By.

9, O'Brien notes that the stages of male initiation are

remarkably l-ike couvade. As husbands in some societies take

to their beds in the appearance of giving birth like their
wives do, so, J-ikewise, do men appropriate the forms of
menstruation, pregnancy and birth as a means of signifying
magic and power ( l-49-156 ) .
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l-0. Kurt Weitzrnann states that, in ancient scul-pturaL

representations of Cupid and psyche, both are winged

creatures. Such a representation serves to mark each as

devotees of the winged bird goddess and not necessariJ_y as

transcendent beings. Most birds fly, but they rernain

creatures of earth's atmosphere not ,,heaven."

Chapter Elght: Lifeprint,s

1. The issues surrounding the definiL.ion of the self and

individuality are recurrent in the analyses of women's

autobiographies . Obviously ny own view is necessariJ.y

Limited in its ability to address these larger questions

directly. For the nonent, and in the J-ight of the way I have

revisioned birth, f am arguing the real and centered

presence of a seff in text and a self concept that. is not

"split" but t.rans formative, able to act with a ',response-

ability. " For an examination of the ,'dis continuities ', of
women's narratives see ?¡e Fenal_e Autograph: Theory and

Practice of Autobiography From the Tenth to the Twentieth

Century edited by Domna C. Stanton.

2. For a discussion of the ways in which this mirror
representation and the dichotomized image of self both

affects and fails to explain v,¡omen's autobiographical

practice see ?åe Ptivate Sel-f : Theory and practice of
hlonen's Autobiographicaf Writings edited by Shari BensLock,
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See especially the article by Kathleen Woodward for the

discussion of mourning and Loss in the context of Simone de

Beauvoir's autobiogrêphy. As an exaple of search for a

comfortable rnetaphor for articulating identity in a context
that incfudes geography, He1en M. Buss suggests a metaphor

of mapping. See her Mapping Oursefves: Canadjan Women,s

Autobiography in EngJish,

3, For comparíson, an examination of the titles of
twentieth-century men,s autobiographies reveals motifs rnore

in keeping with those characteristics I have discussed with
respect to the Icarus compLex and which appear in Eros,6

story. Roald Dahl's Going So.Zo emphasizes separation and

recal-J-6 first flight as a qualifying pilot. Arthur MilIer's
Timebends: A Life plays with the ideas of time and 1ife
changes but in a way that implies force, confrontation,
resistance and the laws of physics. whil-e T|easure in Clay:

The Autobiography of Fuiton J. Sheen combines paradoxical

notions of value, in the work he describes himsel_f as the

clay and the treasure as gift, given from outside, ,'desire

flourishing in clay" (29); iL is his being called by cod to
be a priest that is the treasure, not his existence as an

enbodied being. The title of James A. Michener.s memoir, ?åe

Worfd is My Homet suggests a place j_n the worLd of man, in
culture and society, and ease therein. Conrad Bl-ack, s title,
A Life in Progress, clearly states Èhe sense of life as
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means and ends rather than process or continuit.y. Finally,
George Burna's saucy Living It Up: Or They Stif l- Love Me in
Al-toona conbines the worl-d and the flesh in an attit,ude that
Eros sureJ-y would approve and enjoy,

5, Outercourse is an intense and cornplex expression of a

fornidable inteflect trained in two of the most patriarchal
of disciplines: Christian theolog'y and philosophy. In spite
of her exodus from that religion, DaIy would be the first to
acknowi.edge her debt to that tradition for enablÍng her to
critique it on its own terms <74-76). What this tradition
brings with it is the focus on ,,gaps" and the necessity for
the "Ieap" which recal-l-s the dichotomy inherent in
Narcissus's gaze and sexual- union, While I see the psychean

pattern in her writing, I am fully aware and cannot stress
enough that she sees something different. The most obvious

is in the three-ness of my interpretation of psyche,s

journey and Ðaly's preference for four and the quaternity in
her spiral galaxies, As I see it, however, her Fourth Galaxy

is the new being, another beginning in continuing process

and she herself notices that four may be seen as three-plu6-
one (373). Rather than the stasis of quaternity, it becomes

process.

6. The significance of this translat.ion of noun to verb and

movement and energy is frequently used in the feminist
ana.J.yses, That so many have picked up on this indicates it,s
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relevance to a theory of femaLe experience.

Afters¡ord

L. T use Psychean as an adjective to characterize the kind
of fife journey she undertook as well as its female nature.

I appi.y it in the same manner that Ulyssean is used to
describe a particular kind of nal_e quest.

2. Here I am sensitive to the irnplications of expropriating
a goddess from outside my ou'n tradition. I justify rny

procedure only by stating that my motive is to naintain and

continue Ì,rhat I understand to be the goddess's three

original rneanings: creatingf sustaining, destroying. perhaps

my use of the tern wil-l help ensure that Kali-Ma avoids the

fate of her sister triple goddess in the Western tradition.
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